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AND SO IS THE FIGHT
ABOUT TUNERS.

At one time the struggle between amplifiers was won by the amp that had the
most muscle. And the tuner that brought in the most stations also brought in the
most acclaim.
Today, there's one series of amplifiers whose technology has put it in a class by
itself. And now, with Pioneer's new TX 9800 tuner it's met its match.

While other tuners offer features that just sound great, every feature in

Pioneer's TX 9800 helps to produce great sound.
Unlike ordinary tuners that are content with ordinary circuitry, the TX 9800 has
a new Quadrature Discriminator Transformer that works with Pioneer's exclusive
PA 3001-A integrated circuit to reduce distortion to 0.05% at l KHz and raise the
signal-to-noise ratio to 83 dB. Whew!
Many of today's tuners use sophisticated low pass filters to remove the 19 KHz
pilot signal that's present in every stereo broadcast. But while they're effective in
removing the pilot signal, they're also effective in removing some of the music.
The TX 9800 has Automatic Pilot Cancelling Circuitry that makes sure every part of the
music is heard all of the time. And that distortion is veritably unheard of.
The crowning achievement of most tuners
today is the sensitivity of their front end. And
SIGNAL STRENGTH AND CENTER TUNING METERS
FOR A DRIFT -FREE PERFORMANCE.
though it's much to their credit to bring in weak
stations, it means nothing unless they can do it
without spurious noise or other interference.

The TX 9800's front end has three dual
gate MOSFET's that work with our five gang
variable capacitator to give you an FM sensitiv-

INSTANTANEOUS FLUROSCAN METERING
THAT LETS YOU WATCH EVERY PERFORMANCE
WHILE YOU HEAR IT.

ity of 8.8 dBf. And also make sure that your
favorite music is not disturbed by what's play -

ing elsewhere on the dial.
And while most tuners today give you one band width for all FM stations, the
TX 9800 gives you two. For both AM and FM. A wide band that lets you bring in

strong stations loud and clear. And a narrow one that finds even the weakest
station on a crowded dial and brings it in without any interference.

All told, these scientific innovations sound mighty impressive. But they

wouldn't sound like much without an even more impressive tuning system.
The TX 9800 has a specially designed Quartz Sampling Lock Tuning System,
that fortunately, is a lot easier to operate than pronounce.
Simply rotate the tuning dial to your desired station. When the station is tuned
exactly right a "tune" light comes on. By releasing the tuning dial you automatically
lock onto that broadcast. And automatically eliminate FM drift.
By now, it must be obvious that the same thinking that went into Pioneer's new
amplifiers has also gone into their new line of tuners.
CD PIONEER'
So just as Pioneer ended the class struggle between amps, We bring back alive.
they won the fight between tuners. With a technical knockout. High 85Eidei
Oxlurd
Moonachie
Components,

®1978 U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.
Drive,
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THE STRUGGLE
BETWEEN THE CLASSES
IS OVER.

For years people have clashed over which amplifiers are best. Class Aor Class B.
Expensive Non -switching Class A amplifiers are known to offer the lowest levels
of distortion. At the same time, they also offer the highest operating temperatures.
And while Switching Class B amplifiers increase efficiency, they also increase
distortion.
So if you're not paying through thé nose for a heat -producing Class A amplifier,
you'll be paying through the ear for a distortion -producing Class B.
At Pioneer, we believe most

of today's Class A and Class B

amplifiers are pretty much in the

same class. The class below

Pioneer's SA 9800.
Pioneer's Non -switching SA
9800
offers the efficiency found
CLASS A AMPLIFIER.
CLASS B AMPLIF ER.
SA -9800.
LEAST DISTORTION
MOST DISTORTION
in
the
finest
Class
B
amplifiers.
LESS D STORTION, LESS
BUT MOST HEAT.
BUT LESS HEAT.
With a distortion level found in HEAT, AND MORE POWER.
'the finest Class A. An unheard of 0.005% at 10-20,000 hertz.
And while you're certain to find conventional power transistors in most conventional amplifiers, you won't find them in the SA 9800. You'll find specially developed
RET (Ring Emitter Transistors) transistors that greatly increase frequency response. So
instead of getting distortion at high frequencies, you get clean clear sound. Nothing
more. Nothing less.
Instead of slow -to -react VU meters that give you average readings or more
sophisticated LED's that give you limited resolution, the SA 9800 offers a Fluroscan
metering system that is so fast and so precise it instantaneously follows every peak in
the power to make sure you're never bothered by overload or clipping distortion.
And while most amplifiers try to impress you with all the things they do, the SA
9800 can even impress you with the one thing it simply doesn't do. It doesn't add
anything to the sound it reproduces. An impressive 110dB S/N ratio is proof of it.
While these features alone are enough to outclass most popular amplifiers, the
SA 9800 also offers features like DC phono and equalizer sections and DC flat and
power amps that eliminate phase and transient distortion. Cartridge load selectors
that let you get the most out of every cartridge. And independent left and right channel
power supplies.
Obviously, it took revolutionary technology to build the SA 9800. But the same
technology and skillful engineering that went into the SA 9800
also goes into every amplifier in Pioneer's new series.
pIVEFJZ
At Pioneer, we're certain that others will soon be entering the We bring
it back alive.
class of 9800. And though they all may be built along similar
©1978U S Pioneer Electronics Corp,
High Fidelity Components,
in terms of value Pioneer will always be in a class by itself.
85 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.I.07074.
lines,
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1. Prevents

"record chatter"
on your turntable?
2. Looks
unimpressive?
3. Is very thin
and gray?
4. Is more anti -static
than similar
products*?
`according to tests by the
Swedish National Test Institute.
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Introducing
the new
Dual 839
cassette deck.

Consider
what it
would be like
to own one.
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The new Dual 839 is so different
from all other cassette decks that,
rather than list its many features,
we'll guide you through them as if
the 839 were in front of you.
First, the 839 is bi-directional in
record and playback. This doubles
the length of every cassette.
You'll notice there's no door
between you and the cassette

compartment. Insert a cassette and
it will lock in precise alignment.
That's Dual's Direct Load and Lock
system. (A subtle but important
touch; any slack in the tape is
immediately taken up.)
Follow us carefully on this next
one. Even when the tape is in
motion, you can pull it out and
replace it with another ... and
the previous mode resumes
automatically. Useful? When the
tape nears the end at a crucial
moment, you can have a new tape
in place without missing a beat.
The 839 is just as innovative in
playback. If a tape made on another
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deck is too sharp or too flat, no
problem. Playback pitch can be
varied over an 8 percent range.
And previously recorded tapes
with clicks, pops and disc jockey
interruptions can be cleaned up

What about the 839's audible
performance? The specifications
can give you a hint. Wow and
flutter ± 0.03 percent WRMS.
Frequency response from 20 to 20
kHz, ± 3 dB. Signal-to-noise better

electronically-smoothly and
permanently. Dual's fade/edit

than 69 dB.
Of course, there's a price for all
the 839 offers: $850. If that seems to

control lets you do that with
complete confidence, because it
functions in playback.
Back to recording. The peak -level
LED indicators react faster than
any other metering system. And
more accurately, because they're
equalized. They read the full

processed signal-including the
high frequency boost other decks
add but only Dual reads. No more
risk of overloading a tape into
distortion.
There's still more. Much more.
Full metal record and playback.
6 -way bias/equalization. Two -motor,

twin -capstan drive system.
Computer logic solenoid -activated
controls. Switchable multiplex
filter. Switchable limiter. Line/mic
mixing. Two-way memory stop
with automatic replay. Headphone
level controls. And operation by
external timer or optional wireless
remote control.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

be more deck than you really need,
there are three other new Dual
cassette decks. They start at $330,
and they all feature the Direct Load
and Lock system, DC servo motors,
twin -belt drive systems, tape motion sensor/protectors and
equalized meters.
For complete details on all four
Dual cassette decks, please write
to us directly: United Audio,
120 South Columbus Avenue.
Mt.Vernon, NY 10553.

Dual

THE EQUALIZER
THAT HAS NO EQUAL.

Editor
Eugene Pitts III

If you think that all stereo equalizers are created equal, you probably haven't heard Pioneer's new SG -9800. Because while most equalizers are not built to handle extended frequency response, sharp transients and high stewing rates, Pioneer's SG -9800 is. The SG -9800 has
low -noise -±1% metal -film resistors for more precise equalization. And
low -error ±2% polypropylene capacitors for superior audio characteris-

Assistant Editor
Kay Blumenthal
Design
Frank Moore

Advertising Coordinator
Carolynn Sumner

tics. And instead of wires, the SG -9800 has a computer -designed circuit
board that eliminates distortion caused by wiring in the signal path. The
result is an unheard of distortion level of .006%. Which just goes to prove
that some equalizers are more equal than others.
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LED indicators and cue -and -review
features, place the ND -790 far
ahead of other decks in its price
range.
Additional features include
Dolby® noise reduction circuitry,
pilot signal cancellation switch,
bias and fine bias EQ adjustment
(for various tape configurations)
and memory rewind.
Operating functions are just as
complete: Fast forward, fast
rewind, play, stop and mic/line
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record. There are even inputs for
two mics and a headphone output
for monitoring.
For a touch of elegance and
utility, the black matte finish
ND -790 can be rack mounted (kit
optional).
The ND -790 is what you would
expect from Nikko Audio:
Exceptional performance and
specifications at a moderate price.
Your Nikko dealer will show you
why this beauty is really the best.
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For those who appreciate simple virtuosity
The 480 Series
With the 480 Series, Nakamichi again offers
a more affordable cassette recorder-a deck
that is simpler to operate, but that sacrifices
neither Nakamichi sound nor Nakamichi
excellence. The secret is simple. The Asymmetrical, Diffused -Resonance Transportshared by all three models and closely akin

to that of the highly acclaimed 582-is a
3 -motor, dual -capstan drive so unique in its
simplicity and elegance that it can be manufactured with virtually zero defects. Each
480 -Series deck is factory calibrated to yield

optimum performarce with three types of
tape-ferric, chrome -equivalent, and metal.
Use products of equivalent quality, and you
can experience Nakamichi sound and Nakamichi specifications-response to 20 kHzin your home.

Nakamichi
480
The 2 -Head Model 480fully metal -compatible
:hanks to our special,
narrjw-gap, Sendust R/P
head and exclusive Direct Flux erase head. Widerarge, peak -responding
meters, professional sliding
record -level controls, Dolby,
and iefeatable MPX filter,
of colrsel Even an optional
remote control.

481
Step up to the 481, a
3 -Head deck utilizing

Nakamichi's exclusive
Crystal loy" cores
and "Discrete -Head"
technology. All the
features of the 480 plus
the greater dynamic range
of a discrete 3 -Head
format.

482
For those who demand
of --tape monitoring,' the

r tiNekam[h 482 O,screle Hod Cassette

Dech

482-a 3 -Head deck
similar to the 481 but with
two complete sets of
elactronics and Double Dolby so you can hear
exactly what has been
recorded as it is being
recorded.

Oe .

a. « ao .

Or lo

,.,.

The 480 -Series starts at under $500. For more information, write to Nakamichi U.S.A. Corp., -101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90401.
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card
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The
Evolution of

Excellence

Herman Burstein

In 1976 Pickering launched a new
modern high fidelity era by introducing the first of a new generation of phono cartridges, the

Pickering XSV/3000, acclaimed
a top performer by critics and
reviewers worldwide. Now
Pickering takes the Stereohedron" Series one step beyond excellence with the new
XSV/4000. A lightweight, high
energy, samarium cobalt magnet
and shapec-for-sound Stereohedron Stylus tip are major innovations that eclipse previous
performance standards in four
crucial areas. Improved tracking
ability. Expanded frequency
response range. Wider channel
separation. And featherlight
treatment of the record groove.
XS, 4000.....the nex gen
, cl.
of

Precise Gausstimates
Q. 1 am puzzled and disappointed
about the use of some pocket magnetometers I read about in Audio quite
some time ago (early 1972). I purchased the R.B. Annis Co. Model 20
magnetometer which deflects full

that in better grade machines, such as

scale in a 10 -Gauss field, having been

much like yours - virtually no differ-

led to expect residual magnetism on

ence in magnetometer reading before
and after magnetization; used two
different demagnetizers, one substan-

the order of 2 to 5 Gauss in the heads
and guides of my tape deck. Unable to
get any reading, I then purchased
Annis' more sensitive Model 25, which
deflects full scale in a 2 -Gauss field.
Again needle deflection was minimal,

those owned by you and your friend,
adequate precautions have been taken

against magnetization, and that machines of lesser quality face problems
such as described by Mr. Whyte.
In my own case, my experience was

I

tially more powerful than the other.

about 0.2 Gauss using the clip -on

Yet manufacturers do constantly warn
us (with an occasional exception)
about the buildup of magnetism in the
heads and guides. Should this happen,

probe, even when the deck had been

there is no question that the result

used for 15 hours since the last demagnetization. Thinking that possibly

would be an appreciable increase in
noise and loss of high frequencies.
Therefore, the advice to demagnetize
periodically seems to be a precaution
against something that might happen
but often doesn't. Since there is no
harm in demagnetizing, nothing much
seems lost by taking the precaution.
Incidentally, the usual prescription is
to demagnetize after every eight, not

mine is an exceptionally "clean" deck,
I tried measuring the residual magnetism in a friend's deck (different
make), but I got equally low readings.
I

have reason to believe that both

magnetometers are working properly,
since the more sensitive model clearly
registers the earth's magnetic field of
about 0.2 Gauss horizontal and about

four, hours of use.

0.5 Gauss vertical; also, both meters in-

dicate a field strength of about 0.2
Gauss at the tip of one of my screwdrivers. I have been careful with both
meters to ovoid overdriving them with
any strong magnetic field.
As far as I can tell, there are no conditions under which my tape deck has
residual magnetism of even 0.25

Gauss, which is less than that of the
earth's field. Finally, I have never
heard the effects of failure to demagnetize the heads. Thus, after years of
scrupulous demagnetization every
four hours, I am forced to the conclusion that demagnetization has been a
waste of time. I will appreciate any en-

lightenment you can give me.-Mark
Cannelora, Santa Cruz, Calif.
A. I have not encountered a definitive study of the problem of magnet-

ization in tape machines. The one who

For further information write to:
Pickering & Co. Inc.. Sunnyside Blvd.,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
,C.<EANG b CO NC

PICKERING
"for those who can hear the difference"

suggested that this may be a greater
problem than most persons realize is
Bert Whyte, Associate Editor of Audio.
What I know is principally what I have
heard from others, including manufac-

turers of tape machines, principally
home machines. It is quite possible

Ferrite or Wrong?
Q. I own two tape decks, and in
both cases the playback head wears
rapidly. Is it possible to use ferrite
heads as replacements? A local repairman told me that the switch to the ferrite heads could not be made. I am not
convinced at all.-Helmut Kranz,
Philadelphia, Pa.
A.

I

know of no reason why you

couldn't use long -life ferrite heads as a
replacement. It would be necessary to

obtain a head with the required mechanical features

for mounting on

your deck. In addition, the new record
head must have electromagnetic properties similar to your old one to eliminate or reduce the need for changes in
bias current and audio drive current.

You should be able to get additional
useful information from a maker of replacement heads, such as Nortronics.Q
If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO,
1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters
are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

AUDIO April 1980
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Today's hottest recording group.
Latest sales figures show that
Maxell is the fastest -growing brand
of recording tape in the country
today.
It's not surprising.

Every hype of Maxell tape, from
LN to UD-XL is designed to give you
the widest frequency response, the
highest possible signal-to-noise ratio
and the lowest distortion.

So no matter which tape you
play in the group, you're assured of a
great solo performance.
Pick up a few and put together a
group of your own.

maxe11111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1,B IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIxI
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Edward Tatnall Canby

Inevitably some press events come
at the worst possible time for those of
us with regular deadlines, but this one

so that's the best they could do? Even

just had to be attended. Both Bert

the average and uninformed music lis-

Whyte and myself, representing this
magazine, were on the spot to hear
Bell Labs present an astonishing collection of early test hi-fi discs, gold sputtered masters, no less, made in
1931 and 1932 in-believe it or notboth mono and disc stereo-and
housed in the Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound in
New York, a division of the New York

tener and, especially, the hi-fi man
would rightly have gone away unimpressed, at least by the sound itself,
gold -sputtered or no. "Well, waddya
expect? Not bad, considering. Fortynine years! Back in the Stone Age of

with a charitable allowance for the
"crudity" of such early experiments,

Public Library. The discs were of music

electrical recording. Frankly, though,
wouldn't want the stuff around my hifi system."
After two minutes of actual demo, I
decided I would reserve all judgment

played by the Philadelphia Orchestra

on the recordings until

I

I

got to my

Leopold

under

Stokowski, recorded in the Academy

the most unassuming as well as informative, was that of the man who
actually made the recordings, who was

called back to supervise the restora-

tion of the collection - Arthur C.

Keller. Now that was a bit of drama!
And nicely underplayed - he gave us
a fine sense of the reality of that occasion, when Bell Labs was lucky enough
to get, so to speak, the use of the Philly Orchestra as an experimental sound

source to check out all sorts of newly
developed audio gear, including the
stereo process on disc. Keller did not
declaim and boast; he was modest.
Yes, the mikes were special calibration

jobs, the Western
Electric WE 640
(another arm of
Ma Bell), which, he

of Music in Phila-

thought,

rehearsals

were
omnis - but some

con-

discussion revealed

Stokowski - at

that perhaps there
was indeed a slight

during

delphia
both

and actual
certs.

directionality to
these
microphones, which
could account for

the very top of his
career!
stereo

And disc
in
1932?

This just had to be
heard. Those proverbial wild horses
could not keep us
away.

some of the rather
dead and close
sound in the records. Yes, he

And mind

thought that might
be true. Good little

you, this was when
Bell Labs was leading everybody in

discussion.

the new electrical
recording, every
aspect, from disc cutters to sound.
movies (Vitaphone discs, 16 inches at
331/2 rpm)-and even stereo, it now
turns out. have been fascinated historically by early stereo recordings
from around 1952 or so, and the Bell
Labs recordings were 20 years beforemore than 25 years before the earliest
I

commercial stereo discs of 1958.
Alas, it is my duty to report on this

epochal sound demonstration. don't
know Bert's reaction, but as for me,
I

I

was disappointed. The records were
found out later. But the
fine, as
demo, as put on by the very outfit that
practically determined the course of
our history, was more than ineffective-it was downright misleading.
After so much speechmaking, and
such a buildup, I suspect many in the
small audience went away muttering
I

David Hall's

re-

marks about his Li-

own objective home listening grounds

brary were to the point; prior to the

and could play the derived LP of

Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives,

Stokowski samples that had been prepared. From Bell Labs, in that extraordinarily progressive era, these record-

nowhere to house its increasing acqui-

the New York Public Library

had

cordings.

sitions of recorded material. So true!
When the "Music Division" of the Library was located in the big main
building at 42nd Street and Fifth Avenue, all the records were "stored,"
hopefully for future cataloging. Do I
remember! Years ago, Philip Miller of

suppose we can't expect eminent
scientists to be dramatists. There, we

sub -basement to see for myself. It

surely can be charitable and under-

wasn't his fault; there were no funds. I

ings simply

had to be better than

what we heard. So let me tell you, first,

what seemed to be wrong with that
demo. And let the climax of this article, as at the demo itself, be the reI

standing. The speeches at this presentation went on and on, from the Chairman of the Board on down and, on the
part of the Library, the honorable and

venerable David Hall, well known to

all of us for writing about and producing records. But the best speech,

the Library took me down in some
was aghast. Hundreds of unopened
boxes, just as they had come in from
the record companies each month,
year after year, for decades. Not a box
even sampled, let alone cataloged. All

that was changed when the Rodgers
and Hammerstein opened up in Lin -

AUDIO April 1980
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Tomorrow is here early.
Now, a line of audio components which is truly
ahead of its time. Introducing the SAE TWO R6 and
P.9 Receivers, matching T7 Tuner and A7 Integrated
Amplifier, and C4 Cassette Deck-a collection of
engineering masterpieces meticulously blending
unique features with impressive specifications.
SAE TWO Receivers and Tuners have a Quartz -Lock
reference of the type used by radio stations in beaming
their signal. This system actually locks in the station,
eliminates drift, lowers distortion and provides performance limited solely by the station's broadcast quality.
The R9 Receiver features a Digitally Synthesized
touch tuning section, first developed for the space
program, which precisely advances the tuner to every
CC assigned position with pinpoint accuracy.
Additional features include Digital Readout of the
exact station frequency taking the guess work out of
finding your favorite stations. And, a massless multifunctional Bar Graph Display which responds instantly

and accurately, providing information on signal strength,
multipath and power output.
All SAE TWO Receivers and Integrateds feature a
Single -Strata Voltage Amplifier which utilizes the hybrid
technique of selecting active components from the same
production batch and mounting them on a uniform
thermal base. The result is superior thermal tracking
and gain linearity, unobtainable in conventional designs.
The new C4 Cassette Deck has Metal Tape capability, the latest breakthrough in recording technology.
It provides greater high end response with lower
distortion. And, with the tape deck's adjustable bias
feature you can optimize its performance with any
brand of tape available now... or in the future.

Unique features? Yes! Impressive specifications?

You Bet!

SAE TWO-see tomorrow's line of components
today at your SAE dealer.

w=

For the latest information, fast, write:
SAE TWO, P.O. Box 60271, Terminal

Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90060.
In Canada, The Pringle Group,
30 Scarsdale Rd., Don Mills,
Ontario, Canada M3B 2R7.
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Distorted Perspective
If you are going to reproduce the
Philadelphia Orchestra on a stage
large enough to hold most of that orchestra in person (though things might
be a bit crowded), then you must provide some illusion of size and power.
This was NOT a home living room. But

you must also understand that in a
dead space - as in the great outdoors
- and at a high volume, too, any distortion that is present will seem worse

than it is. A sad fact of our listening
nature. (Conversely, good indoor playback acoustics make distortion seem

less, as with a small radio playing in
the kitchen or the bathroom.) So, with
those relatively small speakers, so very
widely spaced apart, we were doomed
before we started. Especially in mono.

Most of the more than a hundred
Stokowski excerpts in this collection
(out of some 6,000 discs stored by Bell
Labs all these years) are, of course, in
mono.

Stokowski (left) and Harvey Fletcher,
Bell's Director of Physical Research,
during playback at Constitution Hall.

coin Center, with funds to do the job.
So the Stokowski recordings are indeed going to a splendid home with
all the correct "archival" facilities.
You get the idea. Speeches, on and
on. I did not hear one mutter of "Let's
hear the MUSIC!" from the well-bred
audience on hand. So finally, the big
anticlimax.

Demos Are Delicate
have attended a thousand public
playings of recorded music in large
I

spaces, and put on a few of my own. I

tend to fear the worst and am often
justified. Under the best of circumstances, this is never an easy proposi-

tion. And, unfortunately, many otherwise excellent engineers and executives

are

thoroughly unaware that

there are problems involved - and of-

ten good solutions, given the right
planning. Most seem to think that all
you do is to get hold of an amplifier,
er, some amplifier or other, and a cou-

ple of good loudspeakers - i.e. good

for the home living room - and just
play what you have to play. After all,
the sound is already there in the recording, isn't it? Not true! A very large
part of it is in the playback.
One look at this Bell Labs setup and

began to have my doubts. A small
modern auditorium, very wide and
shallow, with a large stage up front.
I

And totally dead. Excellent for speech!
The Chairman of Bell Labs spoke into
his microphone at the rostrum but the

Others didn't bother, and just talked
from their chairs. You could hear. But

In that space, the mono recordings
became a point source, or rather, two
point sources, whichever one was
nearest you. We older souls can, on

what sort of an auditorium was this for
musical reproduction? With so much

mono situation we used to know so

mike was dead. No matter. Every word
was clear, even at conversational level.

sound absorbing, you might just as
well be out of doors in some wideopen space. Some of us would have
taken one look and sent out for lots
more amplifiers, preferably disco.

On the very wide stage, two tiny
speakers were set up, far, far apart.
Squat bookshelf type, big enough in
the living room but awfully diminutive
in this much larger space. In front of
them was the forward rostrum, plus tables, chairs, what -not, extensively laid
out between the speakers, and neatly
blocking one or the other for many listeners, including myself. I was in the

center but could not see the righthand speaker. Nor hear it, thanks to
sound absorption. The audio source in
this case was a tape, seven-inch reel.
That part of the gear was properly set

up against the back wall and out of
the way, though it would have been
better still down on the floor or out of
sight entirely.
So the music at last began. Such a

muffled sound! And not nearly loud
enough. That is, for an auditorium of
this size and a large symphony orchestra playing very powerful music. Moreover, it seemed to be astonishingly distorted. There was strain and stridency,

coming out of the general muffled ef-

fect, at every climax. Too much - it
just couldn't be. Bell Labs gave us to
understand,

remember,

that

these

were remarkable examples of early
wide -range recording, and Bell Labs
surely knows.

occasion, readjust our ears to the

well. But younger people of the stereo

age would find this sort of point projection of a mono original particularly

difficult. Reflection, diffusion of the
sound is one helpful answer. There
was none. Result? Artificiality and a
seeming heightening of distortion. Not
a good listening experience.
Was the distortion actually in the recording?The more I listened, the more

felt that it could not be. An excerpt
from Wagner's Tristan began; as the
I

strings soared up, ever louder, the stridency was dreadful. Strings, of course,
always show up distortion of the common harmonic sort, as who doesn't remember. (In older times we were mercifully spared, thanks to the prevailing
cut-off somewhere around 4 kHz.) Of

the audio elements involved here,
began to suspect the speakers, which
would be overdriven, most likely, before the amps reached their own stage

of acute distress. Look! This was a
"small" auditorium, granted, but even
so its cubic volume (clumsy term for
rounded internal spaces) was enormously greater than any imaginable

living room. And well padded, too.
SOMEBODY should have realized,
ahead of time, say. But is Bell Labs
(and Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives) really aware of all that goes on
in the outside world - say, the sort of
sound we now get in the disco biz?
I

I

suspect not.

Could be wrong - I'd like to see the
Chairman of the B. in a disco and, in
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A Telarc Digftal
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Tchaikovsky "1812" Overture; Capriccio Italien; Cossack Dance from Mazeppa
Erich Kunzel conducting the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
It's stirring, familiar music.
. Superbly played by the Cincinnati
Symphony under the sensitive baton of
Erich Kunzel. And captured with all its
warmth and emotion in the 100 -year -old
Cincinnati Music Hall. But what of the
huge bells? And what of the fabled
CI

cannon? They are there-literally in
full force-providing dramatic proof of
the superiority of digital mastering of
the untapped capabilities of today's
disc recording.
Not For Every System
We'll be perfectly frank: not every sys-

tem-even some of the finest-will be
able to successfully track the remarkable
grooves on this record. And even if your
cartridge and tone arm can track the
record, the full impact of the sound may
escape you unless you own an outstanding amplifier and speaker system. In
short, this record will challenge every
part of your system in every respect.
Most difficult to track and reproduce is
the authentic 19th century cannon whose
initial "crack" as the powder is ignited is

result is a record which will challenge
your ideas about equipment performance
and the limits of disc recording
capabilities.
This landmark recording is just one of
several new digitally -mastered Telarc
releases. Available at most AudioTechnica dealers and wherever audiofollowed by pressure waves as low as 6 Hz phile recordings are sold. If not available
locally, write us today for our current
which can easily be seen on the finished
StandarDisc catalog of digital, direct -to disc. Even with maximum recommended
disc, and advanced analog recordings.
tracking force, many tone arm/cartridge
combinations may be incapable of follow- AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., 33 Shiaing these remarkable groove excursions*. wassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313.
And the "boom" is well below the useful
Dept. 40A
range of all but the most sophisticated
speaker systems, coupled to amplifiers
*If your cartridge/tone arm combinawith generous reserves of power.
tion Ls unable to track this spectacular
At the other end of the scale, the tumul- recording, your Audio-Technica dealer can
recommend several A -T cartridges and
tuous bells provide a challenge to high
tone arms capable of meeting the rigors of
frequency tracking and a stringent test of
this advanced digital recording technique.
the mid -range and tweeter components.
Add the full resources of the Cincinnati
Symphony-captured as only the Sound stream digital system and Telarc
This 12x enlargement
shows the incredible
groove modulations
during the cannon shots
...probably the most
demanding low frequency signals ever cut
on disc.

microphone technique can-and the

audio-technica

ADD THESE EXCITING TELARC DIGITAL RECORDINGS
TO YOUR COLLECTION

'Or( YvtrM MrAm

TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony No. 4,

MOUSSORGSKY Pictures at an

Lorin Maazel, Cleveland
Symphony TEL -10047

Exhibition/Night on Bald Mountain
Lorin Maazel, Cleveland
Symphony TEL -10042
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which if

I

am right does synthesize

useful sidewise random cross -relations
between two channels, in this case
identical mono. What I heard was a
good and realistic space, a sonic "box"

which was long but narrow (it did
have some width, at least), like a
squashed concert hall. Not bad for the
music and it brought out its best sonic
qualities, which was my intent. Some
distortion, yes. Characteristic strained
sounds at higher levels, typical of
much earlier electrical recording. But
not bad - not nearly as unpleasant as
at the demo. The quiet passages were

lovely, clear and wide range. Something, for December of 1931! There is a

complete Roman Carnival Overture
and an Invitation to the Waltz which,
judging by the lengths, were taped together from two 78 -rpm sides each.
(They didn't say.) Wonderful fiery per-

formances, especially the extraordi-

Bell Labs' Development Group c. 1930
included (clockwise from left) P.B.
Flanders, J.P. Maxfield, A.C. Keller,
H.C. Harrison, and D.G. Blattner.

fact, wouldn't put it past him. Amiable
soul. So it was a matter of not putting
two and two together? I do not know
where the "blame" could be placed, if
anywhere. And after had heard the
records at home (the LP of excerpts)
felt extremely charitable. So the demo
fizzled! Not so the recordings. Which
I

I

is what matters.
Why were these extraordinary musi-

cal examples of Stokowski at work in
his prime ignored for a half century,
almost? Simple enough. They were not
made as musical projects but simply as
informal behind -the -scenes tests of
equipment, thanks to Stokowski's

well-known great interest in anything
to do with recording. It was a superb
chance to produce a real sonic workout for developmental material - no
more.

It was luck, indeed, that the

fragmentary sonic results were saved
at all, once they had done their work.
The gold sputtering technique was a
recent Bell Labs improvement at the

time, replacing noisy graphite as a
base for plating; also the use of vinyl
plastic. The discs are preserved in the
form of golden platters, 12 -inch, with
the characteristic wide center holes of

an intermediate "generation" in the
pressing process. Apparently they are
not suitable for use in the present day

pressing cycle, but a way to transfer
them to tape was quickly found and
clearly must have given impetus to the

whole restoration project - if
14

I

am

right, the ingenious new Stanton/Pick-

ering forked stylus that will play a
"negative" groove, i.e. a ridge. Marvelous idea!

Right here, our demonstration left a
lot of questions hanging. Does this imply that the old gold sputtered masters
are negatives, with raised ridges? Nobody said. I didn't get close enough to
see.

nary Berlioz Carnival, if with some distracting vagaries in the levels here and
there. Gain riding? The rest is in haphazard, incomplete fragments though
most of Moussorgsky's Pictures (Ravel)
is there, a mix of mono and stereo.
Ah stereo! Bell Labs says its disc stereo grew out of a curious double -band

experiment whereby filters sent lows
into one disc cutter and highs into an-

other on the same record, the two
played back (in sync!) for a wide tonal
range otherwise impossible with available amps. So they say. It was this sys-

WE 640 mikes, slightly directional -

tem, later consolidated into a single

but what cutters (and how many)?
Again, nobody said and I'd like to
know. Surely they were advanced
magnetic. What cutting medium?
Was it still wax? Nobody said in so
many words. If wax, then these remaining masters were definitely not
wax, as could easily be seen - are
they sputtered vinyl or metal with

groove via a lateral -vertical cutter
(Keller again) that was adapted to ster-

some coating? Nobody said. Anyhow
it seems apparent that these golden
masters are not the original cuts. Or so
I began to think. Well, it wasn't exactly
a technically minded audience.

Why sputter them - for nondistribution? If I had more time I could find
out.

Answers At Home
Well, I went home and in due time
found that the sound was indeed a lot
better than it had seemed at the demo.
Home sound for a reviewer represents

neutrality out of long familiarization;
one hears "through" it into the recorded sound itself.
For mono, after a bit of listening via
one speaker, I set up an enhancement:
QS decode (throws a lot into the back
speakers of a surround system) and
maximum Advent SoundSpace delay,

eo. But how? Didn't say. Was this a
fake stereo of sorts, highs to the right,
lows to the left? Or did they somehow
shift over to two full -range bands,
after all? There were some two -band
stereo cuts, two pickups, among the
Stokowski segments. Also, clearly, single -groove cuts, lateral/vertical: The

excerpts on our LP all run typically
around 3:30 to 3:50, one 78 -rpm sideONE groove.

Well, my ears say it was the real
thing, however they did it. Lovely spatial presence, even startling. Excellent
sonic quality, too, comparable to the
mono. Some fluttery instability of image, a bit of "hole -in -the -middle,"

characteristic of early stereo - and
lots of separation. Especially in
Gnomes (Pictures) when suddenly
the violins take off and fly across stage,
left to right, then straight back. Somebody fiddling with the 1932 controls.
Final

note: Those violins did not

change in sound as they flew from one

side to the other. This could only be
real, honest stereo. Stereo as of 1932
and fi as of 1931 - I heard it myself.
A
That's what I wanted to know.
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JIWA
AIWA AD -M700 3 -HEAD METAL TAPE
COMPATIBLE CASSETTE DECKS

we'll go head to head with anyone
Aiwa's AD -M700 cassette decks in contemporary styled silver or in a black rack -mount handle cabinets
have a 3 -head Double Dolby* NR configuration. So do
some high-priced decks. What the high-priced decks
don't have is Aiwa's unique V -cut head geometry to
cancel out low -frequency contour effect, i.e., get rid of
the roughness. While the record and playback heads
are placed in single housing, they are completely
separate, allowing each head to have the ideal gap
width for its specific purpose. This provides low noise
recordings with extended frequency response.
To match this supreme head -system performance,
we've used a 2 -motor tape transport for dependability
and smoothness as well as a phenomenal 0.04% Wow
and Flutter WRMS.

Finally, to make the most of Aiwa's superb heads
and transport system, we've put in a continuous
variable bias adjust control for the optimum flat
response regardless of what-or whose-tape you use,
including metal particle tape.
All of this gives you terrific sound with a frequency
response of 20-19,000Hz with metal tape; S/N ratio of
65dB (Dolby* on, FeCr tape). Then we added these fine
touches for convenience and versatility...feather-touch
logic controls, continuous repeat and memory replay,
5 -point multi -color peak reading LEDs, REC/MUTE
edit replay and a host of other high-priced features that
come with any Aiwa cassette deck. Look for Aiwa's
AD -M700Ú in silver; AD-M700BU in rack -mounting
black. We've used our heads. For you.

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card

*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

Upgrade

WA

AMERICA, INC.

35 Oxford Drive
Moonachie, New Jersey 07074
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An incredible sound experience
awaits you. An experience that
technology alone finds hard to
explain. You'll hear music of such
stunning purity and sensual richness, that you'll wonder how any
audio system could make that much
of a difference.

t

control system called "Accu-Bias"
... which automatically assures that
every recording you make is superior, including new metal tapes.
Every tape has a different bias
setting requirement ... even two
tapes of the same formulation from
the same manufacturer. "AccuBias" automatically senses each
tape's unique bias needs, then
makes the precise system adjustments to provide it. Brighter, cleaner
high notes are the reward.

"Human Touch Sensor" control.
In all, there are 6 Onkyo AM/FM
stereo receivers ... with the incredibly advanced TX -8500 MK -II
paramount among them. With 160
Watts per channel**... digital FM
frequency display ... a memory to
preset up to seven FM stations ...

The Onkyo TA -2080 also pro-

The Onkyo CP-1030F
That's the secret of Onkyo. The
unique ability to take you several
steps beyond pure technology ... to
a world of more exciting sound. And
we provide it in all our components
... beginning with turntables.
The Onkyo CP-1030F Fully -

Automatic Turntable is an outstanding example. It takes far greater
advantage of today's most sensitive
high -compliance cartridges ..
providing more precise record
groove tracking, while silencing out
vibrations from record warp, the
turntable motors, even sound

The Onkyo TA -2080
waves produced by your speakers.
The CP-1030F is rich with important new concepts ... a low
mass, straight line carbon -fiber
tonearm... infrared sensors for
smoother automatic tonearm control ... Quartz -locked direct -drive
accuracy ... and a new triple insulated suspension. All combine
to produce purer sound. And the
CP-1030F is just one of five advanced new turntables from Onkyo.
In stereo cassette tape decks
too, Onkyo achieves more perfect
sound. The Onkyo TA -2080, for

example, provides a computerized
*TM of Dolby Laboratories

vides a rich and important array of
other high performance features.
3 -Heads with a 2-motor/2 capstan
drive system ... a Dolby* noise reduction system with switchable
MPX filter and two channel calibration controls ... both VU meters and
10 -step LED peak indicators. And

The Onkyo TX -8500 MKII

the TA -2080 is just one of four Onkyo

and a built-in Dolby* FM circuit

cassette tape decks.
Onkyo integrated stereo amplifiers provide an extraordinary... and
unique ... sound experience. Their
special Super -Servo circuitry totally
eliminates the sonic "ghost signals"
common to DC power amplifiers. As
a result, each instrument and voice
sounds purer and more individually
real ... regardless of volume level.
You'll experience-perhaps for the
first time-stereo with a fully discernible third -dimension.
There are three Onkyo integrated
stereo amplifiers to select from.
All with Super -Servo, LED peak
power indicators, and other advanced features. A companion
series of three Onkyo stereo tuners
is also available.
Of all our components, the
most widely known are our stereo
receivers. And with good reason.
Their FM sections are clearly superior ... picking up weak stations
noiselessly and strong stations
without distortion. And Onkyo was
the first to revolutionize receiver
design with Quartz -Locked
FM tuning and the unique

the Onkyo TX -8500 MK -II is one of

The Onkyo A-7090

the most advanced receivers ever
conceived. And it's just one of 6
Onkyo receivers to pick from.
In speaker systems, few are as
innovative, accurate and impressive as the Onkyo F-5000 3 -way,

Phase Aligned Array© Speaker
System. The F-5000 delivers more
exciting sound ... with precise
three-dimensional imaging.
Speaker alignment is one of the
reasons. Even more significant is
the unique Onkyo planar woofer,

The Onkyo F-5000
planar midrange, and Direct Drive
Membrane® Tweeter.
Gone are the sound interference patterns and phase cancellations that cone shaped speakers
always provide. Instead is a listening experience with the same
true frequency relationships of the
performance.
Experience "the secret of Onkyo"
now, at your Onkyo dealer. Hear
audio components so advanced,
they transcend mere technology.
Onkyo USA Corporation
42-07 20th Ave., Long Island City
N.Y. 11105 (212) 728-4639

"' Min. RMS at 8 ohms both channels driven from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.

Bert Whyte

theBehind
scnes

Long (of "time align" fame), one of

this magazine's Contributing Editors,
and his associate, Ron Wickersham,
the PZM operation is based on the
principle that, within a few millimeters
of a rigid surface, the incident and re-

flected sound waves from a pair of
equal level signals add coherently.
Very close to a boundary, such as a
floor, the signals are still in phase after

being stopped and reflected by the
boundary. This creates a pressure zone

right at the surface of the boundary,
where the instantaneous pressure is
uniform, and response is not a function of the angle of incidence. In his
original experiments, Long used a half inch Bruel and Kjaer microphone,
placed so that its diaphragm was with-

in a few hundredths of an inch and

The 1980 Winter CES in Las Vegas
was widely anticipated as a barometer
of the audio industry. After what could
charitably be called a lean year in 1979,
manufacturers and dealers alike were
anxious to get a reading on the pros-

pects for 1980. The first day of the
show seemed encouraging - good at-

tendance, a definite undercurrent of
optimism, and apparent enthusiasm
for some of the new product offerings.
Alas, by the next morning the barometer was falling, and there was a pervasive gloom as it became apparent that
many key dealers, especially those
from the East, were "no-shows." Quite
a few of the manufacturers I spoke to

were openly disappointed with the
show and weren't sanguine about the

financial state of the industry. One
speaker manufacturer bitterly commented to me that after all his trouble
and the expense of exhibiting, he had
opened up exactly one new account.
I am not trying to be Pollyanna, and
though the audio industry is most certainly depressed, I don't think it is really quite as bad as many would have
you believe. For one thing,
think
many industry people are still in a
I

state of shock after finally realizing
that the audio industry is indeed undergoing a traumatic recession for the
first time in its existence. I'm not trying
to give a phony, hyped -up pep talk or

any of that "buckle down Winsocki"
jazz, but in spite of the industry's very
real problems, this is still a very viable

18

business. The great preponderance of
American households do not yet have

a single piece of audio equipment surely an untapped market that needs

a concentrated effort and a different
approach. Certainly in all the burgeoning new technologies, there are opportunities for the creative mind. think
I

too that we have come dangerously
close to saturation in many of the traditional areas of audio commerce. It is

time for new directions and also time
we took a long hard look at ourselves,
friends.

Perhaps one of the reasons for the
down -in -the -mouth attitude at the
show was the oft -repeated observation

that there wasn't much really new or
exciting. While generally true, there

were some interesting items worth
more than a casual look. This time
around, with no apologies, I am not
even going to attempt a semi -catalog

survey of what is new in the various
component categories. One is simply
overwhelmed by the sheer numbers of
what is available. Thus, I shall limit my

observations to what thought was
important, useful, and contributory to
I

the enjoyment of music.

PZM Mikes
Crown International, heretofore
known for their high -quality amplifiers, preamps, etc. has begun producing a very unusual microphone,
the PZM, or "pressure zone microphone." Originally developed by Ed

parallel to a stage floor (rigid boundary) and not facing the sound source;
ordinarily the mike diaphragm would
be vertical or nearly so. He found that
a PZM maintains a flat response and
does so for all the angles of incidence
in the hemisphere surrounding it. The
sound is cleaner and truer because the
signal is free of anomalies caused by
the phase cancellation of direct -with reflected sound.
Crown has an exclusive license to
build the PZM microphone based on
Long's research. The firm's general
purpose model is a 5 X 6 inch, 1/a -inch

thick aluminum plate, with the XLR
mike connector mounted on it. The
finely machined microphone cantilever features an approximately %-

inch electret mike capsule mounted
on it so that its diaphragm is parallel to

and about 1/12,000 inch above the
plate. Standard power supply is a combination transformer, battery, and

phantom power supply contained in
an

approximately three-inch

metal

cube. With the elimination of phase cancelling and comb -filtering effects,
the PZM is very accurate with a
smooth, wide frequency response. The

design lends itself to simple miking
techniques, and the PZM can handle
sound levels of more than 150 dB. It
can even be placed inside a kick drum!

Best of all, the Crown PZM will be
priced around $375.00, including power supply. It gives a whole new dimen-

sion to miking techniques, and much
work has been done with concert recordings.
Dennesen

Electrostatics exhibited
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KEF Model 304

KEF Model 303

on optional stand ULS II

on optional stand ULS I

Elegant, Efficient,
Effective.

The traditional KEF accuracy in
music reproduction now combined
with a higher level of efficiency
Whether for use with amplifiers up to 100
watts or music centers as small as 10 watts,
the two new KEF speakers-Model 303
and Model 304-can achieve surprisingly
loud volume levels without any sacrifice
of the tonal quality for which KEF is
world-famous.
Visit your authorized KEF dealer for a
thorough demonstration.
For his name and product information
write to: KEF Electronics, Ltd., c/o Intratec,
P.O. Box 17414, Dulles International Airport,
Washington, DC 20041.
In Canada: Smyth Sound Equipment, Ltd.,
Quebec J4H 3V7.

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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The
Speaker
Engineers

some unique designs in several product categories. The most intriguing was

The King of

their DEI linear tracking, air bearing
tonearm. On a superbly machined
brass support base is a slide track
drilled with a series of tiny inlet holes.
This is connected via flexible tubing to
a special low -noise air pump. Riding

Valves

on the slide

Genuine Gold Lion valves -hand
built, utilising advanced pumping
techniques and individually tested
to a tight specification-are your
answer to the high quality sound
demands made by musicians and
listeners alike.
Gold Lion KT77's and KT88's
covering 30-200 watts, are now
available from M-OV along with
data and distribution details. Find
out all about the King of Quality-

changeable arms of different mass. It is

uncanny to gently touch the support
saddle and "feel" the action of the air
bearing. Tracking abilities are phenomenal with this kind of setup. For
cartridges of very high compliance,
this is an arm that will finally do them
justice. The $1,000.00 price includes

Trade Mark of M-OV Audio Valves.

MOV

the air pump. Also shown by Dennesen was their DEI turntable isolation
base. This features special pneumatic

A MEMBER OF THE GEC GROUP

5117

THE M -O VALVE CO. LTD., HAMMERSMITH, LONDON W6 7PE, ENGLAND.
TELEPHONE: 01-6033431. TELEX: 23435. GRAMS: THERMIONIC LONDON.
Distributed in the USA by: EEV INC., 7 WESTCHESTER PLAZA, ELMSFORD,
N.Y. 10523. TELEPHONE: 914 592 6050. TELEX: 710 567 121 5.
Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card

Audionics of Oregon, was proudly

most respected
and most hated.

showing the production versions of his
Space and Image Composer, with its

Tate system SQ decoder and synthesizer. As you might expect, most
people are using the unit for its synthesizer functions, finding out what

Some audio reviews churn out test

The Audio Critic prints absolutely no
commercial advertising. Eight issues have
been published so far; the recommended
retroactive starter issue for new subscribers is the sixth, which is a cumulative
reference work with over 150 reviews.
Send $30 for 6 consecutive issues by
first-class mail (no Canadian dollars, $6
extra for overseas airmail) to The Audio
Critic, Box 392, Bronxville, NY 10708.

dampers with a fundamental resonance of 3.2 Hz, and it is claimed to
virtually eliminate acoustic feedback.
Most turntable bases can be fitted to
the unit, which costs $325.00.
Preamps and Discs
Charlie Woods, the genial head of

The Audio Critic

end audio-as expected.

an extremely light-

capable of handling most cartridge
weights, and there are several inter-

from M-OV.

data like frequency response and harmonic
distortion, long proven to correlate quite
poorly with listening quality. Others intone
with mystically closed eyes that the highs
are whitish and the upper midrange
insufficiently liquid. The Audio Critic, on
the other hand, goes for jugular -vein
laboratory measurements like ringing in
loudspeaker diaphragms and hard-nosed
listening evaluations such as clear/unclear
against a known reference standard.
This kind of realism both in the laboratory and the listening room has earned
the unstinting respect of some of the top
technologists and academicians of the
audio world, not to mention the confidence
of many thousands of audio consumers
who have better systems as a result. It has
also created a fulminating, scratch -your eyes -out hatred among the charlatans.
witch doctors and know-nothings of high -

is

weight plastic "saddle," and mounted
on the saddle is an ultra -thin carbon
fiber arm. The air pump maintains a
positive pressure through the outlet
holes of the slide bar, and the plastic
saddle and arm carrier thus ride on a
frictionless air bearing. The pump is

iM

DUS
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D

interesting out of phase information is
lurking in the grooves of their favorite
records. With four matched ADS
speakers the sound was great with interesting interchannel dynamics and,
with some recordings, an impressive
panorama and proscenium effect. Also
demonstrated was the RS -One, Audionics' new Class A preamplifier. Essentially a purist design, with a computer -designed RIAA section claimed

to be flat within 0.2 dB, the unit also
features the same unique axial tilt circuit as on the image composer. This
enables ±7 degrees of electronic cor-

rection of the mechanical misalignment of the stylus in the groove.

By now, most of you are aware of
Goodbye to "snap, crackle and pop'
Scotch DustGuard mat suppresses
static, helps keep record surface
dust -free, in use. You get better performance, longer -lasting records. Your
record collection needs DustGuard
for true, pure sound. At local record
and hi-fi stores.
Scotch o Record Care. The truth comes out

3M
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the dbx-encoded discs and their com-

panion Model 21 disc decoder. The
reasons for their design were the extension of usable dynamic range and
elimination of surface
have tried the system at
home, and in general it works quite
well. However, it is a system that is
source limited: It is only as quiet and
the

virtual

noises.
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THE PHASE 8000 15 AS CLOSE

TO PERFECTAS YOU CAN GET
SIGNAL/NO SE: -78dB.
WOW - FLUTTER 0.013°ió.
-RACKING ERROR: 0.
SKATING FORCE: 0.

3e_ts_ Rollers. AL wit .he same

sad rí11: Medtatiatl connections

No c ther turntab a can match bell -use 8000,
bemuse no other turntable has st.ch advanced

rotors. You cast buy a guide- turntable.
Or one with as low -wow & flutter.

Or one tha= t adcs better.
Tie Phase 80(*C's tangential tacking tone
arm keeps the styltts,n perfect 90° tangent with
the grooves. It's the same me, to master disc mas cut, so the
motion of your stylus is identical t r the cutterhead stylus. There's
absolutely, no tracking distortion. Nc crosstalk.
No skating force that :a -i actually re -cut Jon. grooves.

MEW LINEAR MOTOR ELIMINATES
MECHANICAL LINKAGE
Other nirufacturers have tied to move
tangeutis_ tone arms with wirm gears.

Phase Linear L'orporatic n, 20121 -48th Ave. ti

,

pass an the noise ar_d '.ibra=ion of the motor.
TheP.iase 80(0 hives this problem with an
irger'lous Linear Motu. The tone arm base is a
pc -inane -8y magtetrec armtture that glides
akw glide bars -ton. electro -magnetic coils.
Pty aim moves ly di ect induction - not mech
an cat cc rnectirz So there's virtually no noise.
Inside the tone arm, an cpto-electronic
dtec orcell senses the slightest tracking error,
and instantly sends ro -reefing sigeals to keep the arm on track

SEW QUAR-LPLL DIREC7 DRIVE
Our iew slotless. .:oreless Stalieliargir_g Rctor DC motor

eliminates "Otter woble:' Coidt start/stop.
"'peed ceviation s liver tian 0.002%
iirt.u:dl 7

If you want to hear a these te} h ica. advan_ages
ttansla_ed into tnusica_ improvements, contact your

ruse linear auia lealeL

Lvnnwotxl, VA 98036
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displays only as much dynamic range
as the master tape from which it was
encoded. Jerry Ruzicka, the dbx vice
president who is the guiding light be-

hind this project, got the bright idea
that if he could find a source of digital
masters, encoding them onto dbx discs
would really give an honest -to -God 85
to 90 dB of dynamic range. And all this

without recourse to an actual digital
record playback system - a sort of
sonic "have your cake and eat it, too."
Well, Jerry found M&K RealTime Records ready to cooperate. Previously,
they have been known for their excellent direct -to -disc recordings. They recently hied themselves to Vienna,
where they used a Sony 1600 digital

recorder to make a series of recordings

with the refugee orchestra, The Phil harmonica Hungarica. Understandably
they concentrated on old warhorses
like Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet
and Nutcracker suites, The Sorcerer's
Apprentice, Espana, and The William
Tell Overture, with six albums in all. At
the CES demonstration, wasn't too
happy with the sound of the playback
system, but there was no question that
the vaunted 90 dB of dynamic range
I

had indeed been captured on the
related in my recent column on dynamic range, there are
going to be some merry old speaker
discs. (As

I

blow-ups with these recordings!)
Holding forth at the Showboat Ho -

tel was John Dunlavy of Audio Standards Corp. As I have said before, he is
one of the few people in this industry
who truly deserve the "genius" label.
John has done it again. His new Model
FP -3A preamplifier is one of the most
advanced designs extant, with specs

which are sure to be challenged by
many who won't believe them. The
preamp is an entirely FET design, using
no inverse feedback loops. All stages
have slew rates exceeding 500 volts per

microsecond. Square wave distortion
is not measurable at 10 volts, peak to
peak, nor is TIM at the same levels.
THD and IM distortion are less than
0.01 percent at 10 volts, p -p. Noise is

within 3 dB of thermal agitation - in
other words, near the theoretical limit

the ULTIMATE EQUALIZER

of the laws of nature! All these are
claims, but John was equipped as usu-

with his imposing array of test
equipment, including HP spectrum
analyzers, and proved many specifications on the spot. How did the preamp

al

sound? Sensational, but then it was
through John's new
speaker system, so I'll have to wait to
hear this preamp with a variety of sysbeing played

tems I'm familiar with before

I

can

make an assessment of the unit itself.
As to John's DDRL-3, Dual Directivi-

ty Reference Loudspeakers, this impressive system will likely find a home
only where the "man wears the
pants." There are rectangular cabinets
housing 15 -inch woofers, one on the

ANALYZER/EQUALIZER
AE2420.R

bottom, one on the top. In between

MADE IN

U.S.A

$499
Moda, AE 7400-H.
InciudIng Case

GUARANTEED to improve -and enhance any fine stereo component system!
The Patent -Pending DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR cir- equalizer and analyzer creates a functional component
cuitry of the "SCAN-ALYZER"/EQUALIZER IS THE KEY that should be an integral part of every high quality home
TO HIGH PRECISION ACCURATE EQ analysis. The basic stereo system. The "SCAN-ALYZER"IEQUALIZER with
simplicity of the DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR cir- Its accompanying COMPUTONE CHARTS, can be used
cuitry makes it possible for even a novice to accurately in a home stereo system for so many important functions
EQ his room and his system, yet that same circuitry is so we can't begin to list them here. See your nearest Sound highly accurate it can actually be used for 0.1 dB labora- craftsmen dealer, or circle Reader Card, for complete
tory measurements in EQ analysis. This combination of information.

5 EQUALIZERS

from S249 to S550

3 STATE-OF-THE-ART
PREAMPS, S399 to S699

3 CLASS H 250w AMPS
from S649 to S949

them is a cylindrical unit containing six
midranges and three tweeters. That's
for each side! The speakers stand almost seven feet high, so you see what

I mean about their probable ownership. They feature a switchable pattern

of either directional or omnidirectional; liked the omni better. The speakers are time and phase coherent, and
John states they will handle one
I

kilowatt on short duration musical
peaks. He also claims distortion is less
than 0.3 percent THD at 90 dB SPL at

one meter for any frequency from 30
Hz to 20 kHz. I didn't have a chance to
listen as much as I would have liked,

but on some really high -quality recordings, the sound was truly impressive for smoothness, imaging, really
solid bass, and "non-sizzly" top end.
Further judgment must come with extended listening, which I hope will occur within a few months. All in all, two
very impressive products, appealing to
the advanced audiophile who can af-

eP221eS11 $770

FREE! 16 -page Full -Color Brochure

ford $1,800.00 for the preamp and

WHYS and HOWS OF EQUALIZATION

$3,000.00 a pair for the speakers.

Includes TEST REPORTS, complete specifications. Class
"H" amplifier ENGINEERING REPORT, HI COMPARISON

r...«

-.

--

i-iiTl !~ i1Ei

CHART, and the "WHY'S & HOW'S" of equalization-an
easy -to -understand explanation of the relationship of
acoustics to your environment. Also contains many unique IDEAS on "How the Soundcraftsmen
Equalizer can measurably enhance our listening pleasures:' How typical room problems can be
eliminated by Equalization;' and a 10 -POINT "DO-IT-YOURSELF" EO evaluation checklist so
you can FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF WHAT EO CAN DO FOR YOU!

Next month I'll cover some of the
other notable components from the
Winter CES and report on a visit with
Gene Czerwinski, the "high priest of
dynamic range" at Cerwin-Vega.

4

a

SEND $6.00 FOR EQUALIZER -EVALUATION KIT. 1.12" LP TEST RECORD. 1 SET OF CHARTS. 1 CONNECTOR, 1 INSTRUCTION FOLDER

Made in U.S.A. by SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC. 2200 South Ritchey Santa Ana, CA 92705 U.S.A.
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TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY IM TODAY'S RECEIVERS
Lux remains in the forefront of product development because we
refuse to rest on past achievements. For Lux, today's best is just not
good enough for tomorrow's audiophile listener!
Excellent examples of this Lux philosophy in action are found in
the Lux Tuner -Amplifier R series: the R-1030, R-1040, R-1050, R-1070
and the fantastic top -of -the -line R -1120A. Rated at 120 watts per
channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz, both channels driven into 8 -ohm
loads, the R -1120A has no more than 0.02% IM or harmonic
distortion.
Check the typical advanced technological features incorporated
into the R -1120A, such as:
The emitter ballast driver and triple diffusion planar type power
transistors, radically new semi -conductors serving the realtime
processed DC amplifier section, with high frequency cutoff reaching
200 MHz; a perfect complement to the triple diffusion planar output
transistors with their 60 MHz high frequency cutoff.
The MC head amp employing specially selected FETs in a new
complementary input circuit configuration inherently resistant to
extreme and internal electrical noise sources. This exclusive circuit
automatically adjusts its gain according to the impedance of the
phono cartridge used.
The exclusive CLL (closed -loop lock) tuner system which
precisely adjusts all stages of the FM section-from front end to the
detector-for optimum reception of the tuned frequency. An

improvement over the best of the conventional tuner technology, the
quartz locked synthesizer system, the CLL tuner system's accuracy
is used to trigger Lux's innovative Accutouch :uning mechanism
which produces a momentary electro -mechanical tuning knob lock at
the point of exact station tune -in.
The sophistication of the internal circuitry of the R -1120A has
been realized in scaled -down form it other less expensive tuner amplifiers of Lux's R series. And the elegant styling and osewood
finished cabinetry maintained througnout the line.
The receiver designs of tomorrow can be seen at your
Lux dealer today.

R-1030

R10Q10

R-1050

R-1070

LUX AUD O OF AMERICA, LTD.
East Coast: 160 )upon? St., Plainview, New York 11803 (212) 895-0164
West Coast: 11200 Chancier Blvd., N. Hollywood, CA 91603 (213) 985-4500
In Canada Lux Audio of Canada, Ltd., Ontario
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Empire's EDR.9
The Phono Cartridge
Designed for Today's
Audiophile Recordings

Audioclinic
Joseph Giovanelli

significantly by the excursions of the

Designing an Infinite Baffle

sary to retain the midrange compartment, I suggest that you do not partition it to provide a tweeter compartment. Further, suggest that you use

Speaker System
Q. 1 intend to build a 9.5 -cubic ft.,
infinite -baffle enclosure, employing a
12 -in. woofer, an 8 -in. midrange, and a
3 -in. tweeter. I will use crossover
points at 800 and 5,000 Hz.
I have a friend who has this identical

setup, and 1 like the tight, gutty sound
his system produces. I feel, however,
that some male voices sound slightly

"honky."
My friend, not being an engineer

Direct -to -Disc and digital recording have added a fantastic new

dimension to the listening experience. Greater dynamic range, detail,
stereo imaging, lower distortion and

increased signal-to-noise ratio are
just a few of the phrases used to describe the advantages of these new
technologies.

In order to capture all the benefits of these recordings, you should
have a phono cartridge specifically
designed to reproduce every bit of
information with utmost precision
and clarity and the least amount of
record wear.

The Empire EDR.9 is that cartridge. Although just recently introduced, it is already being hailed as
a breakthrough by audiophiles, not
only in the U.S., but in such foreign
markets as Japan, Germany, Eng-

and unable to obtain the necessary in-

formation, took pot luck with a separate compartment which he built

around the midrange and tweeter
speakers. This compartment measures

approximately 20 x 7 inches, with a
partition separating the two compartments. No absorbent material is used
in the tweeter side, and only two walls
of the midrange side are lined with Ya in. thick material.

The rest of the enclosure is adequately lined with 3 -in. thick absorbent material. I believe that the
"honky" sound might be caused either
by insufficient space in the midrange
compartment or by improper or inadequate use of absorbent material.
Should more absorbent material be
used? If so, on how many walls?

ENPIFE
BANFF 1.4.1.1

0Inn,f 17.1,E PaSY

v.cc,é.cne.vsc

15.0.11£
EINIFE EAPIFE
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The "honky" or "chesty" sound of
which you speak may be the result of
the woofer having a resonant frequency which falls within the mid -bass por-

tion of the audio range, say 90 Hz.
There may be no cure for this unless
you are willing to try some mass loading of the cone. This means putting
some clay, or other substance which
can be readily removed, in the center
of the dust cover. Sometimes it is a

good idea to spread out the added
mass over more of the cover which
helps reduce cone breakup as well as

lower the resonant frequency of the
woofer. Mortight or similar material
works well for this application.
If woofer resonance is not the problem, it is likely that the cabinet itself
contributes to the sound. Perhaps

there is not enough bracing on the
back panel or even the baffle. These
panels should be very solid. If they vi-

brate, they will add sound of their
own.

If the cabinet is not the problem,

tioned. Such a sound is probably the
result of some kind of peak in the response. A term such as "honky," however, is vague, so there isn't much clue

breakup in either the woofer or the

Garden City, New York 11530

sults you hear.

chances are that the sound -absorbent
material is either inadequate or insufficiently applied. Be certain that the material used is intended for the absorp-

Sweden.

For more detailed information
and test reports, write to:,
Empire Scientific Corporation
1055 Stewart Avenue

will depend upon the acoustical re-

- Name withheld.

as to where the peak may be occur-

but then again, so are your records.

I

some sound -absorbent material on all
four walls, the exact amount of which

A. There can be a number of causes
for the "honky" sound you have men-

land, France, Switzerland and

At $200, the EDR.9 is expensive,

woofer cone.
Assuming, however, that it is neces-

ring.

It may be the result of cone

midrange speakers. It also could be the
result of a lack of absorbent material in

the midrange compartment of the enclosure. This lack of insulation may be

more of a problem if the midrange
compartment is rectangular in shape.
The more a compartment approaches
such a rectangular shape, the more
likely it will be for a resonant frequency to occur directly as a result of the
shape of the compartment - an organ
pipe effect.
It may not even be necessary to sub-

divide your speaker enclosure, especially in those cases where the midrange and tweeters are of the "sealed back" design. Even if such a design is

not employed, if the cones are relatively stiff, they will not be affected

tion of sound. A lot of experimenting
must also be done to insure that you
have used the right amount.
Sometimes a boomy quality can be
the result of a simple thing like using a
wire gauge which is too small. This will

reduce the damping and, in turn, will
exaggerate any resonant peaks that the
woofer may have.
Even though it does not relate to the
problem as you have stated it, I must

mention this: Many of the woofers
available today have such low, free -air

resonances that their cone motions
cannot be controlled in cabinets of
9.5 -cubic ft. volume. The result could
be premature bottoming of the voice coil on strong bass passages.

A

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
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And here's why.
The Jensen R430 AM/FM

Stereo/Cassette Car Stereo
Receiver is our top -of -the -line.

Our best. And for a lot of very
good reasons.

Its functions.

Advanced functions that
really make a
difference in

tion of the Jensen R430 uses a
low level passive crossover to
split the audio signal into low-

sent to one set of amps. And

the high signals are sent to another set of amps.

From

these amps,
the high sig-

Functions

nals are fed

Noise Reduc-

of speakers.
And the low

to one set

like Dolby®

tion for clearer
reproduction of

signals are
routed to an-

Dolby -encoded

other set of
speakers. A

cassettes and
And a function like Loud-

ness Compensation of +6dB
at 100 Hz to improve bass at
low volumes.

Interstation FM Muting

lets you tune out annoying between -station noise when tuning. While an FM Local/Distant

switch allows you to optimize

the receiver's sensitivity for
strong or weak signals.

The R430 even offers

separate bass and treble
controls.

much more effective use of
power.

But what does bi-amplification mean? It means the
R430 will provide lower distortion... and higher listening
levels ... with a given power
input. No small feat.

It gives you a second, com-

pletely different way of listening to your music. With the option right at youz fingertip.

A separate power amp.

Actually four OTL amps;

two for each channel. This

Bi-Amplification.
ing about. Because of the real
difference it can make in your

trunk -mounted unit accompanies the R430 to deliver a
Continuous Average Power

music.
The Bi-Amplification func-

Output of 30 watts per channel.
Plenty of low -distortion power,

It's a function worth know-

handle the R430's bi-amp mode.

More features.

and high -frequency bands. The
low frequency signals are then

your music.

FM broadcasts.

excellent heat dissipation, an
ideally suited component to

®"Dolby" and "Dolby System" are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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Electronic feather -touch

switches command a whole
array of functions.

LED indicators glow when

they're engaged.
And a unique Automatic

Tape Alarm helps prevent

damage that causes wow and
flutter. If a cassette remains
engaged when the ignition is

turned off, lights flash and

speakers beep, reminding you
to remove it.

Respectable specs.

Great sounding music is
the result of great specs. And
with specs like the R430's you
can imagine why we're so proud

of its sound.
Total Harmonic Distortion
is 0.4% at 52 watts; lkHz. The
Frequency Response measures
out at 30 to 18,000 Hz (-3dB).
And the Weighted FM Signal/

Noise Ratio (less Dolby) is

68dB.

Is it any wonder why we
say the R430 Receiver is our
best?

ENSEN

SOUND LABORATORIES
AN ESMARK COMPANY

Dear.

0= It sounds
á like music..co
Interface:C Series II

0 is the fulfillment of
our six -year association with optimally
vented speakers based
on the theories of

A.N.Thiele-speaker

®

0

designs first introduced

Mike on Music Mountain

by Electro -Voice in 1973:

Dear Editor:

The Interface:C offers
you a unique combination
of high efficiency and

high power capacity-the
only way to accurately
reproduce the 120+ dB
peak sound pressure
levels found in some
types of live music.
The SuperpomeTM
tweeter, an E -V exclusive,
and the VMRTM vented
MS=midrange driver, the first

to apply optimally vented
design to mid frequenhacies, ensure your music

is reproduced without
the coloration normally
found in other high efficiency drivers. An
honest 30 Hz low end
totally eliminates the
need for expensive sub woofer assemblies.
owWhen you spend $1,000

for a speaker system.
get your money's worth.
Audition the Interface:C
Series II at your nearest
Interface dealer. If you
want a speaker that
sounds like music, the
Interface:C Series II is
the one you'll buy

Ey BeciroVoice
a quiten company

600 Cecil Street. Buchanan, Michigan 49107

I want to congratulate Ed Canby for
his marvelous detective work and nostalgic reporting of the Music Mountain
concert and its recording techniques
(Audio, November, 1979). I'm in a
unique position to tell Ed and the Audio audience exactly how astute were
his guesses about the miking and mixing techniques, for, you see, I am the

recording engineer for Music Mountain.
By the by, Ed, it is a bit frustrating

for me to be reading about myself in
such an indirect way. I really would
like to have met you, for feel that
know you already through your writings. So, Ed Canby is invited to the
Green Room any time next season at
beautiful Music Mountain for the behind -the -scenes meeting that didn't
I

I

ting in Ed Canby's ideal Music Mountain seat. By the way, if the setup were
M -S matrix, the mikes would be at 90
degrees and one would be a cardioid

facing front, the other a figure eight
facing sideways, not an omni.
If (and I hope) Ed comes backstage
later this year, then maybe we will dis-

cuss the custom mixing, taping, and
monitoring equipment used to record
Music Mountain. But at this time I've
got to get back to preparing the tapes
for 1979-80 broadcast. This year the
concerts will be broadcast on the Eastern Public Radio Network, in the Midwest and West on a selected network,
and in New York City on WNCN-FM.

like to think that this method of recording Music Mountain closely reproduces the musical balance and acoustic ambience that a visitor to a concert
in Gordon Hall receives.
Bob Katz
New York City

quite occur this past year.
Well, did E.T.C. guess correctly what

types of mikes were used at Music
Mountain and how they were used?

Rating the Ratings

Not to keep you in suspense, the an-

Dear Editor:
Last August

swer is, essentially, yes. That well -hidden and spaced rear pair of mikes are
not omnis as surmised, but cardioids,

pointed somewhat to help minimize
the effect of the distracting audience
noise that Ed describes so well. The
object of these mikes is to capture the

hall ambience. If the audience were
would most certainly
not present,
choose omnis for that role and hang
them in the same "ideal" spot. Fortunately, there is enough random reverberation in that part of the hall to
I

was given a promotional copy of Sparks' latest album,
I

No. 1 in Heaven, along with assurance
that I could turn it into an art project
or something if I didn't like it. I had to

agree with Jon Tiven's D+ performance rating in November's Column.
This week, a friend brought over The
Eagles' The Long Run for me to audition, and Jon Tiven is (nearly) right
again. do, however, view his F+ rating as too severe. On the basis that the
I

below that which omnis would have

Eagles at least managed to produce
what appears to be music on the album, consistency in rating would
seem to indicate some increment
above that accorded to Sparks' elec-

picked up.

tronic noise.

permit the use of the cardioids, which
favor the musical ambience and lower
the direct sound of the crowd 3 to 6 dB

The close, front pair are two mikes
close to each other, as Ed saw. But
(from his vantage point) he must have
mistaken the cross bar of the stereo
bar mike holder for one of the microphones, for he surmised that the mikes
were an M -S matrix. In fact, they are a
crossed pair of cardioids at about 110
degrees (not 90 degrees) to each other,
and with the capsules close together.
This is a sort of a cross between X -Y

and O.R.T.F. techniques and works
best at this distance from the quartet.
On home speakers optimally set up,
the result will be a naturally appearing
left -to -right image as if you were sit -

26

Frank Stephans
Durham, N.C.

Errata: Tonearm Geometry
In the January, 1980, article "Tone -

arm Geometry and Setup Demystified," equation 4 (page 77) should
read as follows:

Mounting center =
L' + r; - 2 Lr, cos (90-a)

Equation 6 (page 78) of this article
should be:
Angular error =

90 -OA -arc cos [R'+LZRLL OH)2

J
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fact:
five new Shure Cartridges

feature the technological
breakthroughs of the V15 Type IV
Plus
Unprecedented
stylus protection

the M97 Era IV Series
phono cartridges
Stylus

Model
M97HE

M97ED

Configuration
Nude
Hyperelliptical
Nude Biradial
(Elliptical)

Tip
Tracking
Force

grams
3/a to 11/2

Highest fidelity
where light
tracking forces
are essential.

Dynamic Stabilizer-which simultaneously overcomes
record -warp caused problems, provides electrostatic
neutralization of the record surface, and effectively removes

dust and lint from the record-and, the unique telescoped

grams
1Y2to3
grams

Where slightly
heavier tracking
forces are
required.

stylus assembly which results in lower effective stylus mass
and dramatically improved trackability.
Each of these features ...and more ... has been
incorporated in the five cartridges in the M97 Series-there
is even an M97 cartridge that offers the low distortion
Hyperelliptical stylus! What's more, every M97 cartridge
features a unique lateral deflection assembly, called the
SIDE -GUARD, which responds to side thrusts on the stylus
by withdrawing the entire stylus shank and tip safely into the
stylus housing before it can bend.

11/2to3

For 78 rpm

grams

records.

NEW! M97 Series Era IV Phono Cartridges...
Five new invitations to the new era in hi-fi.

grams

M97GD

Nude Spherical

3/a to 11/2

M97EJ

Biradial
(Elliptical)

11/2 to

M97B

Spherical

78 rpm Stylus Biradial
for all M97's (Elliptical)

Applications

3/a to 11/2

Shure has written a new chapter in the history of affordable
hi-fi by making the space-age technological breakthroughs
of the incomparable V15 Type IV available in a complete line
of high-performance, moderately -priced cartridges: the
M97 Era IV Series Phono Cartridges, available with five
different interchangeable stylus configurations to fit every
system and every budget.
The critically acclaimed V15 Type IV is the cartridge that
astonished audiophiles with such vanguard features as the

grams

S H --I lJ R
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204 In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Outside the U.S. or Canada, write to Shure Brothers Inc., Attn: Dept. J6 for information on your local Shure distributor.

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
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TRENDS
FOR THE FUTURE
Gary Stock
Gaining insight into a huge, tumultuous event like the Consumer Electronics Show while actually there is a
bit like trying to analyze the suspension system of a truck as it runs you
over. Too much happens too fast. It is
only in the recovery room, surrounded

by relative calm, that one begins to
put things in order. Now, a couple of
weeks after this year's show, surround-

ed by the 36 pounds of paper - press
releases, brochures, white papers, and

notes - which I brought back, the dioccasionally contradictory
movements of this fascinating busi-

most '80s receivers slimline units (at
least by contemporary standards). As
seen in some of the current mid -priced
Yamaha and Lux receivers, as well as in
top -of -the -line units from most other
receiver suppliers, moving -coil pre preamplifier stages are increasingly
common and will probably show up in

most of the mainstream receivers of
this decade as well. Gone forever,
more than likely, will be the slide -rule
dial, needle -type FM tuning meters,
and suitcase -like bulk of today's

verse,

receivers. All of the aforementioned

ness are a bit clearer, and some judgments can be made as to where we are

helped along by the increasing availability of large-scale integrated circuits
incorporating whole microprocessors,
switching supply regulators, pre preamplifiers, digital display sections,

headed, audio -wise, in the '80s.

The receivers of the '80s will proba-

bly look quite different from their

developments, by the way, will be

separate straight-line tracking arm, the
ACLT-1, which is floated by compressed air and therefore requires no
elaborate servo -correction systems.

These introductions, coupled with
the earlier debuts of radial tracking
units from Aiwa, Goldmund (France),
Phase

Linear,

and

Harman-Kardon,

point to a renaissance for the principle, which enjoyed a brief popularity
in the mid -'60s and then entered a
long Dark Age. A number of factors
have contributed to this. Improvements in disc software and in the remainder of the playback chain have
proven the once -disputed sonic advantages of the radial -tracking concept. Far Eastern manufacturers have
just about exhausted the sales advan-

tages of promoting direct -drive and

predecessors and use different circuit
design approaches as well. As typified
by two new Sony receivers, the STRV45 and STR-V55, introduced at the
January show, and by earlier receiver

and other complete stages.

phase -locked -loop drive systems and

Tonearms and Turntables

introductions from Toshiba, Sansui,

demonstrated at the January show,

"The Next Big Thing" in turntable marketing because of its cosmetic attractiveness and distinctiveness. The fact
that several large Japanese firms have

and SAE, digital station read-out with
frequency synthesis may soon replace
the conventional capacitor tuning sys-

bringing to more than a dozen the total number of such units offered cur-

tem and the slide -rule dial found in
most receivers today. Aside from their
obvious convenience, frequency -syn-

thesizing tuner sections often have
lower distortion than conventional
tuners because they eliminate mistuning and thermally induced drift. They
can also easily accommodate microprocessor -based station -memory

systems and station sampling functions that play a few seconds of each
of several stations when activated
(both are found in the Sony receivers).
Moderately priced receivers may retain

conventional FM front -ends but acquire digital read-out as a cosmetic ad-

dition, in the opinion of some observers, a few of whom see the majority of
mainstream receivers taking on digital
read-out within the next two years.
At the same time, many receivers
and integrated amplifiers may acquire

pulse or switching power supplies,
which have much less bulk than conventional supplies. This in turn could
reduce the profile of most receivers to

a fraction of current size, rendering
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Four new turntables and arms using
the radial -tracking principle were

rently. Technics introduced their intriguingly compact SL -10, about the
length and width of a record jacket,
which employs a short servo -controlled arm assembly mounted in the

dust cover, along with an integral
Technics moving -coil cartridge. According to Technics spokesmen, it may
be the first of an entire line of straightline tracking tables from that company. Yamaha showed a second prototype version of the radial -tracking
turntable they demonstrated in Japan
last year; it is a servo -controlled fulllength arm, driven by a worm gear, integrated with a quartz -locked direct -

drive platter system, and it's exceptionally handsome to boot. It may become Yamaha's top -of -the -line
turntable next year. ReVox debuted a
less expensive version of their widely
acclaimed 8790 radial tracking turn-

table, the new unit to be called the
B795. It has precisely the same "Linatrack" over -the -disc swing -out arm assembly found on the B790, with a simplified direct -drive motor system. And
finally, Dennesen demonstrated their

may see the radial -arm principle as

chosen this time to introduce radial tracking tables as their top -of -the -line
units supports this concept, particular-

ly given the monolithic character of
product development in that nation.
(Lux and Mitsubishi are reputed to
have straight-line units nearing the
market, too). And, according to at least
one source, research into radial -tracking systems for video disc players has
been spun off into the analog record playing field. Whatever the cause, the
straight-line tracking trend appears to
be taking hold; although the first generation units are expensive, it is likely
that prices will fall to mainstream levels as production economies and competition take effect, in much the same
pattern that characterized direct -drive
turntable prices over the past several
years. Thus, the last major evolutionary step of the phonograph before the
age of the digital disc begins will probably be to the radial arm.

The Video Disc
To the surprise of many industry ob-

servers, there were two production
model video disc players at the January show. One was Magnavox's Mag-

navision player, which has been avail-

able in limited quantities for about a
year. But a video disc unit from Pioneer, slated for introduction in early
1980, was also present. Pioneer has
been manufacturing for some time an
optical player for industrial use, as part

of a joint venture with MCA, but the
consumer model player had not been
expected to be publicly shown to large
groups for another several months.
The Pioneer consumer unit, like its
industrial cousin and like the Magnavox unit, uses the Philips/MCA format,
a 12 -inch silvery disc, spinning at 1800

rpm, whose patterned surface is read
by a miniature, low -power laser element. As such, it has all the virtues of
that format. The Pioneer unit is amazingly versatile because of its slow- and
fast -motion, frame -indexing, and
freeze-frame capabilities, and it's also

completely free from disc or stylus
wear. In addition, it has some features
the Magnavox player does not -a full
function remote -control system and,

more important, an optional digital
audio disc adaptor for playback of digital music -only discs (this adaptor
will not be immediately available,
however). The Pioneer player is also
fairly expensive by comparison with
the stylus -type players that will be in-

troduced in the next 18 months by
RCA, Matsushita, and JVC (see "RCA
Shows SelectaVision," March, 1980 Au-

dio), which are all expected to cost
about $500 for the basic unit. According to company representatives, the Pioneer unit will have a price "under a
thousand dollars," although how
much under is not yet known.
The global corporate politics of the
video disc race are incredibly complex
and constantly changing, so it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions from
the Pioneer showing and announcements. It is felt in many quarters that

genre were introduced at the January
show, as well as production models of

one long-awaited prototype design.
Koss made its first venture into highfidelity electronics with the K/4DS, a
digital time -delay system with built-in
rear -channel amplifiers that has a
number of distinctive control features,
including extensive facilities for ambience -augmented headphone listening.
The Koss unit is also notable for its

simplification of control settings: Initial delay times and recirculation den-

sities are selected by picking one of
four master acoustic settings - auditorium, concert hall, theater, or club.

and separate continuously variable delay and ambience controls. Bose demonstrated its Spatial Expander, a
charge -coupled, time -delay device designed to be used with the Bose Spa-

tial Control Receiver (which contains

McIntosh C 32

the rear -channel amplifiers), Bose 901
front speakers, and Bose rear -channel
speakers. It is a single -delay system,
with reverberation. Carver Corporation, whose C-4000 preamplifier creat-

"More Than a Preamplifier"

ed such a stir at last January's show,
was finally showing and shipping pro-

testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition! You

localize instruments and other sounds
in space, the Carver unit includes an
ambience synthesis system with 35 and 50 -millisecond initial delays, varia-

preamplifier" C 32 has been
selected for these unique honors.

ble

reverberation density, and two

built-in 25 -watt rear -channel amplifiers.

The continued interest in ambience
synthesis systems, and in devices like
the Carver unit's Sonic Holography cir-

cuit, point up the fundamental fasci-

this regard. Few who have heard a

eventful year.

Ambience Synthesis
Ambience synthesis or time -delay

McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product

duction units of that model. In addition to its "Sonic Holography" circuitry, which is said to more accurately

feel that its introduction could serve as

ketplace with Philips/MCA systems.
But it is still too early in the game to
do more than guess at who will ultimately set the video disc (and digital
audio disc) standard. All that is clear
on the subject is that 1980 will be an

Masterpiece..."

includes a dynamic range expander

nation American audiophiles have
with reproducing the acoustic and
spatial settings of musical performances, as well as the inadequacy of most
simple two -channel music systems in

strated prototype optical players, such
as Mitsubishi and Sony, into the mar-

"A Technological

Audio Pulse introduced its sleekly
styled Model 1000 "third generation"
time -delay unit, a digital system that

the introduction of the Pioneer unit
will improve the chances of the Philips/MCA format of being eventually
adopted worldwide, and some also

the "icebreaker" that would propel
other companies that have demon-

illtintash

properly

set-up

time -delay

can learn why the "more than a

Send us your name and address
and we'll send you the complete
product reviews and data on all
McIntosh products, copies of the
international awards, and a North
American FM directory. You will
understand why McIntosh product
research and development always
has

system

even to the substantial expense entailed in these. Rather, their rejection
of four -channel sound was a rejection

systems are unquestionably one of the
growth categories of the audio indus-

of questionable musical values - the

try; three more new examples of the

chestra effect - and the difficulties

surround

sound,

middle -of -the -or-

appearance

and

tech-

Keep up to date.
Send now = - -

question the validity of the principle
or the sensory loss that comes from
turning the secondary channels off.
Now, five years or so after the final
collapse of quadraphony, the growing
popularity of ambience -synthesis systems is clear evidence that audio buffs
do not object to four loudspeakers in
one room, to the reproduction of a fully three-dimensional sonic image, or

the

nological look to the future.

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please
send the coupon to McIntosh. For non -rush
service send the Reader Service Card to the
magazine.
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tages

may well see a resurgence of multi-

Digital Recording

channel sound.

The establishment of an Electronics
Industries Association of Japan technical standard for home digital recording
equipment, which defines 44.056 kHz
as the sampling frequency and a 14 -bit

Loudspeakers
Although no single speaker at the
January CES stood out as an earthshaking new development, there were
a
number of innovative new

39
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of conventional electrostatics
without their drawbacks and high cost,

associated with lack of standardization
and proper set-up of the systems, as
well as the varying abilities of the different generations of decoders and demodulators. It appears here that
manufacturer interest is following consumer interest, so that in the '80s we

are showing up in greater numbers
and may, like the satellite system, be
among the stronger speaker formats of
the coming decade.

linear system as the bit format, has
brought a number of new PCM adaptors for video cassette recorders onto

loudspeakers shown and several clearly identifiable trends. The ranks of the
three-piece satellite type were expanded by a new three-piece four-way sys-

the scene. Five were present at the
January show, including units from

tem from ReVox, called the Triton, by
new minispeakers from C?rwin-Vega,

new EIAJ-compatible Sony unit, the
PCM-10. All of the units have signal-

Mesa, Design Acoustics, and Technics,
and by new subwoofers from

to-noise ratios of approximately 85 dB,

Intersearch, Cizek, and Ohm among

cent, and frequency response flat from
20 to 20,000 Hz, ±1 dB or better. They
also incorporate peak program meters

others. The satellite system appears to

be enjoying steadily increased popularity, as well as a new measure of acceptance from hard-core audiophiles
who once dismissed the principle out
of hand. It is just possible that this

Sharp, Toshiba, Sanyo, Technics, and a

harmonic distortion under 0.05 per-

to monitor input levels (most digital
recorders hard -clip when overdriven),
and dual microphone preamplifiers.

For those with the working capital

could become one of the dominant

- the adaptors are generally in the

speaker formats of the '80s, as pressures for living space increase and a
growing number of newly awakened
music listeners are exposed to its de-

range of $4,000, and the recorders another $1,500 or so - these devices will

BIGGEST SAVINGS-

Exotic materials and principles also

put digital recording capabilities into
the home and enable amateur recordists to make demo tapes with performance quality superior to that of

left théir mark on this year's crop of

most studios. The sophistication of the

SAME DAY DELIVERY

speakers. Phase Linear demonstrated

recordings will be limited, due to the
limited number of channels and the
absence of overdubbing facilities, but
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three new speakers, two with ribbon
tweeters and beryllium midrange
domes, and one with a boronized
dome midrange and tweeter. Wharfe-

International
Hi -Fi Distributors
Moravia Center
Industrial Park, Dept. A4
Baltimore, Maryland 21206

Sound Recall) series, which employs
some drivers made of a chalk -filled
polypropylene compound called Mineral

Filled

Homopolymer.

Dayton

Wright demonstrated an improved
electrostatic speaker using their gas filled cell principle and a new piezoelectric super tweeter; the unit is
called the XG-10. Infinity showed
three new moderately priced speakers,
the RS., RSb and Reference Studio

Monitor, all with polypropylene bass
driver cones and EMIT planar -dynamic
treble units. Both the range of synthetic materials and alloys available to the

speaker engineer, and the research
and production facilities necessary to
make full use of them, have expanded
substantially in the past couple of
years, particularly in the Far East, and
substantial advancements in the price/
performance ratio of loudspeakers are
likely to result. In particular, wide range ribbon and planar -dynamic systems, which enjoy most of the advan-

the sound will be superb. Whether
that means that the VCR/adaptor
combination will have any major impact on the high-fidelity industry, particularly with digital discs and metal particle cassette decks here or soon to
arrive, is a difficult question to answer.
Some limited -scale prerecorded software programs for the machines have
been initiated, but the prices will
probably always be considerably higher than for a disc or analog tape. And,
with a couple of exceptions, the semipro recording area has found that lack
of versatility limits the utility of VCR/
PCM combinations, so very few demo
tapes or album master tapes have been

made utilizing such equipment. It may

be that the PCM adaptor will have a
Kerensky-like role during the transition from analog to digital eras - one
of easing the changeover without a
permanent place in the new order. On

the other hand, compact VCR/PCM
systems may become the new versions

of the Nagra, two -channel recorders
intended primarily to preserve live
musical events. Only time will tell. ,A
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The clarity of Class A sound and the high efficiency
of Class A/B power.
JVC engineers, among the most innovative in the world, have achieved a technological breakthrough. Now the clean, clear, less distorted sound of Class A amplification is available with the high efficiency of Class A/B type amplification. That means
no excessive heavy power supplies, and minimal heat build-up.
Traditionally, the Class A/B amplifier has been predominant, simply because it is
three times more efficient than the Class A type. However, the Class A/B amplifier
achieves that efficiency by permitting its power output transistors to switch on and

off, leading to switching and crossover distortion, and producing substantially
reduced high fidelity performance. On the other hand, engineers knew that while
Class A amps had the advantage of cleaner, less distorted output than Class A/ B, they
produce enormous amounts of heat and require extremely heavy power supplies.
Innovative engineering by JVC solved those problems, by introducing TheSuperA
Amp. A classic, no compromise amp. THD is as low as 0.005% and linearity is higher
than with conventional Class A/B power amps. And at the same time the efficiency of

the Super A amp is equal to that of Class A/B amps, even with high power output.
The transient response, slew rate and rise time are all greatly improved. And there is
no TIM (Transient Intermodulation), or crossover distortion.

Conventional Class-A/B AMP

NC's Extraordinary Super -A Amp

The jagged line at center of the graph
indicates the amp is generating switching and crossover distortion as its

The center line in the above graph

output transistors switch on and off.

represents waveform distortion. which

is at a minimum. This indicates that
the amp is generating very little dis-

These are displeasing types of distortion, because they contain many odd

tortion, containing very few odd -order

and high -order harmonics.

production and velvety sound.

A -X9 Integrated Amplifier.

harmonics, resulting in smooth re-

Jvc®

100 W RMS/ Chan. thru 8 ohms 20-20 kHz less than 0.005%

THD: MC & MM phono sections dual tape & phono inputs.

Speaker outputs. Not shown: A -X5 Integrated amplifier
70 RMS/than. thru 8 ohms 20-20 kHz less than 0.005%
THD: MC & MM phono sections dual tape & phono inputs.
Speaker outputs.

US JVC CORP

For more information, write: US JVC Corp., 58-75 Queens Midtcwn Expressway, Maspeth, NY 11378.
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Nadine Amadio

The high fashion world of hi-fior a closer look at the "Sin" pickup arm

Maybe it's not the product that's at
fault but the image making. Inflation is

a problem in any form and inflation
calls for a little iconoclasm, as our Latin friend will surely agree. Of course,

in the old days, we had more subtle
and, one might say, more tasteful
methods of dealing with little Italian
upstarts. Forgive the outburst, but my
country's honor is at stake!

Many aspects of the "Sin" arm are
undeniably attractive - high mass is

The average hi-fi enthusiast is relatively sane, indeed he displays an
above average insight into audio technicalities. Nevertheless, there is a
streak of wild romanticism in his
make-up that paves the way for high fashion in hi-fi.
A classic example is the remarkable

tion, christened a well-known New
York hi-fi salesman as "The Cortlandt
Street Oracle."

elevation to superstar status of the

virtues or virtuosity of his more spectacular equipment. It was rather the
large and ardent clientele waiting, palpitating for every crumb of information falling oracularly from his lips that

Italian -made pickup arm, the Prendisu-Braccio Peccato or, as it has come

to be known in good plain English,
"The Sin" pickup.
Does the name have a poetic ring?
Does it have vaguely erotic connotations? Would Rossini have included it

among his "Sins?" Has there been
some heavy underground publicity or

I

This, of course, was in no way intended to be derogatory to that gentleman's commendable habit of selling
stock in the most persuasive fashion,

nor of his ability to expound on the

inspired his rechristening.
These same eager clients carried his

prophetic words to the farthermost
corners of this far-flung continent.
Were these, like Henry V, the makers

is it just some quirk of chance that has
transformed a pleasantly average piece
of equipment into an audio prize?
Surely there must have been some

of fashion?

organized promotion of one sort or
another in the centers of "sound" influence to achieve a result as totally

Borgia morning.

However, back to the cannonized
"Sin" pickup. Let us look at this four star fashion fetish in the cold light of a

Our aim is not to reduce a nice

clean-cut, Italian boy -next-door pick-

irrelevant, but as tyrannically "in," as

up to a social outcast, but rather to

this year's trend in long or short hair.
I remember once, during a particular

look beneath the bright stainless steel
smile and trendy wrappings and see if
there is any real muscle there. Any tonal biceps on the arm, as it were.

period when I was dabbling in philosophical and mythological encapsula -

32

(ironically perhaps) ideal for the "Sin"
moving -coil cartridge. If one intends
to "sin," one usually does not wish to
be lightweight about it.
Nevertheless, the resonances that
become apparent when the 'Sin" is excited cannot be excused. If you peer
closely at your bass speaker, you will
find it pumping in and out distractedly
in phase with the low -frequency oscillations introduced by the Peccato
pickup. All can say is "Quel Dommage!" or better still, "Che Peccato!"
And I must warn that under the sunny, virile Italian charms of your "Sin"
arm, there lurks an ill-tempered and
moody despot. Does high -fashion hi-fi
cater to masochists, or does the enthusiast delight in inconsistent and
willful behavior from his equipment?
I

You'll find the "Sin" difficult to set
up correctly, and if you so much as alter the tracking weight by an eyelash,

you will have to completely readjust
the bias and anything else you can
think of.
So don't expect your "Sin" to warble
along as sweetly as any Caruso or any
well -paid Venetian gondolier. Expect
problems, even if they are fashionable
problems.

Of course, if you don't have "ears"
or if you don't like being the odd man
out or if you are ashamed to admit you
don't have any vices - not even one
"Sin" - then go ahead and buy one. Q
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Why we created
our own
total system.
We imply had to.
Because no chain is
strwt 'erthanits vcpakost link. And no music
system is better than
t l w distortion or noise
coming from any of its
components.

We wanted to make sure
that when you choose
one Revox you get all
that it has to offer.
The total Revox system
delivers virtually distortion -free music from
every source and in any

mode-music reproduc-

tion so true that it is unRevox
matched by any other
Audio -Rack
system available today.
All the components in the Revox system are designed to meet the professional quality standards
that have been set by the Revox B77 open reel
recorder with its ingenious logic control system.
The B750 integrated amplifier, for example, is renowned for its fast transient response to all musical
signals and for its low TIM. It is paired with the
incredible B760 digital synthesizer FM tuner with
the unusual capability of programming 15 stations
which you can recall at the push of a button. The
B790 direct drive, quartz controlled turntable reduces tracking distortion to an absolute minimum
using a revolutionary new system called Linatrack.
For an unmatched musical experience, listen
to our matched components at your
franchised Revox dealer.
Or write to us
for details.
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Revox America, Inc.
1819 Broadway, Nashville, TN. 37203 (615) 329-9576
Offices: Los Angeles (213) 780-4234 / New York (212) 255-4462
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Harman Kardon introduces low negative feedback design.
High Technology Separates with low THD and inaudible TIMfor incredibly clean, open sound.

For the last few years, audio
manufacturers have been rushing
to bring you newer, lower THD
(Total Harmonic Distortion)
levels in their amplifier sections.
And every year, they've accomplished this objective the simplest
way they could. By adding more
and more negative feedback, a
form of electronic compensation
that feeds the amplified music
signal back through the circuit.
Unfortunately, this univer-

sal "cure" for THD-high negative feedback, typically 60-80
dB-creates a new form of distortion. It's called Transient
Intermodulation Distortion, or
TIM. And it's much more audible than THD. TIM causes
music to become harsh, metallic
and grating. And the spatial relationship of the instruments to
become vague, smearing the
image.
At Harman Kardon, our
new 700 series amp and preamp
give you low THD figures, too.
But we did it the right way-by
properly designing the amplification circuitry to deliver low THD
even before we apply negative
feedback. That keeps our negative feedback at just 17 dB. And
our TIM level at just .007%.
Well below the audible threshold.
The result is pure, clear,
transparent sound and stereo
imaging that places instruments
and vocals precisely.

Beyond TIM.
Of course all the Harman
Kardon components incorporate
our traditional ultrawideband
design, which provides fast transient response and phase linearity. We also use discrete components instead of integrated
circuits, because ICs create their
own IC distortion.

But beyond these major
design considerations, we've
also paid attention to all the
small details.
In the hk725 preamplifier,
for instance, we used fixed resistor pushbuttons for tone controls.
They introduce less distortion
than rotary knobs. We also incorporated DC coupled FET front
ends in both our 8 -stage phono
section and our high level stage.
Again, less distortion, and improved signal-to-noise ratio.
On the hk770 power amplifier, we used two separate
toroidal power supplies, which
eliminate cross -talk and hum.
And DC coupling which provides tighter, more articulate bass.

u
Performance matched
separates.
Once we designed the heart
of our new 700 series High Technology Separates, we addressed
the remaining components just
as carefully.
The hk715 digital quartz locked tuner gives you a full
complement of features. It locks
in to the channel center every
time. And stays there, drift -free.
It also has a memory subsystem
that lets you store up to 8 stations
and recall them instantly at the
touch of a button.
We designed a linear phase
analog tuner as well. The hk710.
With an improved version of the
phase -locked circuitry we introduced to the industry nearly 10
years ago. It remains the industry standard today for quality
tuners.

The first cassette deck
with Dolby* HX.
In 1970 Harman Kardon
introduced the first cassette deck
with Dolby NR. In 1980, we're
bringing you the first cassette
deck with the new Dolby HX
headroom extension circuitry.
The hk705. With the Dolby HX
headroom extension circuitry,
you get an added 10 dB of high
frequency headroom, as well as
a 68 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
That's comparable to open reel
decks that cost twice as much.
And thanks to Dolby HX and
metal tape capabilities, the 705
provides an impressive frequency
response of 20-19,000 Hz (±3dB).
Once we finished the inside of our
components, we went
to work on the outside. To bring you
a striking system of
modular separates. Each measuring a compact 15" wide x 3" high.
These performance matched
separates stack beautifully. They
give you a noticeably cleaner,
clearer, less distorted sound than
any system anywhere near
the price.
We suggest you audition
them. But only if you're serious.
Once you hear the difference, you'll never be satisfied
with anything less.
(For the location of
the Harman Kardon dealer
nearest you, call toll -free
800-528-6050, ext. 870.)
."Dolby" and the double -D symbol are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories.

harman
1 kardon
55 Ames Court, Plainview, NY 11803.
In Canada, E.S. Gould Marketing, Montreal.

Now there are two approaches
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BUILD A
DOUBLE BARRELED
AMPLIFIER
Part I

W. Marshall Leach, Jr.
Introduction
Everyone who enjoys building audio gear has probably given thought to constructing a high -power amplifier which will
drive even the most inefficient loudspeakers to super loud
levels. When it comes to power, most people agree that the

higher the power reserve in an amplifier, the better the
sound. There is a simple and logical reason for this. Audio
signals can have very high peak power levels that run 10 to 20
times the average power level. Thus the peak power output

capability of the amplifier becomes an important consideration if it is not to clip on peaks. As an example, let us consider an amplifier rated at 100 watts average power. (This is

erroneously 'called "watts rms." The abbreviation "rms"
stands for "root mean square" and is correctly used only in
the specification of the amplitude of a.c. voltages or currents,
e.g. volts rms or amperes rms, but not watts rms.) Because the
power rating is measured with a sine -wave signal which has a
peak -to -average power' ratio of only 2, it follows that the
peak power capability of our 100 -watt amplifier is 200 watts.
With audio signals having a peak -to -average power ratio of
10 to 20, the amplifier could be operated at an average power
level of 10 to 20 watts if it is not to clip on peaks. With a
Associate Prof., Georgia Institute of Technology,
School of Electrical Engineering,
Atlanta, Georgia 30332.
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typical loudspeaker efficiency of 0.5 percent, only 50 to 100
milliwatts of undistorted acoustic power could be obtained.
This corresponds to a sound pressure level in the reverberant
field of a normal listening room of 99 to 102 dB. Should this
be insufficient or if the amplifier is to be used in large rooms
or outdoors, a higher power rating will be required.
How much power is enough? This is a question which will
certainly receive many answers, depending on who is asked.

Someone with efficient loudspeakers who listens to quiet
chamber music may say 10 watts. The audiophile with the
latest inefficient loudspeakers who likes to demonstrate
them at ear-splitting levels with the newest direct -to -disc re-

cording may say the sky's the limit. However, most people
probably consider a power rating of 250 watts per channel to
be an adequate rating for a so-called high -power amplifier.
From the standpoint of circuit design, 250 watts represents a

power level which is about the maximum that can be
achieved without compromises in the design, exorbitant
costs, or both. The only method that can be used to increase
the power rating of an amplifier is to increase the peak -voltage swing capability of its output signal. This can be done by
designing it with a higher voltage power supply, strapping it,

or by adding a transformer between the amplifier and the
load which steps up the output voltage. To increase the pow-

er supply voltage can require circuit design compromises
such as the use of a quasi -complementary output stage
rather than a fully complementary one. Strapping and a
stepup transformer are also design compromises. Both effec-

tively reduce the load impedance seen by the amplifier
which can cause overload or excessive triggering of the amplifier protection circuit. Also, the transformer is incompatible with a direct coupled design, and it can .cause intolerable
phase shifts and distortion at very low frequencies.
Transistors are inherently low -voltage, high -current devices. Therefore, reliable circuit designs require that the voltage
across transistors be held to a value that is low enough to
permit them to safely deliver the load currents required for
the maximum desired output power. This is especially important when reactive loads such as electrostatic loudspeakers or
highly inductive crossover networks must be driven. Thus,
there is a basic conflict between the requirement for a reli-

able design and the desire to increase the power rating by
increasing the power -supply voltage. Fortunately, both of
these objectives can be achieved by connecting transistor
pairs in series, where normally only a single transistor would
be used, so that each in the pair shares only one-half the
total voltage that a single transistor would be required to
drop. With this technique of using series -connected transistors, a power rating of 250 watts can easily be achieved without design compromises.
Dynamic distortions such as transient intermodulation dis-

tortion (TIM) and slewing induced distortion (SID) are important considerations in any design. Both are primarily a
result of an insufficiently high -frequency overload margin in
the critical low-level input stages combined with an overdose
of lag compensation in the following stages that determine

the gain -bandwidth product of the amplifier. Therefore,
large -signal bandwidth and open -loop linearity become important design considerations in any amplifier if dynamic distortions are to be eliminated. The techniques for minimizing
both dynamic distortions and static distortions (e.g. total harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion) can be con-

flicting (1). A proper design should consider all distortion
mechanisms equally without optimizing the circuit to specifi-

cally minimize any one at the expense of the other. For -
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supply a higher and higher share of the load current as the
frequency is increased, which in turn causes the high -frequency output impedance of the amplifier to increase, resulting in a reduced high -frequency damping factor. In addition, the feedback loops formed by the driver and output
transistors involve 100 percent voltage feedback around a
very high gain loop, and this makes such an output stage
susceptible to oscillations which can be load -dependent and
may not show up under normal testing. Although the first
connection exhibits a higher static distortion, this can be
overcome by operating the output stage at a higher bias current which causes the amplifier to operate Class -A over a
larger signal swing.

The second stage of voltage gain drives the output stage.
For a unity -gain output stage, this second stage must put out

closed -loop amplifier can be minimized because this maximizes the negative feedback. However, when the gain of any

a signal equal in voltage amplitude to the loudspeaker output signal. Thus, it should be operated at a high gain in order
to minimize the signal level that is required to drive it. When
this is done, it follows that this stage will have the lowest
bandwidth of any stage in the amplifier because of the limitations imposed by a fixed gain -bandwidth product. Therefore, it is this stage which determines the dominant pole in
the amplifier and the stage which should be lag -compensated for frequency stability and freedom from oscillations.
The input stage to the amplifier also deserves special consideration. This stage must have two signal inputs, one to
which the amplifier input signal is applied and the other to
which the feedback signal is applied. The output signal from
the input stage must be proportional to the difference between these two signals. A differential amplifier is a logical
choice for this circuit. The design of the differential amplifier
is very important, for it is this stage that primarily determines

stage is increased, its bandwidth is automatically reduced

the susceptibility of the amplifier to dynamic distortions.

since the gain -bandwidth product of any stage is fixed by the
particular transistor used in that stage. This decreased
bandwidth can cause excessive phase shifts at high frequencies, requiring an overdose of lag compensation to prevent
oscillations. The excessive lag compensation increases the

First, it must have a bandwidth that is very much greater than
that of the second stage to minimize the amount of lag compensation required for stability. This is achieved by operating
the stage at a low gain and by lead compensating it for increased bandwidth. Second, it must have a sufficient bias
current in order to drive the high -frequency capacitive input
impedance of the second stage. If this bias current is insuffi-

tunately, this is possible if the amplifier is designed to reject
supersonic and inaudible input signals that can overload the
critical low-level input stages and if sufficient local negative
feedback is used in each stage to eliminate the need for excessive lag compensation for stability and freedom from oscillations.
Oscillation problems can certainly be one of the most perplexing problems that can plague a negative feedback circuit,
particularly for the home builder. Therefore, frequency stability is a primary consideration in any amplifier design, and
it, too, can require compromises in other design objectives.
For example, an amplifier with two stages of voltage gain is
probably the best-known circuit configuration. By operating

both stages at a maximum gain, static distortions in the

amplifier susceptibility to dynamic distortions. In addition,
the slewing rate can be degraded to an unacceptable level.

A good overall amplifier design philosophy is to use two
stages of voltage gain followed by a current gain stage that is
operated with a voltage gain of unity. The current gain stage
is the power output stage which supplies all load current to
the loudspeakers. Because high -current transistors have a
lower gain -bandwidth product than low -current transistors,
it is logical to operate the output stage at unity voltage gain
so that it will have a maximum bandwidth. In this way, phase
shifts in the output stage can be minimized, thereby reduc-

ing the amount of lag compensation required for stability.
There are two commonly used ways to realize a unity -gain
output stage. The first is to operate both the driver and the
output transistors in the common -collector of emitter -follower configuration. This results in the highest gain bandwidth product in the output stage. The second method
is to operate the driver transistors in the common -collector
configuration and the output transistors in the common -em-

itter configuration. In this case, the emitters of the driver
transistors and the collectors of the output transistors are
connected to the loudspeaker output, and the bases of the
output transistors are driven from the collectors of the driver
transistors. Because this connection forms a negative feedback path from the collectors of the output transistors back

cient, the slewing rate of the amplifier will be degraded.
Third, the input stage should be designed so that it rejects
any supersonic and inaudible input signals that lie outside
the large -signal bandwidth of the second stage [2]. If these
design objectives are properly achieved, the amplifier will be
essentially free of dynamic distortion mechanisms: It cannot
slew or produce transient intermodulation distortion before
it clips.

The circuit architecture or topology is important in any
power amplifier. To minimize static distortions, a fully complementary design is important. This is especially true for the
critical output stage which must supply the full load current
to the loudspeakers. A complementary circuit theoretically
cancels the predominant even -order nonlinearities of the active devices, leaving only the odd -order nonlinearities to be
cancelled by the negative feedback. To minimize these before overall negative feedback is applied to the circuit, it is
important to use local negative feedback in each internal
stage. In this way, the open -loop distortion can be made
sufficiently low so that the overall negative feedback is not
so high that an overdose of lag compensation is necessary for
stability. With a careful balance between local feedback and

into the emitters of the driver transistors, a large reduction of
static distortions in the output stage can be realized. It is felt,

overall feedback, it is possible to achieve a higher overall
feedback ratio at high frequencies because of the reduced
need for lag compensation, which reduces both static and

however, that the first connection results in a more stable
and better sounding amplifier. This is because the output
transistors in the second connection are operated in their
slowest configuration. The driver transistors are forced to

dynamic distortions.
This article describes an amplifier which has been designed
with these objectives and considerations in mind. The circuit
has been designed so that transient intra-loop signal over -
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Two of the most important new words in tape recording
Problem:

Problem:

Traditionally, tape recorder electronics have had insuffi-

cient headroom to fully exploit the greater performance
capability of the new high coercivity tapes, such as metal
tape. The goal of Tandberg engineers was to improve the
headroom of tape recorder electronics by 18-20 dB so it can
be used with metal tape.

High frequency limitations inherent in the cassette (i.e.,
low speed) medium. Tandberg engineers have developed

an exclusive, Patent -pending circuit that is not just a techni-

cal refinement, but a fundamentally new approach to the
matter.
Whereas ACTILINEAR overcomes the limitations of elec-
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High frequency saturation (overload) is of particular importance with today's new direct -to -disc and digitally -mastered

sive components, leading to compromise solutions which

have their distinct and pronounced weaknesses-primarily a
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range than ever before.
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question of reaching a point where the tape can hold no more
signal. At high frequencies, excessive input levels not only
produce enormous amounts of distortion, but actually lower

the signal level played back from the tape. In other words,
once you have reached the saturation point on the tape, the
more signal you try to put in, the less you actually get out.
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Solution:

If, just at the point where high frequency saturation (over-

ing technology without these compromise solutions (See

load) begins to occur, you could automatically lower the

curves above). In the new ACTILINEAR system, featured in
our TD 20A open reel and TCD 340A & TCD 440A cassette
recorders, the passive components have been replaced with

amount of record treble boost supplied by the equalization
circuit, you could increase the high frequency output of which

an active Transconductance amplifier. Among the benefits of
this new recording system are:
Up to 20 dB more headroom.
Less Intermodulation due to Slew Rate limitation.

the tape is capable, and drastically lower high frequency distortion (See curves above). In brief, this is precisely what
Tandberg's exclusive new dynamic equalization circuit does.
Yet another benefit is that the DYNEQ circuit, featured exc-

Improved electrical separation and less interference between bias oscillator and record amplifier.

No obsolescence factor-usable with any type of tape
available now or in the years to come.

lusively in Tandberg's TCD 440A cassette deck, not only
gives improved performance with the new metal particle
cassettes, but also delivers a significant improvement in performance with today's better premium tapes.
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load cannot occur, even with ultra -fast square -wave signals
applied to the input. Because no internal stage is subject to

transient overload problems, the amplifier is theoretically
free of TIM distortion and it cannot slew. When properly
constructed, the amplifier can be used with the finest associated equipment. It is highly stable with reactive loudspeaker
loads such as electrostatic loudspeakers. Because it is capable
of delivering large high -frequency transient current demands
to the loudspeaker, its sound is clean and free from the so-

called "transistor sound," even with music which contains
loud high -frequency material and percussive sounds. In the
critical midrange region, the feedback ratio is sufficiently
high so that the midrange retrieval and definition are primarily determined by the source material. Although the circuit is

d.c.-coupled from input to output, its low -frequency response is rolled off below 0.3 Hz. This low -frequency roll -off

is accomplished by the feedback circuit rather than with a
coupling capacitor in the forward signal path. By rolling off
the d.c. response of the amplifier, the loudspeaker is protected from d.c. offset voltages and currents which could result
from temperature effects or from a d.c. offset at the output of
the preamplifier. However, the 0.3 -Hz roll -off frequency is
sufficiently low so that the phase shift at 20 Hz and higher is
negligible [3].

Circuit Description
The complete circuit diagram of the amplifier is shown in
Fig. 1. The circuit is a fully complementary design which is
direct -coupled from its input to output to ensure full reproduction of even the lowest bass frequencies without phase
shift distortion. A fully complementary circuit means that
there is a pnp transitor for each npn transistor and vice versa.
Although expensive, this approach assures low static distor-

tion performance [1] [4] [5], especially for a single or dominant pole design that does not use maximum negative feedback, which is the present case.
The input stage consists of transistors Q1 through Q6. Q1

through Q4 are connected as a complementary differential
amplifier. (As far as the author can determine, the use of the
complementary differential amplifier in power amplifiers was
pioneered independently in the late 1960s and early 1970s by
John Curl, Bascom King, and Daniel Meyer [6].) To reduce
the voltage across the transistors in the differential amplifiers

to about one-half the power supply voltage, transistors Q5
and Q6 are added to the circuit and are connected in a common base configuration. By connecting the input transistors
in series in this manner, each transistor in the input stage has

a voltage across it that is no more than about one-half the
power supply voltage. The bias current in the input stage is
set at 4 mA by resistors R13 and R14. A constant current

unintentional ultrasonic signals such as bias signals from a
tape recorder, multiplex subcarrier signals from an FM tuner,
or oscillations from a defective preamplifier. The upper -3 dB
frequency of this filter is about 40 kHz. Above this frequency,
it rolls off at 12 dB per octave. The filter alignment is the
linear phase Bessel alignment, and it exhibits less than 0.11
degrees of phase shift distortion at 20 kHz. Rather than being
a separate outboard active filter preceding the power amplifier, this filter is an integral part of the amplifier input stage
itself. In addition to protection from possible damaging ultrasonic signals, the Bessel filter performs the important function of suppressing those mechanisms which cause dynamic
distortions such as TIM and SID. With the filter, it is impossible for the amplifier to slew before it clips [3]. In addition,
intra-loop current overshoots in the differential amplifiers are
suppressed to a level much lower than that at which TIM and
SID would occur. Thus, the amplifier is essentially free of
dynamic distortion mechanisms.
The second stage of voltage gain consists of transistors Q9
through Q12. To the author's knowledge, this is the first amplifier circuit to employ this particular cascode configuration.
Transistors Q9 and Q10 act as complementary common -emitter amplifiers. Local negative feedbeck for intra-loop linearity is provided by the emitter -degeneration resistors R22
through R25. The collector output signals from Q9 and Q10,
respectively, are connected to the emitter inputs of Q11 and
Q12, respectively. Because Q11 and Q12 act as common -base

amplifiers in the forward loop signal path, the addition of
these two transistors to the circuit converts the second stage
of the amplifier to a complementary cascode amplifier. However, unlike ordinary cascode amplifiers, the bases of Q11
and Q12 are not maintained at constant voltages. Instead,
negative feedback signals derived from the output stage are

fed back into the bases of Q11 and Q12 to cause these
transistors to act as dynamically varying collector loads for
Q9 and Q10. (The operation of this stage will be further explained after the output stage is described.)
Transistor Q13 is connected as a temperature compensated
constant voltage source which regulates the bias current in
the output transistors. Negative thermal feedback is provided

by diodes D3 through D6 for thermal stability of the output

stage. Mounted on the main heat sinks with the output
transistors, these diodes sense the heat sink temperature to
maintain constant quiescent bias current in these transistors
when the heat sinks heat up under load. There are two main
heat sinks, and two of the bias diodes are mounted in series

on each. Potentiometer R28 is used to adjust the bias for
minimum distortion.
The signal is coupled from the collectors of transistors Q11

and Q12 to the bases of the main output transistors by the

source in place of these resistors was not used to set this bias

Class -A discrete Darlington driver stage formed by transistors

current because only the common -mode rejection ratio of
the differential amplifiers would be improved. This is meaningless when it is not required to drive the differential amplifiers in the differential mode, as would be the case when

Q16 through Q19. The advantages of this Darlington driver
configuration have been discussed in [4]. In brief, the very

driving an amplifier from a 600 -ohm balanced line.
The addition of Q5 and Q6 to the input stage converts the

differential amplifiers to what is called a cascode amplifier
[7]. Transistor Q5 in cascode with Q1 acts like a single common -emitter transistor which has almost negligible internal
feedback and a very small output conductance. Similarly, Q6
is in cascode with Q3. The gain of the input stage is set by
the emitter degeneration resistors R9 through R12 and the
collector resistors R15 and R16. It is approximately 6 dB. Capacitors C4 and C5 lead compensate this stage by cancelling
a pole in its transfer function at 20 MHz.
The connection of capacitors Cl, C2, and C3 and resistors
R3 and R4 to the input stage forms a second -order active
low-pass filter [2] to protect the amplifier from inaudible and

42

high input impedance to the drivers presents a load impedance to transistors Q11 and Q12 that is essentially independent of the loudspeaker load impedance. This makes it
possible to operate the second stage at a very high gain in
order to minimize static distortions in the amplifier. The ex-

tremely low output impedance of the Darlington drivers
makes it possible to bias the output transistors for zero crossover distortion in the Class AB mode. Thus, biasing the amplifier in the inefficient Class A mode or the use of feedback
to dynamically vary the bias voltage for a quasi -Class A mode

of operation will result in no improvement in performance.
The reason for this is that the output impedance of the driver
stage is low enough so that the output transistors operate at

their maximum bandwidth, which is equal to their gain bandwidth product. Because this is greater than the unity gain loop bandwidth of the amplifier, the speed of the ampli-
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fier is not set by the speed of the output transistors but by
the stages that drive it.
The main output transistors in the output stage are transis-

tors Q20 through Q23, which are operated in the emitter follower or common -collector configuration for maximum
bandwidth. They are biased in the Class AB mode for minimum distortion and minimum power dissipation. In the Class
AB mode, all output transistors are conducting during no or

and the negative power supply voltage. Thus, for the 85 -volt
positive and negative power supplies, the output transistors
can never have more than 85 volts across them. This is 55
volts less than the rated open base breakdown voltage of 140
volts for these transistors. The output stage is therefore operated conservatively to prevent the transistors from operating
outside their safe operating area. To the author's knowledge,
such a technique for dynamically varying the collector volt-

small -signal inputs. However, as the input signal dynamically

age of the output transistors in a power amplifier was first

increases, two of the output transistors will progressively
conduct more and the other two will progressively conduct
less during any half cycle of the input signal until the latter
two transistors cut off. During the signal transition through

published in 1974 by James Bongiorno [8].

the zero signal or crossover region, all output transistors are
conducting and the amplifier operates Class A. This eliminates all traces of the spike in the distortion waveform
caused by crossover distortion.
The collector voltage across each output transistor is varied

dynamically with the output signal to'reduce the voltage
across these transistors to one-half the voltage each would
'have to drop in a conventional design. This greatly improves
the reliability of the output stage because high -power
transistors can reliably deliver high load currents only at low
collector to emitter voltage. This dynamic variation of the
voltage is accomplished by transistors Q24 through Q31,
which operate in the Class A mode. Because resistors R52 and

R53 are equal, the voltage at the base of transistor Q28 is
equal to the loudspeaker output voltage plus one-half the
difference between the positive power supply voltage and
the loudspeaker output voltage. Similarly, because R54 and
R55 are equal, the voltage at the base of Q29 is equal to the
loudspeaker output voltage plus one-half the difference between the negative power supply voltage and the loudspeaker output voltage. If the relatively small base -to -emitter voltage drops for transistors Q24 through Q31 are neglected, it
follows that the voltage at the collectors of Q16, Q18, Q20,
and Q21 is forced to vary so that it is always approximately
halfway between the loudspeaker output voltage and the
positive power supply voltage. Similarly, the collector voltage
for transistors Q17, Q19, Q22, and Q23 is dynamically varied
so that it is halfway between the loudspeaker output voltage
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There have been other methods described recently for
varying the supply voltages to the output stage in power
amplifiers that involve diode or -gates which abruptly switch
in which the output signal level exceeds the threshold of the
or -gate, e.g. the so-called Class G circuits which typically use

a poorly regulated high voltage power supply to provide
transient peaks. Although these circuits are more efficient

and thus can be designed with lighter heat sinks and
transformers, the present technique is much preferred because it dynamically varies the collector supply voltages to
the output transistors so that these voltages linearly track the
output signal. Although this is a more expensive approach, it

circumvents the problem of switching distortion which can
be caused by the higher voltage power supplies switching in
on high power peaks.
The dynamically varying collector voltages for transistors
Q16 through Q23 are fed back to the bases of transistors Q11

and Q12 in the second stage of voltage gain. Because the
base -to -emitter voltage drops for Q11 and Q12 are small, it
follows that the voltage across Q9 and Q10 is approximately

one-half of what the voltage would be in a conventional
design. The other one-half is dropped by Q11 and Q12. The
bases of Q11 and Q12 are the signal inputs to an internal
negative feedback loop that encircles the output stage. This

is a unique feature of the amplifier which greatly reduces
static distortions produced in the output stage. Thus, the
feedback signal to the differential amplifiers contains fewer
distortion components, permitting the differential amplifiers
to be operated at a lower gain for lower dynamic distortions,
greater frequency stability, and a higher slew rate.
The protection circuit consists of transistors Q7, Q8, Q14,
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and Q15, and diodes D7 through D12. The amplifier output
voltage and current are sensed by Q14 and Q15 to automatically limit the output current in the event that the
loudspeaker wires are accidentally short circuited or if a severely reactive load is driven which could damage the output
transistors. With a short circuit on the output, the protection
circuit will limit the peak output currént to about 6 amperes.
With a load resistance of about 2 ohms or greater, it will not

is 0.3 Hz. Below this frequency, these capacitors become
open circuits and remove the a.c. feedback to the inverting

limit. When the limiter circuit is tripped, Q14 or Q15 saturates, which short circuits the base drive signal for Q16 and

One of the most important considerations in the initial
design stages of an amplifier is the specification of the de-

Q17. Because this short circuits the collector outputs of Q11
and Q12 to the amplifier output terminal, these two transistors must be protected by limiting the maximum current they
can deliver. This is accomplished by transistors Q7 and Q8,
which sense the current drawn by Q9 through Q12 and limits
it to approximately 30 to 35 mA. Diodes D11 and D12 are
damper diodes that protect the output stage from inductive
transients which can be caused by an excessively inductive

sired gain -bandwidth product. This is the upper frequency at

load impedance. Diode D7 prevents Q14 from limiting on
negative output signal swings while D8 prevents Q15 from
limiting on positive swings. Diodes D9 and D10 protect Q14
and Q15 from inductive transients. All diodes in the protection circuit are fast -recovery, low -capacitance diode types,
minimizing false triggering of the limiter circuit and assuring
a quick recovery should limiting occur. Capacitors C17 and
C18 slow the response of the limiter so that it will not trigger
on fast transients. Capacitors C15 and C16 suppress oscillations that could occur in the limiter circuit if it is triggered.
F1

F3
C31

*85V

C32

GROUND

C 30
C. G.

RECT
1

+

+

C33

C34
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input of the differential amplifiers. This gives 100 percent d.c.
feedback for stability of all d.c. bias voltages and currents in
the circuit. The phase shift associated with the gain roll -off
below 0.3 Hz is less than one degree at 20 Hz. Capacitor C8 is
a metalized polyester capacitor which bypasses the electrolytics at high frequencies.

which the open -loop gain has reduced to unity. When this
frequency is divided by the desired closed -loop gain, the upper -3 dB frequency of the closed -loop amplifier is obtained.
The gain -bandwidth product is another example of how the
uncertainty principle affects almost everything in physics and

engineering. The higher the gain -bandwidth product of an
amplifier, the wider its bandwidth and the lower its distortion. However, the higher the gain -bandwidth product, the
more susceptible the amplifier is to oscillations. This is especially true for the case of reactive loudspeaker loads, since

they can be connected to the amplifier by so-called "high
definition" cables that exhibit high capacitive load effects on
the amplifier. (It is felt that some of these cables are marketed with erroneous and deceptive claims. The fact that a number of them have caused some amplifiers to self-destruct is
evidence of their high capacitive loading effect. Some amplifiers oscillate with capacitive loads and can either self-des-

truct or sound different, particularly if the capacitive load
trips the protection circuit. If the amplifier does not misbehave with these cables, it is doubtful that the loudspeaker
will sound any different with them than with an equivalent
gauge zip cord.) It was decided at the start of this project that
stability margin would not be sacrificed for gain -bandwidth
product and that the amplifier would be designed for unconditional stability in the sense that its square wave response,

with the signal applied after the Bessel input filter, would
exhibit no overshoots or ringing and that the amplifier would
remain stable if its open -loop gain were reduced. Conditionally stable amplifiers can be designed for extremely low static
distortion levels by staggering pole zero combinations in the

Fig. 2 - Circuit diagram of the amplifier power
supply.

Although limiter circuits have a bad reputation among
some audiophiles, they are a necessary evil in any application

where the amplifier will be moved around or where the
loudspeaker leads will be connected or disconnected during
operation such as in sound reinforcement work. It is recommended that the amplifier be built with the limiter to protect
the circuit in the event of construction errors. After the amplifier is operational, transistors Q14 and Q15 may be removed to disable it. However, this is not recommended.
Without the limiter, the amplifier can be seriously damaged
in the event that the loudspeaker output leads are accidentally short circuited. An excellent discussion of the design of
amplifier protection circuits such as the voltage -current sensing limiter used in this design is given in [9].
The feedback network consists of resistors R19 through R21

and capacitors C6 through C9. This network has two feedback paths - an a.c. path and a d.c. path. The signal outputs
from these two paths are summed to form the total feedback
signal. The a.c. loop is formed by resistors R19 and R20, which

set the closed -loop gain of the amplifier at approximately 26

dB. The d.c. feedback network continuously monitors the
loudspeaker output voltage for a d.c. offset which could
damage the loudspeaker. If a d.c. offset voltage appears at
the output of the amplifier, it will be fed back with no attenuation through R21 into the differential amplifiers, where a
correction voltage will be generated to cancel the offset. Capacitors C6 and C7 in series form a non -polar electrolytic that
determines the lower -3 dB frequency of the amplifier which

open -loop gain function at frequencies below the unity
loop -gain frequency, thus achieving very high levels of feedback. Such amplifiers are available on the commercial market

and their design has been discussed in the literature [101
However, it is felt that conditionally stable amplifiers are
more susceptible to dynamic distortions and load -induced
oscillations. In addition, their stability margin is reduced
should the open -loop gain of the amplifier decrease with
age.

During the experimental phase of this design, it was found
.that a 10 -MHz gain -bandwidth product could be obtained
with no square wave overshoots. The amplifier is stable with
a higher value at the expense of a slight overshoot in the
square wave response. However, it is felt that the 10 -MHz
figure is adequate, for it gives a closed -loop upper -3 dB
frequency of 500 kHz when the amplifier is operated at a
closed -loop gain of 20. Once the desired gain -bandwidth
product has been specified, it is possible to design the input
stage to set the slewing rate of the amplifier. This was chosen
to be 80 volts per microsecond, a figure that is about 10 times
that required to reproduce a full power sine wave at 20 kHz
without slew -rate limiting. Conversely, the slew rate is high
enough so that the amplifier can reproduce a full power sine

wave up to a frequency of about 200 kHz. However, the
builder is cautioned never to try this test, for the output
transistors could be damaged. For a gain -bandwidth product
of 10 MHz and a slewing rate of 80 volts per microsecond,
the required ratio of the transconductance to bias current for
the transistors in the input differential amplifiers can be cal -
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0.100-

culated [11]. It is 0.79 Mho per ampere. Thus for the 4-mA
bias current in the differential amplifiers, the required transconductance of this stage is 0.0031 Mho. This value is
achieved by the addition of the 270 -ohm emitter degeneration resistors R9 through R12. Capacitors C4 and C5 lead
compensate this stage by cancelling a pole in its transfer

function at 20 MHz. The gain -bandwidth product of the
overall amplifier is set at 10 MHz by capacitors C12 and C13
in the second stage of gain. These capacitors also act as pole splitting capacitors to increase the frequency of higher order
poles in the second stage for a better stability margin. Capacitors C9, C24, and C25 complete the frequency compensation of the amplifier. C9 lead compensates in the feedback

network to cancel a 2 -MHz pole that occurs in the current
gain of the output transistors. C24 and C25 stabilize the internal negative feedback loop that encircles the output stage.
By taking the present approach to design the amplifier for
a specified slew rate and gain -bandwidth product, the use of
nonlinear Class B slew -enhancement techniques in the input
stage to increase slew rate as described in [10] can be avoid-

ed. Another technique which is used by some designers to
achieve a high slew rate is to operate two identical amplifiers
in a bridged or strapped configuration. The slew rate of the
bridged combination is twice the slew rate of the unbridged

amplifiers. However, the highest frequency at which the
bridged combination can reproduce a full power sine wave
without slew rate limiting is not doubled; it is equal to the
large -signal bandwidth of the individual amplifiers. Thus
bridging cannot be used to increase large -signal bandwidth
as can be achieved by increasing the slew rate of the individual amplifiers.
The power supply is shown in Fig. 2. The transformer is a
heavy duty, 12 -ampere transformer weighing 38 pounds. Because the power supply voltage is plus and minus 85 volts, it
is necessary to use 100 -volt or higher capacitors in the power

supply filter because the next lowest standard voltage for
electrolytic filter capacitors is 75 volts. Unfortunately, it is
very difficult to locate large -value 100 -volt electrolytic capacitors, especially on the money saving surplus market. In the
author's amplifier, two 8,600 - NF capacitors were connected

in parallel for each power supply filter. This gives a total
power supply capacitance of 34,400 NF. This value can be
increased, but it is felt that any improvement will be minor
because the amplifier is designed so that the output transistors cannot saturate when the amplifier clips. This prevents
power supply ripple from being coupled into the loudspeaker load through saturated output transistors. Instead, when
the amplifier clips, either Q9 or Q10 becomes saturated. Because these transistors are isolated from the power supply by
low-pass filters, the ripple on the power supply lines cannot
be coupled through Q9 and Q10 and into the loudspeaker.

Specifications and Measurements
The average sine wave power rating of the amplifier is 250
watts into an 8 -ohm load, corresponding to a load voltage of
45 volts rms or 63 volts peak. Continuous sine wave power
measurements load down the power supply more than audio
signals because audio signals of the same peak level have a
much lower average power level. Thus, a meaningful specifi-

cation is the peak voltage output of the amplifier into an
open circuit, i.e. the maximum transient peak that the amplifier could supply to any load impedance before the voltage
on the power supply filter capacitors drops. This peak voltage
for the amplifier is 78 volts, and it follows that, if the power
supply were perfectly regulated, the average sine wave power rating into 8 ohms would be 380 watts. This is 1.8 dB higher
than the average sine wave power rating and corresponds to
the dynamic headroom of the amplifier. (Dynamic headroom
can be a misleading specification. An amplifier with a per-
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Fig. 3 - SMPTE IM distortion of the amplifier when
driving an 8 -ohm load. Points are connected by
straight lines for plotting. The two curves show
uncertainty in the low-level measurements caused by
noise in the measurement system.
fectly regulated power supply will have a dynamic headroom
of 0 dB. Therefore, the smaller this number, the better the
power supply but the larger this number, the higher the transient peak power capability.)
To test the amplifier for distortion, it was decided to abandon conventional total harmonic distortion (THD) measure-

ments and investigate only the intermodulation distortion
(IM) characteristics of the circuit. This is because THD mea-

surements only identify distortion components which are
harmonically related to the test frequency, and these compo-

nents often lie outside the audible frequency band. Thus,
some THD specifications can be meaningless, particularly
those made above 10 kHz. The most audible and annoying
distortion is not harmonically related to the signal frequency.
This type is called IM distortion, and it is generated when
two or more signals with different frequencies interact inside
the amplifier to produce what are called intermodulation
products. The ear is most sensitive to IM distortion because,
by definition, it is non -harmonically related to the signal,
whereas THD is.

Two types of IM measurements were made on the amplifier. These were the SMPTE IM measurement and the DIM100 measurement. The SMPTE IM standard, written by the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, is a measurement technique that identifies static distortion mechanisms, i.e. those that are dependent only on the amplitude
characteristics of the signal. Crossover distortion is an example of static distortion, and the SMPTE IM test is extremely
sensitive to it. A good discussion of this test and its implementation is provided in [12]. The SMPTE IM distortion of
the amplifier was measured with a Crown IMA intermodulation analyzer which uses two simultaneous sinusoidal test
tones, one at 60 Hz and one at 7 kHz with an amplitude ratio
of 4 to 1. The IM distortion is determined by measuring the
percentage amplitude modulation on the 7 -kHz tone caused
by the larger amplitude 60 -Hz tone. The measurement results
are shown in Fig. 3. At 250 watts into 8 ohms, the IM level of
the amplifier was 0.054 percent. At lower levels, it decreased
to 0.004 percent at 800 milliwatts, increasing below that level.
Noise in the measurement system had a strong affect on the

low-level distortion measurements, and the data in Fig. 3
have been corrected for it. The upper curve in this figure is
the rms difference between the distortion and the residual
noise, and the lower curve is the algebraic difference between these; the actual distortion should lie somewhere between the two curves. The residual noise was determined by
turning the level of the output signal on the IMA analyzer to
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Fig. 4 - DIM -100 input test signal
consisting of a 3.18 -kHz square wave
and a 15 -kHz sine wave added with
the ratio of 4 to 1. Vertical scale is 1 V
per division; horizontal scale is 50 NS
per division.

Fig. 5 - Output signal of the amplifier
when driving an 8 -ohm load with the

Fig. 6 - Spectral analysis of the
amplifier output signal when driving

DIM -100 input test signal. Vertical
scale is 25 V per division; horizontal

an 8 -ohm load with the DIM -100
input test signal. Vertical scale is 10 dB
per division; horizontal scale is 2 -kHz
per division from 0 to 20 kHz.

scale is 50 1.4S per division.

zero and recording the percentage distortion reading on the

analyzer meter. It was determined that the source of this
noise was the analyzer, for the percentage distortion
dropped to zero when the phono input jack on the amplifier
was short circuited, indicating the noise was not being generated by the amplifier. There is no evidence of crossover distortion in the IM measurement data. This would have shown
up as a large peak in the IM level in the critical power range
from 10 milliwatts to 1 watt. (Author's Note: The noise was
later traced to improper grounding of the IMA analyzer.)

The DIM -100 test is one that can be used to identify IM
distortion components that fall in the audible range which

8.64, 10.44, 11.82, and 13.62 kHz. A spectrum analyzer or frequency -selective voltmeter must be used to measure these.
It has been shown that high -frequency THD measurements can be used to identify dynamic distortion mecha-

nisms in operational amplifiers [15]. These tests are also valid

in testing pgwer amplifiers but were not used for several
reasons, the main one being that the THD must be measured

with the amplifier operating near its slew -rate limit. A slew
rate of 80 volts per microsecond would require full power
THD measurements at 200 kHz and higher, which could
damage the output transistors, and the accuracy of distortion
analyzers above 200 kHz may not be good. Second, the mea-

are caused by distortion mechanisms dependent on both the surements do not identify IM products that could fall back
amplitude and frequency characteristics of the signal. Exam- into the audio range, and these are the distortion compoples of such distortions are TIM and SID, and this test is nents we hear. Finally, THD measurements above the 40 -kHz
extremely sensitive to them. The DIM -100 measurement cutoff frequency of the Bessel input filter would require untechnique uses a spectrum analyzer to identify and measure realistically large input signals. For example, it would take 56
the IM components when a square wave and a sine wave are volts rms at the amplifier input for it to put out a full power
simultaneously applied to the amplifier. Such a measurement sine wave of 45 volts rms at 200 kHz.
technique was originally described by Schrock [13], although
Two Hewlett Packard 3310A function generators were used
no method was given to quantify the measurements. In a to generate the DIM -100 test signal, and a Hewlett Packard
later paper by Leinonen, et. al. [14], a method to do this was 5381A frequency counter was used to adjust the frequency of
presented, and the test was called a dynamic intermodula- each generator to correspond to those specified for the DIM tion (DIM) test. It specifies a 3.18 -kHz square wave and a 15 - 100 test. An oscillogram of this signal is shown in Fig. 4. BekHz sine waved added with the amplitude ratio of 4 to 1 for cause there is no harmonic relationship between the frethe amplifier test signal. The square wave is specified to be quencies of the sine wave and the square wave, the oscillolow-pass filtered with a single -pole filter. The upper -3 dB gram shows several cycles of the sine wave superimposed on
frequency of this filter is specified to be 30 kHz (DIM -30) for the square wave. The levels were chosen so that the square
normal testing and 100 kHz (DIM -100) for measurements on wave term produced a 100 -volt peak -to -peak square wave at
the highest class of equipment. This latter test was the one the amplifier output while the sine wave term produced a 25chosen for the amplifier. The percentage of DIM -100 is speci- volt peak -to -peak sine wave. The total peak -to -peak signal
fied as 100 percent times the ratio of the rms sum of the IM swing was thus 125 volts, or 1.5 volts less than that of a 250 -

distortion components at the 9 IM frequencies which lie in watt sine wave into 8 ohms. The amplifier output signal
the audio band to the rms amplitude of the 15 -kHz sine when driving an 8 -ohm load is shown in Fig. 5. The average
wave. These 9 IM frequencies are 0.90, 2.28, 4.08, 5.46, 7.26, power delivered to the load with this signal was 322 watts,
Fig. 7 - Square wave response of the
amplifier at 50 Hz measured at 200
watts with an 8 -ohm load. Vertical
scale is 20 V per division; horizontal
scale is 5 m S per division.

Fig. 8 - Square wave response of the
amplifier at 10 kHz measured at 200
watts with an 8 -ohm load. Rounded
rise and fall portions of waveform are
caused by Bessel low-pass input filter
which rolls off amplifier response at 12
dB per octave above 40 kHz. Vertical
scale is 20 V per division; horizontal
scale is 20 N S per division.
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Fig. 9 - Square wave response of the
amplifier at 20 kHz with the Bessel
input filter bypassed. Measured at 20
V peak -to -peak with an 8 -ohm load.
Vertical scale is 10 V per division;
horizontal scale is 10 pS per division.
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Fig. 10 - Square wave response of the
amplifier at 10 kHz measured at 10 V
peak -to -peak with a 2.p F capacitor
load. Vertical scale is 10 V per division;
horizontal scale is 20 N S per division.

Fig. 11 - Sine wave response of the
amplifier at 20 kHz with 2 dB of
overdrive measured with an 8 -ohm
load. Vertical scale is 25 V per division;
horizontal scale is 10 p S per division.

which was high enough to cause the load resistors to get
quite hot during the test. (A sine wave with the same peak -

the consequences. The author has seen some amplifiers self destruct during these tests.

to -peak signal level would correspond to an average power

The signal-to-noise ratio of the amplifier was measured
with a Bruel and Kjaer 2609 measuring amplifier. With the

level of 244 watts.) To determine the DIM -100 distortion
components in the output signal, the amplifier output was
connected through a variable attenuator to the input of a
Tektronix 5L4N spectrum analyzer, and its display is shown in
Fig. 6.

Figure 6 shows a spectral analysis of the amplifier output
signal displayed over a dynamic range of 80 dB from 0 to 20
kHz. There are seven frequency components in the figure,
occurring at 3.18, 6.36, 9.54, 12.72, 15.00, 15.90, and 19.08 kHz.

With the exception of the 15 -kHz sine wave term of the test
signal, all are harmonics of the square wave term. (The even order harmonics were caused by an asymmetry in the 3.18 kHz square wave and would be absent with a perfect square
wave.) There are no identifiable IM components at any of the
nine specified frequencies for the DIM -100 test. The amplifier thus has no DIM -100 components that are greater than 80 dB below the fundamental frequency component of the
3.18 -kHz square wave, and the same was true for tests at
lower signal levels. It is important to point out that the DIM 100 test does not measure high -frequency IM products lying
outside the audible band, so distortion mechanisms which

could affect high -frequency THD measurements are not

phono input short circuited to ground, the output noise
measured 0.67 millivolts unweighted and 0.174 millivolts
"A" -weighted. These translate into signal-to-noise ratios
referenced to 250 watts into 8 ohms of 96.5 -dB unweighted
and 108.2 dB "A" -weighted.
The damping factor was measured by driving the amplifier

output terminal from the output terminal of a second amplifier, with an 8 -ohm resistor connecting the two. The damping
factor is one plus the ratio of the voltage at the output of the
second amplifier to the voltage at the output of the amplifier
under test. A Hewlett Packard 3575A gain phase meter was
used to measure this ratio. At 20 Hz, the damping factor was
found to be in the range of 300 to 500, the uncertainty caused
by the effects of noise on the measurements. At 20 kHz, the
damping factor was 60. It follows that the output impedance
of the amplifier at 20 Hz is between 0.016 and 0.027 ohms,
and at 20 kHz it is 0.13 ohms. The increase in the high -frequency output impedance is primarily caused by the inductor L1.

Construction details of the amplifier will be provided next
A

issue in Part II.

measured. This is because these mechanisms can only affect

the sound quality of an amplifier if the distortion components they produce fall back into the audible frequency band
- in which case the DIM -100 test will detect them.
Figures 7 through 11 summarize the waveform responses of
the amplifier. The 50 -Hz and10-kHz square wave responses
at 200 watts into 8 ohms are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The slight
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Onkyo Cassette Deck
Model TA -2040 is a compact cassette

deck with metal -particle tape capability. Frequency response with this tape
is from 20 Hz to 19 kHz. The two -head
deck uses a d.c. servo motor, and wow

and flutter is stated to be 0.055 percent
W rms. The "Attu -Bias" control allows

bias adjustment to a tape's exact requirements, while a fluorescent level
meter has separate scales for each

channel. Other features include electronic push-button controls, Dolby Ninput level control. Price:
R, and
$370.00.
Enter No. 100 on Reader Service Card

Hartke Systems
Loudspeaker
Custom made to order, the Hartke
Monitor is a two-way system with an
infinite baffle mirror -image enclosure.
It features an 8 -in. full -range aluminum cone driver and a 17/8 -in. dome
tweeter. Frequency response is from 35

Hz to 25 kHz, ±2.5 dB, crossover frequency is at 3.5 kHz, and a tweeter
level control is included. The speaker
measures 193/4x123/4x103/4 inches, weighs

40 lbs., and may be optionally wired
for bi-amplification. Price: $850.00 per
pair.
Enter No. 101 on Reader Service Card

Barclay Analytical

Audio Micro Computer
The Badap I is a programmable audio test instrument that provides measurements of third -octave response,

reverberation time, wow and flutter,
critical distance, and other functions.
It is applicable to room equalizing,
spectrum analysis, disc/tape monitoring, sound -system design, multichannel monitoring, and cartridge and
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tonearm alignment. The computer features a color display for ease in interpretation and comparison of data, and

Bodap1

multiple memories for data storage
and recall. All controls are touch -sensitive, with corresponding video

o
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screen labels that change with the program selected for use. Price: $5,495.00.

Enter No. 102 on Reader Service Card
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AKO®
CCOUSLICS

K 340-A "Realworld" Concert Hall
... of your very own!
o

Be possessive. Curl up in the comfort of your favorite chair within a K-340 Concert Hall
of your very own. There you can be sensually involved and you disturb no one else.
The new AKG K-340 is the first uniquely engineered headphones to combine the
advantages of "electrostatic" and dynamic transducers together with passive
diaphragms. The result of intensive studies in psychoacoustics, they are designed to
effectively, produce sound which precisely simulates the listening experience one
enjoys from high quality speakers in free space. Their superior sound offers hours of
contentment.
Listen to these "live" performance headphones at your AKG dealer today,
or write us directly.

PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS CORP.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPSCOMPANY

91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430 (201) 529-3800

...the mark of professional quality
in microphones , headphones , phennxarlridges, re verb units.
4 AKG Akustische and Kino-Gerate GmbH. Austria
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Part I

Digital Techniques

In Sound Reproduction
Daniel Minoli

Digital techniques are revolutionizing the high-fidelity industry [1]; this trend is in fact part of a wider phenomenon
which is making a marked impact on all signal processing
industries (telecommunications, satellite image analysis, pattern recognition, seismic and radar data analysis, and automatic voice generation, to mention a few).
Digital systems are becoming more and more widespread
since the introduction of cheap, reliable, and compact logic

(microcomputer) at the turn of the last decade, since this
International Telephone and Telegraph
Domestic Transmission Systems, Inc.
New York, N.Y.

allows storage of the data in a way which can be easily and
rapidly accessed, processed and restored. In addition, sophis-

ticated error control techniques allow integrity of the data
(and, hence, immunity from noise, crosstalk, fading, and
other types of errors).

This series is aimed at explaining the fundamental principles of digital techniques so that the audiophile can have an
appreciation of the issues involved. A discussion of the basic
architecture of a typical computer is followed by a description of the binary representation of numbers. The key aspects
of signal processing in general and PCM in particular also are

presented, along with issues in error correction/detection,
storage media, editing, and digital and analog -digital -analog
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discs. Some interesting results are also listed from the mother
discipline of digital sound reproduction, namely voice codifi-

cation, so much used by the telecommunications industry
(when one makes a long distance call the voice is actually

where each dwelling (memory location) has an address or
telephone number; by specifying the address we are able to
focus uniquely into one of these cells and read out the current content or store a new item of data.

Let's look at the CPU in closer detail to obtain insight in

PCM encoded/decoded on the long -haul network).

the computation process. The basic elements in the CPU are

Architecture and Operation of a Computer

the instruction register, the decoder, the control unit, the

The operation of a computer is not as mysterious as many
people think; we furnish some key facts here, with the goal

program counter, the adder and comparer, the accumulator,
and the status register. The block diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates
how these elements are interconnected.
A typical processing cycle can be divided into two subcycles: Instruction or fetch cycle and execution cycle.
The following chain of events takes place during the fetch
cycle: (1) The control unit fetches memory address n from
the program counter; (2) the decoder decodes this address;
(3) the control unit logic fetches the contents A of memory
word n addressed; (4) the control unit logic interprets memory word n as an instruction (not data) and loads instruction
A into the instruction register; (5) the control unit logic increments the program counter by 1 for the next cycle (the counter therefore acts as a memory address pointer), and (6) the
control unit fetches the contents of instruction register A and
decodes the instruction.

of setting the ground for the digital data formats to be discussed below. A complete understanding, however, is not
required to be able to follow the rest of the article.

MEMORY

ARITHMETIC/LOGIC

-1-

DATA

The control unit is now ready to implement the second

CONTROL

subcycle, the execution cycle. The steps followed in the execution cycle depend on the type of instruction to be execut-

CONTROL

ed. One of the common instructions is addition or ADD. A
typical ADD instruction is based on the following sequence
of steps: (1) A piece of data arbitrarily designated "a" stored
in memory location m+n is added to the contents of the
accumulator. Assuming that the previously stored quantity in

Fig. 1 Computer architecture.

PERIPHERAL

I/O

PERIPHERAL

I/O

the accumulator is "b," the new amount after addition will
be a+b, and (2) the new contents of the accumulator are
stored in location m+n, which will now contain a+b [2].
One of the greatest steps forward in computer evolution
was not explicitly distinguishing the format of the data from
that of an instruction. Let us clarify this with an example.
4

A digital computer (i.e. using numbers, in contrast to analog computers which use mathematical functions) is invariably composed of the following units (see Fig. 1): Memory,
arithmetic and logic processor, control, and input and output
mechanism (I/O). These subunits are interconnected by several lines which provide paths for data, control signals, and
computer instructions; the lines are commonly called buses.

Assume that we have a computer with 15 memory locations
(1, 2,...15). When we are talking about instructions, let 01XX
mean add (01) what is in memory location XX to the current
value in the register; 02XX is multiply, 03XX divide, 04XX subtract, 05XX read memory location XX and put it into the accumulator, 06XX copy the accumulator into memory location
XX, and 07XX print the memory location XX on a piece of
paper. For example 0513 means read memory slot 13 and
Fig. 2 - The central processing unit (CPU).

The memory (also referred to as on-line storage unit) stores

MEMORY

actual data as well as instructions that tell the control unit
what to do with the data. The arithmetic/logic processor
temporarily stores data received from the memory and performs calculations and logic operations on this data. The
arithmetic/logic processor contains one or more registers
which, in turn, contain the data being operated on as defined
by the instruction.
The control unit, as its name implies, controls the flow of
data in the system, fetches instructions from memory, and
decodes the instructions. The control unit executes instructions by enabling the appropriate electronic signal paths and
controlling the proper sequences of operations performed by
the

arithmetic/logic and input/output units. Finally,

n

.

I

B

ARITHMETIC/LOGIC UNIT

rPROCESSED DATA

NEXT ADDRESS
INSTRUCTION REGISTER
COUNTER

ACCUMULATOR

( STATUS

it

I

REGISTER

CONTROL
SIGNALS

changes the state of the computer to that required by the
next operation.

The input/output unit provides the interface and, in some
systems, buffering to peripherals connected to the computer,

transferring data to and receiving data from the outside
world. The control unit and the arithmetic/logic processor
units with registers are referred to as the central processing
unit (CPU) [2]. For now we can think of the memory as a city,

CONTROL
UNIT

DECODER

L
CONTROL
SIGNALS

J
CONTROL
SIGNALS

J
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bring it into the register. On the other hand, when we talk
about data, 0513 is the number 513. Assume also that each
memory location allowed room for four decimal digits (i.e. 00
to 9999), and you've got yourself a fancy calculator.

BIT

WORD

I

The program loaded in the memory in Fig. 3 brings the
content of location 11 (4444) into the register (working area,
scratch pad), adds the content of location 12 (112), stores the

results into location 13 (which must be empty otherwise
what is there is over -written), brings such result back into the

-/
I

I

I

BIT4

BIT 3

BIT 2

I

I

r --f
I

I

0

I

I

I

WORD 2

0110

WORD 3

0111

register, divides by 2 (content of memory location 14) and
then, after storing the final result in location 15, prints it out.
Note that at the top (program storage area) 112 means add to

content of location 12, while at location 12 it means the
number 112. The control here does basically two things; it
directs the data in the right spot like a policeman directing
traffic, and it augments the instruction counter, which in effect provides the continuity of activity. Thus, in a subcycle
the next "instruction" is fetched, as soon as the old one is
executed, and put into the control, which then decides what
to do (which doors to open); the ALU actually performs the
required computations.

WORD n

Fig. 4 -A relay -based memory.

purpose should be evident from the nomenclature. These
memories are usually accessible in nano -seconds, or at worst

microseconds, and can store (in a typical minicomputer)
120,000 or 500,000 words (instructions or data items).

0

In addition to this easily available memory (the computer
can perform one instruction, that is fetch plus execution,

5

2

0

3

0

6

3

4

0

age - say up to 120 million items of data. However fetch

5

3

5

O

3

4

6

o

6

5

7

0

7

5

8

from bulk storage takes in the millisecond range (fixed head
disk) to seconds (tape); this interval is a very long time for
the computer (it could have performed a million operations
while it was idling waiting for the data). Fortunately once the
data header is found, the transfer rate is very high so a large

9

block of data can be brought in virtually in no additional

2

usually in nanoseconds or microseconds), one has bulk stor-

MEMORY

time.

10

II

4

12

0

4

4

2

But how does a memory work? From an engineering point
of view, the simplest (and hence most efficient) way to store
data is to use a dichotomous or binary approach (Boolean
algebra and related disciplines can then be used directly). In

2

other words, we want our system to be able to recognize

4

13
14

0

0

0

(read) and create (write) two symbols, say an "A" and a "Z,"

15

or a "WHITE" and "BLACK," or more conventionally a "0"

V

CONTROL
REGISTER

and a "I," or also a "presence" and "absence" of something,

A

or finally "+5" volts and "0" volts. It's like asking a legally
blind person just to distinguish between light and darkness
rather than expecting him to see every detail of the world
around. Our computer is the legally blind individual; it can
only see a 0 or a 1. After all, a computer is only a machiné

f
INSTRUCTION
COUNTER

and we can't expect it to understand the details (many sym-

bols). Everything it sees is by inference, not actual sight.
While some computers are based on an octal (8) or hexadecimal (16) system, the fundamental logic is still binary (0, 1).

ARITHMETIC

a
LOGICAL
UNIT

The dichotomous nature of the storage is easily implePRINTER

fig. 3 - Example of a computer.

mentable via elementary physical processes. For example, a
magnetized pellet (or bubble or core) (1) vs. a non -magnetized pellet (0); this is the principle of core memory. A charge

on a device (1) versus no charge (0) is the principle of
charge -coupled devices; a saturized magnetic strip on a tape

And so you've got yourself a computer. You have memory
addresses, instructions (the collection of instructions is called

(1) versus a zero magnetization field (0) is the principle of
magnetic tape; a hole on a paper tape (1) vs. no hole (0) paper tape; a closed relay contact (1) vs. an open contact (0)

the instruction set), I/O instructions (e.g. "print"), register,

- first computer - see Fig. 4. All these storage techniques

and all the other key components of a real computer.

are robust in the sense that it is very improbable that the data
become corrupted. It is very improbable that a hole would be
punched in the right spot on a piece of paper; it is very

Memory Architecture
Now that we know how a computer works (or roughly),
let's take a closer look at the memory. There are two functionally different types of on-line (always directly and quickly accessible) memory: Read Only Memory (ROM) and Random Access Memory (RAM) by which one means that all
cells are equally well (randomly) accessible; their functional

56

improbable that a saturation on the tape would develop,
even if a mild (stray) magnetic field nearby influences the
tape.

The robustness is implemented via a threshold technique.
Consider a set of capacitors, where we assume that 0 V represents 0 and +5 V represents 1. Then the usual technique is to

was not perfect), the correct bit pattern would still be read as
the lower part of the figure clearly indicates.
A few final facts about computer memories before we go
on. To have access to the memory, an address must be sup-

5V

plied (practically a memory is a one-dimensional string of
values, i.e. a long list of numbers; see Fig. 7). One must speci-

fy the offset (location) from the head (position D) where the
item of interest is to be found or written. Magnetic on-line
memory (remember tape is not considered on-line memory)
was common a few years ago; today semiconductor memories are catching on very rapidly because of their excellent
density. On a 1/2 -inch by 1/2 -inch chip you can store up to
120,000 Os or 1s - equivalent of 16,000 numbers as we will
see below; two chips can store this entire article.
These are memories for which read or write is equally pos-

0

0

CAPACITOR CAPACITOR CAPACITOR CAPACITOR
4
I
2
3
Fig. 5 - Example of a memory.

say that if the charge is between +2.5 V and (say) 20 V, we
have a 1; if the charge is between +2.5 V and (say) -10 V, it is
a 0. Imagine that the computer writes in a memory, as in the
example above, the number 1010 by storing +5 volts in capacitor 1, 0 volts in capacitor 2, +5 volts in capacitor 3, and 0
volts in capacitor 4. See Fig. 5. Assume now that some noise
and leakage occurs, so that after 10 minutes the actual readings are 6 V, 1.3 V, 4.2 V, -0.5 V; the threshold approach
shaves off or reshapes the signal, on reading, to interpret this
combination as 1010. In a real memory such "refreshment"
(i.e. reading and resetting the memory to the precise nominal
value) is done automatically and constantly (say 10,000 times
a second); this refreshment is one of the responsibilities of
the memory, and circuitry is built in to take care of itself. In
addition to this intrinsic robustness, we also have, right on

sible (read and write instruction time is equal and small);
other memories such as optical microphotograph techniques
have extremely high densities but the writing is impossible
(consider microfilm) and/or access is limited to sequential,
rather than random in which you go directly to any address
you want to. In other words, for a sequential memory to get

to location n, you must first read location 1,2,...n-1. While
this is a stringent limitation for computer applications, it is
actually ideal for video discs or PCM discs operating on the
same principle.

Binary Representation
We have seen that the best way to store data is to use Os
and 1s. The question is: How do we translate everything we
are familiar with to Os and 1s? Well, think of the Morse code,
dash = 1, dot = 0, and you have got it. Since for this article
we are interested only in coding numbers, we avoid dwelling
on the issue of how to code alphabet letters (for those who

the memory, error detection/correction algorithms (hardware) to further insure integrity (see below).
BIT

I

2

3

.4

5

6

7

9

8

10

II

are interested, research the ASCII code).
Here is the technique. First assume that the largest integer
you are ever interested in is M. (For example: Don't worry if a
form asking for your net worth has only 6- boxes to the left of

12

IDEAL CLOCK

the decimal; if you had more then $10 million you would
have other things to worry about). Then you will need S
"bits" to code that number (a bit is a 0 or a 1) with
S = flog2 Ml

REAL CLOCK

and fl the ceiling function, or for those who don't know

Fig. 6- Robustness to fluctuations in time/speed.

what this is, get S as follows: Divide M by 2; divide what you
get by 2, divide what you get by 2, and so on until you get
the first number less than 1; S is the number of divisions you

The robustness is also intrinsic in the way the data are read,
say off a magnetic disk. Assume that the disk is spinning and
at some clock time the material is tested for the bit content
(say saturated vs. non -magnetized). Equivalently one can

performed. Example: If M = 33, then S = 6; 33/2 = 16.5,
16.5/2 = 8.25, 8.25/2 = 4.125, 4.125/2 = 2.0625, 2.0625/2 =
1.03, 1.03/2 = 0.50. A code based on six bits would represent
33 (actually would be good up to 63); now that we know the

think of a stationary data stream, but with a clock which

length of each "word" needed to perform operations on

initiates the read. See Fig. 6. If the disk were spinning at the
precisely engineered specification, the bits would be read
correctly at the center of the signal, and even if the speed
varied or fluctuated somewhat (or if the read clock/crystal
Fig. 7 - Serial bits on a tape
(idealized).

o

I

0

1

IIIII

Fig. 8- Bit map for memory
of Fig. 3.
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the codes we get, 100000, 000001, 101010, 011101, 111111, etc.,

to the numbers.

o
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11111
2

I

numbers of size up to 33, we need to know how to assign all
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IN ONE
YOUR EXPENSIVE
IS NOT MUCH BETTER THAN A
GIME -STORE RECORD PLAYER..
Sure. Your system reproduces
the tonal balance of live music,
with flat frequency response
from 20Hz to 20KHz.
And it gives you good spatial
perspective, thanks to stereo
and time -delay systems.
But those are only two of the
elements that make live music
sound live.
There's a third: Dynamic range.
Dynamic range is the difference in volume, measured in
decibels, between the loudest
and quietest passages in a piece
of music. It's what gives live
music depth, impact and drama.

And the simple fact is, your
records don't provide the
dynamic range they should.
Due to conventional recording
limitations, they fall at least
30dB short.
Buying the latest equipment
may get you a little extra
dynamic range. But no matter
how much you spend, the best
you can hope for is what's on
the record.
Now, however, there's something you can do about the
problem. Because at dbx, we've
developed a new technology
that lets you hear the full
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

dynamic range you've been
missing.

We offer a range of products
that you can take home right
now. Connect to your system.
And improve the sound of your
music so dramatically, it's almost
unbelievable.
THE
STATE-OF-THE-ART

IN DYNAMIC RANGE.
The most realistic sound ever
achieved on record comes from
our new Digital dbx Discs, which
combine dbx technology with
the state-of-the-art in studio

recording-digital mastering.

The sound of these records
will stun you.
Because they actually deliver
the full dynamic range of a live
performance-90dB or more.
That's 50% better than the finest conventional audiophile
records you've ever heard,
whether direct -to -disc or digitally mastered.
And while our dynamic range
reaches new highs, our record
surface noise reaches new lows.
Clear down to an unheard of
-85dB (relative to OdB,
7cm/sec peak velocity at 1 KHz).
Much quieter than any previous
audiophile record.
So for the first time you can
hear the full impact of live music.
Everything that was on the digital
master tape. Played against
a background of virtual silence.
You'll find our first releases of
Digital dbx Discs in stores right
now. Along with our existing
library of dbx Discs, which are
stunning in their own right.
Because they deliver the full
dynamic range of conventional
studio master tapes. And virtually no record surface noise.
Best of all, you don't need
expensive new equipment to
enjoy the incredible dbx sound.
All you need is a dbx Model 21
Decoder, connected to the tape
monitor loop of your receiver or
amplifier. (You can also play dbx
Records if you own a dbx Tape
Noise Reduction System Model
122, 124, 128 or 224.)

THE MAXIMUM
DYNAMIC RANGE
YOU CAN GET
ON TAPE.

If you're into recording, dbx
offers the state-of-the-art for
you, too: The new dbx Recording Technology Series Model
224.
It hooks right into your
present tape system. And it lets
you record a new level of
dynamic range on tapes. Up to
85dB on open reel and 80dB

on cassette. So you can make
live recordings that capture virtually all the dynamic range of
the original music.
And the 224 is the only system that lets you tape fine audiophile records without losing any
of their dynamic range.
The Model 224 also reduces
tape noise far better than
Dolby®* (30dB compared to just
10dB). And it includes the dbx
Decoding System, so you can
use it to play your dbx Discs as
well as your tapes.
NEW REALISM
FOR

CONVENTIONAL
RECORDS AND
TAPES.

Of course,
once you hear

the impact of full
dynamic range,
you won't settle
for ordinary
music again. So
dbx offers a line
of Dynamic
Range Expanders,
starting at just

$259** that can
improve the realism of all the
records and
tapes you own.
dbx Dynamic
Range Expanders

HEAR IT TODAY.

Now that you know what
dynamic range is, and the realism it can add to your stereo system, there's only one thing left
to do.
Go listen for yourself at your
authorized dbx retailer. And pick
up a catalog of available dbx
Discs and Components. Or write
to us.
Because until you get full
dynamic range from your stereo
system, you won't be getting
your money's worth.
dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel
Street, Newton, MA. 02195.

617/964-3210.
dbx can supply the one element of live music missing from your
stereo system: Full dynamic range. The Model 21 makes dbx
Discs compatible with your present system. The Model 224 lets
your home tapes approach the silence and dynamic range of
digital recording. And dbx Dynamic Range Expanders enhance
the realism of all your conventional records and tapes.
Model 21 Disc Decoder

Recording Technology Series Model 224

Rack -mount kit optional.

3BX Dynamic Range Expander

work on the
same principle as
our dbx Recording
Technology Series.
The difference is, they restore
much of the dynamic range

that's missing from ordinary
records and tapes. Just add one
of these components to your
system, and you'll get as much
as 75dB of sound or more. You
can even use it to improve the
realism of FM radio.
And not only will it improve
dynamic range. But when you're
playing records, it will also dramatically reduce disc surface
noise.

'Dolby' is a registered trademark of Dolby`
Laboratories, Inc.
**Suggested U.S. retail price; actual price set by
dealers.

MAKING GOOD SOUND BETTER
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Here is the technique: When we speak about numbers in
the usual or "decimal" representation (1,2,3,...) and say 4732,
we really mean

4732=4x1000+7x100+3x10+2

Yes, that is all. (Well, except that before you can multiply you
must also know how to add to take care of the carry. Take it
for granted: 0+1=1, 1+0=1, 0+0=0, 1+1=10.) Now consider
the following:

or, how they taught us in elementary school, we have thou-

1100
0011
1100
1100

12

sands, hundreds, tens and units. More precisely, we have

3

4732 = 4 x (10 x 10 x 10) + 7 x (10x10)+3x(10)+2x(1).
Note that the 10 keeps popping up; that's why we call it
decimal. Finally if we let 10" = 10 x 10 ... x 10, n times, a

36

0000
0000

mathematically precise representation is

0100100 = 36.

4732 = 4 x 103 + 7x102+3x101+2x10°.

Now when we want to code a number in binary code we use
the same (unique) procedure; we set

Thus, you do your multiplication the usual way, but when it
comes to adding 1+1 you get 10; write 0 and carry 1.

M=C1x25-1+C2x25-2+C3 x25-3 + ... +Cs+1x2°.

Floating Point Numbers
There is a clear need to work not only with integers, but

For example, consider 33
33=1 x25+0x2°+0x23+0x22+0x21+1x2°
or 100001 (remember 2°=1).
Another example:
63=1x25+1x24+1x23+1x22+1x21+1x2°

also with fractional and/or negative quantities. A representation technique for these numbers is referred to as floating
point representation. Many variations on a basic theme exist;
the key approach is to represent all numbers with a standard
template consisting of four parts as in Fig. 9. Here we have a
mantissa, the sign of the mantissa, the exponent, and the sign
of the exponent. For example, 3/512 and the template of Fig.
9 (which is actually a statement of how powerful the computer in question is) give

or 111111.

Table I -4 -bit code for numbers up to 16.
Decimal

Binary

Decimal

Binary

0

0000

9

1001

1

0001

10

1010

0010011011100000011

2

0010

11

1011

3

0011

12

1100

4

0100

1101

5

0101

13
14

since 1/512=1x2-9 and 9=001001, -=0, +=1, 3=00000011.
With this template, we can represent numbers between 2-59

6

0110

15

1111

7

0111
1000

16

10000

8

to2S9 (or 5.7x1017to1.7x10-18).
Note also that we have 8 binary significant digits (this implies
truncation for such things as 1/3=0.333333.... With this system, integers between 0 and 28 can be represented exactly;

1110

beyond that one gets truncation or the so-called "scientific
notation" in the base 2.

And now you've got binary coding. Precise techniques ex-

ist for obtaining the constants Cs directly but we shall not
discuss these here. Table 1 depicts the code up to 16. The
memory of Fig. 3 would now really look like that of Fig. 8.
But how do we perform operations in this coded environment? We must answer: Extremely simply. We consider only

multiplication. Remember the multiplication table from elementary school, 100 items to be remembered? 1x1, 1x2, 2x1,
2x2,..., 9x9, 10x1, 10x2. Well, here (remember the computer is

legally blind - how much can we expect from it?) we must
teach the computer the following simple multiplication table.
x

0

1

1

01

00

1101

Error Correction
Various techniques for error detection/correction at various degrees of reliability and overhead exist. We illustrate
only two such error detection schemes; correction is more
difficult in the audio context we have in mind. In general,
correction is done by asking the computer to re -read a block
of data or retransmit such block; hence the computer industry has stressed the detection issue (to achieve specific "undetectable error rates") and usually relied on a retransmission
protocol (hand shake) to achieve the correction.
The simplest schemes are word and block parity. (Refer to
Fig. 10). In this case one counts all the 1s in a word of real
data, and (say we are in an even parity scheme) if this number is odd, a 1 is placed in the parity bit so that the total
number of 1s is even. If the number of 1s is already even, a 0

Fig. 10 - Block parity.

Fig. 9- Floating point notation.
16 BITS
I

2

3

4

5
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7

9
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II
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I
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1

0
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I
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1
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0
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is placed in the parity bit (similarly for odd parity). One thus

This scheme also allows the correction part (if only one bit

must add one extra bit to the code (this means using up

becomes corrupted). Assume that the bit marked * had

more space, getting less out of the space you have); for our
earlier example of a six -bit code to represent 33, we would

flipped but we didn't know it yet. The third horizontal check
indicates an error somewhere in the third word; the second
vertical check indicates an error in the second column; it is
now possible to achieve the correction.
In general, one can obtain any degree of protection by
paying the appropriate price in bits. For example, we can
leave two bits of the end of each word and obtain the sum of
1s modulo 3; this is either 0, 1, or 2 (thus two bits since 2 =

have to accept 7 -bit code.
For example, suppose the data were 111001, then the code
with detection capabilities is 1110010; if the data were
111000, then we have 1110001. (Note that the parity bit is the

last bit; this bit must not be considered when we use the 2"
expansion described above). The detection would work as
follows. Assume that the stylus of a fully digital audio system

(as the one to be introduced by Philips) picked up the
sequence 1110000 and passed it along to a CPU for conversion, etc. But the computer, on checking the parity bit (add-

ing up all the 1s in the word) would have noticed that an
intrinsic error existed since in even parity the sum of 1s must
always be even. Thus the CPU could instruct a re -read, etc.
The 1 -bit parity approach allows the detection of only 1 -bit
flip, or 3 -bit flips, etc., but could not guard against 2 -bit flips.
Assume that the original word was 1100110, then if the CPU
sees 0100110, it knows we have an error (1 flip). If it sees
0010110, it reaches the same conclusion (3 flips). But if it sees
0000110, it can't tell. This is not a flaw in the system, it is only

the degree of checking you get for the price (of adding

a

single bit). If we assume statistical independence among the
bits (this is not always a good assumption), the probability
that this technique will fail to detect an error is better than

10). Here we have more protection.

Next month we'll start with a look at signal processing
techniques and how they have been applied to speech for
telephone transmission.

Ltl
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The Watts Parastat

In 15 seconds your records are clean,dry and ready to play.
With some systems you pour liquid

remarkably efficient system is created. your records in so little time.
The brush bristles lift the rubbish
So when you want the best, ask for
grooves), while with others you brush the to the surface. The pads collect and re- the original. The Parastat, by Cecil Watts.
dirt around (and rub it into the grooves). move it. And the Parastatik® fluid supWatts products are distributed excluThe Watts Parastat is neither of these. plies just the right degree of humidity to sively in the U.S. by: Empire Scientific
By placing a plush velvet pad on relax dust collecting static without leav- Corp., Garden City, NY 11530.
either side of a soft nylon brush and add- ing any kind of film or deposit behind.
ing a drop or two of Parastatik® fluid, a
No other system does so much for

on your records (and rub it into the
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Lirpa Model 5 Kg Tonearm
and Cartridge

Manufacturer's Specifications

pensator (simplistically known as a

S/N: Infinite.

Tonearm
Length: 15 in.
Mass: 11 lbs.
Resonance: -20 Hz (hill -and -dale re-

penny).
Cueing: If the spirit moves you.
Damping: One Gabriel shock.

THD: Do bees buzz?
How Much: Enough.

cording, nonexistent on others).
Tracking Force Range: 500 to 2000 g,
501 to 2001 with anti -skating corn-

Cartridge
Type: Moving mica.

Mono: Only up to five playings.
Stylus Shape: Quite pointy.

Frequency Response: Some.

Price: Best offer.

CD -4: No.
Stereo: No.

ers are trying to cut down on tracking weight, Lirpa Labs
(made famous by its fight for the mono reproduction) has

one -and -a -half inches. By this point the arm has tapered to
less than one inch in diameter.
The cartridge fitting is one of the most fascinating aspects

taken a radically different approach and introduced a combo
that tracks between 0.5 and 2 kilo (that's right, kilo) grams.
might
Prof. I. Lirpa's thinking (questionable thinking,

(honest). No contacts, no nothing.

At a point when most cartridge and tonearm manufactur-

I

add) behind this is that recording velocities will eventually
exceed the vertical tracking force of today's super -light tracking tonearms and cartridges. To prevent such a catastrophe
the Lirpa engineers have designed a tonearm and cartridge
combination that tracks at a level far greater than the veloci-

ties of even the most heavily modulated direct -to -disc recordings.
Aside from being a radical departure from the usual track-

ing force settings, the Lirpa Model 5 Kg is unlike any other
modern tonearm (that we know of) in appearance. The
tonearm itself is basically a long, bending, tapering cylinder.
At its base it is slightly more than two inches in diameter.
About one -and -a -half inches up it bends at a sharp 90 -degree angle to form the actual "arm." This horizontal section

of the tonearm continues for approximately five inches,
bends to a 45 -degree angle, and then continues for another

of the unit. Instead of the almost ubiquitous sockets and
electrical contacts, the Lirpa Model 5 Kg merely has a hole
The unusual cartridge fitting could be for two reasons.
First, the Lirpa engineers may have discovered a more accurate way of transmitting the output of the cartridge, although

this reviewer has doubts about this possibility. When one
considers the track record of Lirpa Labs (none whatsoever)
and the unusual exploits of Prof. I. Lirpa (i.e. returning to
mono), one can begin to understand my conviction. I believe
that the Lirpa engineers simply wanted to make the Model 5
Kg incompatible with all present systems. Needless to say,
they succeeded.

Probably far more unusual than any of the above mentioned peculiarities is what seems to have grown out of the
back of this tonearm. It closely resembles the proverbial
horn -of -plenty except it has a hole at the base. When we
opened the carton in which the tonearm was shipped, we
were tempted to discard the horn thinking it was a promo -
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tional gimmick for that new line of restaurants,

Lirpa

Lunches, but upon consulting the instruction manual we discovered it was an amplifying device for the cartridge. After
close examination we decided it was to be used in place of a
more conventional electronic cartridge preamp.
In keeping with the unusual design approaches used in the
Model 5 Kg tonearm, the accompanying cartridge is totally
unlike any other modern cartridge we have ever tested. Basically it is circular in shape, about 21/4 inches in diameter and
approximately half an inch thick. On the circumference, 25
degrees from being perfectly vertical, is the stylus assembly
which is among the most rugged that this reviewer has ever
tested. This is obvious by simply looking at it, since it's over
half an inch long, is 3/64 inch in diameter, and is solid metal.
Apparently the Lirpa designer was not overly concerned with
the problem of stylus mass. The cantilever is secured to the
cartridge by what appears to be your basic, run-of-the-mill

ramic guitar pickup to the interior of the amplification horn.
This was necessitated by the fact that the Lirpa cartridge
lacked any facility for connecting an amplifier (in the conventional sense) to it via an electrical conductor (a wire, you
clod).

In our preliminary setup we set the vertical tracking pressure at the recommended 1.75 kg. A suggestion in regard to
one human engineering aspect of the Lirpa tonearm might be

in order at this point. This is one of the few tonearms that
lacks the facility of a calibrated tracking force scale. Though
not an insurmountable inconvenience, it is just a might tricky
slipping a bathroom scale (as recommended in the instruc-

set -screw.

If one were to view the cartridge from either side, one
would notice some highly unusual design features. On the
side not facing the record is a circular piece of mica film
about 21/4 inches in diameter (more than likely the mica refer-

ring to "moving mica" in the manufacturer's specs). This is
the first cartridge that this reviewer has encountered incorporating such a transducer. On the side of the cartridge facing
the center of the record is a bent piece of metal tubing obvi-

ously designed to mate with the connecting section of the
tonearm. The mounting seemed very positive though no
locking scheme was provided. Just ahead of the cartridge
assembly is a dust bug type brush; Prof. Lirpa is obviously
concerned about record hygiene. Also, on the very top of the
cartridge is a slot which, I discovered after much puzzlement,
is the anti -skating device holder. Evidently, in an attempt to
reduce costs, the usual weight or spring -type compensators
have been foregone in favor of the dubiously effective penny -on -cartridge arrangement.

Measurements
We installed the Lirpa Model 5 Kg tonearm and cartridge
on a Technics SP -10 MkII, the only turntable we know of that

can rotate with two kilograms of pressure. In testing this
rather unorthodox tonearm and cartridge, we were required

to use some rather unorthodox testing procedures. One
method consisted of affixing (with Scotch Magic Tape) a ce -
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Fig. 3-Response to
a 1 -kHz square wave.

24

shade too high to safely track warped records without increased distortion. The mass of the tonearm also sets a record
for our test lab. The model designation, 5 Kg, is not simply a

catchy number but is also the mass of the tonearm (with

AVERAGE ROOM

PLACEMENT
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cartridge installed). The mass without the cartridge in place

RAN INTO

was around 4.5 kg.
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Fig. 4-Separation and frequency response of the
Lirpa Model 5 Kg tonearm and cartridge combination.

tion manual) between the tonearm and the turntable while
trying to adjust the tracking force. Even trickier is the prospect of holding the scale vertically and setting the tonearm
against it while setting the anti -skating (calibrating in pennyweights for some inexplicable reason).

When checking the suggested anti -skating bias with the
blank track of our test record, we encountered a somewhat

disturbing problem. While lowering the tonearm onto the
blank section of the record, we were taken aback in awe as
we watched the stylus literally dig a gouge into the whimpering disc of vinyl and, in fact, carve its way through completely. We therefore considered it a sound proposition to simply
go by the book and follow the anti -skating setting suggested
in the instruction manual (though we know as well as you do
that the Lirpa manual is undoubtedly not a book to be trust-

As for the cartridge, our first job was to determine the
frequency response. After weighting our test results for the
frequency response of the guitar pickup that we used for our
mechanical -to -electrical transducer, we achieved the following result: One very well -erased test record. After three attempts we decided it was a futile effort to find a test record
that could withstand the abnormally high tracking weight of
the Lirpa tonearm. We considered mounting the cartridge in
an alternate arm but the cartridge fittings were unlike those
on either our SME or our Audio-Technica. In addition, the
aluminum alloy tubes of both of these tonearms were too
flexible to withstand the weight of the Lirpa cartridge, and
we were left with two bent, totally unusable tonearms.
The hum and noise of the cartridge was generally pretty
good, but it can vary depending on the positioning of the
guitar pickup on the horn and if a wind is blowing on it. In
attempting to measure the distortion we were faced with the
same problem we encountered while trying to determine the
frequency response. If listening tests are any indication, the

IM and THD figures were quite high in that many a solo
sounded very much like an entire choir singing consistently
out of key.

Among other things, the Lirpa cartridge will never be
noted for being a compliant cartridge. It isn't so much that it
won't stay in the groove as that it won't yield to the modulation of the groove. It is one of the few cartridges that will not
mistrack the fifth level on our Shure ERA -IV test record and is

ed).

one of the few, if not the only, cartridges in existence that

Considering our lack of vertically cut test records, we are
hereby forced to accept the Lirpa claim that their cartridge

will totally erase this passage.

resonates at -a frequency of -20 Hz. If it is any consolation to

prospective buyers (regardless of how token their number
may be), we did notice a prominent dip in the frequency
response around 20 Hz (positive, mind you). We also noted

that there was a somewhat disturbing amount of flaked
lacquer (there is the outside chance that we used a 78) left
on the record after being used with the Lirpa Model 5 Kg
tonearm. Though not confirmed, several members of our listening panel claim they heard the record in question
whimper while being played with this (savage?) tonearm.
Nonetheless, we were not able to measure its resonance
while playing a laterally cut disc. We must say (painfully)
that Prof. Lirpa has in fact licked the problem of arm resonance. It was obviously below the sensitivity threshold of

our test equipment. But one must consider that, with few
exceptions, lead "pigs" are not known for resonating excessively.

The arm fell well above what we consider the acceptable
limit in regard to bearing friction (question: what bearings?).

Both the vertical and horizontal pivot friction were in the
region of 500 g. Needless to say, the vertical friction is just a

What can one say after seeing four perfectly good test records go to waste while being played with a totally unyielding cartridge and tonearm combination? This is not to mention the Health Queen bathroom scale that was so brutally
destroyed while we attempted to set the tracking pressure.

The instruction manual calls it "the advent of a totally different technology." I'm not one to argue the point, as a mov-

ing -mica cartridge certainly is something new to me - but
the manufacturer never reveals what is so great about this
new technology. The manual also states that the Model 5 Kg
has a sound totally unlike any other cartridge on the market
today. This point, too, I won't argue since up to the first three

playings it is quite different, and after that the difference in
sound becomes even more apparent. In some circles it is
known as total silence, and I don't mean aside from the music (good); I mean instead of the music (bad).
I won't go any further into the details of what this tonearm
and cartridge combo sounds like or what it does to records,
as I am afraid I might break out in tears. Suffice it to say that

the Lirpa Model 5 Kg combination is completely different
from any other I have heard or seen.
Thomas I. Motz
Enter and exit on Reader Service Card
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Why Yamaha speakers
sound better than all the others.
Even before you hear them.
To make a speaker that produces accurate
sound is not simple. It requires painstaking attention
to detail, precise craftsmanship, and advanced
technology.
And that's where Yamaha comes in. We build all
our speakers with the utmost precision in every detail.
As the premier examples of Yamaha loudspeaker
craftsmanship, read what goes into the two speakers
shown, the NS -69011 and the NS -1000M. Then you'll

dispersion dome type for the most natural
reproduction of voice and instruments.
(8) We use chrome -plated machine screws
(rather than wood screws) with two washers (regular
and lock) to insure an unyielding mounting.
(9) The speaker frames shown are die cast rather
than stamped. That's so they won't twist and alter the
voice coil alignment during assembly and use.
Other Precision extras - All terminals are quick
connect, screw -mounted assemblies.
(10) The wire leads are carefully soldered, not

understand why Yamaha loudspeakers sound better.
Even before you hear them.
Precision Yamaha crafted cabinetry - (1) The
clipped.
walls on these, and all Yamaha speaker cabinets,
All our speakers use full LRC crossover networks.
are sturdily braced and crossbraced at every
These crossover networks are among the most
possible stress point. (2) The corner seam
advanced available.
craftsmanship is so fine that it looks like the cabinet is
Precision that stands alone - There's more.
made from one continuous piece of wood.
Much more. But, there is another fact of Yamaha loudThe back panels on these speakers are
speaker construction that simply stands alone in the
flush -mounted for maximum air volume within the
industry. Each component used in the two Yamaha
cabinet. (3) Inside, a /" felt lining "decouples" the
speakers shown is manufactured by Yamaha. From
cabinet from the drivers to achieve acoustic isolation the hefty die-cast speaker frames to the unique, ultra of the woofer from the cabinet. (4) Thick glass -wool
low mass beryllium dome diaphragm.
also aids in damping the woofer for maximum
That's a statement no other manufacturer can make.
performance.
And therein lies Yamaha's story. If we put this
Lift one of these Yamaha speakers. It's
much care and craftsmanship into the making of our
uncommonly heavy and sturdy. (5) We even glue and components and cabinet structures, then imagine the
screw the woofer cutout from the baffle to the inside
care, precision and craftsmanship that go into the
rear panel for greater cabinet rigidity.
quality of the final sound. A sound built upon
Now knock on the cabinet. It will sound as solid
Yamaha's unique 98 -year heritage as the world's
and substantial as it is.
largest and most meticulous manufacturer of musical
Precision Yamaha Drivers - (6) The drivers are
instruments. From our most economical loudspeaker
mounted on computer -cut baffle boards with
to our top -of -the -line models shown here, Yamaha
exacting, critical tolerances to insure precision fit. All retains the same attention to detail and craftsmanship.
Yamaha speakers are acoustic suspension design,
Look before you listen. You'll be convinced that
and this precise fit is critical for an airtight seal and
Yamaha loudspeakers sound better than the rest.
optimum woofer recovery.
Even before you turn them on. Then ask for a personal
The drivers on these, and all Yamaha speakers,
demonstration of these and
are flush -mounted on the baffle
other Yamaha
board to avoid unloudspeakers at
wanted diffracyour Yamaha
tion of the sound
Audio Specialty
waves. (7) This is
Dealer, listed in
especially Imthe Yellow Pages.
portant because
Or write us:
all our tweeters
Yamaha, Audio
and mid -high
Div., P.O. Box 6600,
range drivers
Buena Park,
are the maximum CA 90622.
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Fisher CR -4029 Stereo Cassette Deck

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Responsé: 30 Hz to 14 kHz,
to 20 kHz at 33/4 ips; 30 Hz to 16 kHz
for FeCr and Cr02 tapes, to 22 kHz at
33/4 ips; 30 Hz to 18 kHz with metal
tape, to 25 kHz at 33/4 ips.

Harmonic Distortion: 1.5 percent; 1.2

S/N: 52 dB, CCIR/ARM; 62 dB with
Dolby NR.
Separation: 45 dB.
Crosstalk: Down 70 dB.
Erasure: 70 dB.

Flutter: 0.06 percent W rms; 0.05 per-

percent at 33/4 ips.

cent at 33/4 ips.

The Fisher CR -4029 cassette deck is one of the new breed
that incorporates a tape speed of 33/4 ips, as well as the standard 1'/e ips. The unit also offers metal -tape compatibility and

has three heads for full monitoring capability. The attractive
front panel is brushed aluminum with black designations,
which are easily read. The tape -motion lever switches do not
match the sophistication of logic -controlled systems, but the
force required for actuation is low, much better than most.
Eject causes the cassette carrier to swing out gently, and the
clear -window door is a snap to take out (pun intended), facilitating maintenance tasks. The counter does have a reset
but lacks the desirable memory function. A status light shows

Fast Forward and Rewind Times: 120 S
for C-60 cassette.
Dimensions: 171/3 in. (440 mm) W x
121/4 in. (310 mm) D x 43/4 in. (120
mm) H.
Weight: 17 lbs. (7.7 kg).
Price: $499.95.

easy to read. just above each meter is a peak -level indicator,

which was a bit more difficult to see when looking at the
deck from above. To the left of the meters are status lights to

show Tape or Source monitoring, Dolby NR, and Record.
The dual -concentric input level control has large, easily
turned knobs, though some fine knurling would aid in set-

ting one channel relative to the other. The bias and EQ
switches rotate in opposite directions, sort of pointing at
each other for Metal. The EQ switch causes a status light to
go on in this position. There is a very helpful bias trim pot
which can be essential in matching tape and machine, and

the incorporated detent should prevent inadvertent bias

when the tape -speed selector is set for 33/4 ips.

changes.

The good-sized VU -type level meters have white needles
and scales with a medium gray background, and are quite

or Source monitoring, limiter on or off, Line or Mic input,

Four spring -loaded, snap -action lever switches select Tape

Fig. 2-Frequency responses without Dolby NR at 1'/e
and 33/4 (---) ips with Sony FeCr tape.

Fig. 1-Frequency responses in Dolby mode at 17/8
and 33/4 (---) ips with TDK AD tape.
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and Dolby NR Off, On/Filter Off, or On/Filter On. It was

fied, but most of the adjustments were clearly marked and

nice to see the limiter included, since this feature can be very
useful if unattended recordings are to be made. The phone
jacks for mike input are at the right end of the panel, and the
jack for headphones and the power switch are at the left end.

were very accessible.

The line-in/line-out phono jacks are on the back panel.
The labels are molded into black plastic, so they are difficult

test tapes was very good for the low and mid frequencies,
but there was a roll -off of close to 5 dB at the extreme high
frequencies with both equalizations. With the choice of four
settings for bias and EQ in combination with the bias trim, it
was possible to match all of the formulations checked with

to read at an angle in dim light. The metal top and side cover
was removed for examination of the interior. The majority of
the frame and chassis was ribbed black plastic. Attempts to
bend and twist the frame did not reveal any lack of rigidity.
Most of the circuitry was on one large p.c.b., and there were
a number of small cards plugged into it. The soldering was
excellent with very little flux residue. Interconnections were
made with multi -pin plugs, in general. Parts were not identi-

Fig. 3-Frequency responses with and without (---)
Dolby NR at 17/8 ips with TDK SA tape.

DOLBY

The playback response of the CR -4029 with TDK and BASF

the 1/2 -octave RTA. The record/playback responses were plot-

ted for TDK AD, Sony FeCr, TDK SA, and Scotch Metafine
tapes, as shown in Figs. 1 to 4. Most of the figures include
results for both 1'/8 and 33/4 ips tape speed. There are obvious

extensions in response at -20 dB with the higher speed, but
Fig. 4-Frequency responses with Dolby NR at 1'/s
and 3'/4 (---) ips with Scotch Metafine tape.
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the changes in the headroom at Dolby level are great indeed,
particularly with Sony FeCr. Table I gives the measured response limits for all the combinations tried. The use of Dolby
NR caused some shift from the very flat responses without it,
but a little bias trimming minimized the deviations. The actual range of bias trim was about ±4 dB at 10 kHz with TDK SA
tape. Playback of a Dolby -level tape was indicated correctly,
at +2.5 VU on the meters.
Close attention was given to a check on the alignment of
the playback head with the record head, both mounted within the same assembly. In the past, other recorders had shown
phase errors of 70 degrees or more at 10 kHz. Well, Fisher is
really doing it right: The phase discrepancy was close to zero
degrees at both tape speeds, the best ever seen with this type

levels. Measurements of HDL3 from 30 Hz to 7 kHz were
made with Scotch Metafine in Dolby mode at 10 dB below
Dolby level at both tape speeds. Figure 6 shows that for Metafine the minimum distortion was about the same at 17/a and
33/4 ips but that there was a noticeable improvement at the
frequency extremes with the higher tape speed. In all of the
distortion tests, the level of other harmonics was very low,
much better than most other decks. Without Dolby NR, there
was an increase in distortion of about 30 percent.
Signal-to-noise ratios were measured with TDK AD, Sony

FeCr, and Scotch Metafine at both tape speeds with and

without Dolby NR with both IEC "A" and CCIR/ARM
weighting. The results provided in Table II are certainly very
good at both speeds. The increase in the ratio for Sony FeCr

of head construction - in fact, the best of any type. Phase

with 33/4 ips occurred because the much lower distortion

jitter was about 30 degrees at 17/B ips, better than most decks,
and was just 5 degrees at 33/4 ips. The multiplex filter was 3 dB

gained a much higher maximum record level, as shown in

down at 15.7 kHz and was an excellent 39 dB down at 19
kHz. The bias in the output during recording was very low.
With its two speeds, this recorder had twice as many test
possibilities for checking distortion. A few fast tests showed
that all tape types had lower distortion at the higher speed;

the largest reduction was with Sony FeCr. TDK AD and

Fig. 5. The separation between channels was 48 dB at 1 kHz,
very good performance. Crosstalk was down at least 80 dB at
1 kHz, and erasure of Metafine at the same frequency was 76
dB. At the more challenging 100 Hz, erasure was 60 dB, quite
good for the metal tape.
The input sensitivity for mike was 0.16 mV, and the over-

load point was at 36 mV - quite good. The line sensitivity

Scotch Metafine were also used for taking detailed data. The
levels of HDL3 in Dolby mode were determined with a spectrum analyzer for each tape from the three -percent distortion
point down to 10 dB below Dolby level. TDK AD had much
the lowest distortion at 17/e ips, as shown in Fig. 5, and Sony
FeCr was much better when it was at 33/4 ips at all record

was 77 mV, and the input overload was at 5.8 V, which is high

Table I-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).

Table II-Signal/noise ratios with IEC "A" and CCIR/

enough for any normal conditions, albeit lower than most
current decks. Output clipping was at a level equivalent to
+14.5 VU on the meter. The input pot sections tracked within

a dB from maximum down 45 dB. The action of the limiter
started at +2 VU, and higher levels caused very little increase

ARM weightings.
Speed

Tape Type

TDK AD

Ips
1'/e
33/i

Sony FeCr

Without Dolby NR

With Dolby NR

Tape

Hz

25
25

kHz
7.5
14.2

Dolby Lvl

-20 dB

Dolby Lvl
Hz

23
24

kHz

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

17.1

24.3
30

1'/e
33/i

TDK SA
Scotch

1'/e

27

7.7

23

17.2

Metafine

1'/e

27
27

7.5
24.1

23
24

21.2
24.9

25
27

4.5
11.8

7.8

27
24
25

Speed

20.0
24.6
19.8

CCIR/ARM (dB)

IEC "A" Wtd. (dBA)

Tape

-20 dB

W/Dolby NR

Without NR

W/Dolby NR

Without NR

Tape Type

Ips

@ DL

HD=3%

@ DL

HD -3%

@ DL

HD=3%

@ DL

HD=3%

TDK AD

1'/e

58.8

65.1
64.3

53.0

58.5

59.2

50.9

56.4

61.0

65.0
69.0

56.3

59.3

63.0

65.5
64.7
67.0
71.0

55.3

58.3

62.3

66.0

57.3

60.6

65.7

69.4
69.7

56.4

59.7

33

Sony FeCr

1%1

33
Scotch

33/i

Metafine

1'/e

3'A
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66.3

3-3/4 IPS
W&F
WTD PK

0

%
above this indication. The response time was about 10 mS for
a tone burst at 10 dB above meter zero. The line outputs were
0.9 V, slightly below spec, but higher than quite a few decks.
The level at the headphone jack with 8 -ohm loading was 25
mV, which was a good volume for most of the headphones
tried. The VU meter response was down 3 dB at 21 Hz and
20.1 kHz. The dynamic response to the 300-mS test burst was
close to VU meter standards, but there was about 0.5 dB extra
overshoot. The scale calibration was accurate in most cases,

but was about a dB high at levels below -10 VU. The peak
indicators fired at +3 VU with a continuous signal, and they
gave a good indication with a single -cycle burst of 1 kHz at
+4 VU.

The flutter was the same as specified at 1'/8 ips, but was
about half the specified figure at the higher tape speed. Tape
play speed was about one percent slow and did not vary with
changes in line voltage. Fluctuations with time were very

0.1

0.1

W&F
W rms

i

0

I-7/8 IPS
+0.5
1

120V

TAPE
SPEED

130V

110V

0

-0.5
W&F
WTD PK 0.1
0

low. The wind time for a C-60 cassette was 110 seconds, bet W&F

Fig. 5-Third harmonic distortion vs. level in Dolby

W rms

mode at 1 kHz with TDK AD, Sony FeCr, and Scotch
Metafine tapes.

0.1

."-."try1P`^

0
-Ow ISEC AO -

TIME -;
Fig. 7-Wow and flutter (three trials) at 17,8 and 33/4
ips and tape play speed vs. line voltage at 1'8 ips.

Q SONY FeCr, -7/8
Q TDK AD, I-7/8
SONY FeCr, 3-3/4
-20
SCOTCH METAFINE, 1-7/8 =

10

ter than the spec. This is slower than many decks, but the
wind was quite smooth.
In -Use Tests

All tape loading and unloading and head maintenance
were easy tasks. Controls worked smoothly, and the lever
switches snapped positively into position. The long, white
needles of the level meters and the meter scales stood out
well from the gray background over a range of room illumination. The peak indicators were definitely helpful in setting
for the highest possible levels. The owner's manual has an
open format with simple, but very clear, illustrations. The
instructions on setting bias with FM noise as a test source
would be improved by adding a note on the need to make

40

10

dB

60

0.1

the recordings perhaps 20 dB down from 0 VU.

Various sources were recorded, both for simultaneous
monitoring and for playback later. Some material from FM
was used, and discs included A Cut Above with the Brubeck
001
0

METER

+8

0

Quartet, Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra, and recordings by
Virgil Fox and Buddy Spicher. Shifts in response when

-80

switching Dolby NR in and out were at most very minor,

ZERO

RELATIVE RECORD LEVEL- dB

generally not detected at all. The biggest change noted was

that recordings at higher levels were definitely improved
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Fig. 6-Third harmonic distortion vs. frequency in
Dolby mode, at 10 dB below Dolby level, at 17/8 and
33/4 (---) ips with Scotch Metafine tape.

with the higher tape speed. The results with the limiter were
fairly good, much better than what would have happened
without its use, but there was some muffling of the sound at
the very highest levels. Record, pause and stop clicks were all

80

The Fisher CR -4029 is a very well performing deck with
excellent capabilities in a number of areas. The higher tape
speed improved the results, especially with lower flutter and
the significantly extended headroom at the highest recording
levels. The deck does not have the sophisticated logic control
of tape motion, but the lever switches do most of the same

things, with a gentle push. The lack of mike/line mixing
might be important to some; I missed the memory function
more. All in all, the deck is very worthy of consideration in
this price range.

Howard A. Roberson

Enter No. 90 on Reader Service Card
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Alpine FM/AM Cassette Car Stereo Model 7307 and Model 3002 Main Amplifier
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Model 3002 Main Power Amplifier
Power Output: 50 W continuous per

AM Tuner Section
Sensitivity: 15 pV.

Manufacturer's Specifications

Model 7307 FM /AM Cassette Unit
Tape Player

Frequency Response: Normal tape, 40
Hz to 16 kHz; Cr02 tape, 40 Hz to 18

channel, 4 -ohm loads, with 0.2 percent THD.

General Specifications
Output Voltage Level: 500 mV.
Bass Control Range: ±10 dB at 100 Hz.

Maximum Power Output: 65 W continuous per channel.
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 60 kHz,

Treble Control Range: ±10 dB at 10

±1.0 dB.

kHz.
Dimensions: Chassis, 7-1/16 in. (176.56
mm) W x 5-25/32 in. (144.53 mm) D x

kHz.

Wow and Flutter: 0.09 percent W rms.

Load Impedance: 4 to 8 ohms.

2 in. (50 mm) H; nosepiece, 4-1/8 in.
(103.125 mm) W x 1-3/8 in. (34.375
mm) D x 1-3/4 in. (43.75 mm) H.
Power Requirement: 13.2 V d.c. (11- to

FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: 1.4 p V.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: 2.5 NV.
FM Selectivity: 75 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.
Stereo Separation: 35 dB.
S/N: 72 dB, with Dolby.

Input Sensitivity: Line (high/low), 350
mV/800 mV; "speaker" (when used
as booster, high/low), 1.5 V/3.0 V.
Dimensions: 7-15/16 in. (198.44 mm)
W x 7-25/32 in. (194.53 mm) D x 2-

16-V range).
Weight: 5-5/16 lbs. (2.43 kg).

27/32 in. (71.09 mm) H.
Weight: 5.9 lbs. (2.68 kg).

Price: $379.95.

Price: $239.95.

POWER

INPUT SENSITIVITY

eHIGH

LOW

MAIN AMPLIFIER
INPUT

WITH PULSE REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
MODEL 3002

Alpine Electronics of America, Inc. and, for that matter, its
parent organization, Alpine Electronics Inc. of Japan, may be
unfamiliar names to. American purchasers of audio equipment or, more specifically, car stereo equipment, but chances
are that such buyers have used equipment either wholly or
partly made by this company's parent, known as Alps Electric
Co., Ltd., which was founded in 1948.
Parts manufactured by Alps over the years include a variety
of resistors, keyboard switches, magnetic heads, TV and FM
tuners, cassette recorder mechanisms, r.f. modulators for the
video industry, and high -frequency selector switches. The
parent company is also a major supplier of parts for the tele-

50W + 50W

vision and computer industries. Alpine Electronics of America was formed in November, 1978, and its car stereo products
are generally available through high -end audio and car stereo dealers. The firm was one of the first manufacturers to
support and endorse the new standards recently promulgated by the Ad Hoc Committee on Car Stereo Standards, and
its engineering personnel served on this committee.
As of this writing, the car stereo products distributed by
Alpine in the United States include five models of speaker
systems, five separate amplifiers, a digital time -delay unit,
and 18 assorted units of FM/AM cassette and cassette -only
units for in -dash and under -dash applications. For this report,
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we have selected their next -to -the -top FM/AM/cassette
player combination and mated it with their most powerful
stereo main amplifier. Interconnection of the two models is
shown in the wiring diagram of Fig. 1. Note that in addition
to direct battery connection of each of the units for powering, there is also a post -ignition key connection. The double
power -source connection is necessary in order for some of
the special features of the combination to work. For example,

when the ignition key is turned off in the vehicle, any cassette in the cassette compartment will be automatically ejected, thanks to the power ejection system which still has battery voltage applied to it even when the ignition switch is off.

Model 7307 FM/AM Tuner/Cassette Player
This element of the Alpine system which we tested might
best be described as a tuner/preamp/cassette unit, since it
has no power amplifier section of its own but is intended for
connection to any of Alpine's amplifier or equalizer/amplifier units. The unit is mounted in -dash by means of the left
and right control shafts. The left shaft has three concentrically mounted controls: On/off Volume, Bass, and Treble, while
the right -most shaft has two knobs affixed to it: Tuning and

FM Performance Measurements
Bear in mind that with 75 -ohm antenna inputs, microvolt
readings, with which we are familiar in terms of 300 -ohm
antenna impedances, really represent twice the power (in
dBf) than they do for the more common home tuner antenna
impedance. This, in fact, is the primary reason why the dBf

notation is preferable to the microvolt notation and why it
was adopted by both the IHF tuner standards and the new
Ad Hoc Committee on Car Stereo Standards. In Fig. 2, for
example, you will note that 20 dBf, which for a 300 -ohm
antenna impedance would have corresponded to 5.5 NV, is
equivalent to 2.8 pV when referenced to a 75 -ohm antenna
input impedance.

Usable sensitivity measured 19.8 dBf or 1.7 pV in the
mono mode, while 50 dB of quieting was obtained with signal strengths of 2.7 pV (19.8 dBf) in mono and 32 pV (41.3
dBf) in stereo. Best signal-to-noise ratios obtained in mono
with a strong input signal were 70 dB, while in stereo ultimate S/N measured 62 dB. Using a 1 -kHz modulating signal

at 100 percent modulation, harmonic distortion in mono

Balance. Cassette insertion is via a recess at the upper center

MICROVOLTS, ACROSS

of the front panel. Fast Forward and Rewind buttons are lo-

cated to the left of the cassette slot, while to its right is

0

a

0.26

0.67

2.8

8.7

75 -OHM ANTENNA TERMINALS
27.5

275 489 870

67

music sensor switch which detects pauses in programs during

fast forward or rewind and stops tape motion, causing the
transport to go into the play mode from either of the fast
wind modes. When this sensor switch is depressed, a light
indicator is illuminated to register that fact. A noise elimination switch, also augmented by an indicator light, acts as a
pulse noise filter for electrical ignition interference and is
located below the sensor switch. To the right of these switches are a tape selector switch (with positions for normal and
CrO2 tape equalization) and a Dolby -on switch. Dolby noise

`

%

MONO
N

-60
10

MONO

S/N 70db

20

30

O

THD 0.23.

TIM 0.20Y.

=-.

ST
STEREO

' -----

60

reduction can be used both for cassette playback and for
decoding Dolby FM programs received on the tuner section.
The FM and AM frequency scales are located in an illuminated area below the cassette compartment. This area also
houses the usual stereo indicator light as well as FM and AM
indicator lights and a tiny hole which provides access to the
AM antenna trimmer. Below the dial scale area are push buttons for loudness compensation and FM interstation muting,
as well as five buttons to pre-set stations. The leftmost and
rightmost of these five buttons select AM or FM reception in
addition to choosing one of the appropriate pre-set frequencies. The second button from the left does double duty as an
eject button for the cassette section and as a pre-set station
button when in either the AM or FM listening modes. This
button and all remaining ones can be set for favorite AM or
FM stations, but a total of only five pre-set frequencies (AM
plus FM) can be selected.
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Fig. 2-Mono and stereo quieting and distortion
characteristics, FM section, Alpine 7307.
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Fig. 1-Power supply (battery voltage) wiring to

Fig. 3-THD vs. frequency, FM tuner section.

combination of Alpine Models 7307 and 3002.
DIN CONNECTOR

REO +B

RED *B

GRAY

BLUE -POWER ANT LEAD

7307

YELLDW-BAT

YELLOW- BAT.
RED/WHITE- IGN

BLACK -GROUND

3002

BLACK -GROUND

KEY
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BATTERY

REAR
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GREEN (OR

=.11
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tion is almost the same for mono and stereo, while at the

IGNITION

I

9.10 R- CH

measured 0.23 percent, decreasing slightly to 0.2 percent in
stereo. Automatic switchover to stereo in the presence of a
received stereo signal occurs at a signal strength of 8.0 NV
(29.2 dBf), a level which necessarily determines usable sensitivity in stereo as well.
Figure 3 is a plot of distortion versus modulating frequency
in mono and stereo FM. At mid -frequencies, harmonic distorfrequency extremes stereo THD tends to rise somewhat, as is
usually the case. Capture ratio measured 1.5 dB, as claimed

by Alpine, while alternate channel selectivity measured 77
dB, just a bit better than claimed.
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Fig. 4-Frequency response and stereo
separation, FM tuner section.
Figure 4 is a spectrum analyzer plot (from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
logarithmically plotted) of stereo FM frequency response and
stereo FM separation. We measured a separation of exactly
35 dB at 1 kHz, while at the other test frequencies of 100 Hz
and 10 kHz, separation decreased to 21 dB. The dual spectrum analysis display of Fig. 5 shows a reference 5 -kHz signal

(tall spike at left) as measured from the modulated stereo
channel. In a second sweep, we see the crosstalk components appearing at the opposite channel's output terminal,
including the 5 -kHz crosstalk component (contained within
the reference spike) and its harmonics as well as a 19 -kHz
sub -carrier product, 38 -kHz output product, and sidebands
surrounding the 38 -kHz output. In this display, sweep is linear, and range is increased to cover from 0 Hz to 50 kHz in
increments of 5 kHz per horizontal division. Vertical scale in
both Figs. 4 and 5 is 10 dB per division.

Cassette Player Measurements
Wow and flutter of the cassette tape transport mechanism
measured 0.12 percent W rms and 0.2 percent unweighted.
Frequency response was among the best we have measured
for a car stereo cassette deck. We used TDK's AC -337 test
tape to obtain the plot shown in Fig. 6. The spot frequencies
on this tape extend only from 40 Hz to 12.5 kHz and if one
sets a ±3 dB tolerance on frequency response, the response
could be specified as extending beyond the extreme test frequencies supplied on our test tape.
The separate bass and treble controls of the Alpine 7307
unit operate for both cassette playback and for the AM -FM
tuner functions of the unit. Range of control is depicted in
the 'scope photo of Fig. 7, where the sweep is again logarithmic from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Note, too, the extremely flat response obtained when the controls are set to their flat position. This kind of response in a car stereo unit has been a
rarity until recently. There's also a tone -bypass switch for use
with an external equalizer.

Model 3002 Main Amplifier
The Alpine Model 3002 amplifier may be used either as a
main amplifier, when hooked up with a tuner -cassette unit,
such as the 7307, or as a booster for use with car stereo
receivers having an output of 4 to 5 watts. In our tests, connection was made very simply between the tuner -cassette
unit and the amplifier using a 5 -pin cable DIN connector
which emanates from the tuner unit and terminates in a receptacle on the Model 3002. For booster use there are sepa-

rate individual right and left input terminals which can be
connected to the associated car stereo receiver's speaker out-

put leads. As in the case of the Model 7307 tuner cassette,
separate power leads must be wired to the battery of the
automobile and to the ignition switch when the amplifier is
used with other complete car stereo receivers as a booster, so
that turning on the associated receiver will also automatically
turn on the booster. In our test setup, however, this automatic turn -on via the 7307 was accomplished by one of the con-

nections made via the DIN connector, and the separate B+
lead didn't need to be connected. The B+ would be connected in a normal installation, of course. The only control avail-

able on the front panel of the 3002 is an input sensitivity
switch. Since this can be set during installation (depending
upon output level of the associated tuner or receiver), the
amplifier can be installed permanently either under the dash-

board, out of sight, or on the floor of the vehicle. A power
indicator light illuminates when the associated tuner or receiver has been turned on if the two units have been correctly wired. Since the amplifier is fairly powerful, some attention
to air flow and proper ventilation should be given when deciding upon its final location.
The 3002 amplifier's high power output is achieved

through the use of a pulse -switching power source. While
this poses no particular problems in actual use, it makes
things a bit difficult in trying to measure the amplifier's specifications on the test bench, where everything is ultimately

Fig. 5-Crosstalk components for a
5 -kHz modulating signal in stereo,
FM tuner section.
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fairly easy. Repeatability of accurate tuning via the five preset buttons was excellent. One of the most elegant features
of the 7307 unit, in our opinion, is the ejection system employed to free cassettes either after they have been played or
at the direction of the user. Instead of a mechanical system
(which often tends to eject cassettes more like missiles than
tape packages), a gentle sequence of events, controlled electronically, opens a door slowly, raises the cassette away from
its play position, and even more gently ejects it partially out
of the recessed opening on the front panel, where the user
can then retract it safely. The whole operation takes but a
few seconds and has to be seen to be fully appreciated.

Dolby playback circuitry seemed properly calibrated, but
the circuitry associated with the Noise Elimination Switch

Fig. 6-Playback response, normal tape setting,
cassette section.

seems to act as a low-pass filter with a cut-off at around 6 to

8 kHz. With muting level adjusted as it was to 9 pV (30.3
referenced to ground through test equipment leads connected across loads where we are trying to measure output levels.
After a great deal of isolating and use of floating connections,
we were finally able to get the amplifier to do what it would
customarily do when hooked up properly in an automobile:
Deliver in excess of 50 watts per channel into 4 -ohm loads. At
mid -frequencies, in fact, the amplifier delivered 54 watts per
channel into resistive loads before the rated total harmonic
distortion level of 0.2 percent was reached, as plotted in Fig.
8. Frequency response at a nominal 1 -watt level extended
from 8 Hz to 60 kHz for a -1.0 db roll -off. Clipping, or maximum power output, was 65 watts per channel, as claimed. All
of these measurements were made with the power supply
fixed at 14.4 volts, the new standard reference value adopted
by the Ad Hoc Committee on Car Stereo Standards. This may
have given a slight advantage to the 3002 as compared with
measuring it at the nominal 13.2 volts of supply voltage specified by Alpine.
Incidentally, manufacturers who subscribe to the new Car
Stereo Standards have until June of 1980 to alter their bro-

7-Tone control range, Alpine 7307.

Fig.

0

methods of measurement. Since these tests were conducted

well before that date, we would not have expected to find
the new data printed in Alpine's owner's manuals. Nonetheless, it is clear from even these cursory measurements that
Alpine is not one of the companies that need fear the adoption of the new Standards. Their units (if these two are any
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indication) should stand up well under the new tests and
measurement methods.
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Use Tests
There is, of course, no substitute for listening tests in evaluating any audio equipment. And, in the case of car stereo
equipment, ideally that equipment should be judged by listening to it in a car. Unfortunately, that is not always practical or possible when subjecting this type of equipment to lab
tests. For one thing, overall performance would still be severely limited by the quality of the loudspeakers used. Then,

1.0

10.0

100.0

80
1000.0

POWER / CHANNEL (WATTS)

Fig. 8-Power output vs. distortion at 1 kHz into
4 -ohm loads, Alpine 3002 amplifier.

dBf), there was perfect interstation silence when tuning
across the FM band. However, to receive some of the weaker

stations in our area, albeit in mono, we had to defeat the

too, if we were trying to judge radio reception, we would
have no ready frame of reference, since FM reception in a
moving (or even a stationary) vehicle is so highly variable.
Accordingly, we decided long ago that we would have to
listen to car stereo equipment right in the lab, as if it were

mute setting though that meant tolerating interstation noise.
The 3002 amplifier packed plenty of power and our only
caveat for potential users is that they had better make certain
that the speaker selected for use with this amplifier can take

equipment intended for home use. This enables us to couple
the amplifier to full-sized speaker enclosures and to judge
FM reception using an outdoor antenna whose characteris-

unit.
If the 7307 tuner cassette and the 3002 amplifier are any

tics are
received.

well known to us

in

terms of signal strengths

the kind of power levels possible with this honestly rated
indication of the type of car stereo equipment that Alpine
intends to promote and sell in this country, I would venture
to say that they will be an unqualified success. It is hearten-

Under those constraints, the FM section of the 7307 performed extremely well. There was virtually no drift, even as
the tuner/cassette unit began to warm up, and tuning was

ing to run into a new guy on the block who has not abandoned quality and performance in the rush to capture a
piece of the car stereo market.

Leonard Feldman

Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card
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Luxman Model K-12 Cassette Deck

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: Normal tape, 30
Hz to 16 kHz; Cr02 tape, 30 Hz to 20
kHz; metal tape, 30 Hz to 21 kHz.
1.2 percent
Harmonic Distortion:
overall, 0.3 percent HDL3.

S/N: 56 dB; with Dolby NR, 65 dB;
with NR and metal tape, 69 dB.

Input Sensitivity: Mike, 0.25 mV; line,

Flutter: 0.04 percent W rms.
Dimensions: 17% in. (438 mm) W x 14
9/16 in. (370 mm) D x 5 in. (126 mm)
H.

100 mV; DIN, 30 mV.

Output Level:

Line, 580 mV; head-

phone, 1 mW at 8 ohms.

Lux has shown with many products that it offers high quality for a premium price. The K-12 cassette deck is no exception, though a prospective buyer may be reluctant to spend
this sum for a two -head deck. However, this unit provides
performance and features that are quite worthy of attention.
The front panel is a very attractive one, and the black designations are most easy to read against the brushed aluminum.
The cassette compartment almost seems to dominate, probably because the removable door (for cleaning, etc.) is all clear
plastic, without any overlying plates. It is easily lifted out,
and then the solid, rugged head -support base can be examined. It was judged superior to substantially all other cassette -deck head supports, more solid than many open -reel
head assemblies. This is one of the extra -high -quality items
that increases the cost, and the value, of the K-12.
To the right of the tape compartment are the very light touch tape -motion p ate switches. Everything is logic controlled, and all combinations of switching are possible, in -

Weight: 23.1 lbs. (10.5 kg) .
Price: $995.00.

cluding the desirable flying -start recording. The arrangement
of the rectangular switch plates is not a standard one, but it
seemed quite sensible in use, aided by the status lights with
Rec, Play, and Pause. The optional AK -1 remote control,
which was supplied with the deck, repeats the layout of the
main unit exactly, although it does not have status lights for
Play or Pause. It does add facilities, with Auto Play and
Rewind buttons, for all combinations of rewind and play,
play and rewind, singly or continuously, and sometimes in
conjunction with use of the counter memory button on the

deck.

Also on the right side of the front panel are the two dual concentric mike and line level pots, with mixing capability.
The left -section knob is of medium diameter, and the right
one consists of a recessed ring with a tab index which extends a short distance out from the panel - a design which
might make fine adjustment a bit difficult. The fluorescent
peak indicating bar graphs are the most obvious feature of
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Fig. 1 - Frequency responses in Dolby mode with
TDK AD tape.
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Fig. 2 - Frequency responses in Dolby mode with
Luxman XM-Il tape; response without Dolby NR is
shown by dashed line.
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More recorders
ask for Fuji by

name than any
other brand.
Recorders are very outspoken
in their preference of tapes.
Take video recorders.
They insist on Fuji VHS and
Beta videocassettes. Put in anything
less and they may give you snow.
Washed-out or shifted colors. Or all
kinds of distortion.
Unhappy audio recorders without Fuji audiocassettes stubbornly
give you less music in return. Plus
distortion on loud music. Noise during soft passages. And limited
frequency response. Problems our
premium FX-I, FX-II and our lownoise FL help you overcome.
Then comes new Fuji Metal
Tape. Cassette recorders equipped for
metal are all in love with it. Not just
because it won't clog heads or jam.
But because of its inaudible noise.
Greatly expanded dynamic -range.
And smooth, ultra -wide response.
So watch and listen.
If you see or hear your recorder
talk, you'll know what it's asking for.
Fuji. The tape that makes it look and
sound its best.

o
0,(foxt1440

.1

a

fQ

hAP1

rJkLr
One brand fits all. Better.
Magnetic Tape Division, Fuji Photo Film C.S.A., Inc.
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10001 (212) 736-3335

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Performance
The play responses were checked with TDK and BASF test
tapes. The results were excellent, in general, with just a bit of
droop with 70-pS EQ at the highest frequencies. Level indica-

CO

v DOLBY
LEVEL
I-

tions with the standard tapes were about a dB low for left
and very close for right. Record/playback performance was
very good with the Maxell UD-XL I, Lux XM-II, and Lux XMIV supplied with the deck. Results were comparable with
TDK AD, Sony SHF, Memorex MRX3, Realistic Supertape

I1

0
w-

-20dB

Gold, Maxell UD-XL II, and TDK MA -R. Testing was continued with the supplied tapes with the exception that TDK AD
was used in place of the Maxell because its response was a
little flatter. Figures 1 to 3 show the responses with the three
tapes used at Dolby level and 20 dB below, both in Dolby
mode. This is a demanding way to conduct these tests, as

cc

20

100

10k

1k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 3 - Frequency responses in Dolby mode with
Luxman XM-IV tape.

specifications are for performance without Dolby NR. As
Table

the left side, particularly when on and responding to music.
They are scaled from -40 to +6, and there's a lower scale
that's shifted 4 dB to show up to +10 dB for metal tapes. The
display has 24 bars per channel, giving much better resolution than many others of this type. There are single -dB steps
from -6 to +6 dB, or from -2 to +10 dB for metal tapes, and a
peak hold switch for retaining the highest record (or play)
level during any desired period. The counter display is unusual in that it has four 7 -segment digits. With most cassettes,

it offers the advantage of a high count with more

accurate positioning than other decks. When Lux cassettes
are used, the counter becomes a tape timer (unless cancelled
by a back -panel switch), and it shows tape position in minutes and seconds. This is another higher cost function which
could be of great value to users.

Table I-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).
Without Dolby NR

With Dolby NR
Dolby Lvl

-20 dB

-20 d8

Dolby Lvl

Tape Type

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

TDK AD
Luxman XM-II
Luxman XM-IV

25
30
35

6.9
5.0
9.0

22
25
26

15.0
16.0
21.0

25
30
35

7.2
5.6

22

16.1

25

9.3

26

19.3
22.2

Four three -position rotary switches with easy -turn bar
knobs provide selection for High, Low or EX (metal) bias;
CrO2, Normalor EX EQ; timer Rec, Off or Play and Dolby NR

On, Off and On with Filter. The output pot has the same
type of knob. The counter reset and memory on/off are small
push buttons. In this same section of the front panel are the
jacks for headphones and left and right microphone inputs.
The eject button is next to the tape compartment. The stereo
line -in and line-out phono jacks are on the rear panel, along
with a DIN socket, a ground post, and a multi -pin remote control socket.
Removal of the wraparound top and side cover revealed
many examples of attention by the manufacturer to quality
materials and construction. Soldering on the p.c.b.s was ex-

cellent, with very little flux residue. Interconnections were
made with wire -wrap, and some wires were bundled a little
loosely with many cases of slack evident. It appeared to be
purposeful, and such slack can be a great aid to some service

tasks. (There was no evidence in later tests of crosstalk or
noise pickup.) All parts were of excellent quality, and the
adjustment pots were quite superior to those usually used.
All parts and a number of functions were clearly identified.
The two -motor drive and the solenoid positioner were of
solid construction, and steel was used for a good part of the
chassis. The power transformer was much larger than many
seen in the past; there was a power line fuse in a clip.

I

shows, the biggest discrepancy was with XM-II tape

and Dolby NR. Without NR, it was very close to spec, as
listed in the table and shown in Fig. 2. Phase jitter was very
low, less than 20 degrees with a 10 -kHz test tone. Bias in the

output during recording was also very low. The multiplex
filter response was down 1 dB at 15 kHz and over 33 dB at 19
kHz.

Other tests were run with the Lux cassettes as they incorporate two special features. The first of these is a precision

roller with a reflection plate which, in conjunction with a
light source and detector, provides a means of measuring
tape speed and, thereby, time. The K-12 display showed
"10:00" in "10:02" actual, which was exactly consistent with
the results of the tape speed test, indicating the deck to run
about 0.3 percent slow. The scheme worked very well with
no apparent slip, or missed counts, from fast winds. This feature has great potential and should find favor with those who
need to time recordings. The Lux cassettes also have skew
adjusters for both play and record and for both sides of the
cassette. The play skew would be adjusted for best results
with a tape that had been recorded on another deck. Record

skew would be adjusted on a three -head machine, rather
than adjusting the record head itself. Play skew could be
adjusted ±270 degrees with a 10 -kHz tone. Record skew had
a range of ±100 degrees. There was interaction between sides
of the cassette if the adjustments were more than minor.
There is a possibieadvantage to having skew adjustments in
a cassette, but misadjustment could lower performance. My

own hopes are for better tape production, head alignment,
and tape guiding so that there will be minimal variations in
tape skew without cassette adjustments. Some tapes are very

Fig. 4 - Third
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We found the optimum pivot point
before the others even knew
it was missing.

Most manufacturers are content to determine
tonearm pivot points by trial -and -error. And many
tonearms are so susceptible to external vibrations that
you have to tiptoe around the turntable,
With Sansui's Dyna-Optimum Balanced (DOB)
tonearms, based on our Optimum Pivot Point principle,
the transmission of vibrations is dramatically reduced
to give you more freedom to enjoy your music. It's
used in our new, fully automatic direct -drive FR -D4
and FR -Q5.

Here's how the DOB works: Put a pencil on a

table. Wiggle one end

free to trace every part of the groove. We also added
a special decoupling device and a unique counterweight for optimum tracking.
A patent is pending on Sansui's brushless DC
motor used in the FR -D4 and FR -Q5. And with the
Quartz-PLL system of the FR -Q5 and the special speederror detection/correction system of the FR -D4,

wow and flutter, speed accuracy and signal-to-noise
specifications are outstanding. All operations are
computer -controlled using the latest LSIC technology.
The computer even knows to shut off the motor if you
forget to unlock the tonearm clip.

back -and -forth. The other

To make the FR -D4, FR -Q5, as well as the

end will move; but a certain point will not. This is the
Optimum Pivot Point.
In our new DOB

tonearm the arm is pivoted
at this highly stable point.
With no relative motion between the point and the
arm support, effects from
external forces are minimized. Friction
non-existent, so the stylus is

O. Center al Mass. Starting point for
conventional tonearm designs.
b. Typical trial -and -error pivot
points, usually placed close to O. so
that aounterwel ht Is not too heavy,
tonearm not too long.

budget -priced direct -drive FR -D3 even more convenient, we put all the controls up -front, outside the
dustcover.
Ask an authorized Sansui dealer to demonstrate our new turntables. Listen closely and you'll hear
what the others are missing.
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.

C. Saesul's Optimum Pivot Point.

Lyndhurst. New Jersey 07071 Gardena, Ca. 90247
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
In Canada, Electronic Distributors

most stoble point.
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good in that respect now. I find nothing to fault in the tape time scheme; it should be used by others.
Figure 4 shows the results from measuring HDL3 at 1 kHz

over a range of record levels in Dolby mode for the three
tapes. The distortion levels are quite low, with high record

+ 0.5
TAPE
SPEED

120V

130V

110V
.4

0

levels to reach the three -percent distortion limit. At the lowest levels, there was some flattening of the curves, indicating
the possibility of some distortion in the electronics appearing
at about 0.1 percent. HDL3 over the frequency band at a level

of -10 dB with XM-IV metal tape is plotted in Fig. 5. The
results are quite good, though the distortion is higher than
what has been measured with metal tape on three -head ma-

WT1D PK01

o

chines. With the high maximum record levels and the low
machine noise, excellent signal-to-noise ratios were obtained
with all three tapes. As shown in Table II, the chrome -type
XM-Il matches the metal tape, and TDK AD isn't far behind.
Erasure of the XM-IV metal tape at both 100 and 1000 Hz was
at least 75 dB, excellent performance for the erase head. Separation between tracks was a very good 44 dB, and crosstalk
was way down, 75 dB or more.
10
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Fig. 6 - Wow and flutter (three trials) and tape play
speed vs. time and line voltage.
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Typical flutter values were 0.045 percent W rms and 0.08
percent weighted peak. This is slightly over spec, but very
good just the same. There were minor variations in tape
speed with steady line voltage, and there was substantially
no change in speed with changes in line voltage as shown in
Fig. 6. Fast wind time for a C-60 cassette was about 64 sec-
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onds. There was a 3 -second delay from tape run -out in play
or wind to mechanism shut-off. The time required to change

wind directions or to switch from fast wind to play was no-

FREQUENCY - Hz

ticeably less than a second.

Fig. 5 - Third harmonic distortion vs. frequency in
Dolby mode at 10 dB below Dolby level with Luxman
XM-IV tape.
The input sensitivity was 0.29 mV for mike and 97 mV for
line. Input overloads were 18 mV for mike and 28 V for line.
The output clipped at a level equivalent to +10.1 dB on the
meter. The mike and line input pot sections tracked within a
dB from maximum down at least 65 dB, outstanding performance. The line output was 570 mV at meter zero, just slightly
under spec. The pot sections tracked within a dB down from
maximum for 65 dB, great again. Drive for headphones with
an 8 -ohm load was 300 mV (11 mW) which drove all phones
used to high levels. The peak -responding displays were very
fast and were only a dB down with a 1-mS tone burst. They
were down about 5 dB with a 0.5-mS burst. Response to 0 dB
and a peak -hold required a 2-mS burst. Even without the
peak -hold being used, the individual peaks automatically
held for about 2 seconds. This was of definite aid as the 0.7-S
decay would have been too fast without the short hold. The
calibration of the scales was very accurate from -10 to +6 dB,
but there were errors at the lowest levels, with "-40" actually
30 dB down. The displays were easy to read and had a high
intensity level. When switched to EX (metal) tape, there was

In -Use Tests
The tasks of cassette insertion and removal, cleaning, and
demagnetization were all easily done. The counter reset to
zero automatically upon removal of the cassette, although I

would have occasionally preferred having the option of
keeping the reference. The real-time display with the Lux
cassettes was very useful a number of times. All controls
worked very well, and there was no malfunction of any type.
It took but a short time to feel quite at home with the K -12's
arrangement of tape motion switches. I did work out a way
of holding the tab of the right -channel input pot section for
fine balancing, but for me it remained a fussy operation. The
peak hold feature was used a number of times to check an
entire piece of music for the maximum levels without having
to watch continuously.
The instruction book has very good illustrations, and the
text covers everything well, although there were a few examples of translation oddities. Various sources were recorded,
including a broadcast of the works of Finnish composers and
recordings of a few different orchestrations of Moussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition. It was quite easy to set levels as
high as possible without noticeable distortion with the aid of

the peak -responding display. Clicks or other noises from
record, pause or stop were very low, with changes in tape

Table II-Signal/noise ratios with IEC "A" and CCIR/
ARM weightings.
IEC "A"Wtd. (dBA)

W/Dolby NR
Tape Type

CCIR/ARM

Without NR

W/Dolby NR

Without NR

At DL HD=3% At DL HD=3% At DL HD=3% At DL HD=3%

60.8
TDK AD
Luxman XM-II 62.8
Luxman XM-IV 62.2

67.8
68.3
68.4

52.4
55.8
54.2

59.4
61.3
60.4

57.6
60.5
59.1

64.6
66.0
65.3

50.3
53.0
52.6

57.3
58.5
58.8

noise almost undetectable with ear or meter.

The Luxman K-12 provides a level of performance that
should appeal to most audiophiles. There would be some
improvements, of course, in a three -head design. For the prospective buyer looking at high -quality decks, the K-12 has a

number of worthwhile and interesting features and offers
solid, premium -quality construction with the look of longterm reliability.
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Howard A. Roberson
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Technics Model ST -001 Stereo FM -AM Tuner

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section

Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 10.8 dBf
(1.8 pV).
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
17.0 dBf (3.9 NV); stereo, 38.3 dBf
(45 pV).
S/N: Mono, 75 dB; stereo, 70 dB.

Total Harmonic Distortion: Mono, 0.1
percent at 100 Hz and 1 kHz, 0.15
percent at 6 kHz; stereo, 0.25 percent
at 100 Hz and 6 kHz, 0.15 percent at
1 kHz.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15 kHz,
+0.5, -1.5 dB.
Selectivity: 75 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.0 dB.
Image Rejection: 50 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 85 dB.
Spurious Rejection: 75 dB.
AM Suppression: 55 dB.
Stereo Separation: 45 dB at 1 kHz, 35
dB at 10 kHz.
Sub -Carrier Rejection: 40 dB.

AM Tuner Section
Sensitivity: 30 p V (250 p V/M, internal antenna).

If ever there was a single high-fidelity component that lends
itself to the "mini" or "micro -component" approach, it is the
separate tuner. FM -AM tuners, by their very nature and function, generate virtually no heat and no great effort is involved
in compressing tuner circuitry into the small cubic volume as is

called for in the "mini component" format. Indeed, if one examines the internal layout of most conventionally sized FM AM tuners (with the exception of those fancy digital -readout,
frequency synthesizing types), one will generally find that
there is a good deal of empty space inside. So, while this reviewer has not exactly been captivated (so far) by the prolifera-

tion of minis and micros in general, have no quarrel with
manufacturers who elect to package their tuner products in
I

tiny boxes. So long as the price/performance ratio is not compromised and ease of use is retained, I don't care if they want
to put AM -FM tuners in a matchbox.
Happily, the Technics ST -001 is an example of good, basic
tuner design which has not in any way suffered because of its
miniaturization. The minuscule chassis of this unit has even

been equipped with tiny swing -out feet which tilt up the
front panel for easier viewing and tuning. Front panel layout
is simple and clean, devoid of any unnecessary frills. At the

Fig. 1 - Mono and stereo quieting and distortion
characteristics for the FM section.
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General Specifications
Output Voltage Level: 0.5 V.
Power Requirements: 120 V, 60 Hz, 8
W.

Dimensions: 11- 11/16 in. (29.69 cm) W
x 1- 15/16 in. (4.92 cm) H x 10 in. (25.4
cm) D.
Weight: 6.4 lbs. (2.91 kg).
Price: $260.00.

right is a large (relatively speaking) tuning knob which manages to retain a fairly effective flywheel action for smooth,
effortless dial spinning. Both AM and FM frequency nota-

tions are etched on the panel proper, with FM numerals
linearly spaced above a narrow, long cut-out slit, behind
which rides an illuminated dial pointer, and with AM frequency numerals etched below this slit. There are no conventional meters on the ST -001. When tuning to FM frequencies, a pair of tiny illuminated arrows flanking the dial
pointer illuminate between stations. As a signal frequency is
approached, first one of these arrows is extinguished, with

the remaining illuminated arrow telling the user in which
direction to fine-tune the dial. When center -of -channel tuning has been achieved, the other arrow is extinguished, indicating that proper tuning has been achieved. In the case of

AM tuning, both arrows are extinguished simultaneously
when accurate center -tuning has been accomplished.
Push buttons atop the frequency dial area include a Power

switch, an AM/FM Selector button, a Muting/FM Mode
selector button, and a servo -lock switch. The servo -lock circuit is a sensitive form of automatic frequency control which
"locks onto" the tuned -to frequency. It should be noted that
the previously described arrows function whether or not the
servo -lock circuit is activated. When this tuning -assist circuit
is employed, a tiny light flashes near the Active Servo Lock
switch whenever precise tuning has been achieved. There is a
delay in the "grab" action of the servo lock to allow the user
more time to tune to the center of the FM channel. An FM
Stereo indicator light is located adjacent to this servo -lock
indicator light.
The rear panel of the ST -001 is equipped with a pair of
output jacks at the left and the usual antenna input terminals
at the right. Included are terminals for an external AM antenna and for 300 -ohm or 75 -ohm FM antenna transmission

lines, the latter including a grounding clamp for the outer
shield of coaxial cable, if that type of transmission line is
employed. A pivotable AM ferrite bar antenna is folded

N.

>

Selectivity: 30 dB.
Image Rejection: 50 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 40 dB.

60
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down against the chassis for shipment but should be rotated
away from the rear surface of the chassis for best reception.
Rotating the ferrite bar so that it is perpendicular to the rear
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surface of the chassis adds about six inches to the shelf depth
required for this micro component, but in most cases it
should not be necessary to rotate the AM antenna that much.

adequately labelled as to parts locations to facilitate servicing, if required. A three -gang tuning capacitor is used for FM,
while the AM tuning function is accomplished by means of a

While no schematic diagram or circuit details concerning
the ST -001 were provided with the tuner, an examination of

two -section variable capacitor.

the inside of this small chassis discloses a neatly laid out
circuit board onto which all parts are mounted, including the

front end but with the exception of the small power
transformer, a.c. switch, and a.c. line bypass components. As
we suspected, parts density is no greater than might be expected in a conventionally sized tuner. The main p.c. board is

Fig. 2 - Distortion vs. frequency response in the
Technics ST -Col tuner.
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Usable FM sensitivity in mono measured 14.1 dBf (2.8 NV)
as opposed to 10.8 dBf (1.8 NV) claimed by Technics. 50 -dB
quieting, in mono, was 3.9 pV (17.0 dBf), exactly as claimed.

In stereo, usable sensitivity measured 6.0 pV (20.8 dBf),
while 50 -dB quieting required input signal strengths of 50
pV (39.2 dBf) as against 45 pV (38.3 dBf) claimed by the
manufacturer. In all probability, a minor bit of FM front-end
alignment might have brought all of these sensitivity measurements into spec. With strong signals, signal-to-noise ratio
in
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Performance Measurements
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both mono and stereo exceeded the manufacturer's

claims, with readings of 77.5 dB in mono and 72 dB in stereo-both very good figures for a tuner in this price category.
Distortion readings (at 1 kHz) were also much better than
claimed, measuring 0.065 percent in mono and 0.085 percent
in stereo. Quieting and distortion characteristics of the FM
tuner section are shown in the graphs of Fig. 1. It was interesting to find similar noise -quieting curves actually screened
onto the metal top cover of the tuner itself. Recently, manufacturers of separates have taken to presenting performance
graphs, block diagrams, and the like right on the metal top

Fig. 4 -5 -kHz

Fig. 3 - Stereo FM
frequency response
and separation.

crosstalk
components.

covers of their products and Technics has gone along with
the trend. suppose that for the serious audiophile these
graphic presentations provide some useful information; for
the public at large they make the product look very "techniI

cal...."

We plotted distortion versus frequency for both mono and
stereo reception, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. At the
other IHF-required test frequencies, distortion measured
0.075 percent at 100 Hz and 0.14 percent at 6 kHz for mono,
while in stereo the THD figures were 0.13 percent at 100 Hz
and 0.15 percent at 6 kHz, all very acceptable for a tuner in
this category. Selectivity measured exactly 75 dB as claimed,
and capture ratio was close enough to the claimed figure of
1.0 dB with observed readings of 1.1 dB. AM suppression
measured 57 dB while image, i.f., and spurious rejection all
exceeded published figures with readings of 53 dB, 86 dB,

when trying to record FM programs onto a cassette recorder
that utilizes relatively low bias frequencies or is not equipped
with an MPX filter.
Frequency response of the AM tuner section was also plotted by means of the spectrum analyzer, swept logarithmically
this time from 20 Hz to 20 kHz; results are reproduced in the
'scope photo of Fig. 5. As is true of most minimum -circuitry

AM tuners found in high-fidelity tuners and receivers, response begins to roll off above 2 kHz.

Fig. 5 - Frequency
response in the
AM section.

and 80 dB respectively.

We must mention the fact that the ultra -low distortion
figures we read were obtained with the active -servo -lock feature defeated. With these variations on automatic frequency
control, unless the set is absolutely perfectly aligned they can

de -tune the unit by minute amounts instead of pulling it in
to perfect center tuning. In the case of the sample Technics
ST -001 we tested, the error (with the automatic servo circuit
on) was minimal, but did exist. For example, using that convenience circuit, THD at 1 kHz in mono rose from its excellent value of 0.065 percent to 0.1 percent-just at published
specification.

With the aid of our spectrum analyzer, we plotted frequency response in the stereo mode, as well as stereo separa-

tion. Results are shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 3. Response was well within specified limits from 30 Hz to 10 kHz
but was down some 3 dB at 15 kHz. Stereo separation (represented by the lower trace in Fig. 3) measured 33 dB at 100 Hz,
52.5 dB at 1 kHz, and 35 db at 10 kHz. Crosstalk was measured in accordance with the technique which we have developed and used during the past year or so. In Fig. 4, a 5 -kHz
"left -only" signal, at 100 percent modulation, is represented
by the tall spike at the left of the screen, obtained by sweeping the spectrum analyzer while its input was connected to
the left output jack. A second trace, obtained with the analyzer's input connected to the right -channel output, shows
actual separation at 5 kHz (the lower -amplitude spike contained within the tall 5 -kHz spike at left) to be around 45 dB.
Additional spikes to the right clearly depict some crosstalk

harmonic distortion components at 10 kHz and 15 kHz
(sweep is linear, at 5 kHz per division, while vertical sensitivity is 10 dB per box), an unusually large 19 -kHz pilot -carrier
output (down approximately 40 dB compared to 100 percent
modulation level), and, to the right of the screen, 33 -kHz and
43 -kHz sideband components, as well as a 38 -kHz sub -carrier
component nestled between them at a level of around 58 dB

below 100 percent modulation level. The rather high sub carrier output products, though not included in our earlier
harmonic distortion readings (we use a bandpass filter with a
cut-off at 15 kHz, as prescribed in the IHF Tuner Measurement Standards for THD, might have audible consequences

Summary and listening Tests
Technics has managed to come up with a small tuner package which provides basic and adequate FM and stereo FM
reception at a cost that does not penalize purchasers who
crave the miniaturized format for their components. Reception using a directional outdoor FM antenna was more than
adequate in our listening area, with quality of received programs limited primarily by program material being broadcast.
Even 72 dB of signal-to-noise ratio is more effective dynamic
range than is usually needed when tuning into current FM
radio fare. have only two minor criticisms of the ST -001.
First, I feel that some sort of signal -strength indicating device
(be it a meter or even a series of LEDs) would have been
helpful. Second (and this is my pet peeve with lower cost
tuners and receivers), I do not care for the coupling of the
muting function on the same switch with the mono/stereo
selection function. feel one should be able to enjoy (or
defeat) the muting circuitry whether one is listening to stereo
or mono. In the case of the ST -001, I must admit that this last
objection is not serious, since muting threshold was set at a
nice low level (3.0 NV, or 14.7 dBf), while stereo switching
threshold occurs at approximately 6 NV (20.8 dBf). Thus, in
this case, my criticism is not related to inability to receive
usable stereo signals while employing the muting feature,
I

I

but rather the inability to utilize the muting feature when
tuning for weak (or strong) mono FM signals.
In summary, the Technics ST -001 is a quite competently
designed tuner which offers good value for its price. Its per-

formance compares favorably with standard -sized tuners
costing as much -a characteristic which does not necessarily apply to all micro component categories that I have seen
thus far.
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Jon Tiven

Michael Tearson

Live Rust: Neil Young and Crazy Horse

real big," and then he slides into the

Reprise 2RX 2296,

acoustic My, My, Hey, Hey.
The other three sides are electric as
Crazy Horse, a real raw -nerves band,
joins Neil. They cook like crazy on The

2

discs,

stereo,

$13.98.

Live Rust is a two -record live set re-

corded during the same tour that
yielded the album and film entitled
Rust Never Sleeps. That previous album was mostly live tracks enhanced
in the studio, and the several songs repeated from it are all presented in dif-

ferent versions, usually more impassioned ones. From the even rougher
sound of Live Rust, I would guess that
this time there has been relatively little
studio prettification performed.
Even more than Rust, Live Rust is
cut rough, warts brightly exposed. The
performances are fascinating, often re-

casting into a new image some of
Neil's best songs from throughout his
decade -plus career. The album's
sequencing follows what was done in
concert and is intentional. There is an
implied theme of youth growing/maturing/aging. Side one is acoustically
performed solo. Very early songs Ilk*
Sugar Mountain and I Am a Child take

on a new poignance. After the Gold
Rush played on piano is almost a lull-

Loner, originally bn Neil's very first
solo album, and on Powderfinger (a
different take than the one on Rust ).
Cortez the Killer is completely
redrawn from the Zuma version into a
Caribbean nightmare to which Like a
Hurricane is a necessary follow-up.
After an electric Hey, Hey, My, My the

album closes on a furious Tonight's
the Night.
Inspired, bold performances and intentionally sloppy recording techniques create a dark ambience

impenetrable On the Beach. Time con-

tinues to recast those albums in the
light of later achievements. Now they
seem like Pre Wave records, punk before punk happened in its late '70s incarnation. Comes a Time, the Nashville

album and logical successor to the
inordinately successful Harvest, seems

almost a perverse joke in the light of
the no -holds -barred rock and roll of
the two Rust albums that followed it.
Pretty as it is, it sounds nearly embalmed next to the Rusts.

From the shadows of disgrace Neil
Young has re-emerged stage center

so raw that a carefully tuned ear wants

with perhaps his most thrill -packed records ever, essential stuff you skip at
your own risk. Few other survivors of
the '60s can match that. Live Rust is a
look backwards utterly without nostalgia and a look forward utterly without

to be repelled, but that is not what

fear.

throughout the set, making it a fascinating document. The recordings are
happens. A grisly fascination is set up
instead, vindicating Neil's recording
philosophy.
Over the years Neil Young has over

Sound: D+

M.T.

Performance: A+

and over again courted commercial
suicide by releasing albums that specifically run against the grain of what

The Fabulous Thunderbirds
Takoma TAK 7068, stereo, $7.98.

aby. At the end of that song Neil is

the public might expect from him.

Here's a band perfect for touring

heard to say, "When I grow up big, I'm

Thus came albums like the resolutely
doomed Tonight's the Night and the

with George Thorogood-an authentic
Texas blues quartet that sounds like

gonna get an electric guitar.

I

mean
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is entirely a solo guitar album save for
Silver Bell, where Richard Ruskin joins
in on a second guitar part. The variety
of ideas is most striking and pleasing.
Both sides have the feel of an odyssey, culminating in an explosive celebration of Americana as each side's final section is a clever medley of tradi-

to say that this album is a good one to
use as an introduction to the peculiar
world in John Fahey's head if you have
not yet experienced it. If you are a fan,
I suspect you will welcome this latest
installment in his ongoing musical
epic novel.

tional and near -traditional American

has

melodies and themes like Railroad Bill
and Camptown Races. I wouldn't want

through the past in and around Wash-

to list excerpts too fully for two rea-

understanding the music although
they make no mention of the album's
contents. But then again, that's typical
M.T.
for the enigmatic Mr. Fahey.

sons: Fear of missing some and fear of

destroying your potential fun in picking them out.

It has always been difficult to describe Fahey's playing in print. Suffice
Freddie King

reborn

as

a

cracker.

There's no great virtuosity here-lead
guitarist Jimmy Vaughan isn't exactly
the kind of guitarist who inspires
young axemen to learn his licks note
for note, and lead singer Kim Wilson
tends to underplay his role-but they
sound positively bona fide. They exude charm and dapperness, never
come on flash, but their original com-

By the way, the liner notes Fahey
written tell about a journey

ington; they may be of some help in

Sound: B -

Performance: B

Transform your home
into a nightclub, concert hall
or cathedral.

positions don't project much in the
way of personality. Occasionally, on
tracks like She's Tuff and Rich Woman

they display a persona and a quality
unlike anything else going on at the
moment, and once they capture this in
their own songs they will be absoluteI.T.
ly unstoppable.
Performance: B

Sound: B+

John Fahey Visits Washington, D.C.:
John Fahey
Takoma TAK-7069, stereo, $7.98.

When Chrysalis bought out the Takoma label, had to wonder how it
would affect the legendary guitar styl-,
I

ings of John Fahey. With his first album since the takeover, I am happy to
deliver an answer of "Not at all." John
Fahey Visits Washington, D.C. is one
of his better, more coherent albums. It

Even the finest stereo cannot create the illusion of "being there" in the
same acoustic space as the musicians.
Now you can experience the impact of hearing sound in three dimensions with the ADS 10 Acoustic Dimension Synthesizer. The ADS 10
uses sophisticated digital time delay techniques to recreate the am-

bient sound field which surrounds the listener in any real acoustic
space.

Stereo Review* on the ADS 10 experience: "... a totally unobtrusive,
natural ambience can be achieved - and once you've experienced it,
it's very difficult to give up."
The Complete Buyer's Guide to StereolHi-Fi Equipment` put it this
way: "... If you have a good stereo system and ask yourself, 'Is there
anything I could do for under $1200 that would do so much to improve
the realism of music reproduction in my hcme as the ADS 107. the
answer is certain to be 'no'. Its that good. '
For more information, write ADS, Dept. AU13, or call 1-800-824-7888

(California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and ask for Operator 483. Or
better yet, take your favorite records to your ADS dealer and let him
demonstrate how the ADS 10 can recreate the live musical experience
in your home.
Quoted by permission, Stereo Review, April 1979. and The Complete Buyers Guide to Stereo
Equipment, November 1978.

Hi -Fi

ADS

Where technology serves music

Analog & Digital Systems. Inc.. One Progress Way. Wilmington. MA 01887 (617) 658-5100
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Zombies tunes so they know if they let

go of what they've got for a minute,
they've had it. Still, Billy Gibbons plays
perhaps his best solos ever on Deguel-

lo, even if they're in the midst of the
most ludicrous tunes they've ever written

(Manic Mechanic). The group

picks seemingly silly topics for tunes
- song titles like She Loves My Automobile, Hi Fi Mama, and I'm Bad, I'm

Nationwide for instance - but with
their sense of humor and Texas charm

they bring it off with nary a trace of
self-consciousness. And although their

cover of 1 Thank You isn't a killer,
Dust My Broom is in every sense of the

word. Deguello is truly an album to
make you want to see the show.
Sound: B

I.T.

Performance: A

Night in the Ruts: Aerosmith
Columbia FC 36050, stereo, $8.98.

Deguello: Z.Z. Top
Warner Bros. HS 3361, stereo, $8.98.

bring out the animal in every teenage
audience they encounter? Not many,

It may not be the hippest thing in
the world to like Z. Z. Top, but these
Texans know how to rock their blues
off! What other band in their position
has actually become hotter players

and on their new LP - their first in
about four years or so - these guys
seem to be as fiery and farcical as
when they first started to catch the

over the years, gotten weirder in a fun-

Of course, they cut their teeth playing in Texas bar bands and covering

ny sort of way, and still managed to

public eye.

Aerosmith is the kind of group that
releases product, not records - the
guy at their record company says,
"Tyler, it's time for the next Aerosmith

to make another elpee" so maybe
Steve wakes up and writes a few songs

that sound just like his last one or two
original ideas and gets his (then) com-

panion in crime Joe Perry to do the
rest. It's not like songwriting is a natu-

Back to reality.
Loud louds and soft softs. Thats what your
records and tapes can't give you. Current
recording and broadcasting techniques just
can't reproduce the wide dynamic range of live
performance. That's why you need
MXR's Dynamic Expander.
You've got to hear it all.

The MXR Dynamic Expander restores a large
portion of those lost musical dynamics. It puts
power back into loud moments, and lets
sensitive subtleties come through.
So get back to reality with the MXR Dynamic
Expander.

MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Driving Park Ave.,
Rochester, New York 14613, (716) 254-2910

MXR
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ral process with these guys, they just

crank 'em out when it's time to pay
the taxes on the farm in New Hamp-

ent from this, and an old Yardbirds
gem called Think About It, in which

from cut to cut, never flaunting. The
album is one of the best examples of

the guitarist quotes note for note from

good sequencing I've heard in a while.
Side one, for instance, goes from the

shire or stock up on whatever.
Of course, it wasn't always this way

the book of Jimmy Page, and Tyler
sings in the whiniest high range he's

- when they were fighting for hits,

ever set to disc.

they'd do a good job at covertly stealing Rolling Stones tunes (We Love You
became Sweet Emotion), Yardbirds

It seems this group is determined to
make themselves nothing more than a

licks, and Mick Jagger's lips. Unfortunately, once success struck there
wasn't far for them to go - there's no
real good instrumental virtuoso in
Aerosmith, no active creative intelligence, and no visionary philosophy to
defend - and the net result was a succession of mediocre albums without a
single song worth remembering.

Night in the Ruts features a new
producer, the departing guitarist Joe
Perry plus a few mediocre guest axe men, and two cover tunes: Remember

(Walking in the Sand), which might
have been noteworthy except that
Louise Goffin did a version of it only a
few months ago that isn't much differ-

Greatest Hits: Rod Stewart
Warner Bros. HS 3373, stereo, $8.98.
Greatest: Bee Gees
RSO RS -2-4200, 2 discs, stereo, $13.98.

To think that our culture may someday be judged by the best-selling albums of the Seventies scares this ob-

minor footnote in the book of rock 'n'
roll, an afterthought to heavy metal,
and the cornerstone that true
mediocrity is judged by. It's a shame
that they don't spend their money on
guitar lessons from Jeff Beck or energy

ly tasty.

With the way musical tastes are run-

ning more to rocking out than they
have for a while, ludy's appearance

Performance: C

might be ill-timed. If so, 'tis a pity. Her
songs written with Mike Paxman are
very strong with a sure sense of what
makes a song work. The album's pro-

Stay with Me Till Dawn: Judy Tzuke
Rocket/MCA PIG -27001, stereo, $7.98.

Judy Tzuke's debut album feels like
Elton John's records did back when he
was really interesting and still pretty
new, back around the Madman Across
the Water period. Tzuke's album has a
wide diversity that it displays very well

duction is thoughtful and caring and
graceful. Stay With Me Till Dawn is

dominated tunes. Obviously we know

hits album. Only on Hot Legs does he
even attempt to dig in and punch out

better, but 50 years from now the
Seventies may well be looked upon as
the bleakest period popular music has

had since before the invention of the

server in the light of these two "best

phonograph.
Rod Stewart, once a prime exponent
of Who/Stones style of rock music, de-

of" packages by America's most popular artists. Based on what's to be heard

sake of ultimate stardom. He's this

here, rock 'n' roll died sometime late
in the Sixties and was replaced by a
combination of slush and bass drum -

side has an equally wide range, equal-

I.T.

lessons from The Sex Pistols.

Sound: B-

slightly ominous sounding but hopeful Welcome to the Cruise, to the gliding Sukarita, to the mostly a cappella
For You (three Judy Tzukes dubbed
one over the other), to a very danceable These Are the Laws, to a ballad/
torch song Bring the Rain. The other

serted whatever roots he had for the
generation's Frank Sinatra, but he
sounds like he's got as much visceral
energy as Petula Clark on this greatest

what the record industry calls a sleepM. T.
er. I call it a find.
Sound: B

Performance: A

a song; the rest of the time he's just
exploiting his voice for the sake of the
sappiest tunes this decade's produced.
Granted, he's made his money (at least
30 million) but for a once -respected
artist to be doing such lame shtick is
wholly disheartening.

The Bee Gees were never really
ballsy, except for maybe on the Lennonesque Lonely Days, Lonely Nights,

but in the Sixties they lived in the

85
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Very little on their two -record anthology can be considered either an aesthetic success or a great pop record,
merely "the hits." For some, that may
be enough - unfortunately.
J.T.

shadow of The Beatles and had some
pleasant hits, similar to, say, The Hol-

lies. Unfortunately, they managed to
wimp out totally in the Seventies and
combined that style with disco for an
occasionally inspired (Jive Talkin') but
more often mundane (Fanny) sound.

Sound: A-

Performance: D -

Down on the Farm: Little Feat

advanced stages of breaking up, rallied

Warner Bros. HS 3345, stereo, $8.98.
The final little Feat album was

around and finished up the protect in
real style, for Down on the Farm is one
of the best Little Feat albums ever.
The first time through, as with most

something past 80 percent complete
when

the

group's

center,

Lowell

George, died suddenly last summer.
The rest of the band, already in the

Feat albums, it kind of slipped past
me, but each listen unfolds something

more. Lowell's songs range from the
goofy country sounds of Six Feet of
Snow to the sly, sexy wordplay and
jumping tune of Kokomo to the
downright touching Be One Now. Two

more Lowell wrote with Mr.

Key-

boards, Bill Payne: Straight from the
Heart cooks behind an updated Stax/
Volt groove, while Front Page News
tips the hat more in the direction of
Mr. Allen Toussaint of New Orleans.
Wake Up Dreaming, which Bill wrote
with his wife Fran, bubbles like recent
Mike McDonald/Doobie Brothers
stuff. Even Sam Clayton, the conga
man, donates a song, Feel the Groove,
which closes the last Little Feat album.
It

is wonderfully offbeat, perfect for

the most consistently offbeat band of
the decade.

In the long run suspect that the
prime purveyor of the kind of wacky,
off -center writing that was Lowell
I

George's trademark will be Paul Barr ere. He has two songs on the album,

the title song and Perfect Imperfection, a title that by itself - the rhythm
of the words - hints at how dandy a
wordslinger Barrere is getting to be.

The album's production is standard
for Little Feat, fitting, not flashy. The
performances by the band and their
guests/friends are flawless, inspired
even. What characterized Little Feat's

work most is that they always knew
what notes not to play. What to leave
out is as important as what to play,
and you could never accuse Little Feat
of over -playing. Certain combinations
are just magical. Little Feat was magic
of the first order.
M.T.
Performance: A

Sound: B -

individuals, move along quietly, doing their
fanfare. At AUDIONICS of OREGON, we like to
think that we work that way as well . Our products are sold in over thirty
countries and consistently receive high praise from various audiophile
publications. Our rel iabi I ity and attention to customer needs are becoming
legend and are unsurpassed in their price range. Our products offer performance that equals or surpasses that of far more expensive competitors.
Whether you are
looking for a state-of-the-art amplifier, preamplifier,
or the world's most advanced four-channel/ambience recovery system, you
can find it at your authorized AUDIONICS of OREGON retail dealer. Write
or phone for a collection of test reports and product information ranging
from our BA150 Hybrid Analog/Digital Amplifier to the Space & Image Composer
incorporating the TATE Directional Enhancement System*. Now that our
'secret' is out, why not learn more about us?
AUDIONICS of OREGON
Some

'thing'

Bldg.

Iike

companies,

with

160,

*TM TATE AUDIO

a

some

minimum

10950

SW

of

5th,

Beaverton,

Oregon

97005

Tel:

503-641-5225

AUDIONICS of Oregon
Enter No. 5 on Reeder Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Tom Bingham

u
rf
Tartans & Sagebrush: Marie Rhines
Biscuit City BC 1323, stereo, $7.98.

Marie Rhines is hardly your everyday, garden-variety, old-time fiddler.

One can hardly refute her knowledge of, and talent for, both traditional Scots/Shetland fiddle styles and
American contest fiddling as The Cow
That Ate the Blanket and Tom & Jerry
respectively

demonstrate.

But

her

highly developed technique, impressive as it is, strikes me as secondary to
her innovative arranging concepts.
Rhines fearlessly harmonizes timehonored fiddle tunes in a manner akin

to chamber music, partly through an
variational sense, partly
through the overdubbing of classically
influenced multiple -violin textures.
This aspect of her art was introduced
on her debut album (The Reconciliation, Fretless 118) and is taken to even
greater heights on side two of Tartans
& Sagebrush. Note, in particular, Mary
advanced

Walker with its harp -like pizzicatos,
and Jon Anderson, in which Rhine also

multi -tracks her singing into a small

choir. On the last cut, though, she falls

John Herald and The John Herald

prey to the temptation to carry her
ideas too far. Not that Loch Earn is

Band
Bay 213, stereo, $7.98.

poorly done by any stretch of the im-

John Herald is best known as lead
singer and guitarist for the Greenbriar

agination, but at

7:26,

it's woefully

overlong.
Rhines also tries her hand at jazz on

one track, a soulfully moody adaptation of Coltrane's Lonnie's Lament,
backed by the superb jazz/classical
bassist Charlie Burrell and Dick Weissman on electric guitar (who plays skillful acoustic guitar and banjo elsewhere on the album).
No doubt closed -minded purists will
object to Rhines' tampering with tradition, but the results are without ques-

tion successful enough artistically to
withstand such carping. It would have
been helpful if the titles of the tunes
had been listed on the back cover; cer-

tainly there was room for them. (Biscuit City Records, 4027 East 50th St.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55417.)
Tom Bingham
Sound: B-

Performance: A-

AUDIO *April 1980

Boys, who probably contributed as
much as Bill Monroe, Flatt and
Scruggs, or anyone else to the spread
of bluegrass to urban audiences during

the Hootenanny Era. Since then, he's
worked most often in a contemporary

vein, but this debut album by The
John Herald Band suggests that Herald
now realizes where his true talents lie.

Herald may not have a "pure" bluegrass voice, but pure bluegrass is what
suits him best. This is not to imply that

his contemporary -folk originals - in
particular, the thought -provoking
Slightly Blind, the Cajun -flavored
With Every Month (with sturdy fiddle
overdubs by Caroline Dutton), and the

newgrass-tinged Cowboy, You Ain't

Plowing Now - are without merit.
Quite the contrary; the songs are striking, well -written, and insightful, while
his singing is heartfelt and communi-
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cative. But when he lets his high-

moods. Fiddler Dutton has good ear
for texture and appropriate licks. Ban-

pitched nasal voice open up on bluegrass tunes like Bill Monroe's Goodbye
Old Pal and Jim Eanes' Wiggle Worm
Wiggle, Herald's infectious enthusiasm
is absolutely stimulating. He's no less

joist Wanamaker Lewis is a tasteful accompanist whose breaks benefit from
precise spacing of notes. Gordon
Titcomb plays mandolin with a bouncing snap and a jazz -inflected syncopa-

cogent on the more low-keyed Shine
Hallelujah Shine and Happy Sunny
Side Of Life. Never mind that his into-

In all, a welcome return for the best
Armenian bluegrass singer ever to

emerge from the hills of Greenwich
Village. (Bay Records, 1516 Oak St.,
Alameda, Calif. 94501.)
Sound: B

Tom Bingham
Performance: B

tion that adds considerable rhythmic
interest to the music. Roly Sally is a
capable bass player, but only a so-so

nation, especially his crack -voiced,
semi -yodelled embellishments, is of
questionable accuracy; the man obvi-

lead singer on two cuts. Guest appear-

ances are made by fellow Bay artists
Larry Hanks and Jody Stecher, a fine
harmony vocalist named Willow, and

ously feels his music, and that's what
counts in the long run.
The John Herald Band provides fitting support for their leader's various

Bernie Leadon, who plays second banjo on Cowboy.

Wish You Were Here: The Boys of the
Lough
Flying Fish FF-070, stereo, $7.98.

Fulfilling a dream, The Boys of the
Lough recorded their new album, the
second live one they've made, during
a tour of village halls in Scotland and
the Highlands, the geographical
source of the music The Boys play.

The recording

is

lively, capturing

The Boys playing with exuberance and

fluidity. The result is far more satisfying than their previous live album recorded at Passim's in Boston some

Quality Music, Quality Pressings, Quality Sound

years back (Philo 1026), and that was a
fine album, too.

If you're not familiar with the reels,
jigs, airs and songs that make up the
repertoire of The Boys of the Lough,
who both individually and collectively
are one of the most amazing aggrega-

Naumus Half -Speed Nlasier2d Series

tions playing British and Irish traditional music, then Wish You Were
Here is a superb introduction. For the
fans it is a delightful addition to an
ever-growing legacy.
Sound: B+

Michael Tearson
Performance: A

Folk Music: LaDonna Smith, Davey
Williams, Theodore Bowen
Trans Museq 2, stereo, $7.98.

Why would anyone entitle an album Folk Music when it has absolutely nothing to do with what we normal-

ly conceive of as "folk music?" Of
course, the very asking of that question casts doubt on our entire concep-

Nautilus Recordings announces the second of its
Half -Speed Master Series. These high quality discs are

produced from the original master tapes, mastered at
half -speed to insure maximum fidelity and then pressed on

100% virgin vinyl to bring you all the music.
Available now: Dreamboat Annie (Heart). Coming soon:
Half -Speed Master Series - America, Pablo Cruise, Joan
Baez, Seals & Crofts, Loggins & Messina, Blood Sweat &

Tears, Joni Mitchel; Direct Disc LP- John Klemmer;
Digital LP-Tim Weisberg.
Expect more from Nautilus Recordings.
Nautilus Recordings
761 Shell Beach Rd.
Pismo Beach, CA 93449
1805) 773-1848

tion of what is or is not folk music,
which in turn renews the perennial
debate over the validity, wisdom, and
desirability of categorizing any musical
expression.

Smith, Williams, and Bowen (known
collectively as Trans, formerly a quintet called Transcendprovisation) employ "jazz" instruments (piano, electric guitar, string bass, tenor sax) as
well as instruments which, though
normally associated with other fields,
also have well -established jazz

credentials (violin, banjo). The trio's
musical language, collective improvisation, is an outgrowth of "free jazz,"
combining still -recognizable roots
with a good deal of their own devel-

Dealer Inquiries invited
.-1111,

I
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I
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oping originality (compare the greatly
increased maturity of this record with
their more derivative first album,
Trans). So if they wanted to entitle this
album after a musical idiom, shouldn't
it have been more legitimately called
Jazz? Or, since the trio's instrumental
methods derive in goodly measure

rant further investigation into the improvisatory possibilities of the dul-

The amateurish delegation of the lead

cimer.

start of the duet section of Redwing is
downright laughable.
The last heard, Jay Round had left
Michigan for Hawaii. keep wonder-

objected to Round's
Although
weak singing in my review of Columbus Stockade Blues, his quiet, nasal
voice has matured considerably and is
quite well suited to the folk -oriented
I

dulcimer to the right channel at the

II

I

ing whether he and his hammered
dulcimer have hooked up with any
equally intrepid steel and slack -key

from techniques first evolved not in

songs on this album (though he still

jazz, but by the academic avant-garde,

needs more work). Round competent-

guitarists.

why not classify it as "art music," the

ly overdubbed the bulk of the vocal

direct antithesis (or so some observers
feel) of "folk music?"
What we're left with is a lot of ques-

and instrumental backing himself. The
mix, however, could have been more

could make it work, Jay Round would
be the one! (Available from Donald A.
Round, 6470 8th Ave., Grandville,

judiciously balanced, with more du--

Mich. 49418.)

tions for which the easy answers are
superficial. After all, the answers lie in
the music, not in words about the music. The music is by its very nature an
attempt to define itself, which is more
than I intend to do for it here.
If all this seems rather cryptic, you'll

cimer upfront in the instrumentals and
less crowding of the middle channel.

Sound: C+

Tom Bingham
Performance: B+

The New Face of

probably find the music no less so.

Automotive
Audio

Let's just say that if you buy this album

because of its title, you're in for a big
surprise! (Trans Museq, 1505 4th Ave.,
Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401.) Tom Bingham
Sound: B-

Don't laugh-if anybody

Performance: A

One Time Friend: Jay Round
TurneRound TR 5003, stereo, $6.98.

When last we met Jay Round, the
adventurous young hammered dulcimerist was introducing his instrument to bluegrass. On One Time

Ir 1975 ADS revolut onizedd rrdo le hid n -fidelity with tie world's

Friend, he goes another step further,
applying his talents to modern country -folk as well as to a number of old-

Today, ACS continues to pave :he way wit i the Powe- Plate 100

time favorites.
Tunes like St. Anne's Reel and Devil's Dream, of course, show the

hammered dulcimer in its most famillight. But it is a testimony to
Round's clearheaded experimentalism
iar

and his highly evolved knowledge of
his instrument's capabilities that the
resonant chime of his dulcimer sounds
equally at home on contemporary

songs. Among the album's highlights
are such unexpected contexts for the
dulcimer as Lyle Mayfield's The Longest Road Is Going Back Home, Billy Joe

Shaver's Bottom Dollar, and Round's
own One Time Friend and Jamestown
Homestead (the latter an impressionistic instrumental).

Also worthy of note are a novel arrangement of Dixie inspired by Mickey
Newbury's American Trilogy; Tribute
to Chet Parker, dedicated to the memory of Round's friend and mentor who
was almost single-handedly responsible for the renascence of the

hammered dulcimer in America, and
I'm an Old Cowhand, which is close
enough to a mild form of jazz to war-

AUDIO *April 1980
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first studit-quality bi amFlified m n speaker, the ALS 2001. It
spawned an entire y nei+ ind_st y v rtually overnicht.

amplifier and the ADS 3001 speaker system. Together they
deliver a evel of performance nave/ before attai.iable in a
permareitly instal ed ca- stereo system.
The Power Plate 1C0 effcrtless produces 50 watts per chanrel* of clean, undistorted pcwor It actually outperforms many
l-ome-use amplifiers. The 30:i is the first flusr-rrcunting auhigh spurns pressure level
bmotive speaker system
capabiit' and ADS' wor c--amlous musical accuracy. The
Power 'late fits under the sea c r ntt e trunk.. The 3C0i fits in the

doors, panels or rear deck.
Supremely compact, easy t ins_al powerful, musical and
curable, the system is ai une?.cel eel value at $293.50 for the
,

Dower Rate 100 amplrier 3nc $117.:0 each for the 300i
speakers."
You car see ano hear the utimate, automotive high-fidelity

system at your ADS dealer t .day But we warn ycu. You may

never be able to live wth o-cira-y car stereo again.
For more informa_ion, p ease write ADS, Dept. AJ13, or call
1-800-824-7888 (California --800-852-:777) toll free and ask
for Operator 483
*at 4 of rre, 20-20,000 Hz with less tan O.DB% TI -D 'suggested retail prices

ADS

Whe-e technol3gy serves music

A.alog & Digital Systems, Inc., C)ieFCChss Way, Wii nhigbn, MAü1887 (617) 658-5100
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John Diliberto
John Lissner
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Charlie Parker Reissues

m

The Very Best of The Bird
Warner Bros. 2WB 3198, 2 discs, mono,
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The Complete Savoy Studio Sessions
Savoy SJL 5500, 5 discs, mono, $6.98
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Takes)
Savoy SJL 2201, 2 discs, mono, $9.98.
Encores: The Savoy Sessions
Savoy SJL 1107, mono, $7.98.
Bird at The Roost: Savoy Sessions
Savoy SJL 1108, mono, $7.98.

trademarks - the long complicated

$7.98.

Summit Meeting at Birdland
Bird with Strings
Columbia JC 34832, mono, $7.98.
The incredible virtuosity, artistry,

and musical genius of the alto saxist
Charlie Parker has been extolled in so
many jazz critiques and analyses that
it is only necessary to say that there

have been few more influential figures

in jazz than Parker. During the past
year, the stream of Parker reissues has

reached flood tide; eight releases are
reviewed here and put in perspective.
The splendid and sonically excellent
Warner Bros. double -set offers us
some of the most famous of the Parker
Dial recording sessions made between

1946 and 1947. Here we are offered
as

Moose

the

Mooche, Bird's Nest, Yardbird Suite,
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phrases contrasted with simple, sharply contrasted staccato and legato
notes, the oblique, devious approach
to the harmonic patterns of a tune, the
bitter, caustic yet beautiful tone.

Parker's Savoy recordings more or
less parallelled the time period of the

Columbia JC 34831, mono, $11.98.

such

Kessel, and bassist Red Callender. The
music is indispensable for any modern

have Bird reaching a maturity of style,
sweeping through his identifying

Columbia JG 34808, 2 discs, mono,

classics

tenor man Lucky Thompson, pianist
Dodo Marmarosa, guitarist Barney

jazz collection. On these tracks we

One Night in Birdland

bop

Ornothology, Cool Blues, Scrapple
from the Apple, and Relaxin' at Camerillo. Accompanyists include a very
young Miles Davis, pianist Erroll
Garner, trumpeter Howard McGhee,

Dial sessions. The remarkably comprehensive five -record set includes every
released master, partial recording, and
alternate take that Parker recorded for
Savoy between' 1944 and 1948. The set
is a necessity for the jazz historian and
the Parker scholar. It offers us not only
the genius of the man, but also
parades his foibles and mistakes. Here
Parker's reed can be heard squeaking,
popping false notes, and also creating
pure musical magic. Since Parker never
repeated the same solo the same way,
listening to these alternate takes may
be a fascinating experience for the aficionado.
The more casual jazz fan may be satisfied with Bird: The Savoy Recordings

(Master Takes). This two -LP set includes such essential Parker material
as Koko, Now's the Time, and Billie's
Bounce, and it is the album that people unfamiliar with Parker should begin with. Charlie Parker Encores is a
single LP made up of alternate takes of

Summit Meeting at Birdland
Performance: A+

Sound: B-

Bird with Strings
Performance: A+

Sound: B -

the most important numbers from the
double -set.

It

is

an album recom-

mended only for the Parker buff. Bird
at the Roost is material culled from 16
broadcasts

made from The

Royal

Roost, a Manhattan nightspot famous
in the late '40s. Parker's work here is
sometimes less precise than the earlier

recordings, but his solos have dash
and fire and are, as always, idea packed. Trumpeter Kenny Dorham
and pianist Duke Jordan helped to
provide a cohesive group feeling. All
of the Savoys retain the messy, muddy
sonic characteristics of the original 78 rpm discs.

The Columbia recordings - One

Night in Birdland, Summit Meeting at
Birdland, and Bird With Strings - are
just as low -fi as the Savoys, but the
CBS engineers have made a valiant effort to give us the best sound possible

from the extremely variable original
material. The three albums are part of
Columbia's current Contemporary
Masters series, and cover some magnificent Parker taken off the air by engineer Boris Rose from live broadcasts
from Birdland, Carnegie Hall, the Band
Box, and The Royal Roost. One Night

in Birdland is a particularly exciting
two -record set that costars trumpeter
Fats Navarro and pianist Bud Powell.
The three principals are in dazzling
form here. Summit Meeting at Bird land is also rewarding, as it features
Parker supported by many of his bop
contemporaries including Dizzy Gillespie, Kenny Clarke, Milt Jackson, and

Bud Powell. Bird with Strings is a bit
schmaltzy, but it offers two extraordinary solos on April in Paris and Just
Friends, with Parker playing dazzling
improvisations over five strings, harp,

Space Minds, New Worlds, Survival of
America: Leroy Jenkins
Tomato Tom -8001, stereo, $7.98

Space Minds, New Worlds, Survival
of America is the latest exploration by
the adventurous violinist, Leroy Jenkins. When he is plundering old con-

cepts for hidden ideas or creating new
vehicles of sound travel, his music is
never less than exhilarating. On this album he does both. The title composi-

tion exhibits a myriad of new colors
with its odd instrumentation and the
flexibility of its improvisors. The musicians are used as independent modular units who can plug into the superstructure, step out on their own, or recombine with other units. With a
group consisting of Jenkins, percussionist Andrew Cyrille, Anthony Davis
on electric and acoustic piano, George
Lewis on natural and electronically altered trombone, and Richard Teitel-

FINALLY,
EGG.
Leigh pioneers the new shape of sound.
Leigh is proud to lead the way into the
Eighties with a shape that will revolutionize
the world of speakers. The new shape of
sound: The Leigh ECD: You'll probably
call it The Egg. It represents the

breakthrough in speaker design
that everyone has been
waiting for.
We've put our 56 years of
experience into producing
this speaker. The ECD is
molded from energy
absorbing compounds

which permit the use of continuous interior
curves and create its unique sound.
Sound so pure, sound unfettered by flat
surfaces and sharp edges. Sound so
uncolored it seems to just appear
in the air.
Try a pair.
You can position them
almost anywhere ... floor,
ceiling, walls. Then sit
back and let the new
shape of sound wash
over you. Unforgettable!

Elliptically Controlled Diff,action

John Lissner

oboe, and rhythm.
Very Best

Sound: B+

Performance: A+

Complete Savoy Sessions
Performance: A

Sound: C+

Savoy Recordings (Master Takes)
Sound: C

Performance: A+

Bird at The Roost
Performance: A -

Sound: C-

Available at leading audio dealers in Canada and the U.S.
For the name of your nearest dealer,
write to Audio Marketing Croup, Leigh Instruments Limited. Audio and Power Division.
350 Weber St, North, Waterloo, Ontario. Canada. N2J 4E3
Telephone: (519) 884-45W. Telex: 069-55440.

LEIGH
Listen to Leigh

One Night in Birdland
Sound: B-
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baum on Moogs, the textures and colors are wide and varied.

Space Minds ... shifts through the

Put us on the shelf
with your other classics.

free -falls of Jenkins' and
Teitelbaum's eerie sustained lines only
to be caught in the turbulent rumbling
of Cyrille's percussive washes across
sheets of low -frequency electronic
rocket blasts. Musicians shift between
segments of quirky counterpoint

timeless

round-abouts and collective plunges
of swirling improvisation. The group
consciousness of these musicians allows them to follow and support each
other in the wildest and most spontaneous changes. The interface between
electric and acoustic instruments
comes together so well because these

MK II

O

LAB

are players of sound and not merely

LJU SERIES

'

notes.

We wrote the book on miniature speakers, from Design to
Production! Our five models speak for themselves in total
performance, styling, and features that are found in no other

On the flip side, Jenkins jettisons
the electronics and Teitelbaum in a set

of four quartet pieces. Dancing on a
Melody features a 'romantic melody

speakers ... such as, Solid Walnut Cabinetry, full 12 db crossover network, a specially designed cone with our exclusive

rubber surround, and a deep throw speaker basket. These

played by Jenkins and Anthony Davis
between Cyrille's punchy percussion
and an extended jaunty solo by
George Lewis. The Clowns is a frenzied collective improvisation. Kick
Back Stomp is also largely collective

are Just a few of the reasons why our Bass is unequaled in the
Industry. "Dimension Minis' are Proven best by listening test."
Come in for a demonstration and judge for yourself.

and Hear the New Dimension in Sound of
Your Local Stereo Dealer.
See

hI

_

á

but with a flowing continuity that

211E1WD02

brings each individual soloist to the
fore. The album closes with Through

819 S. Kraemer Placentia, CA 92670
(714) 630-5440

the Ages of Jehovah, a low-key, wistful
reminiscence.

Representative and Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Among all the intellectual concepts
and virtuoso muscianship, there are
powerful emotions and an ability by
these players to express themselves di-

Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

rectly. The recording enhances this
directness with a precision mix giving

each instrument space while at the
same time allowing them to blend in
textural harmonics. Space Minds, New
Worlds, Survival of America lives up to

its ostentatious title. This is music of

Place label here

open minds, of new physical and mental territories, and of a place where this

Subscriber Service

MOVING? Please give us 8 weeks advance notice. Attach label with
your old address, and write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box below and attach label with corrections
marked, if any.

music is still allowed to thrive and be
brought to the public. John Diliberto
Performance: A

Sound: B

Name

The Rise of Atlantis: Carter Jefferson
Timeless Muse TI 309, stereo, $7.98.
The saxophones of Carter Jefferson
should be no stranger to anyone familiar with the straight -ahead drive of the
Woody Shaw Quintet. As a member of
that unit, Jefferson has served as both

Address

foil and focal point. With The Rise of

SUBSCRIBING? Check box and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send Audio for 1 year at $11.94
New subscription
Renewal

City

Outside the U.S.: add $6.00 per year.

Payment enclosed

Bill me

Atlantis, he makes his recording debut
as a somewhat tentative leader. Jeffer-

Zip

State

A OC OA O

For faster service call toll -free any business day, 9 A.M.-5 P.M. Eastern time.

800-243-8002

son uses two different groups with
two very different sides of music.

The first side

(In Connecticut 800-852-8593)

AUDIO. 1 Fawcett Place, P.O. Box 8167, Greenwich. CT 06836

oriented towards

embracing Latin modes and a third establishing a swinging groove. Why is a
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is

melody and mood, with two tunes

lush samba that has Jefferson's sweet

Sweetie Gave Me, Wrap Your Troubles

soprano intertwined amidst breathy
cries from vocalist Lani Groves. The
rhythm section of Victor Lewis

in

(drums), Steve Thornton (congas, per-

cussion) and Harry Whitaker maintains a steady pulse, but the whole
thing is held together by the supple
bass work of Clint Houston. His supple

tone and flexibility provide the album
with all its warmth. Wind Chimes alternates

between

a

snappy

Latin

Dreams, The Original Dixieland

One -Step, Squeeze Me, Dippermouth
Blues, Sweet Georgia Brown, Struttin'

with Some Barbecue, Keepin' Out of
Mischief Now, and If I Could Be With
You is typically brash, tart, and edgy;
his driving choruses can only be described as joyously swinging.
The 10 Jazz at Storyville sides are
taken from a November 7, 1951, broad-

cast and they offer, at best, moderate

canter and an easy shuffle. The title

fidelity. Davison is backed by a siz-

piece is an arid but brisk caravan with
a fiery Jefferson tenor and a flighty and
weightless solo from trumpeter Tera-

Vine on drums) which sustains and

zling rhythm section (George Wein on
piano, John Field on bass, and Johnny

supports his barking, staccato comments. On the "at home" at Condon's
sides, the support by traditional jazz
veterans like Ed Hall on clarinet, Cutty
Cutshall on trombone, Gene Schroed-

er on piano, Condon on guitar, and
Cliff Leeman on drums is vibrant and
kicking but somewhat obscured by the
muffled, shrill sonics of the original Savoy recordings. Engineer Rudy Van
Gelder deserves our thanks for manag-

ing to clean up the sound on the repackage to where it is at least listen able.

Sound: C

John Lissner

Performance: A

masa Hino.

The problem with this first side is
that spontaneity and free -wheeling
playing have been sacrificed in an attempt to generate a specific mood. On
side two, uninhibited by preconceived
moods, emotions are free -flowing. The

difference is immediately evident on
Changing Trains. The Victor Lewis Clint Houston team is supercharged
and fast. John Hicks, replacing Harry
Whitaker on piano, is fluent in his
comping and riveting when he steps
out to solo. Jefferson simply smokes
on top of this in an explosive flurry of
tenor statements. Blues for Wood,
written by Woody Shaw, is another
straight -ahead tune with bristling solos from Shunzo Ono on trumpet and

THE NEW ARRAY FROM QYSONIC.
WE'VE IMPROVED THE BEST.
Qysonic has been around for several years, and few companies old or
new have equalled our pattern of excellence in audio components. No
one knows that better than we do. So when it comes to improving
Qysonic, we feel that we should be the ones to do it It's difficult to
improve on the best, but our new Array speaker with patented Critical

Alignment and Laminar Flow Vent technology makes for the most advanced speaker
system on the market today in its price category. When it was introduced, High Fidelity

from Houston. Jefferson plays the
head on tenor but switches to soprano

Magazine said, ".. . The general impression is, in fact, one of unusually clean,

for a swirling run. The final piece is a
dark, starlit ramble called Song for

uncolored, extended sound and excellent stereo imaging." And it didn't stop

smoky tenor while the rhythm section

there. The review continued by saying, ".. .

lays down a subtly caressing pulse.

the anechoic frequency response shows
very flat and quite smooth omnidirectional response... In terms of the sound
itself, a wide range of instruments reproduces with exemplary accuracy, from a
clear, open top down through a vivid but
not overbright midrange, to the extend-

Gwen. Jefferson settles in on some

When Carter Jefferson allows the
tunes to work for him, he is an able
leader who allows his musicians to
generate their own excitement. When
he stays within the confines of a tune
and trys to create a mood to suit it, he
plays competent but uninspired music. The recording is clean and una-

ed, solid bass..."

dorned, but the dry sound does no
justice to the warmth or power these
musicians extract from their instru-

Listen to Qysonic before you buy any

speaker system, and enjoy uncommonly fine
sound.

John Diliberto

ments.

Performance: B -

Sound: B-

The Individualism of Wild Bill Davison

QYSONIC RESEARCH
1301 Tustin Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
A Motown Company

Savoy 2229, 2 discs, mono, $8.98.

Well into his seventies, the Dixieland veteran Wild Bill Davison still
blows some of the cockiest, sassiest,

most rambunctious trumpet in jazz.
This two -record set is a repackaging of

The Qysonic Array -

two Savoy LPs originally released in

A Proven Performer

1951, Ringside at Condon's and Jazz at

Storyville. Wild Bill's playing here on
standards

like

Blues My Naughty

AUDIO April 1980
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Classical
reviews

Real Power
for the Real World:
The Apt 1 Amplifier

Edward Tatnall Canby

Apt Corporation believes there's only
one good reason to create a new product: a genuine need. The Apt 1 Amplifier is just such a product. With 3 dB
of Dynamic Headroom, it can deliver
as much as twice its 100w average
rated power (20 Hz -20 kHz @ 0.03%
THD) on musical peaks-just as program material so often requires. And,
it can deliver this extra performance
into any actual loudspeaker, not just
on the test bench. The Apt 1 also incorporates new approaches to power
supply, driver stage, and protection
circuit design, which all contribute to
a uniquely useful amplifier.

Problem Solving
in a Real System:
The Holman Preamplifier

To Drive the Cold Winter Away. (A
of music). St.
George's Canzona, dir. John Sothcott.
Fireside presentation

Vanguard VSD 71261, stereo, $7.98.

There are now hundreds of record-

ings of the typical "pro musica" or
"collegium musicum" groups of old instrument performers, often with
You don't live in an ideal worldneither does your stereo music system. The Holman Preamp is the result of over 2 man-years of research
into how and why components behave in real -world hifi systems. As
such, it provides an unprecedented
balance of features and performance, which combine toward a
common goal: sonic excellence.

The Holman Preamplifier and the
Apt 1 Amplifier; individually or together they make music systems
work better, and sound better.
For information, check the appropriate box (es) below and send with
your name and address to:

Apt Corporation
Box 512
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Apt 1 Amplifier brochure and the
name of your local dealer.

Holman Preamplifier brochure.
O For an Apt 1 Owner's Manual,
please send $4 ($5 foreign).

voices as well, to give us a prolific idea
of the sound of music back in the Renaissance and Middle Ages. The problem, both in concert and in recordings,
is how to present the vast quantities of

very short little items (by later standards, that is) which make up the ever
burgeoning restored
these groups.

repertory

for

This item from Vanguard, licensed
out of England (1975) gives us a new
and probably unique slant. The music
is very largely composed - or at least
arranged, harmonized, set, whatever

- by the leader of the group, John
Sothcott, a man who is definitely not a
Renaissance man, chronologically
speaking. Quite an idea and I like the
result.

For instance, you will hear a batch of

very familiar old English tunes, the
kind every child learns, including God
Rest You Merry Gentlemen and I Saw
Three Ships, sung to an accompaniment of ancient instruments, just like
for real - but the settings are modern,

written out by Mr. Sothcott from his
own fertile musical imagination. Odd,
but nice. Even stranger for an old
country dancer like me is a group of
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the well-known Playford dances, English "country" dances (actually city
dances) which to this day are danced

to by thousands of fans all over the
Anglo world under the leadership of
the Country Dance and Song Society,
both here and in England. The original

tunes were published just as tunes no harmonization. But some of the
dances, the earlier ones, were set by
contemporary composers like William
Byrd in Elizabethan times. The dancing

arrangements now used are modern,
with modern instruments plus an ocpipe or wheeze box and
drums. So what do we have here?
casional

Braces of Medieval -Renaissance instruments playing the tunes, but again
in arrangements composed today.
Strange and lovely! But definitely not
for dancing. It just happens that I actu-

ally was involved in dancing one of
these tunes only a month or so back. It

is a "long dance," like a Virginia reel,
and the version on this record would
be just fine for a herd of giraffes.
No matter. The best thing about this

excellent record, danceable or no, is
the

high

musicianship of all con-

cerned, following after the prolific
John Sothcott. These people play with
spirit, intelligence, humanity. Their in-

strumental techniques are good but
the careful shaping and phrasing are
even better. And I like the deliberately

"pop" style of singing, a big thing in
England now for old music and a lot
better than the operatic vocal sounds

too often heard in our own old -music

That surely was an experience to affect

Blue Grass. Mr. Schickele himself is the

performances in America.

a person's whole life in music and it

first soloist we hear - he can barely

could account for the very smooth, articulation and phrasing of these works

sing in tune, but he knows whereof he
sings. The other solo is by the ever -

by Rameau for the harpsichord,

determined Mr. Ferrante, a real bargain tenor all right - and the pair of

Sound: B

Recording: B+ Surfaces: B+

Hummel: Septet in D Minor, Op. 74.
Berwald: Grand Septet in B Flat. The
Nash Ensemble. Vanguard VSD 71260,
stereo, $7.98.

There is no nicer musical period to
rediscover today than the early 19th
century. It has a freshness and a romantic exuberance that somehow just

in

spite of the well-known and enormously elaborate ornamentation that
is a part of the Rameau style. Here, it
flows like oil, and the underlying melodies are effortlessly projected.

The French had a habit of writing
instructions on how to play their music more or less integral with the actu-

posers of that time, if not so well
known at this moment, Hummel

al published notations. As a theorist
and writer about music, Rameau was
particularly fluent in his directions just as well, considering how much of
the music is not literally contained in
the notation. In addition, many of the

around 1817 (he was a student of Mo-

pieces in these suites were also used as

zart, successor to Haydn at the Esterhazy establishment in the Austrian
Empire) and Berwald, 1828, a mildly
eccentric Swede of enormous talent
who was not well recognized in his

part of Rameau's opera music - in
which case he wrote out for the or-

fits our needs in this ominous, sour
age we live in.

Here are two Septets by able com-

homeland - like

Charles

Ives, he

went into business to make ends meet.

Both men echo the "greats" of their
day and before, from Beethoven to
Weber and Chopin and Berlioz, but
both of them had immense musical
abilities, if not on the super -genius
plane, and we can enjoy their outgoing and joyous music today as it must
have been by the favored few in their
own times.

chestral musicians some of the ornamentation and "unequal notes" (like

jazz/pop playing of eighth notes today) which are left to the judgment
of the solo keyboard player in the

Trevor Pinnock unfazed. Rarely has
this French composer sounded forth
with such fluent ease.

with a touch of Weber; Berwald, a year
older than Schubert, writes an individ-

Christmas time each year, forever, almost. And each year Vanguard takes
up the live performance and shoots it
out to us in hi-fi. This one is as good as
any of 'em - Mr. Schickele's peculiar
genius is not failing.
Of course, this sort of corn would be
no more than that, with all the crudity
of an endless series of brutal puns, if it
were not for the really splendid, sub-

P. D. Q. Bach - Black Forest Blue-

VSD 79427, stereo, $7.98.

How does this man go on! That is,

Model PC -20 has been exhaustive-

ly researched for frequency response,directivity and transmission
characteristics for direct sound col-

Clip it to

FEATURES
Supercardiád 6haracteristic and wide frequency response
specially designed to match the directivity pattern of string
instruments provide a sound quality boasting excellent reverberation of the middle and low regions.
Microphone employs a clip type mounting system with freely adjustable angle. Can be mounted to the instrument with
one touch. All mounting parts have a soft construction to
prevent damaging precious instruments.

cal spoofs, right on the dot around

RATINGS

anistic faun. Lovely.

Sound: B+ Recording: B+ Surfaces: B

dy in the original meaning, that

Sensitivity: -74 dB±2 dB
Directivity: Supercardioid
characteristic

Output impedance: 250 (1
Frequency response: 50 to
20,000 Hz

Noise: 22dB SPL or less
Maximum input sound
pressure: 120 dB

Power requirement 1.5V
(UM -5) and 48V phantom

Battery life: 2 months or
more of continuous use

Output connector: XLR-312C equivalent

Cable: 3 m

Weight Microphone 25g,
power supply 160g

SPL or
greater

P.D.Q. has a marvelous sense of parois,

going -along -parallel -to - whether se-

of all places, Canterbury Cathedral.

PC -20

P.D.Q.'s alter ego,

tle, and beautifully tailored pseudo music that goes with it. As I've had to
say many a time before, Schickele's

Trevor Pinnock began his musical
life as a "chorister" -a choirboy - in,

Model

lection of string instruments in a concert hall.
any string instrument.

Peter Schickele,
who has been turning out these musi-

guard VSD 71256, stereo, $7.98.

Electret Condenser Microphone

Sound: A- Recording: A- Surfaces: B+

ano and accentuates the three wind
instruments. Hummel has much that
reminds of Beethoven and Schubert

Rameau: Suites for Harpsichord in A
Minor, E Minor. Trevor Pinnock. Van-

A NEW WEAPON FOR
THE WORLD OF SOUND!

board art. All of which, as I say, leaves

grass. (Cantata "Blaues Gras," No -No
Nonette, Hear Me Through. John Ferrante, bargain counter tenor; The New
York Pick -Up Ensemble.
Vanguard

unbelievably fleet and skittish, a pi-

Sound: B+ Recording: B Surfaces: B+

tion of this extremely complex key-

Septet is as big as an orchestra and a
lot clearer in detail. Tremendous
sound! The Hummel Septet features
the piano as solo (Hummel was a celebrated pianist, as you can immediately
hear) with strings and woodwinds
around it. Berwald's Septet has no pi-

short, twisty themes, sudden changes,
a style even here in his youth (he was
just over 30 and lived a lot longer) already very much his own.
The Nash Ensemble is superb. Such
perfect musicianship, such verve, such
enthusiasm! And particularly, the pianist Clifford Benson, in the Hummel, is

'Nuff said! Find out for yourself
what the rest of it is all about. You will
not be disappointed. Especially if you
hate Bach. (But even more if you just
love that Baroque sound.) And if you
enjoy - well, say no more.

suites. One more aid to a reconstruc-

On records, in the living room, a

ualistic music, full of quirky rhythms,

them even sings duets.

rious or otherwise. This little "Blue
Grass" Cantata is just delightful, a gentle and absolutely totally musical take-

off of a good mid -eighteenth century
cantata in German. Bach, of course,
neatly mixed up with bits of Kentucky

For more information ente or call us today.

PRIMO MICROPHONES, INC.
2468 DELTA LANE, ELK GROVE VILLAGE,
ILLINOIS 60007, U.S.A. TEL 312-595-1022
TELEX: 28-3474 PRIMO MUS ELGR
PRIMO MICROPHONES SINGAPORE (PTE) LTD.
24B -27B BLOCK 3, KALLANG WAY, SINGAPORE 13
TEL:803586 TELEX: 26131

PRIMO COMPANY LIMITED tonto, JAPAN
6-25-t MURE, MITAKA-SHI, TOKYO, JAPAN

TEL 0422-43-3121-9 TELEX 2822-326 PRIMOJ
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Classified
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO PUR-

ACCURATE, QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT DISCOUNTED!
Low prices on quality Car and Home Hi Fi Components. Send
SASE, call for quotes and literature. Dence Audio, P.O. Box

CHASE!

DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of the finest lines of
audio gear from budget equipment to typically non -discount-

BUSINESS ADS- For Sale. Help Wanted. Services. Business Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc. $5.25 per

line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge.
Extra lines $9.60 per line. One point ruled box, extra
charge $8.00. Full payment must accompany order.
NON BUSINESS ADS -Situations Wanted, used equipment for sale by private individuals $3.50 per line. First
line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines
set in bold face type $7.00 per line. Full payment must
accompany order.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times, less 10%. 6 times,
less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (line copy ads only)

ed components and cartridges. But more important is our
concerned attitude that your next audio purchase be best
suited for your individual needs. Whether you're a novice or
seasoned audiophile, we believe that our wide selection, low
prices and helpful advice could make us your one -stop audio
bargain place. As an added service to our customers we also
offer topnotch camera equipment, TV's, video recorders, and
many interesting gift items including the new wireless exten-

sion telephone from ATE. Just call us at 212-254.3125 for
prices and information, or send $2.00 for our current brochure to Direct Discounts Ltd., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station,
NY 10003. Shop with us by phone with your M/C or VISA. We
ship worldwide! Foreign inquiries invited.
ABSOLUTE BEST PRICES ALL ELECTRO -VOICE SENTRY

DEADLINE -1st of two preceding months. (Dec.

1

for

AND INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS, E. V. RAW SPEAKERS

Feb. issue).

AND PRO -MUSIC PRODUCTS. B.G.W. AMPS AND PRE AMPS, OTARI RECORDINGS, H M E WIRELESS MICRO-

BLIND ADS -Box numbers may be used at $5.00 extra
for handling and postage.

PHONES, SHURE PRO -MASTER. PROMPT DELIVERY TO ALL

MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE
I col x 1"
$150
1 col x 2"
$225
1 col x 3"
$300
2 col x 1"
$225
2 col x 2"
$395

Advertiser must supply complete

film negative ready for printing
for display ads.

U S A AND FOREIGN DESTINATIONS. PRODUCTS QUOTES
CALL (305) 462-1976.

Absolutely Mint Sony TC758 Open Reel deck i/4 track 101"

cap. Auto rev. Light home use only. $695/offer: 803-259-

NENTS AVAILABLE. UNBEATABLE PRICES, WARRANTIES,
AND SERVICE. INCLUDING AR BOSE ESS JBL & PRO AIWA
SAE H.K. PHASE -LINEAR HATICHI AND MORE, FOR MID
AND HI -END LINES WE DONT ADVERTISE. FOR PRICES
CALL 301.593-8244 OR SEND $2.00 TO: AUDIO

AUDIO Magazine

ORDERS FACTORY SEALED SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HRS.

20901 FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES,
MON. THRU SAT. LOAM to 9PM SUN 11AM to 8PM EST ALL
C.O.D. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

ABSURDLY LOW PRICES ON AUDIO/VIDEO COMPO-

When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please
use this address Box No. - c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

Acoustat X, Oak w/Black grilles mint $1195, Tandberg TC330, 25 hours of play, $695, neg; John Ferguson, 105 Sher.
wood Ct., Blacksburg, VA (703) 951.1673.
ADCOM - THE SUPER AMP At A SUPER PRICE!
Q/LC AUDIO, 1006 Berkshire Rd., Dayton, OH 45419; (513)
298.9330, (513) 293.7287. We Ship Anywhere.

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES Northern New York State
House of Hi -Fi is now open with Hegeman, Conrad Johnson,

Fidelity Research, Marcof, Grafyx, Hafler, D.C. Time Windows, Ampzilla (G.A.S.) Polk Audio Monitors, KEF, Harmon
Kardon ST8, Sleeping Beauty, Audionics, N.A.D., Mayware
formula 4 tonearm, Signet moving coils, AKG cartridges,
Toshiba, Sony, and Aiwa. For info. call 518.793-6639 Mon. to
Fri. 11.9 Sat. 10.6. House of HiFi, 50 Miller Rd. (Rt. 9), Glen
Falls, NY 12801.
Advent, Nakamichi, Yamaha, Tandberg, Denon, ADS, Crown,
Rogers, B&O, Lux, Revox, Celestion, Infinity, Nikko, others.
Large -screen televisions. Low Prices! AUDIO AMERICA (Vir.
ginia). Call (804) 793-3820.

AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA
Central N.Y. State

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST QUALITY AUDIO COMPO-

DISCOUNTS, 0126 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS

9.9

wknd.

7803 evenings.

Carolynn F. Sumner
Classified Advertising Manager

1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036

6104-U, El Monte, CA 91734. (213) 444.9978 evenings,

NENTS & TAPE! HIGH END LINES ALSO! FREE SHIPPING
ON MOST ITEMS! B&J AUDIO/VIDEO INC., BOX 248, HOW-

ARD BEACH, N.Y. 11414. (212) 845.2861 MF 4.8, S 9.2
EST.

Audionics Apt -Holman Hafler Dahlquist
NAD Spectro-Acoustics Mordaunt/Short
Reference Recordings Ortofon
Cizek Grace B&O KEF Crown
STELLAR STEREO
384 Elmira Rd. Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 607.272-2644

AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS, $149.95.
Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484
A Mint Crown SA -2 Amp (Trans. Warr.) $1150.00 + Freight,
Technics SP -10 Mark II Turntable with solid lava stone case;

$700.00. New Lustre GST-801; $300.00 (702) 293.4795
(TOM).

Audio the original magazine about high,

COPY:

fidelity, is edited for involved, knowledgeable
hi-fi enthusiasts, professional recordists, and

commercial sound users-people who appreciate the finer points of audio equipment
performance.
We speak their language

... and for this reason your ad

in Audio's

Classified section will draw serious inquiries
and rapid response.
Fill

in coupon, with check or money order at-

tached, and send to:

Name

Company
Address

City/State/Zip

Audio
Classified Advertising Department
1515 Broadway

Phone
Signature

New York, N.Y. 10036
For additional information call Carolynn at (212) 975-7530
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AGFA-THE BEST OPEN REEL TAPE! CASSETTES:

ARTHUR FIEDLER, THE KINGSTON TRIO AND Buddy
Rich! Invite them all into your living room. Sendr$1 for cata-

ASF (C66 & C96) and DIRECT TYPE II (C96) are the best
available! Direct -to -Tape Recordings offer the finest

sound available only on reels, cassettes & cartridges.
Ampex video cassettes also available. WRITE for FREE
brochure & current special offers. Direct -to Tape Recording Co., 14 Station Ave.. Haddon Heights. NJ 08035.

AMPEX TAPE-NEW 1800 on 7" reel 12 for $18 POSTPAID, 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID-free list-WIDE
RESPONSE, 6114A, SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD,
CA 90038
TF

ANNOUNCING - HAFLER HDOTRS IN ARIZONA
Audire, Audio Pro, Marcof, AGI, Supex, Grace, Denon,
etc. Affordable esoterica. Shipped U.S.A. THE LISTENING POST (602) 967.1250 Tempe, AZ.

ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?

AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi-monthly includes modifications construction projects, improvement
methods. data available nowhere else. It's provocative,
informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annual: $12.00
USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San
Diego, CA 92123. (714) 278-3310.
TF
ANOTHER NEW YORK CITY HIGH END AUDIO STORE?
Not really. Instead of rush A/B comparisons, electronics B.S.,
flashy switching systems, or high pressure salesmanship, we
offer honest advice, audiophile to audiphile, and an open invitation to audition, at your leisure the finest components available in a comfortable setting on Manhattan's east side.
Rapport

Electronics,

Snell

Acoustics,

Dynavector.

log offering these and over 250 different artists on Direct -to disc. Digital and other specially -cut recordings. IMMEDIATE

SERVICE! Send today. Sound Concepts, PO Box 7063,
Eugene, OR 97401.

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickels steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries

Now you can "build the best

invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1607.
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.

in confidence," as two of
KEF's best-selling speaker

systems-the Model 104aB and
Cantata-are now available in kit

ARIZONA STEREO BUYERS
AUDIO TECHNICA
CARVER

A.D.C.

DAHLQUIST

REVOX

STAX

form, enabling you to easily

NAKAMICHI

CROWN

KLIPSCH

assemble a high quality speaker

SENNHEISER

STANTON

YAMAHA
THORENS

J.B.L.
A.D.S.

system at a considerable savings.

TOSHIBA

AIWA

LUXMAN

DBX

SIGNET

B&0

versions of two of our best-selling

MITSUBISHI

SONY

SHURE

BOSE

KENWOOD

MICRON

J.A.E. INC.. 332 E. Camelback Rd., Phoenix, Arizona 85012
Mail-order hotline Mr. WOZ 602.265.4830.

And, because they are kit

speaker systems, you can actu-

ally audition the units at your
KEF dealer before buying and
assembling.

KEF speaker systems are

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment
AR

dbx
KLH
Bose

KEF

loudspeakers, Adcom, Linn-Sondek. Linn Isobarik, Naim,

Advent
McIntosh
APT/Holman
Bang & Olufsen
Audio Research

Marcof PPA-I, Meridian, Michaelson & Austin TVA -I, Spendor,
Fried, Mordaunt-Short, Precedent Audio. Spatial Coherence,
Van Alstine, Strelioff Systems, STD, Connoisseur, Rega

Planar, Grace, Supex, Signet, Micro -Acoustics, NAD, AGI,
Hadcock, CPU Micro -Tuner, Berning FT -10 and many others.
SOUND BY SINGER AN ALTERNATIVE

Mark Levinson
Magneplanar
QUAD ESI.
Rappaport
Bryston
153/5A
Hafler
IBL
DB

designed and built using a Total
System Design Concept, where-

Sound Advice
Box 782

Brookline Village
MA 02147

Ave., New York, NY 10016. (212) 6830925. (10:00 ÁM-

by each part is developed to com-

pliment all others in the system

so as to achieve the targeted

GAS
SME

Denon
Dynaco
Thorens
Dahlquist
Nakamichi
Marantz (tubes)
and much more

performance.
The KEF Cantata kit consists of
a bass unit, midrange unit, tweeter
and an Acoustic Butterworth filter.

and builds into an acoustic suspension loudspeaker system with
a power handling capability of 100
watts.

Equipment bought, sold
traded & brokered

For information call or write: Sound by Singer, 227 Lexington
10:00 PM) We ship anywhere.

11.9

KEF
KITS

The KEF Model 104aB kit con-

sists of a bass -midrange unit.

(617) 969-2727

tweeter, Acoustic Butterworth filter section, plus an acoustic bass
radiator to increase the bass re-

11-0

The people who publish The Audio Amateur announce a NE W publication..

.

sponse from such a modest -sized
enclosure. The kit makes up into a

bass reflex system with a power
handling capability of 150 watts.
Both the kits include fuse units
to protect the drive units, and con-

tour controls to adjust the final
acoustic output to suit the listening
room.

Loudspeaker kit building has
ONE HALF THE CASH you spend on your audio system
should be invested in your speaker, so why not build it
yourself? You can save up to two thirds of the cost of the
speakers-which translates to almost one third of your
outlay for your stereo system. Nearly 100,000 Americans
will build their own cabinets this year-and you can too!
Your dream speaker is probably well within reach if you
build it yourself. There's a lot of help around already and
now this new quarterly publication from the publishers of

The Audio Amateur brings it all together in an assortment of articles that are comprehensive and a mix of both
simple and advanced projects to help you choose and build
the best type for your listening room.

* Bass Reflex
* Electrostatics

from the ultimate (650 Lbs each) to very simple extension
speakers. From time delayed multi -satellites to horn loaded
subwoofers, as well as modifications of many stock designs.

ORDER BLANK

SPEAKER BUILDER Magazine
P.O. Box 494, Peterborough NH 03458 us*
E Enter my charter subscription to SPEAKER BUILDER for
one year at the special introductory rate of $10.00.
Make that a two year charter subscription at $18.00.
E Check enclosed
Charge to my
MasterCharge
Visa E charge card.

* Horns

Expire_/_

* Transmission Lines

Name

* Infinite Baffle
* Specials: Ribbon, Air motion transformers
* Basic data on passive and electronic crossovers.
There will be reports on building the. many kit speakers and

enclosures now available, and a roundup of suppliers for
drivers, parts, and kits. We have articles in hand that range

A40

Phone Orders (603)924-6526

Street & No.
Town

State

ZIP

I understand that the unexpired portion of my subscription will be refunded
after my lust issue if the magazine is unsatisfactory for any reason. Make
checks and money orders payable to Speaker Builder. Rates above are for
USA only. Outside USA add $1.50 per year for postage. Non U.S. checks
must be drawn in U.S. currency only.

now been raised to a new level of
ease and reproduction quality.
For more details and the name
of your nearest KEF dealer where

you can hear just how good our
KEFKITS are before your purchase, write to us at the address

below. Individual drive units

and crossover networks are also
available for your special custom
requirements.

KEF Electronics, Ltd., c/o Intratec
Department A, P.O. Box 17414,

Dulles International Airport,
Washington, DC 20041.

In Canada: Smyth
Sound Equipment
Ltd., Quebec.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
ATTENTION! Guaranteed low prices on largest selection of
stereo and video equipment. We offer fast computerized service and defective exchange privileges. Credit Cards. Esoteric

AT CUSTOM SOUND, we've spent more than two years

developing the very best designed cabinet for housing
stereo components. Before you invest in a rack or cabinet send 25t (stamps O.K.) for our color brochure. Custom Sound, 8460 Marsh Road, Algonac, Mich. 48001.

Brands. Write today! STELLAR SOUND, 13906 Ventura Blvd.,
Suite 193, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423.213.766-9790.

At Paragon of Sound: Berning TF10, Precision Fidelity C-4
and C-7, Conrad -Johnson preamps; MZ-Mod-3 and Panara
ma, Rogers LS3/5A, Kass Electrostatic speakers; M&K Volks
woofer, Fundamental Research subwoofers; Armstrong
tuner, Berning tube crossover and Stereo 20 amp; Hadcock
tonearm, Denon, Grace, Supex, Dynavector products; and
Monster Cable. Call 301.229.2676 (Bethesda, MD) or write
P.O. Box 189, Cabin John, MD 20731.

ATTENTION PRECISION FIDELITY OWNERS: Have your C4
updated to a C4 -A by the designer of the circuit. $70 exclusive
of shipping. Phone 408.255.8585 for scheduling.

JO

0,

Sa)

#

O

0 °0

ion MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial Audio
Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been authorized by
Stipulation to sell the remaining inventory of those products:

ATTENTION DCM
TIME WINDOW
OWNERS

MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup
impedance): $350 each,

and tighter sound: the image is raised and standing

Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter, plus $5
for each 44 meter added to the pair. All Triaxial cables
have RCA -type connectors, at one end, and either bare
leads, RCA -type connectors, or male or female DIN connectors at the other. Be sure to specify length and choice

waves reduced.

of connector.

THE DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are made of
heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape and appearance of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $65. per
pair. If there is no dealer nearby, order postpaid (Master
Charge & Visa accepted) from

GS1 silver-plated 12" solid copper Ground Strips with
hardware and grounding pig -tail: $20 each.
All above carry 5 -year manufacturer's warranty.

We now offer a convenient and attractive way to improve the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has an airier

Quantities are limited since there will be no further production.
Send official bank check or postal money order immediately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped prepaid
UPS in the USA. Others add shipping. No telephone or-

R. S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11581

ders accepted.

(516) 561-7555

CF

GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC.
130 S. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES:
SPECIAL OFFERING OF VERION PRODUCTS
General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of Ver -
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ATTENTIONSOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES
Great American Sound
Yamaha
Dahlquist
Ortof on
Polk Audio
Denon
Klipsch
Bang & Olufsen
Technics
Advent
M&K
Visonik
Aiwa
Sonus
Maxell
Philips

Available at Sound Advice
Village Plaza Ruston LA. 71270 (3181255.8000).

Jimeziet.~

THE NEW AND EXCITING

VANDERSTEEN
MODEL II -A LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
FEATURING A CAST OF PERFECT
TIME AND PHASE ALIGNED DRIVERS

PLUS OUR EQUALLY EXCITING CO -FEATURE

the P S AUDIO
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ATTITUDE, a good one that is, makes THE AUDIO JOURNAL® refreshingly different from all other audiophile publications. The only ego trip we know about is providing our readers with concise, fair, and informative reviews of the finest
recordings and audio components. For this reason, The Audio
Journal is fast becoming the leading publication for audio
enthusiasts and music lovers everywhere. Our third issue contains reviews of the Threshold SL -10 preamp, the Audioetc/
Rabco straight line tracking tonearm, the Dayton -Wright XG-

10 electrostatic speaker system, the Magnepan MG -2A
planar speakers, the Threshold 4000 amplifier, the Ortofon
MC -30 cartridge, the Theta tube preamp, the Rogers LS3/5A
mini monitors and more. Future issues will include reviews of
components such as the Beveridge Three cylindrical electrostatic, the Win SDC-10 turntable, the Threshold CAS -2 amplifier, the Acoustat Monitor Three electrostatic, and others.
Four issues: U.S.A. - $18 (first class), Canada - $22 (first
class), Outside North America - $24 (air mail), U.S. Currency
only. We accept check, money order, Master Charge, Visa,
and American Express. Charge card holders please include
account number, expiration date, signature, and interbank
number (MC only). Send for your subscription today: The Audio Journal, P.O. Box 4205, Macon, GA 31208.

AUDIO ALTERNATIVE - A unique Specialty Shop Prompt,
knowledgeable, friendly, reliable service. SASE mail inquiries
welcome for product profile and advantageous prices. Prepaid shipping Cont. USA Mastercharge - Visa. Audio Alternative, 1124 East Elizabeth, Fort Collins, Colorado 80524.
Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors-low prices, free price list. Transisleteronic Inc.. 1365TF
39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212.633.2800

MODEL 1 AMPLIFIER and MODEL 3 PREAMPLIFIER
BOTH FEATURES RATED I (INCREDIBLE)
This approved rating is based on a Price vs. Performance basis

Buy with confidence
fact:
the I V does more!
1I

5 Sunrise Plaza

716 Madison Ave.

Valley Stream, NV 11580

New York, NY 10021

516/561-7114

212/751-9733

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED
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Consistent record tracking has always been chal

lenged by such ever-present factors as warp.
static, lint and dust-especially when these
factors combine with today's "hot" recordings.

-CARS`TONF,TEREO!

146 OLD BROOKFIELD RD
Danbury, Conn. 06510

12031 744-6421 12121 369-6212
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO ALTERNATIVE: A unique specialty audio shop
featuring Grado, Promethean, Signet, Sumo, Supex, Denon,
SMA, Hadcock, Ultra Craft, Fidelity Research, Ariston, Mission, Thorens, Micro-Seiki, Cotter, Haller, Audionics, Sumo,
Conrad -Johnson, TVA -1, Marcof, NAD, Harmon-Kardon, Rogers, J -R, Linn-Sondek, Infinity, Vandersteen, Thiel, Sigma,

Snell, Leach. Advantageous pricing/Pre-Paid shipping cont.
USA/Mastercharge-Visa.
Mail inquiries and orders promptly and courteously answered.
1124 East Elizabeth Street, Fort Collins, Colorado 80524.
12.9

AUDIO BARGAINS - FREE LIST. Closeout/bankruptcy
specials. SCC, Box 8014 (A-79), Canton, Ohio 44711.

TF

FOR SALE

AUDIO FOUR PAGE REPORT
on

Stan White, Rohrenverstarker
HI Fl Exklusiv (Germany 5/79) reports on Stan White, Inventor of the GLASSCONETM speaker: "Stanley White der Kon-

strukteur des vorliegenden Veteraned, zahlt neben Paul

AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration

heard. Probably the best value in the history of Audio!!!"
Audiograme, from the Audio Advisor said, "We were so impressed that we could not believe the prices

... Other $200

speakers simply do not come close to the standards set by
the Model 10 ... And at their price, they are simply a steal."
Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or
our other state-of-the-art products. Polk is shipped free in the
continental U.S. Audio Den Ltd. 1320.34 Stony Brook Rd.,
Stonybrook L.I., N.Y. 11790, 516.751.3350.
TF
AUDIO DEN LTD.
Long Island's leading audio store has on demonstration
THE STATE OF THE ART
AUDIO RESEARCH ELECTRONICS
THE NEW SP6 TUBE PREAMP

AUDIO HOUSE-FLINT MICHIGAN
Acoustat

Theta

Audionics
Linn Sondek
D.B. Systems
M & K S1 + Volkswoofer
Conrad - Johnson
Audio Control
Mordaunt - Short
Symmetry
JAMO
Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25
Rogers

KEF

Quad

IMF

Grace

SME

Marcof

DB

Rogers

Supez

and more. 115 N. Walnut, Champaign 61820 217.359.3774

AUDIONICS BA -150
This analog-digital hybrid (Class A solid state input tube out-

put) amplifier offers the musical performance of the best
tube and solid state designs. The BA -150 represents a new
state of the art. It is THE amplifier for LS3/5a's, Quads, Mal
neplanars, Magnepans & (the apmless) Beveridges. Perhaps
it is THE amplifier for your speakers. We offer the BA -150 at
$2950. Free air freight in U.S. We also ship worldwide. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056,
513-523-3895.

FREE Shipping 4304 Brayan Dr., Swartz Creek, Michigan
48473 313-655.8639 by appointment.

GOLDEN
AUDIO MAGAZINE (Germany 2/78) reports on Stan White
SHOTGLASS loudspeaker. "You can locate each musical instrument as it plays. The stereo effect whereby you can visually place the actual players is a UNIQUE feature of the speaker. If we may borrow a simile the effect is such that if you can

picture an orchestra in the dark as each note is struck, the
orchestra lights up in such a way that each separate player is
spotlighted this is the effect of the SHOTGLASS. TAHCYON,
P.O. Box 204, Bloomington, IL 60108.

THE NEW D79 TUBE AMPLIFIER
THE NEW SCHEIBER 4 CHANNEL DECODER
THE NEW ACOUSTAT MONITOR III'S
THE NAKAMICHI 680

Audio Research
David Hafler
Symmetry

Klipsch, Saul Marantz and Avery Fisher zu den Wegbereitern

der High Fidelity. Er baute neben einer Reihe von Vorund
Endverstarkern den erten Motional Feedback Hochtoner and
einige zu ihrer Zeit unter Audiophilen hochgeschatzte
Lautsprecher wie den Mach I and den 4000 Mark teuren 4D." Write TACHYON, P.O. Box 204, Bloomingdale, IL 60108.
10.0

the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say'
"Fantastic! Compares with the finest loudspeakers I have

Audio Ltd.
in Central Illinois

AUDIO RESEARCH SP4A latest model, like new $725.

gramophone

Mitch Cotter
Nakam is hi

Polk Audio
DMI
Rego

Audio Research
Acoustat
Advent
ADS

Apt/Holman
Beveridge
Denon

Electro Research
Fidelity Research

FMI (Fulton)

GAS

Reese

Grace

Rogers

Grado Sig
Haller
Kenwood
Koetsu
LinnSondek
MAK
Magneplanar
Marco)

Shure/SME
Signet
Sony
Slav
Sumo
Symmetry
Tandberg

Ultracraft

(901)382.2079.

CONRAD-JOHNSON ELECTRONICS
GRADO SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE
FULTON CARTRIDGE AND TRANSFORMER
LINN-SONDEK

(AUDIO CRAFT) ULTRA CRAFT UNI-PIVOT TONEARM

We also have the following lines, Connoisseur, Denon, Grace,
Luxman, Magneplanar, Magnepan, Polk, Quad, Rogers, Sherwood, Sonus, Thorens, Yamaha, the largest selection of Audiophile Recordings on Long Island.
FREE "SET UP" IN NY AREA
UTILIZING VIE SPECTRUM ANALYZER
COME IN WITH 2 RECORDS AND WE WILL DEMONSTRATE
THE WORLDS FINEST RECORD CLEANING MACHINE BY
KEITH MONKS.
AUDIO DEN LTD.

1320.34 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, New York 11790
516.751-3350
10.0

AUDIOPHILES! Direct -Disc, Digital, Mobil Fidelity -All labels Low Prices Fast Service. Write for free catalog. Direct
Discounters, 2245 New Hope Church Rd., Raleigh, NC
27604.
9-9

NC -1 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
Y

we're
,
at your service.

For prepalo shipment at guaranteed lower
low
prices: Marantz, Harman-Kardon, Yamaha.
Dahlquist, and many other fine "high -en d'
audio products. Ask us about new ways to
stretch your audio dollar
today
(except Alaee
ska,
(except
Alaska,
Hawaii and Califomal

V
($00)
423-488 5

AUDIOPHILE EXPRESS
v

1244E COLORADO BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91106 l
(213)795 3401

200 WATTS / CHANNEL Cu 8 OHMS

Elegant, no frills design, rugged and reliable.
The amplifier is protected by 1800 square inches

of heat -sink and an output stage capable of
driving any load with impunity.

SIGMA
NULL CORP.
P.O. BOX 489, POSTAL STATION 'A'
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M5W 1E4
99
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIONICS-NEW PRODUCTS
We offer the NEW RS -1 preamp, the CC -2, the improved BT -2

AUDIO RESEARCH. D-350. $1700; (608) 3784387.

and the INCREDIBLE BA.150. The NEW LK-1 turntable
should be available in the spring. Free shipping in U.S. We

Audio Research SP 5 $525. D-100 $595, Dynaco ST 416

also ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. honored. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford. OH 45056, 513.523-3895.

AUDIO RESEARCH WAS ADVANCING BEYOND STATEOF-THE-ART BEFORE YOU EVER HEARD OF

"STATE-OF-THE-ART".
From the introduction of the SP -3 preamplifier and the 0.76
power amplifier, to the introduction of the SP 6B pre.ampli.
tier and the D-79 power amplifier, Audio Research has been
in the forefront of technological advancement geared towards
one goal: To capture the essence, color and sound of live
music. Although perfection is never cheap Audio Research
has made it easily affordable. Through the medium of the SP 5 preamplifier and D.52B Power amplifier Audio Research
has enabled the serious music lover to obtain STATE.OF.THE
ART performance at a fraction of what you may think it costs.

Why not find out? AUDIO RESEARCH is available in NEW
YORK City Exclusively at:
SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
NYC, NY 10016

(212) 6830925

AUDIOWORKS
Audioworks assumes there is
much, much more to sound reproduction than impressive, but
meaningless specs, gee -whiz
technology, and virtuoso sales
hypes. There is the music!
NAD

Snell Acoustics
Theta Electronics
Crosspoint Instruments
Auditor Pointsource
Levitation Systems
Precedent Audio
Dynavector
Denon
SAEC

amp with C-100 power supply $625, Mayware Formula 4 arm
$95, GAS Sleeping Beauty Super Elliptical $95, Tympani 1.0
$975. (901) 754-3010.

AUDIONIC = VALUE
Audionics continues to stand the test of time as a cost
effective product. If you are new to high end Audio or an
old Audiophile, consider a product that you will want to
keep. Audionics BA150, CC -2 and PZ3 amps. Audionics
RS -1 and BT -2 preamps, LK-1 Turntable and Audionics
composer. Free shipping and advise from Audio House,
4304 Brayan Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473. (313) 6558639 by Appointment.

BRITISH AMERICAN SOUND - SOUTH CAROLINA'S only
high -end store: Threshold, Rappaport, Qysonic, Snell, Sym.
dex, Acoustat, Linn.Sondek, GAS, KA, Spendor, B&W, Rega,
Precedent, Audio, Sonus, Hafler, Grace, Supex. JR, and others. Special prices on components used for demonstration

and on selected new equipment; e.g. NEW Mitch Cotter
transformer + Sleeping Beauty Shibata $550. P.O. Box 1247;
Charleston. SC 29402 (803) 7236025.

BRITISH AND EUROPEAN EQUIPMENT DIRECT TO YOU.
Most quality makes of equipment available at advantageous
prices. For price list and price quotes send international Reply
Coupon. Audio T, Dept. B, 190 West End Lane, London NW6
1SQ, England. Phone 01-794-7848. Visitors welcome.
4.0
CAMPUS REPS FOR ESOTERIC EQUIPMENT
We need campus reps immediately to sell esoteric as well as a

vast selection of major brands. We have an unusually high
selection of high end equipment, excellent prices, and unique
advertising program.

BASS MINT
The subwoofer for the discriminating listener. The only factory outlet for the BASS MINT is Q/LC AUDIO, 1006 Berkshire
Rd., Dayton OH 45419; (513) 2937287. We Ship Anywhere.
BEATTY STEREO MIDWEST (K.C. MO.)
SUPER EQUIPMENT, SERVICE & FREE SHIPPING
ELECTRONICS: Levinson, Lux, Apt -Holman, Stax, Denon
SPEAKERS: B & W, Quad ESL, Magneplanar, Rogers, B & 0
Dahlquist, Visonik, R H Labs TURNTABLES: Denon, Lux Micro Seiki, B & 0, Connoiseur TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES Stax

AUDIO SYSTEMS II

200 WEST 57th STREET, Suite 1004
New York, N.Y. 10019
9-0

CHARLOTTE, NC

Audio Salon demonstrates selected audio products by appointment only 3.9 pm daily.
Hafler
Thorens

Fried
PS Audio
SME

(704) 377.6590

Grace

(CPY) Grado, Signature, ADC, Nakamichi, Grace, Supex,

Decca

TAPE DECKS: Revox, Nakamichi, Tascam, SOUND PROCESSORS: 'vie, DBX, Burwen, Audio Pulse, Advent MICROPHONES: Neumann, Sennheiser, Beyer, Nakamichi Free ship-

AUDIO SALON 2227 Greenway Avenue 28204
Prompt quotes & pre -paid shipping US & Canada

ping, insured any place in continental U.S. 1616 W. 43 St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64111 (816) 5313109

COMMONWEALTH LOUDSPEAKERS
Fine quality loudspeakers also drive units, walnut veneer cabi-

Supex

9.0

nets, air core inductors, mylar capacitors, crossover net-

BERNING'S NEW 30WPC TUBE AMPLIFIER. Ideal for
Quads and mini monitors. Long -life tube design. 495.00.
Sound Investment, 627429th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20015.202363.0140.

works. Choose from famous manufacturers like: Decca,
Coles. Dalesford, Richard Allan, Jordan, Schackman, Radford, and more. Send $3.00 for design, reprints, plans and

BIG, SAFE, TWISTED *12 GAUGE SPEAKER WIRE 406

7935184.

catalog (refundable with first purchase.): COMMONWEALTH
ELECTRONICS. 300 N. Allen. Pasadena. CA 91106, (213)
11.0

per FT. COD O.K. Free Shipping 100 Ft. or more. Keith Monks

Record Sleeves 100 for $20. Samples $1.00. Audio House,
4304 Brayan Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 313655-8639.

COMPONENTS FOR THE DISCRIMINATING AUDIOPHILE
Q/LC AUDIO has Precision Fidelity, Koetsu, Marcof, Vanders-

TF

BIG, SAFE, TWISTED tt GAUGE SPEAKER WIRE $40 per

teen, Hafler, Supex, Lustre, Adcom, Audionics, Nakamichi,
Bass Mint, Thorens, Hitachi and more. All at reasonable prices. Write or Call: Q/LC AUDIO, 1006 Berkshire Rd., Dayton,

100 Ft. Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25. FREE Ship-

OH 45419; (513) 298.9330, (513) 293.7287. Worldwide

ping COD O.K., Samples $1.00. Audio House. 4304 Brayan
Dr.. Swartz Creek, MI 48473 (313) 655.8639.

B & 0 USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard mounting
centers after our modification kit or at factory. Effective mass
2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping. $199.00 with money
back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, CloverTF
dale, CA 95425.

Spendor
Vandersteen
Z -mod. Cartridge
Fidelity Research
Audioworks Design Ltd.
Symdex Sigma & Omega
Audio Standard
Mogami Cable
Bryston
Mirage

Shipping.

CONNOISSEUR BD1 TURNTABLE Belt Drive. 37 logged
hours. w/mtg hole for Grace 707. $75 408.279.1425, 2599648.

CROWN D150 with svc. manual. Sansui 2000X Receiver.
(501) 8653545.

DISCLA J 0P"

Greatly enhances bass & mid

transients
Eliminates 80% of disc warp problems

Vastly improves imaging
All the benefits of platter weights

Draco

without the weight
Great holiday gift for the HI FI owner
$14.00

P.O. Box 4314
Harrisburg, PA 17111
(717) 652-6996

plus $1.00 postage and handling Check or Money Order

Name

i

Address
Qysonic Import Company; 920 S. Placentia, Placentia, Calif.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
ELECTROSTATIC TRANSLATORS ARE HERE
Come and audition this fine new line of electrostatic
loudspeakers along with: Audire, Audio Technology, Celes-

CONNECTICUT: A.D.S., Advent, A.P.T. Holman Audio Pulse,

B&0, B.I.C., Carver, Citation, Dahlquist, D.C.M. Time Windows Epicure, Hefter Harman/Kardon, J.B.L., Mitsubishi,
Nakamichi, Ortof on, Phase Linear, MicroAcoustics, N.A.D.,
Stax, Tandberg, Yamaha, Cizek, Sonus. Will ship prepaid.
Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal Road, Brookfield, CT.,06804.
(203)775.1122-phone quotes only.
TF

DESIGN ACOUSTICS DEMONSTRATED
NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY

tine, Clarke, Decca, Grado, Braun Satellites and subwoofer
Chartwell, ADCOM, Burhoe, Toshiba, Car Fl. Monster Cable

All Models in Stock

Phone your "MUSIC MAN" for demo appointment
212-463-1208 OR 516-621-2126
Custom Audio Systems Designed and Installed

PERSONALIZED AUDIO

723 Bound Brook Rd., Dunellen, NJ 08812
Appointments available call 201.752.3883

CROWN SX-722 71/2-15 IPS w/case & counter, like new,
$750. Revox A77 33/4-7'h IPS 1/2 track $450. Tapco 4400 Re -

verb System, new, $350. Shure EQ. Analyzer w/mic. $350.
Lamb Labs 422 Mic Mixer w/Port. Case, $295. AKG N651
Mic Power Supply, $50. Paul Ebert, (805) 966.3613, eves

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado. Audio Technics and ADC. Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES,

(PST).

Dept. A, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn New York
11218. For fast service call toll tree 800.221.0906.

FINALLY AVAILABLE AGAIN IN U.S.A.
MAYWARE. LTD.
Formula 4 Tonearm (Original)
MC -2C Moving Coil Cartridge

T-24 Transformer
EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. DISTRIBUTOR:
F& R AUDIO IMPORTS, INC.

TF

DAVID HAFLER IS BACK!

The man behind the original Dynakits is back with his own
company and a new state-of-the-art preamplifier at a bargain
price! Available as a KIT or CUSTOM ASSEMBLED by expertly

trained wirers - each performance certified. For further de.
tails write or call AUDIOKIT-260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516) 822.5749
Dayton -Wright XG8s (latest) $2000; 317-463.4457.

DAYTON-WRIGHT XG-8 Mk III SPEAKERS $1700 PR.,
CROWN M-600 MONO AMP $1200. 215322.6350.
DB1 PREAMP AND DB2 P.S. $225. (609) 924.8167.
DEAR AUDIO CONNOISSEUR:

We manufacture the world's most
prestigeous audio products, in limited editions only,
by Northwest designer Steven Prosser.
Innovative, Refined, Precise, Distinctively
Built, Expensive, and Without Compromise.
Master Craftsmanship, Beautiful Styling, and
Design compliment unparalleled features with sonic clarity to make
our products the pride of the most discriminating audio connoisseur.
Details about this fine offering can be received
by sending $5.00 today to our mailing
address below. Thank You...
Tastefully Yours,

3400 De La Cruz Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050. Dealer inquiries invited.

DYNACO/DYNAKIT: SCA80Q/K, $97; PAT -5/A, $177; ST 80/K, $67; PAT 4/K, $64. POSTPAID (U.S. only). Certified
SCC,
8014, Canton, Ohio

DYNACO ST300 FACT. ASSEM. 1 YR. OLD $280, TECHNICS SL1300 w/X5V 3000 $150, BOTH MINT, KIRK (318)
325.8774.

201.828.8075
Dealer Inquiries Invited...

FRIED SUPER MONITOR KITS, including pre-cut enclosures
and veneers, plus the entire line of Fried speakers, shipped

anywhere in the U.S. SOUND COUNSEL, 401 N. Fairfax
Street, Alexandria, VA 22314 (703) 683-6433. MC/VISA Welcome.

PASSIVE
BUT POWERFUL
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ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS - ALL TYPES Updated definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speak.
er systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A Huntington, Conn. 06484.

OUANICS MFG. CO. LTD.
BOX 77068 / SEATTLE, WA 98133

DO 10's - DCM Time Windows & OED Owners
1 hree Phase Audio has developed modifications which signifi-

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE and SENTRY SPEAKER SYSTEMS, RAW SPEAKERS, AND PRO -MUSIC PRODUCTS. IMPRESSIVE DISCOUNTS. PROMPT DELIVERY TO ALL U S A
AND FOREIGN DESTINATIONS. (305) 462.1976.

cantly improve the performance of these speakers. Write or
ESOTERIC COMPONENTS AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS.
Free Price List. Demos and Weekly Specials. Fast, Knowledge
able Service. Audio World Box 7518 G.R. MI. 49510.616.241
2994, M -F 1.8, Sat. 1.5. Visa/Master.

call for details.
104 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70503

(318) 981-4951 or 981-4952

In todays ever changing field of audio there exists a storm of hype and confu:Uon. By
adhering to certain guidelines we have clearly found our calm in the eye of the storm.
, Honesty, integrity, and expertise have helped us to create a unique audio environment
that is indeed professional in the true sense of the word.
The lines we represent speak for themselves.
Audio Research B & W
KEF
Vandersteen
Linn Sondek
Da/ton Wright
Theta
Denon
Dahiquist
Grace
Audire
Grado Signature

P.O. Box 212
Somerset, New Jersey 08873

DISCO: MOBILE OR FIXED -CASH START
your own disco business. Complete start-up manual explain.
ing sound and lighting systems installation, written by prof es
sional disco DJs and designers, $5. J.C. Enterprises, Dept.
Al, P.O. Box 234, Apalachin, NY 13732.

DUAL MONO TUBE PREAMPLIFIER This new design provides for that all important long term listenability without the
slightest sacrifice in inner detail, dynamic range or frequency
response. This is all accomplished by a unique circuit that is
actually two completely seperate preamps on one chassis,
with their own seperate power supplies. The sound is the very
best that tubes have to offer. Musical, extremely detailed, airy
and three dimensional, is what people are saying about this
preamp. Designed by the circuit designer of the Precision Fidelity and Paragon preamps, the Dual Mono is the ultimate
tube preamp. For more information write to: Audible Illusions.

$149.50
149.50
224.50

I(

'IlL

Pyramid
Promethean
GAS

Dynavector
v

4

7

AUD 0 SYSTEMS

EMT

Marcof

Nakainichi
Luxman
Bang 6 Ouilven
RH Labs
Yamaha
Advent

We ship prepaid throughout the U.S. 1714) 897-0166
15102 Bolsa Chica Suite A Huntington Beach. CA. 92649
Store Hours - Mon. thru Fri. 1:00-9:00 Sat. 10:30-5:00 Sun. 12:30-5:00

1

The CPM-31 Universal

Component Patching Matrix
combines tape decks,
equalizers and signal
processors in nearly limitless
combinations. It simplifies
the tasks of recording,
dubbing, equalization, mixing,
monitoring and signal
processing. It eliminates the
"patch -cord headache." And
the CPM-31 adds no hum,
noise or distortion. For more
information, write to:
Niles Audio Corporation
P.O. Box 160818
Miami, FL 33116

niles

A

audio

Dealer Inquiries encouraged.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FRIED KITS WITH ASSEMBLED ENCLOSURES. C's,
590.00; 0's, 990.00 62's, 450.00. New E's, 32Hz-20KHz,

GET ACQUAINTED WITH TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO'S
line of exciting advanced raw speakers, many used in systems
by Tangent, Plasmatronics, Symdex, DAC etc., Bextrene cone

FOR SALE
For the past two years
the REFERENCE 2S LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

has been quietly establishing a reputation
for accuracy, musicality, and realism
among serious audiophiles, professional
musicians, and recording perfectionists.
For more information, please write to
WESTERN TECHNOLOGIES

9819 McKnight NE
Albuquerque, NY 87112

"Ilu :arb
in (00 l3ni4t
Adcom Allison Audio Pro
Berning Bryston Connoisseur

Conrad -Johnson Dennesen Grace
Keith Monks Kenwood Purist
Linn-Asak Linn-Isobarik
Linn-Sondek Mitchell A. Cotter
NAD Nairn Precedent
Professional Systems Engineering

Pyramidal, 920.00. Sound Investment, 6274.29th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C.20015.202-363.0140.

FRIED SPEAKER KITS

A new approach to presenting
fine high fidelity components
and recordings.

trans Nova

749 middle neck road/great neck, ny 11024
(516)466-5E74

American
Audiophile
recreates the performance
in your home through the

Design & application assistance from our lab available to help

est price on Fried speaker kits. Selection includes: (1) raw
speakers, crossovers, hardware and assembled enclosures,
(2) assembled enclosure ready for speaker & crossover attachment, and (3) custom built, finished complete speakers
ready to connect to your amp. We have ready for delivery

you realize the dream system you are planning from mini
monitors, satellites, car systems to sub woofers, X' over designs & parts including Mylar caps up to 10uf. Your inquiries
& orders receive our prompt attention, send $1.00 for litera-

models BII, C, D, 0, and the Super Monitor. All enclosures are
made from solid wood in Oak, Birch, or Walnut. Shipping is
free on several models. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave.,
Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 377-6590.

Polydax (Audax), Decca, E.J. Jordan, Dalesford. 303/420/

ture. Transcendental Audio, 6550 Indiana Street, Golden, CO
80401. Innovative components & designs in high -end audio.
7356.

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive free
FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS

State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping.
READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C. 29403
(203) 723-7276
FULTON PREMIERE speakers, 5 years of back issues - Abso-

lute Sound, Stereophile, BAS speaker, and Audio. All mint.
Best offer. (617) 593-5937.
FUTTERMAN MODIFIED LUX 3045 tube amps. 50W triode
SOTA $1200. DB Systems 1, 2, 4 preamp $300. (914) 961-

records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start your own
station. Free details. "Broadcasting", Box 130-N5, Paradise,
CA 95969.

GOING TO COLLEGE: Technics SL 1300 MK II - $350;
Pioneer CT -F1000 - $400; SAE 1800 Parametric Equalizer
$300. (907) 443.3665 after 8:00 pm PST.
GRACE & SME

Tone arms at a reasonable price. Also available: Thorens &
Systemdek turntables. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave..
Charlotte, NC 28204. (704) 377-6590 Shipped Prepaid.

6549 eve.
G -B ELECTRONICS

Specialists in state of the art audio features: Snell Acoustics,
Threshold, Conrad -Johnson, Spendor, Linn-Sondek, STD,
Symdex, J.R., Chartwell, Professional Systems Engineering,
Leach, Audio Standards, Grace, Hadcock, Denon, Dynavector, Spectra Turntable Mat, Fulton Cable, Fulton Loudspeakers, Monster Cable, Promethean, Keith Monks, Richard Allen
Loudspeakers, Weathers Woofer, Decca, Connoisseur and
others. Full service facilities on premises.
(201) 427.8885 for appointment
P.O. Box 385, Hawthorne, N.J. 07507 Serving N. NJ. Since
1945

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER KIT-ONLY $100 PPD.
Twelve bands/channel, 100d8 S/N. Free into or send $2.50
for instruction manual with Len Feldman's review and copy of
May 1978 Radio -Electronics cover story. (Refundable with
purchase.) Symmetric Sound Systems, Dept. A, 912 Knob cone Place, Loveland, CO 80537.

4-0

GREAT GRACE & SUPER SUPEX
We offer the Grace 707MK2, 704, F 9E, F9L, F -8L, Linn Mods
for the 707MK2, Supex SDX 1000, SD-900MK2, SD -900E+
Improved. Free shipping. Visa & M.C. honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513.5233895.

FINEST STATE OF THE ART AUDIO COMPONENTS

PRIVATE DEMONSTRATIONS
INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE
CONSTANT PROOF THAT THERE IS NO REASON TO MORTGAGE
YOUR HOME TO GET FINE SONIC PERFORMANCE
LEVITATION SYSTEMS
WE FEATURE:
AMBER
AUDIONICS

finest audio components

AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIO STANDARDS
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
AUDIRE
AXIOM
BEDINI

available.

MOVE ONE STEP CLOSER

TO THE CONCERT HALL

CIZEK
DAYTON WRIGHT
DCM
DECCA
DENON

GOLDLINE
GRACE
HADCOCK
H.A.P.I.
IMPULSE

5 Sunrise Plaza

IVIE
JANIS

Valley Stream, NY 11581

516/561-7114
716 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10021

er w/1.3 gms moving mass that "traces" signal detail like
the best electrostatic headphones, will definitely spoil you.

Fried speakers are exceptional. We offer the ABSOLUTE low-

Pyramid Shahinian Obelisk Signet

Snell Symdex Thiel V.P.I.

models in 5" to 10" most w/magnet, voice coil layer & Igth.
options. Very neutral SD tweeters plus a fascinating new driv-

LUSTRE
MARCOF
MICRO SEIKI
NAD
NEXUS
P S AUDIO

PRECISION FIDELITY

PREMIER
SERIES 20
SHURE
SIGNET
SME

SPICA

STAX

STD
SUPEX
THOR ENS

VANDERSTEEN
VPI

WIN LABORATORIES

REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
master

FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

212/751-9733
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec.
12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested.

HAVE AN AFFAIR

$299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment shipment via

Listen to the PRECISION FIDELITY C7 tube preamplifier with

HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS factory direct.
LS3/5A and other equivalents. European drivers, speaker enclosures, kits, finished systems. Student reps needed. Box
18009 Seattle. Wn. 98118 and Box 12242 Jacksonville. FL

UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia 94301. (415) 328-1081.

TF

HAFLER DH 200 AMPLIFIER

innovative cascode circuitry. The real David against all the
Goliaths. Let your ears as well as your pocketbook relax. State
PRECISION FIDELITY. 1169 E. CHESS DR..
FOSTER CITY. CA, 94404

Write or call for quote. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave.,
Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 377.6590. Shipped pre -paid.
HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO The Listening Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. (216) 4526332.
TF
HAFLER KITS NOW IN STOCK!
Q/LC AUDIO, 1006 Berkshire Rd.. Dayton, Ohio 45419; (513)
298.9330, (513) 293.7287. We Ship Anywhere.
HAFLER PREAMP CABINETS. Literature. GEOMETRIX, Box
612. Mexico. MO 65265
7-9
HAFLER PRODUCTS AND MODIFICATIONS
We have in stock the following: DH -101K $199.95. DH -101A

$299.95, DH-101AP $399.95, DH -102 head amp $74.95,
DH -103 black knobs $19.95, DH -104 rack mount $24.95.
DH -105 cabinet $24.05, DH -106 mod kit for pre -1919000
101's $19.95. As for the DH -200's, the supply has been low
and the demand high. When this appears, we hope to have in
stock the DH -200K $329.95, DH.200KE $339.95, DH -200A
$429.95. DH-200AE $439.95, DH -201 rack mount $24.95 &

DH -202 bridging kit $24.95. We offer the following preamp
mods: OACH-1. a 106 type mod using precision components,
$50; OACH-2, low frequency phono mod, $22. OACH-1 &
OACH-2 $62. We ship worldwide. Free shipping in U.S. Visa &
M.C. honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145. Ox-

ford, OH 45056 513.523.3895.

32209.

of the art affair at $499.

A SINGER'S DREAM!

6.0

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING DIRECT -TO -DISC AND SOTA

RECORDINGS? WE HAVE THEM ALL. SEND FOR FREE

CATALOGUE. KNOT SO CHEAP RECORDS, 705 BIG
BEND, DEPT. AM12, WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119.

HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GRA-602-25 for GR-2000 or 2001
TV's. $150. NO SCRATCHES. 408-279-1425 day. 408.2599648, eves.

Hi -Fi Enthusiasts - Experience what in-house service facili-

ties, quick shipments, low prices and brand selection can
mean to you. Team your abilities with the best supplier to
make selling discounted hi-fi a pleasure. Write Hi -Fi Warehouse Dept. 20, 1006 Haddonfield Road, Cherry Hill, NJ
08002.
HIGH -END AUDIO AT LOW LOW PRICES! Aiwa, Allison, Audio Pulse. Bose, DBX, Cizek, ESS, Luxman, Micro Seiki, SAE,

Technics Pro and many more! All factory fresh with full warranty. For discount price call 212.254-3125. Or send $2.00
for our catalogue and price list to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD,
P. O. Box 841, Cooper Station, NY 10003.

HITACHI D900 CASSETTE (2) 4 MO. OLD, NEVER USED.
$225 EA. BOTH $400, Kirk (318) 325-8774.

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or
virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and

yet leave most of the background music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a
brochure and demo record below.

COST. $249.00

YOU SHOULD SEE US
For:

.

Delay and Ambience
Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers

,

..

..

.. .=

Comp/Limiters
Mic Preamp/Mixers
Patch Bays

We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and recording

equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much

elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Send $1 for a 20 page brochure
and 20 minute demonstration record.

Write to:

LT Sound,

Dept. AU. P.O. Box 729.
(404) 284-5155

Decatur, GA 30031.

The Origina.! Short Story
"Some moving coil manufacturers move in
mysterious ways. At Dynavector,

this sense, has two major

constantly (and re-

temperature change as

"Rubber, as used in

we like to think we are

faults: it is subject to

lentlessly) moving forward
to recreate the excitement
of the original musical performance.

well as deterioration with
age. Thus, our cartridges

are not at the mercy of

'the creeping time effect
of rubber:

Shorter is better.

"Dynavector has uncovered
100R complete
But in the final
(not to scale)
the real truth. By using microanalysis...
miniaturization of internal components and a can"...The truth is always in the listening. Please ask
tilever of only 2.5mm in length, the realization of your dealer for details on the new generation
tremendous transient attack-coupled with excepDynavector MC cartridges-the new 100 Ruby, 100
tional trackability-is finally at hand.
Diamond and the 20A and 20B Mark 2 series. And,
"With this short cantilever (2/3 the size of tradiask about our DV 505 tone arm and two great transtional cartridges), the resonant frequency in our
formers.
DV/Karat series is greater than 50kHz.
"For a great ending to your next component pur-

How we did it.

"The resultant effect of such a high resonant frequency made possible the elimination of all rubber
used in its most traditional sense-as a damper.

chase, make it Dynavector. Wouldn't it be just a little
criminal to buy anything else?"
Dynavector Systems USA, Inc., 30708 Lakefront
Drive, Agoura, CA 91301 (213) 991-5010.

Dyncivctor
The soft touch
103
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS. LS3/5A and other

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT: Yamaha Al amp,
$385; McIntosh C28 preamp. $400; Audio Research D52B

equivalents. Public, Dealers, and Campus Reps. P.O. Box
18009 Seattle WA 98119 or P.C. Box 12242 Jacksonville FL
32209.

A SOUND ALTERNATIVE
When you are ready forexcellence

in audio...A('DITION

iiÑheo

*NC
perfectionist
audio...

mpCse
dams

C artweu
-beta

priced...

Rogers LS3 SA

Mar/aunt-Short Ltd
Conrad -Johnson
C antgwst

Au'wmcs

CPS
Symmetry

31.59 Minton Rd. S.
Rochc'.lcr, \.1. 14623

SUpes

Grace
Roma

Vandersteen
Dual

(7161 473-8895

Aaron
PREPAID SHIPPINGFULLY INSURED

SL1, $365; Tandberg 2075 rcvr, $650; Braun TG 1000 deck,

HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS AND DRIVERS,
TRANSMISSION LINE
enclosures with Audax and Dalesford bextrenes, Decca Ribbons, and Jordan Modules. Finest transients, high definition,

min. coloration at lowest prices. Design assistance and
prompt service. Brochure $1.00. Lazer Audio. 45383Industrial Pl., Fremont, CA 94538.

$460 Crown SX 824 r/r deck, $1000; Tandberg 10XD,
$1000; Nakamichi 580 $495, McIntosh SR 5, $300 ea.;

IMPORTANT PRODUCTS TO
INCREASE RECORD PERFORMANCE

Bowers & Wilkins DM 70, $800 pr.; Klipshoms Unfinished,
$1050 pr.; Audio Pulse Model 1, $475; SME 3009-111 arm,
$195; Audiocraft Tonearm, $200; Black Widow Tonearm,
$120.

The BERKSHIRE MATCH -MAKER is the perfect way to
match cartridge to preamp -a switchable adapter plugs into
your preamp and offers 18 different loading choices (from 50
to 350 pF). Includes RF filter. Only $49.95/set prepaid and

All Used equipment guaranteed 90 days parts and labor.

insured.

Audio Consultants, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, II. 60201,
(312) 864.9565
Audio Consultants, 757 N. Milwaukee Ave. Libertyville, II.
60048 (312) 362-5594

The BERKSHIRE MODEL CCM CAPACITANCE METER - a

precision meter that measures capacitance of tone arm
cables AND preamp phono input. Ideal for audio service labs,
audiophiles, etc: $89.95 prepaid and insured.

_inn-Sondek
Marco)

affordably

amp, $925; Lux M4000 amp, $1000; Rappaport preamp,
$300; Yamaha Cl amp, $1,000; Yamaha 81 amp, $1000;
Yamaha C2 preamp, $400; Luxman 5C50 preamp, $500;
Luxman 1120 rcvr, $700; McIntosh 2120 amp, $650; Crown

FOR SALE

How is it that the inefficient, noisy, distortion prone, archaic

vacuum tube can retain any acceptance among serious
audiophiles? Why do manufacturers, large & small still expend enormous creative energy in desigining and making
tube equipment? Who cares? We do ... MR. AUDIO'S BIMONTHLY expounds the gospel of tube equipment but not at
the exclusion of all else. We concede to permit solid state MC
head amps, xovers, bass amps & the like in a music system.
The tenacity with which tubes cling in spite of advanced solid

state technology is a mystery to some - but not to us. MR.
AUDIO's BIMONTHLY -6 issues 1st class $15. Overseas
$18-P.O. Box 3022, Monterey, Ca. 93940.

Haller
M eno Seiki

H/K CIT. 16 (400) CIT. 17 (375) ST7 (175) ALL EXC. COND.
CALL C. YOUNG 615.339.2745.

BERKSHIRE AUDIO PO Box 35 GREAT NECK, N.Y. 11021

INFINITY OLS-1 SPEAKERS, LATEST VERSION $1575 pr;
DYNAVECTOR 20 B cartridge $125, Epicure 400+ Speaker
Sys. $475 pr. Unused warranty, 313-646.5626.

INVISIBLE HANGERS FOR ADS, Braun, Visonik/David
speakers. Pair $12.00, $1.00 postage. Plexiforms, 10161
Gilbert Court, Iowa City, IA. 52240

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc. Some
very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full factory warranty. Money -back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.

JANIS WOOFERS
are the best universal subwoofers available. Hear them together with the Janis Interphase crossover amp at OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513523.3895. Free shipping in U.S. We also ship worldwide.

JBL DELPHI EQUIP. CAB. OILED WALNUT, MINT. $250. LX
5 X OVERS $100 PR. 1-DRK MAHOGANY HARTSFIELD CAB.
ONLY $500. PR WALNUT NEW HARTSFIELD CAB OR INCL
COMPONENTS. ALL F.O.B. BRIGHTON MI. 1.313.229.7378

KEF Cantata $420 ea, 104ab $285ea, DN 12 $22 ea, DN 13

$15ea, McIntosh 2505 w/case $400, Dynaco 150 $200.
Tony Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, Wash. 98122,
(206) 323.4987 eves.

LAUGH AND THINK. The Hi -Fi Game: A board game of fun
and thought. $11.95 from Pennon Games, Box 2129. Martinez, CA 94553. Dealer inquiries welcome, too.

LINN-DISC SYSTEM & ISOBARICS-MAIM
We know that some components reproduce sound much
more faithfully than others. For those who can hear the difference we offer the Linn Disc System: Linn Sondek LP -12, Linn

LVII arm & Linn Asak cartridge; the Linn Isobarics: PMS,
DMS, & S.A.R.A. (uni-or bi-amped); and Naim electronic:
head amp, preamps & amps. Enough said! Free shipping.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056,513.523.3895.
LISTENING ROOM INC
590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
(914) 472-4558

Cordially invites you to audition our fine line of equipment.
THRESHOLD - BRYSTON SPATIAL HILL TYPE -1 PLASMA
SPEAKER SYSTEM PYRAMID SPEAKERS SNELL ACOUS-

TICS DAHLQUIST KEF 105 B & W 801 LINN SONDEK -

Rogers
BRITISH

The most accurate

mini monitor in the world.

GOLDMUND T3 TONEARM - QUAD ESL - YAMAHA - TANDBERG - NAKAMICHI - KEITH MONK - PERSPECTIVE SPEAKERS MARCOF MUSICAL FIDELITY - ULTRACRAFT - STAX JANIS R.H. LAB GAS SEQUERRA - POLK AUDIO - DENON
GRACE GRADO SIGN. III DYNAVECTOR - KARAT DIAMOND MICRO -ACOUSTIC JVC MC1 MOVING COIL VISIT OUR PRIVATE STUDIOS -

'HIGH-HDEJTY

Reference Monitor Int. Inc.. 2380 "C" Camino Vida Roble, Carlsbad, CA 92008

We ship free anywhere in the Continental U.S. We invite inquiries.

AUDIO April 1980
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LINC MAYORGA & DIST. COLLEAGUES VOL 1 FACTORY

METRO -NEW YORK CITY

SEALED ALBUM, MAYBE FIRST 1000 PRESSINGS. CALL BID

AFTER 6PM CST 615-889.4614 UNTIL MAY 1, 80 WINNER

G.A.S., FR, Dahlquist, B&0, Lux, Linn Sondek, AVID, Janis,
Baure & Wilkens, Grace, Tangent, R.H. Labs, Direct Discs,

MORDAUNT-SHORT SPEAKERS, BEYER MICROPHONES,
and also some REVOX Items. Send for full literature. Enter-

NOTIFIED.

Grado, many others. All issues of Absolute Sound.

tainment Sound Services Inc., P.O. Box 176, Jericho, NY

FOR SALE

11753. (516) 921.2249.

UNIVERSITY STEREO -Ridgewood, N.J.,

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equip-

ment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes, K&L

57 E. Ridgewood Ave.(201) 447.5700
20 minutes from G.W. Bridge

12-9

Sound Services, 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.
TF

Get with the Audio Pros!

Metronome 2+2 1 yr. ALL MOD. $2900. Mt. Clemens, MI
313.791.7683.

LOWEST PRICES ON STEREO -ESOTERIC COMPONENTS
& Tapes. Over 150 brands. Send xt 10 SASE for quotes. Au-

dio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA 95112
(408)289.8875 1.6 Monday thru Thursday.
LOWEST PRICES ON MAXELL, BASF, TDK, FUJI, AMPEX,
tapes. Send # 10 SASE for free catalog. Guaranteed!! Audio
Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA 95112.

"LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, DBX, HAFLER, GRADO,
ADVENT, TANDBERG, AND MORE. DYNAMIC SOUND, BOX

168, STARKVILLE, MS 39759. (601) 323.0750." 1p.m.4.0

9p.m.

LUX PD -272 TURNTABLE, MINT, $225. (616) 938.1975.

L.A. - SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
We carry the smallest selection of only the best values
and the best equipment. We demonstrate by appointment to insure a meaningful demonstration.

Linn Sondek turntable, Linn Asak cartridge, Spatial
Coherence TFEF Valve preamp, Rogers BBC 1S3/5A
speaker, PSE Studio One preamp & Studio Two power
amp, Stax headphones, Musical Fidelity prepreamp, De.

non tables, arms, cartridges, Meridian amp, preamp,

AUDIO

MINI MITE IS HERE! We at Audible Illusions feel a real need
for offering the music lover an alternative to high priced audio
components. As a result we have developed a special line of
low cost ultra musical components. The Mini Mite I is a basic
preamplifier that costs under 350 dollars. The Mini Mite II is a

CONCEPTS
O Franchised
Dealer

45 watt per channel amplifier that is less than 500 dollars.
Both units are all tube and were designed by the Paragon and
Precision Fidelity circuit designer. For more information write
to: Audible Illusions, 3400 De La Cruz Blvd., Suite H, Santa
Clara, CA 95050. Dealer inquiries invited.

O Full
Warranty
Service
Highest

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will produce enhanced high quality second generation tapes. KUHN ELECTRONICS, 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH 45212.
TF

Quality
Lines

MONTANA AUDIOPHILES
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI -Fl

VISA'

Brings you the Best
NAKAMICHI
DAHLQUIST
HEGEMAN

HAFLER

MAGNEPAN

ALPINE

HARMON/KARDON

G.A.S.

TIME WINDOWS

ACOUSTAT

DENON

B&W

POLK

FULTON

ADCOM

MICRO SEIKI
AUDIONICS
APT HOLMAN

1127 W. Huntington, Arcadia, CA 91006
California

Tollfree

(800) 423-4170

ers, Satterberg Subwoofers, SAEC metal record pad &
cables, Chartwell polypropylene speakers, LiveWire &
Live Wire Litz, Peterson Audio Link cables, Hafler amp &
Preamp, Osawa record pad.
EXECUTIVE AUDIO
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

(213) 395.6400
2210 Wilshire Blvd. suite # 207 Santa Monica, CA
90403

MARANTZ 7C, 9, McINTOSH C22, MC275, MC240. J. Fong,
1238 Green St., San Fran., CA 94109. (415) 885.0596.
7-0

McINTOSH EQUIP. BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED eves.
wkends: 607.865.5387 SDR, Box 387, Walton, NY 13856.

+

METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55, 0.35 watt, 107 values
from 10 ohms to 1 Meg., 254 ea., 10 per value/$1.80, 50 per
value/$7.50. Send stamped self addressed envelope for list
of values and order form. New gold plated brass rear mount
phono jack, $1.50 ea. Gold plated shielded RCA type phono
plugs, $1.75 ea. Minimum order $10.00, quantity discounts
available. Component Systems, 5556 Personality Ct., Indianapolis, Indiana 46227.

(213) 445-3663

Call for best price!

812 Central Ave., Great Falls, MT (406) 761.8683

tuner, Decca Ribbon Tweeters, Koss Electrostatic speak-

Same Day
Shipment

Closer To
The Source
Musicality. Liquidity. Harmonic integrity.
Design qualities we are committed to in
getting closer to the source. Write for information on our Vacuum Tube Preamplifier

T
imb

and Power Amplifier.

Wen.71.1.-n.

Milwaukee! The Audio Emporium - Hear! Audio Perfection
Cables, Audio Pulse, Audio Research, Audire. B&O, Beyer,
Connoisseur, Dahlquist, Denon, Genesis, Grace, Grado,
Haller, Linn, Lux, Magnepan, Marcof, NAD, Polk Audio, RH
Labs, Revox, Rogers, Snell Acoustics, Sonus, Stax, Sumo,
Technics, Threshold. Over 100 direct discs and The Keith
Monks Record Cleaning Machine (consumer version $850).
6900 W. Brown Deer Rd. Open Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 10-6,
Thurs. 10.8. Closed Sun. & Mon. (414) 354-5082.

_'C

MILWAUKEE & WISCONSIN'S ONLY
TRUE AUDIOPHILE DEALER
Specialists in components by; G.A.S., Yamaha, KEF, Tandberg, Dahlquist, DCM, Fried, Quatre, Stax, SAE, Connoisseur,

Transcriptors, Grace, Nakamichi, Infinity, Dynaco, Crown,
Ortofon, Sonus, ADC, Hafler, DBX, Akai, Teac, Revox, MXR,

Technics and many many more. Featuring a very unique
switching system for instant component comparisons. Also,
one of the largest tape recorder displays in the country, with
over 130 machines on display. WACK ELECTRONICS, INC.
5722 W. NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE, WI. 53208. PHONE:
414-442.3441
TF

conrad-johnson design, inc.

1474 Pathfinder Lane McLean, Virginia 22101
IU ,

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NEW AMPEX MASTERING TAPE 406 (7") 2.25, 407 (7")
3.25 New Scotch or Ampex LN-HO 1200x7 1.50, 1800x7
2.25, 4000x10 5.00 min. 20 pp. all boxed. New type 10"
metal Reels Boxed $4 min. 10 pp. other tapes Avail. Large
SASE for Details. MJS, 2514 Seaboard Ave., Si, CA 95131
408.262.8793.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone.
At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and
traditional service.

FOR SALE
NEW DV/KARAT-RUBY and DV/KARAT DIAMOND
now available Dynavector moving coil cartridges: very
stiff, very small (2.5mm), undamped cantilevers - flat
response to 50kHz. Also available, the Mk II versions of
the renowned 20A & 20B high-outout moving coils with
3.6mv output, high compliance, and flat, peak -free, re-

careful analysis of your audio requirements. We strive to offer

sponse. To order or for information call or write. (617)
874-0706, mon-fri, 6.8 pm, (ask for Dick). AUDIO CALIBRATION, Box 250, Westminster, MASS 01473.

SPEAKERS ABSOLUTELY MINT
$625.00, GRACE 860 ARM: $85.00 MINT. (212) 446-3760.

NIGHTINGALE NM1

sober, highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific
NORTH CAROLINA

needs. Please stop in for a refreshing experience with music.

A complete selection of high quality components for the
discriminating music lover. For your pleasure, we offer
two locations drawing audiophiles from the Blue Ridge to
the Atlantic, knowledgable staff with decades of combined experience and these fine products:
ANALOG ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
DCM TIME WINDOWS
STAX
MICRO -ACOUSTICS
DENON
CONNOISSEUR
REVOX
KEITH MONKS
SONUS
YAMAHA
LUXMAN
HAFLER
VISONIK
FRIED
ACOUSTAT
CROWN
RAPPORT
ONKYO
AUDIONICS
GRACE
DYNAVECTOR
SUPEX
LINN SONDEK
REGA
PHASE LINEAR
PLEASE VISIT ONE OF OUR SHOWROOMS
STEREO SOUND
AVID

christo her

ansen
td

Mark Levinson/Sales & Service
in the West
On Display: Mark Levinson Audio
Systems-HQD Reference System,
Goldmund Tone Arm, Fidelity
Research, Koetsu, Linn Sondek,
Rega Planar, Pyramid Metronome,
Rogers LS315A

Showroom Open: M -F 10-5 and
by appointment
9014 Burton Way
Beverly Hills, California 90211

175 E. Franklin St.
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

3443 Robinhood Rd.
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106

JVC

Audioics
Threshold
Audire
Haller

AKG

P.S.E.

Denon
Micro

Dahlquist
Chartwell
B&W

Cizek
AVID

Stanton

Lux
Grado Sig.
Sonus

Connoisseur
Soundcraftsmen

AIWA

M&K
Rogers

Grace

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE

1511 North Main Street
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596
(415) 932-2242
"WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

Northern N.J.'a finest store -Lux, Mod DQ-10, Grace, B&W.
G.A.S. Sleeping Beauty, FR, B&O, Linn, Sondek, Janis, Tangent, R.H. Labs, Grado, AVID and more. University Stereo, 57
E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450. 20 minutes from
TF
the G.W. Bridge. 201.447.5700.

NORTHERN N.J.'s BRAND NEW AUDIO SALON

NEW GOLD PLATED PHONO JACK. Rear mount, gold
plated, solid brass jack, w/gold plated ground flag and hardware, $1.50 ea. Will interchange with Audio Research SP3A-

order form. Minimum order $10.00. Component Systems,
5556 Personality Court, Indianapolis, Indiana 46227.

We ship prepaid within the U S

OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:

Magnepan
Tandberg
Onkyo

(919)768-0150

(919)942-8546

1's phono jacks. Gold plated solid brass shielded phono plugs,
$1.75 ea. Send stamped self addressed envelope for flyer and

213-858-8112

We operate on the theory that you as our customer will
achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only through a

The Sounding Board, Inc.
Linn Sondek, Chartwell LS3/5A, B&W, Spendor, Great
American Sound, Supex, Stax, Adcom, Ultracraft, Mitsubishi, Decca, Tandberg, D.B. Systems, I.M.F. Electronics,

Grado Sig., Obelisk, Monster Cable, Dahlquist, Audio
Pro, Grace, Cizek, Avid, Marcof, Micro Acoustics, Dual,
Strathclyde (S.T.D.), Audio Source.
We Ship Anywhere in the United States.
THE SOUNDING BOARD, INC.

Ridgewood, N.J.

(201)4455006

NORTHWEST! The TIn Ear. Audio Research, Audionics,
B&W, Grado, LUX, Magnepan, Polk Audio, RH Labs, Rogers,

Exclusive patented
circuitry optimizes
stereo image.
For information write: HG Dynamics
4448 W. Howard St.. Skokie, IL 60076

BC

THE RG PRO -168 DYNAMIC PROCESSOR

udio
-1

xcellence

I INIQ( IF ST( RI O SI IOWROOM 1)1 1)I('ATE 1).10 THE PT RFF('TIONIST

Presenting Components from the Prestigious Companies of
KOETSU
THRESHOLD ROGERS MAGNEPAN
SIGNET
PYRAMID
SNELL
AUDIONICS
HAFLER
OBELISK
DENON
WIN LABS
BRYSTON
SYMDEX
AXIOM
BEVERIDGE
SPATIAL
MARCOF
DCM
LINN SONDEK
SYMMETRY
PSE
SUPEX
M.A. COTTER
FID. RES.
PLASMATRONICS LUX TVA
.584 Washington

Street. San

Francisco 94111

415-433.1335
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Supex, Technics, Yamaha and Audiophile recordings. 704
9.0
Symons, Richland, WA 99352, 509.946.4459.

Onkyo T-4055 AM/FM Stereo Tuner. Rated best buy by
leading audiophile journal. Only $125. In NJ, (201) 665-0525
evenings.

PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset angle,
overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damp-

ing construction. Jewelled pivots. Height adjustable while
playing records. Effective mass 2.5 grams. Damped cueing.
Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with silicone damping, $249.00,
"Universal" nylon hardware, $1.00; alignment protractor,
$3.00. Prices include postage and money -back guarantee.
JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425
TF

PRO SOUND. Antech Stocks all makes of Pro Audio Equipment: BGW, Crown, DBX, JBL, EV, Nikko, McIntosh, Tascam,
Otari, Sound Workshop, UREI, Eventide and many others.
Call Bob Lewis for quotation or to place your order. We deliver
what others promise. Professional Service Available. Visa and
M/C. Antech Labs, Inc., 8144 Big Bend, St. Louis, MO 63119.
(314) 962-5656.
PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET 10',
ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 9', SQUARE BOTTOMS
6', POLY LINED PAPER SLEEVES 15', white jackets 35',
POSTAGE $1.50. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW
TF

YORK, 10931.

PS AUDIO
The PS III Pre -amp & Amp combination is. a real Giant Killer.
Check it out. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave., Charlotte,
NC 28204 (704) 377.6590. Shipped Pre -paid.

Advertising Index
Advertiser (Reader Service No.)

FOR SALE

Page

ADS

83, 89

AKG

53

AIWA (1)
Action Audio (2)
Allison Acoustics (4)
Apt Holman (3)
Audio Critic
Audionics (5)
Audio-Technica
Custom Craft (6)
dbx (7)
Discwasher

15

Electro -Voice

30

90
94
20

86
13

92
2

26
24, 61

Fisher

38, 39

GE MO Valve (11)
Harman/Kardon

PHILA. AREA - Verion Transformer Mk. lw/Denon "S"
cart. -$350. CALL (215) 677.5929 Bob, Equ. new, boxed.

OUATRE (Q.M.I.) GC500, EXCELLENT, MUSICAL HIGH.
POWER AMP; $500.00. (901) 386-4019.
QUICKEST AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All brands of
Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest Quotations with
$1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD., Saikaen
Bldg., 4.33.21, Kamimeguro, Meguro.Ku, Tokyo 153 Japan.

RAW SPEAKERS AND FINISHED SYSTEMS for Hi -Fi
and Sound Reinforcement. Also cabinet plans, hardware,
grille cloth, crossovers, microphones, accessories, much

SALE!

75

20
34, 35

! ! !

TWO FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE. Now you can buy

two fine RCA (Japan) direct to disc records, Beethoven's ap-

passionata and Lew Tabackin quartet's trackin' for only
$11.95 including postage. That's right. Two records for
$11.95! Rated as reference recordings in the Absolute Sound

& Stereophile, these records retail for $30 for both. Hurry,
supply limited. Send check or money order to: Specs Corp.,
130 Fallen Leaf Drive, Hillsborough, Calif. 94010 CA residents add Sales tax.

2-0

The KA/STAT

more. Information packed catalog, $1. Universal Discount Sound, Dept. AO, 2243 Ringling Blvd., Sarasota,
FL. 33577

The NEW
most

58, 59

Empire (9, 8)
Fuji (10)

FOR SALE

RECORDS/TAPES. Major labels, top names at distributor
prices. All categories. Complete set of catalogs $1.00 (refundable) Box 1111, Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.

definitive
miniature
monitor
in the
world

REINFORCEMENT, RECORDING DISCO equipment featuring Electro.Voice, Tapco, Numark, Whirlwind, etc. Competitive prices with fast competent mail order service is our specialty. Write or call SONIX CO., Dept. A, Box 58, Indian Head,
MD 20640, (301) 753-6432.
10-0
RENOUNCE ROTTEN RECORDINGS! Read selected British
reviews in the bi-monthly EURO -DISC GAZETTE, then order
these European discs judged the finest in technical and musical excellence. Selections mainly classical. Send for free sample issue. No obligation. EURO -DISC GAZETTE, PO Box 337A, Peterborough, NH 03458.
TF

International Hi -Fi (12)

30

JVC (13)

31

Jensen

25

KEF (14)

19

Leigh Instruments (15)

91

ROGERS REFERENCE MONITOR SYSTEM
is a biamplified system designed by Rogers using the incredi

Lux (16)

23

ble LS3/5a's. We offer this system as well as the Rogers
Monitor 2's, Compact Monitor's, A-100 & A-75 amps & T-75

6624 W. IRVING PARK RD.

3M (17)
MXR
Maxell (18)

20

tuner. Free shipping in U.S. Visa & M.C. honored. Oxford Audio Consultants, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513.523.3895.

312-655-6609

McIntosh (19)
Nakamichi (20)
Nautilus (21)
Nikko (22)
Onkyo

29

Phase Linear (23)

Pickering (34)
Pioneer (24, 25)
Primo Co., Ltd. (26)
Qysonic (27)
Radio Shack

5

88

United Audio (DUAL)
Yamaha

t

16, 17
21

6

Coy. II, 1, 4
95

RC

HF

i

and breathing.
For Information write. RD Dynamics
4448 W. Howard St., Skokie. IL 60076

THE RG PRO -16W DYNAMIC PROCESSOR

93
45

11

Tandberg (37)
Technics (38)

Patented circuitry
eliminates pumping

4

SAE (28)

TEAC

60634

7

33

Soundcraftsman (35)
Studer Revox
TDK (36)

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

84

ReVox

Sansui (29)
Shure (31, 32)

AUDIO INTL., LTD.

77,
27, 49
22
33

Pacific Image, Inc. is proud to announce
its appointment as the exclusive San Francisco bay area dealer
for the astonishing

RENAISSANCE SeRI,S
Electrostatic loudspeakers, brilliantly engineered and built by
Dr. Roger West of SOUND LAB ELECTRONICS.

47

If you enjoy the means to be able to indulge yourself in what
will no doubt become the most sought after esoteric speaker
system yet available, arrange for an audition. By appointment

41

only.

Cov. Ill

Coy. IV
3

65

PACIFIC IMAGE, INC.
P.O. Box 169
Woodacre, California 94973

It.

415-488-0293
Prepaid shipping within the continental U.S

AUDIO April 1980
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKIEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and

SAVE UP TO 69% ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO COMPONENTS FROM CARSTON STUDIOS. NEW ENGLAND'S AUDIO SUPERMARKET ONE OF THE OLDEST MAIL ORDER

other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive
prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburg,
TF
PA 15212 or (412) 322.4706

Western
Pennsylvania's

Quality Audio
Dealer
Threshold
Br yston

Apt/Holman
Nikko
Sony
Haller
Duntech
Linn Sondek
Grado
Denon

Fidelity Research
Supex
Ariston
Grace

Watson Labs
MÚK Systems
Magneplanar
Polk

DCM Speaker:,
Rogers LS3 5A
Infinity
Altec Lansing
Janis
Thorens
ADC
SAE

Visonik
Blaupunkt
Grundig
AIWA
Sony
Technics Pro

Scheiber Decoder
Cotter
Marcoff
Symmetry
/plus ...Jr mare...
Direct -To-Disc Recordings

VISA

6019 Broad St. Mall Aim
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206 11.11,

(412) 441-4550

EXCLUSIVE SOUTHEAST
DEALER FOR THE

FIRMS (EST 1952) AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST

INCOMPARABLE

RELIABLE. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCKED WAREHOUSE. SEND FOR PRICE QUOTE AND PRICE LIST. CARS.
TON STUDIOS, OLD BROOKFIELD ROAD, DANBURY, CONN.

MARK LEVINSON H.Q.D.
REFERENCE SYSTEM

TF

06810.

SNELL TYPE A's (Improved version) MINT, $1,200/PR,
Tandberg 2075 Mk II receiver $650, AGI 511A (high gain)
$380, Cizek MG -27 subwoofers $440/pr, AKG P8ES's (3
only) $80 each. Sound & Music, 90.92 King St., Northampton, MA 01060 (413) 584-9547.

The H.Q.D. reference playback system consists of the following components:
Hartley 24 in sub -woofers
2
4

Quad ESL loudspeakers

2

Decca ribbon tweeters (modified)
Levinson LNC-2 Crossovers

2

(100hz&7Khz)
Levinson ML.1 (LEMO) preamp
Levinson ML -2 amplifiers
1pr. Hand-crafted oak or ash trestle
stands (for Quads & Decca)
THE H.Q.D. STYSTEM WITH GOOD SOURCE MATERIAL,
WILL REPRODUCE A MUSICAL EVENT BETTER THAN ANY
1

6

SOTA PRICE REDUCTION - NAIM 12S 22 - 160
Cond. Call 615.373.4450 after 7pm only.

120. Mint

SOUND ADVICE AND POLK AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS We
have the incredible Polk Audio Monitor Series loudspeakers in
stock. The Polk's are definitely the best performance per dol-

SYSTEM WE KNOW OF.

For more information, please write or call:
SOUND COMPONENTS
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, Florida, 33134

lar value ever offered in a truly accurated inexpensive
loudspeaker. State of the art sound is now available from less
than $200 per pair. We ship freight prepaid anywhere in the

U.S. within 24 hours upon receipt of order. Write or call for
information on the Polk Audio Monitor Loudspeakers.

305.446.1659
tt

TWX 812.848.7627

SOUND ADVICE

Ruston, LA 71270

Village Plaza

(318)255-8000

STAX DA80 power amp. Excellent condition, $1200. 313477.5462 after 5 pm EST.

9.9
STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!!

SOUTH CAROLINA'S ONLY HIGH -END STORE the finest

Sell 100 brands!! Lowest Possible Prices!! Krasco-REP

audiophile equipment: British American Sound, P.O. Box

DEPT. -998 Orange

1247 186 King Street, Charleston, SC 29402

06516TFFILE

TF

SS -2 PLEASURE MACHINE connects to stereo. Touch it any-

where and tingle. Try a demonstration. EBH Audio, 1940
Washington, San Francisco, 94109; (415) 885.3138.

SHIPPED PREPAID ó INSURED

01(4T1ON AUDIO

SOUND COMPONENTS INC.

STAN WHITE
Latest thoughts on loudspeaker enclosure geometry ($1.00),

Electron Binding Energy (what holds an electron together)
($1.00)m How an electron generates magnetism ($1.00),
Where Inertia Comes From ($1.00) How Matter Works (a
proper foundation for Physics) ($3.00). Tachyon, Box 204,
Bloomington, IL 60108.

Ave.

West Haven, Conn.

SUPEX SDX1000 UNUSED, FULL GUARANTEE $260. STE.
PHEN SUN (212) 425.2540 EXT. 219 DAY.

SUPEX SDX-1000 CARTRIDGE, new $220. (201) 746.2794.

TAPCO and ELECTRO -VOICE, mixers, equalizers, amps,
mics, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail order prices,
Sonix Co., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640
8.9
TAPE HEAD REFINISHING - Precision method full frequency

response. $15.00 ea. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Place, Orinda, CA 94563.

TEAC-AN300 4 Channel Dolby Noise Reduction Unit; $250.
Audio Research SP 4A Preamp; $800. Both mint Cond. (313)
644.3025.

Technics SL 1200 Turntable Mint Condition, call (207)
946-7079.

Come Closer to the
Real Sound with KEF

Speakers. You can
now build the famous
British KEF 104AB and
Cantata Speakers in kit

form with savings up to
40%.
"Hearing is Believing"

audio den ltd.

1320-34 Stony Brook Rd.
Stony Brook, New York 11790

(516) 751-3350

THE AUDIOGRAM, an independent newsletter with critical
integrity and realistic sense of proportion for buyers of the
newest and best components. Double issue No. 13 & No. 14
contains:
-Snell Type A Speakers
-Symdex Sigma Speakers
-INTTRA Sound Rack

-Fulton Cables
-TVA.1 Amp
-Theta preamp
A new article by Paul Messenger $10/4 issues/1 year. AUDIOGRAM, Box 27406, St. Louis, MO 63141.
THE MONITOR SERIES FROM POLK AUDIO

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS now has on demonstration the

remarkable new Polk loudspeakers priced from less than
$200 per pair. Compare them to the finest loudspeakers in
the world. All Polk Audio Monitors utilize high definition polymer laminate bass -midrange drivers, wide dispersion soft
dome tweeters and fluid coupled sub -bass radiators. They are
capable of reproducing a highly defined phase accurate three

dimensional sonic image which rivals the thousand dollar
super speakers. They sound great with a small receiver, yet
reveal the fine subtleties of state of the art electronics.
Shipped free in U.S. Send for free brochures on Polk or our
other fine lines. AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS, 1534 Northern
TF
Blvd., Manhasset, LI, NY 11030 (516) 627.7333

AUDIO April 1980
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
THE FRONT END

is around the corner.
THE THETA PREAMPLIFIER
is a six tube device having a passive RIAA network & using NO

FOR SALE

WE HAVE THE NEW CARVER PREAMP. In stock for immediate delivery the amazing CARVER C-4000 sonic holography
preamp. Free shipping within continental U.S. Call or write:
EARDRUM, 16 Eliot St., Cambridge, MA 02138 (617) 4892504.

feedback! This remarkable component is the most musical
preamp that we have heard. Hear it at OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056.513.523.3895. Free
shipping in U.S. We also ship worldwide.

WHAT ARE THEY REALLY SAYING? Popular book gives de-

Witt lite

tail explanations of specs and latest audio jargon. Helps to
make best selections. Send $2.00 to: TECHTALK, P.O. Box
6714, Mobile AL 36606.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue -$2.00. House of Records, Hiliburn, New York
10931.

TF

THRESHOLD 400A Cascode $1000; 317.463.4457.
TONEARMS-CARTRIDGES-TURNTABLES at lowest prices.

Most brands available, including MC. Send # 10 SASE for
quotes. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA
95112.
TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!!
We feature just about all of the finest phono cartridges on the
market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes
cartridges that are normally sold for the full retail price! Our

most popular lines include Acutex, ADC, Crado, Nagatron,
Ortofon, Shure, Sonus, Stanton and many others that we
can't even mention by name. Just call us at 212.254.3125
for more information or write to Direct Discounts Ltd., P.O.
Box 841, Cooper Station, NY 10003. We accept phone orders
with your M/C or VISA.

Wisconsin Has; Audionics, Denon, Luxman, Hafler, Polk,
NAD, Aiwa, Connoisseur, Braun, STAX, Nagatronics, Grado,
R.G., Grafyx, Soundcable and more. Write or call for prices
and literature: Sound Seller, Box 224, Marinette, WI 54143.
(715) 735-9002.

Would you like data on a handcrafted, wideband midrange/ tweeter from England that "signal traces" like fine
electrostatics.& ribbon tweeters w/useful range of 150 Hz to

22,000Hz, & has only 1.3 gms. moving mass? This driver
eliminates mid & upper x' over points, which rids system of
phase errors, providing seamless sonic purity. Data also avail-

able on our line of other exciting, advanced raw speakers,
many used in systems by Snell, Symdex, Tangent, Thiel, M &
K etc. Subwoofers, bextrenes, & S.D. Tweeters available along
w/designs & application assistance to help you get the most

from your "dream system". X' over parts incl. mylar caps to
l0mfd & low DCR "Super Air Core" inductors to 5 mh. Your
inquiries & orders receive our prompt attention. Send $1.00
for Info to: Transcendental Audio, 6796 Arbutus St., Arvada,

CO 80004 - 303.420.7356 Innovative components & deTOURING SOUND SYSTEMS, 2, 4 and 8 Track Studios.

signs in high -end audio. Polydax (Audax), Decca, E.J. Jordan,

Disco Sound, Cerwin Vega BGW, Altec, Shure, AKG, Tapco,
Dyna, Revox, EV, Beyer, Cetec, etc. K & L Sound Service, 75
North Beacon At., Watertown, Mass. 02172. (617) 787.4072Att: Ken Berger.
TF

Eminence. Soon available - Cylindrical, sandwich construction, "un -box" enclosures for bextrene drivers.

6 Marantz Mod. 3 Electronic xovers: $100.00 ea. Joe

The gooseneck

lamp you've been looking for! Great for turntables ... pre -

amps ... keyboards ... amps ..
music stands ... lecterns ... any-

.

where you need a little light.
Littlite-1: Detachable 12" lamp,
bulb, base with dimmer, wall -plug-in
power supply, storage clips and
mounting hardware. $44.95

Littlite-2: Same as Littlite-1, but
with fixed lamp and high -low switch.

$34.95
Add $1 per order, shipping

30 day money back guarantee.
Send check or money order to:
Custom Audio Electronics

Dept. A480

2828 Stommel Road
Ypsiland, Michigan 48197

Send for our FREE catalog!

Fasano, 2123 18th So., Seattle, WA 98144.

TRADE UP to the MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner
It may have been out of the question at $2000, but the
new retail is $995. Subtract even more for your trade-in
and this magnificent tuner can be yours at a surprisingly
low price. We offer very generous trade-in allowances on
your old tuner or other audio equipment. A rare chance
to own the best at a reasonable price (see Audio, Nov.

LOWER

LOUDSPEAKER

DISTORTION

The VMPS Tower II speaker system, with its

unique multi -band bass technique -flat to
22 Hz -and aperiodic enclosure design gen-

'77). Write us for a quote, or better yet, phone after

erates three times less harmonic distor-

business hours and we can discuss your trade-in: (617)
874.0706, mon.-fri., 6-8 pm. (ask for Dick)
AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Westminster, MASS
01473.
TF

m tion (0.70/o THD 22Hz - 20 kHz/1W input)
i4 than the best and costliest competitors.
Its output is completely minimum phase over
the full musical range.
Efficiency (103dB/1W/1m), power handling
(300W rms), maximum undistorted output
E

TURNTABLE RUMBLE OR FEEDBACK BLUES? After 2 yrs.
of research, a suspension system has now been developed to

eliminate vibration, allowing your turntable to perform at its
best. The sound quality of any stereo system is greatly im-

(126 dB/1m with rated max input) and

proved regardless of price! The DISK -FLOATER fits under any
type or size turntable. Order now at only $16.95 UPS prepaid

dynamic range are enormous.
Linearity and neutrality are the equal of the
á finest audiophile monitors.

from Grosberg Associates, 1226 E 85th St., Brooklyn, NY
11236.

Its periphonic dispersion pattern (bottom firing slot -loaded subwoofer, top -firing

TWO DYNACO MK. VI AMP KITS FACTORY SEALED,
NEVER OPENED $275. EACH, YOU PAY SHIPPING CALL

supertweeter) is nearly ideal in any listening
á room.

JEFF AT (215) 839.060011:00 AM - 5:00 PM ONLY.

Undergrounds/Audio's outdated (1941) Tonearm Geome-

The Tower II can be biamped without an
external crossover, or operated full range
from as little as 20W/ch.
Its cost is $549ea. (optional with dealer)
fully assembled, or $369ea. in easy -to -

try gives MAXIMUM distortion from the Critical Listening area
instead of required MINIMUM. The Alignment Protractor by
Percy Wilson M.A. (MK II with Stevenson 1966 Zereo error
points) $10 Bill. Mayware, P.O. Box 58, Edgware Middx. England.

assemble kit form.
We think this is the loudspeaker you've been
waiting for.

USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT: Audio Research D76A Am-

plifier $695; D100B Amplifier $897; B & W DM7 Speakers
$795 pair; Yamaha M-2 Amplifier $820; Tine Ear, 704 Symons, Richland, WA 9.9352; (509) 946.4459.

There are nine VMPS speaker systems priced from $72 to
$1499 each, including the Mini -Tower II ($249ea. kit, $389ea.
asserfibled ), the Super Tower ($499ea. kit, $799 ea. assembled),
and the fabulous 7ft. tall Super Tower II ($799ea. kit, $1299ea.

VACUUM TUBES, tube -peculiar parts. All kits/parts for cir-

cuitries described in our 230+ page Modification Manual.
Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairemont Mesa
Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714) 278.3310.
9-0

assembled theater black, $1499 in finishes). Kit prices plus
shipping. 5 year warranty. Details: ITONE AUDIO, 7301
ROCKWAY, EL CERRITO, CAL. 94530 (415) 526-7084. Dealer

VANDERSTEEN MODEL 2A IN STOCK!
Q/LC AUDIO, 1006 Berkshire Rd., Dayton, Ohio 45419; (513)
298.9330, (513) 293.7287. We Ship Anywhere.

and rep inquiries invited.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, In a double issue

WISCONSIN'S ONLY SENSIBLE AUDIO DEALER. PROD-

(#15 & #16), discusses provocative Issues
(phono overload, the problems with digital
recordings, audible differences in preamps),
begins a look at a new generation of tube

UCTS FROM: Audionics, AudioPro, Yamaha, Hafler, Connoisseur, Great White Whale, GAS, Ortofon, Technics, DBX, Stax,
DCM, Dahlquist, SAE, Audio Pulse, Koss Draco, MXR, Shure/

equipment (the Audio Research D-79 amp, for
Instance), probes both the visual and
stereophonic sonics of the Phillips video disc

more. TAPE RECORDERS FROM: Akai, Sony, JVC, Tandberg,
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system, evaluates a new generation of cartridges (including the $1,000 Koetsu and the
Fulton moving coil), examines the latest in
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direct -disc records, reviews state-of-the-art attempts in solid-state gear (Levinson and Cotter
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53208. (414)442.3441.

We've made it easier for MASTERCHARGE and
VISA card -holders to subscribe. (They may call
516-671-6342 between 9:30 am and 5 pm, EST,

to the already fine lines of AR, AKG, ADC, Pro-Accutrac,

sent to The Absolute Sound, Drawer AA, Box L,
Sea Cliff, New York, 11579. Four issues, ($18
US, $19, Canada, $25 outside North America,
US Currency required).

(603) 899 9121
GerBenelux W Ger-

B311447C, Jaffrey, NH 03452

ELECTRONICS, INC., 5722 W. NORTH AVE., MILWAUKEE, WI

WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.
Westchester's finest audio sales and service dealer is proud
to announce the addition of:

Monday-Friday to charge a subscription.)
Otherwise, subscription checks should be

I handling

Technics Pro, Revox, Uher and many more. Send SASE for
our "blow-out" list. RECORDS FROM: TeLarc Mobile Fidelity,
Sheffield, Orion/Nautilus and more. Also, one of the largest
dealers for used high -end electronics in the country. WACK

Fidelity re-mastertings of popular hits. We supply not only the most comprehensive reviews
of high -end audio components but of

audiophile and commercial discs as well.

stereo audio
plated phono connectors
130

SME, Soundcraftsman, Grace, Thorens, and much, much

Fried Loudspeakers

Quanta, CM Labs, Celestion, Decca, Dir.-to-Disc, Discwasher,
J.V.C., J.V.C. Pro., Kos, Lux, L.S.S., Maxell, Panasonite, Pickering, Qysonic Array, Rotel, Scott, Sennheiser, Soundcraftsman, Sound Source, Stanton, Supex, Thoren, Tandberg, TDK.
Shipping is free in continental U.S.
WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.

211 North Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801

914.576.3230
2.0

Houston and the Gulf Coast

FRANK VAN ALSTINE HAS DONE IT AGAIN. All new ZERO
SLEW INDUCED DISTORTION modifications for DYNACO and

other equipment. Watt Jung is right of course, but he overlooks a few things we have not, such as the small signal effects of RFI and the low frequency analogy to S. I. D., which
relates to the time constant ratio between low frequency cutoff and power supply stiffness after regulation (we can prove
that DC coupled inputs guarantee high distortion at low fre-

Mark Levinson/ Threshold/G.A.S./Apt /Holman/ Hafler/Advent/ Nakamichi/ Dahlquist/
Magneplanar/KEF/Acoustat/KM Systems/ DCM Time Window/Cizek/Snell/Denon/
Klipsch/ Fidelity Research/Grace/Signet/Cotter/Ivie Analyzers

AlifflOCIOneePtS

quencies) Our new mods guarantee zero T. I. M. and until you

2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston, Texas 77098 713/527-0774

hear an amp or preamp achieving this, you haven't heard
anything yet. For example our all new SUPERPAS mod will
outplay any other vacuum tube preamp and its only our

Credit Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA

fourth best preamp design. Write for our detailed explanation
that may shake the world of high end audio.

Issue 53 is now available It contains reviews of the AUDIO STANDARDS MX -10A

pre -preamplifier, the DENNESEN Soundtracktor, the DENON PCC-1000 phono
crosstalk canceller, the JML protractor, and the THETA preamplifier. Issue 03 also
features reviews of the BREUER 5C, DENON DA -307, DYNAVECTOR DV -505.
FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -64s, GRACE G-707MKI1, G-704 and G-714. HADCOCK
GH-228 Super. INFINITY "Black Widow" GF, JH Audio Labs, LUSTRE GST-1 and
GST-801. MAYWARE Formula IV Series III MICRO MA -505X, MISSION 774, SME

3009 Series III, STAX UA.7cf-m, SYRINX PU1, WOODIESS LURNE WLP-1. and
ULTRACRAFT AC-3000MC pickup arms, plus reviews of the DENON DL -303.
FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -1 MK3F, FULTON RS, GRADO Signature III. KOETSU
MC -ONE, LINN ASAK DC -2100K, MISSION 773, ORTOFON MC -30, PRECISION

P O. BOX 10973
St. Louis, MO 63135

FIDELITY, SUMO II. SUPEX SD -900 Super II and SDX-1000. WIN LABS SDT-10Type
IIC, and YAMAHA MC -1S phono cartridges.
Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS`"" for six issues are U S - S18, Canada
and Mexico - S20, and outside North America - 526 (AIR MAIL) Please remit in U S
funds only. Sample copies of all issues of AUDIO HORIZONS are available for 04 50
each (U. S . Canada, and Mexico(, and $6 00 each (outside North America)

JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE

BURNSVILLE, MINN 55337 612-890.3517

1-0

YAMAHA C-4 PREAMP $400, M-4 Amp $450, Advent 201
$180, Large Advents $300. (313) 655.6068.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/
experience business makes money! Others work for you! Free
Details "CAFM," Box 130-N3, Paradise, CA 95969

CAMPUS REPS

High Performance Loudspeakers, Box
TF

18009, Seattle, WN 98118

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.

AT SOUND COMPONENTS, INC
WE'VE

CBOT IT

Cleaver plan $2.00 (Refundable) Noble, Box 10033, Houston,
TX. 77206.

All

LOW-COST, HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Audionics .... Bang & Olufsen ....Beveridge Cylindrical .... Bryston
Fidelity Research... Fulton ..
.. ,DCM... Denon ...Dynavector
H.Q.D. Reference System
Grace ...Great American Sound... Hafler
...Janis... KEF. . , Kenwood Purist ...Linn Sondek... Magnepan ..
Mark Levinson ... Paragon .. Pyramid Metronome ... Quad ... Rega
... Rogers ... Sonex ... Spendor ... Stax... Verion ... Yamaha ..
,

.

,

.

-

,

Master Charge & Visa accepted

We stilt, prepaid witliill U S

SOUND COMPONENTS, INC.
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Coral Gables, Fla. 33134
(305) 446-1659

112

1/9 octave, 0.2dB resolution. Full 20Hz to 20kHz range. Ideal
for parametric equalizers but useful with any equalizer. Only
S1,195. Dealer inquiries invited.
Write for free details:

Spies

Laba%atories,

P.O. Box 336
Lawndale, CA 90260
Phone: 12131 644 0056
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RECORDS

HELP WANTED

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS: Save 20% to 40%. Free catalog.
Foreign customers also invited. Super Sound Record Service:

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU!! 50,000 Jobs!

WANTED TO BUY
OR TRADE

Big Pay! Reports $2.00. AUSTCO, Box 2069-K, La Puente, CA
91746
1.0

MARANTZ MODEL 20 Case Wanted. Andy (212) 357.5859.

P.O. Box 411237: Chicago, III 60641

AUDIOPHILES! Direct -Disc, Digital, Mobil Fidelity -All labels -

Low Prices Fast Service. Write for free catalog. Direct Disc
Discounters, 2245 New Hope Church Rd., Raleigh, NC
27604.
9.9
DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All labels at
low prices. Telearc, Discwasher, Audio-Technica, Sheffield,
Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity Labs...WE HAVE

EXPERIENCED + EFFECTIVE Audio Salesman to work in
high end store. Send Resume + References to: Rocky Moun-

RADIO -TV Jobs... Stations hiring nationwide! Free details:
"Job Leads," 1680 -PH Vine Hollywood, CA 90028

Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive cataloge DISConnection,
P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL 33679.

CA 92627.

773-High Output MC Cartridge $375
774-Tone Arm
$350
$750 (est.)
775-Turntable
771-Pre-Amp
$750 (est.)
772-Power Amp
$1600
$1000 (pair)
770-Loudspeaker

WANTED TO BUY
OR TRADE

THEM ALL!! (and more!!) Send for FREE price list and

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOG! Personalities!
ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 17th G-1 Costa Mesa,

MISSION

tain Hi -Fi, 812 Central Avenue, Great Falls, MO 59401

OPEN REEL pre-recorded tapes. Rock, folk, jazz, classical
stereo, quad (8 - track quad also). A few of each for sale too.
SASE. Ray, 1293 French Ave., Lakewood, Ohio 44107.

Individually, each Mission
reference component represents a
formidable achievement in musical
performance. As a system, they
combine to provide a truly
stunning musical experience.

11-9

TF

INDIRECT DISCS - Dixieland, Pipe Organ. Free catalog.
Decibel Records, P.O. Box 631, Lexington, Massachusetts
02173

STYLUS RETIPPING - NO GIMMICK'
ANY MAKE - ANY MODEL - NEW OR OLD

10.0

"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn, LP jackets with
clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner
sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CABCO A6,
Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201."
TF

We ship prepaid and insured in the
continental U S

o., 5a.r9AlA nos .+i. cra.,..mra your Vv.

RECORD HOUND, Box 88A, Eagleville, PA 19408. Fills want
list? Doggone right!!! 3355 specialist. Fast, friendly service.

u. De, ca .xae,

545 00 siao0u0 srp,
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749 middle neck road/great neck, ny 11024
(516) 466-5674

RECORDSAVERS,

POLY -LINED INNER SLEEVES TEN
CENTS EACH, POSTPAID, MINIMUM 100. DEO, INC., BOX

452D, GLENVIEW, IL 60025.

~1

6-0

RECORDS, RECORDS, RECORDS

Old, New & Direct Disc too! Send $1. for Complete Info,
S.E.O.J., 519 Wheat, Johnstown, PA 15902.

4.9

SOUSA RECORDS. Free catalog upon request. Stanford. Box
36163, Grosse Pointe, Mich. 48236.
1.0

Connecticut's Progressive Audio Store
Acoustat / Andante / Apt Corp / Audionics / Audio Technology / Bryston

HELP WANTED
Audio Technician with 2 years minimum experience in stereo equipment, willing to relocate to beautiful Orlando, Florida.
Excellent working conditions and benefits at the area's leading stereo centers. Send Resume with picture to:
Technician
P.O. Box 918
Casselberry, FL 32707

,

Carver

Tot. ,.

Cotter / Dahlquist / DCM /Denon /Grace / Hafler / Marcof / M&K / NAD / Nakamic hi /Pyramid
RH Labs / Signet / Symdex / Mirage Win Labs - Yamaha. 375 titles of digital -direct discs.
Audiophile accessories. Keith Monks record cleaning. ill shipments prepaid and iosored.

SPEAKERS
VENEER SPEAKER CABINETS Hardwood Walnut Speaker
Cabinets with grill. Routed or unrouted, front baffles, or complete SPEAKER KITS. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for complete brochure. KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYSTEMS, 260-A GLENN CIRCLE, POWELL, TN 37849.

155

TAKE AUDIO

_105 whitney ave., new haven, ct 06511 203-777-1750 m -w 10-6 th&I 10-8 sa 10-5 me/visa/amex

Now in Fort Lauderdale...
State of the art components for the
audio perfectionist and serious listener.

Audio Research Acoustat Denon B & W Armstrong Chartwell Lux
Tangent Polk GAS Conrad Johnson Audire Ariston Connoisseur

ADC Grace Supex Grado Goldring DB Systems Quatre Stax
Theta Plasmatronics Transcriptors Dynavector Vandersteen
Complete selection of direct to disc recordings.

AUDIO
INSIGHT
The Promenade at Bay Colony
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6286 N. Federal Hwy , Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33308 305/491-7677

í111101/7Lí1/@ MUM
DEDICATED TO MUSICAL EXCELLENCE
OUR DEMONSTRATIONS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT ARE UNIQUE WE OFFER UNLIMITED TIME TO EVALUATE THE VERY FINE
COMPONENTS WE FEATURE. OUR EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF QUALITY RECORDINGS ENABLES YOU TO DETERMINE WHICH
COMPONENTS ARE OPTIMUM. OUR EXPERTISE WILL HELP YOU TO DECIDE WHAT IS BEST AS WELL AS TO ENSURE A PERFECT

MATCH TO YOUR LISTENING ENVIRONMENT.

YAMAHA, NAKAMICHI, BRYSTON, APT-HOLMAN, COTTER, BANG & OLUFSEN, DAHLQUIST, NAD, BOWERS á WILKINS,
SHAHINIAN-OBELISK, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PYRAMID -METRONOME, OHM, KLIPSCH, LUX, INNOTECH, DENON, MARCOF, ADS, LS3/5A, REVOX, DECCA, AKG, FIDELITY RESEARCH, SIGNET AND MANY OTHER FINE COMPONENTS.
DIGITAL AND DIRECT DISC RECORDINGS.
TRADE INS. .BUY -SELL USED EQUIPMENT ..PROFESSIONAL REPAIR SERVICE & HOME INSTALLATION... CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED. FINANCING AVAILABLE.

182 HENRY STREET BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201 (212)596.0888
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WANTED TO BUY
OR TRADE

WANTED TO BUY

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC

OR TRADE

CROSSOVERS
Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) fil-

ters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation, any frequency specified,
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz.
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply;

DRIVE BELTS FOR FAIRCHILD 412-1 turntable. R.A. Keppel, 1460 Ramillo, Long Beach, CA 90815

Manufacturer Seeking Inventions. Advantek, 1100 17th
10-0

NW, Washington, DC 20036.

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 & McINTOSH 9 & 10,
3500MK., C-22, MC275, MC240 TUBE EQUIPMENT. Sam
Aberst. P.O. Box 480436, L.A.. Calif. 90048 (213) 858-8255.

STEREO BI -AMP $139

9-9

Tri-amp, quad -amp, and monaural types
at comparable prices. Other
features: Summer for "single

McIntosh, Marantz any kind of tube amp & W.E. Tube: Pay
the best price (212) 544-3506 Mickey.

tion filters supplied with or without bass

McINTOSH OR MARANTZ any kind of tube amps: Pay top
dollar (213) 2783430, 8633 Airdrome St., LA, Calif. 90035.

available
available

woofer" systems, Subsonic noise eliminaboost, level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS

500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in filters, regulated power supplies,

reC '

FREE CATALOG &

PRICE SHEET

Write to:

c 4e,

ENGINEERING LABORATORY

11828 Jefferson BI .Culver City, CA 90230
Phone. (213) 397-9668

FREE

WANTED: GOLD RECORD ABBEY ROAD BY BEATLES.
JOHN WITMER, 3012 FOX RUN, DES MOINES, IA 50321.
(515) 244-8097.
WANTED: McINTOSH MPI-4. TOP PRICE PAID. CALL 703281.9524.

WANTED: OLDER JBL'S - ALL MUST BE 16 OHMS. 2
each - D130 15N Woofer, 075 Tweeter, N2400 or N2600
crossover. Pay top dollar. R.J.V., P.O. Box 19783, Milwaukee,
WI 53219: (414) 543-0243 Evenings. Call Collect

WANTED: Phase Linear Phase III Speaker System - Tel.
(914) 423.1419 Pat, Jr. EVES.

Wanted: Sony TA -4300 (x -over) TA -3200F (Amp) ST -5000
FW (Tuner.) Don Abele, P.O. Box 76180, B'ham, AL 35223.

PLANS & KITS

DIFFERENT
F RECORD CLUB
KIND OA

Discounts up to 73%, no "agree-topurchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, an, country, etc. Discount dividend certif iates. News-

TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap -dissolve
plans, $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp schematics,
$8.50. The Millers, 1896 Maywood, S. Euclid, OH 44121. TF

letter; accessories; quick service. 100% iron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.
DEPT
ding DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC.
650 Main Street. New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801

l4 -

TIRED OF BEING DUPED?
Finding yourself a little weary of the mega -buck ravings of self -ordained Audio
Critics and "component of the month club" absolutists? If you've reached the
point where the sound quality of a product means more than its snob appeal
you'll want to subscribe to THE $ENSIBLE SOUND, 403 Darwin, Snyder, NY
14226 - $15 (4 issues), $29 (8); add $4 outside N. America.

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS
ABSURDLY LOW PRICES ON AUDIO/VIDEO TAPES AND
MACHINES. PANASONIC PV -1600 $879, PV -1200 $739.
Add $25 shipping (USA). TDK: SAC -90 $29 per 10, SAC -60
$21 per 10, DC -90 $14.90 per 10, VAT 120 $153 per 10. $3

shipping per order. N.Y. add appropriate tax. B&J AUDIO/
VIDEO INC., BOX 248 HOWARD BEACH, N.Y. 11414. (212)
845-2861 M -F 4-8, S 9-2 EST.

NAME -BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell, TDK, Ampex,
Scotch, BASF, etc. New catalogue now available. MJS, 2514
Seaboard Ave., San Jose, CA 95131. (408) 262-8793.

Audiocom

High Technology Audio

ADS, Allison, Apt, Audio Pulse, Audionics, 8&W, Bruer, Burwen, Cotter, Dahlquist, DCM, Denon, Draco. EMT, EV, Eumig, FR, GAS, Grace, Grado, Janis, JR,
KEF, Mitsubishi, MK, NAD. Nakamichi, Ortofon, RH Labs, Revox, Rogers, Snell,
Spectro, Stax, Symmetry, Tandberg, VA Systems

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER
Box 4305B Washington, D.C. 20012. USA, APO, FPO
5-9

TDK, Maxell, BASF, Cassettes, reels, &tracks.

Frio 5.00 T -Dirt

Major credit cards honored. Phone orders shipped promptly.
TDe SA -C90

177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT

Phone. (203) 637-3621

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS SYSTEM
The ASA -10 Is a true professional

quality analyzer that offers:
A 10 -Octave Spectrum Analyzer
covering the full audio range
Built-in flat response microphone

Adjustable dynamic range
display up to 35dB

Selectable detector response
times for either pink noise or

signal monitoring
A Hold Mode for easier analysis
Analyzer ASA -10

$199.95
Pink/White Noise Generator .. 49.95
DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

Lowest

prices. New, Guaranteed. FREE CATALOG S&S Audio, P.O.
TF
Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194

P.O. Box 115 West Redding, CT 06896
203.938 2588

GOLD LINE

2 89

TDK ADCC9O

1

TOK D -C90
TDK SA -C60
BASF PRO I C-90

1

98
59

2 15
2 79

BASF PRO II OR iIC-90
2 89
BASF Studio I or IIC-90
2 59
SCOTCH Master Ii or tIC-90 3 15
SCOTCH Master IC.90
2 69

AMPEX GRANDMASTER I-90.
2 69
AMPEX GRANDMASTER N-90
309
Scotch 212-70-1800
4.29
Soundguard Record Pres Kit
4 59
TOK L.1800
5 13
TDK LB -1800
6 31
AMPEX Grandmaster 1800 It Reel 5 95
SCOTCH 207-7R-1800
.509
BASF Ferro 7" 1800' (New)
6 79

Free T-SM0 wile every order while supplies Iasi All tapes can se assorted Ne
min Add 3 00 snipping or wale for tree catalog or 250 Items plus lowest prices
An all Marren products 100% guarantee. 411-283-8621 M -Tx 9.4.
Tape World 220 Spring St Buller PA 16001

The Saxitone Hotline
800-424-2490
ITS HERE! Saxitone, America's l merchandfeer of recording tape, has Just put
in new TOLL FREE Phone Order Linee to
serve youbetter. Call now for America's

lowest prices on top name recording
tape, video tape, recorders. tape decks
and recording acceeeeorlee. Order from

a full inventory of TDK, Maxell, BASF,
Scotch, Sony. Superecope, B -I -C, Sanyo, EV. Telex N others

Most orders shipped same dayl FREE 32 -page catalog
Master Charged Visa honored. Call now and find out why
Saxitone is o l

STaXITONC Z
1776 Columbia Road NW, Washington, DC 20009
In Washington metroDolltan area call 462-0800

AUDIO April 1980
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HIGH FIDELITY

SERVICES

UNZOO OBFUSCATION OF SALON AUDIO. State-of-theart: Phaselinear II, ANALOG. TECHNICS PRO, NAKAMICHI,

Translation: Japanese -English Specialized in Audio and
other electronics fields. Kaz Tronics, 13309 53rd Ave..

KENWOOD, PURIST, PSE, NIKKO, PRO DENON, RTR, MARK
LEVINSON, VANALSTINE, DYNA, TANDBERG, KIRKSAETER,
LECSON, NAD, MERIDIAN, ULTRASTAT, ONKYO, OTHERS:
ADS, BOSE, B&O, MCINTOSH, LPSCH, AUDIO PULSE, BRYS.
TON, THRESHOLD, DAHLQUIST, KEF, SAE, YAMAHA, LUX,
AND OVER 150 MORE. INCREDIBLE DISCOUNTS, PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AVAILABLE TO GIVE FREE, NO B.S. AD.

Everett, WA 98204.

VICE AND INFORMATION. SEND $5.00 FOR NEWEST 36
PAGE CATALOG CONTAINING 3,000 HIGH -END AUDIO
ITEMS; EVALUATED: G.A.E./E., DRAWER 33, (DEPT A),
BLACKHAWK COLORADO, 80422, OR CALL (303) 582-5200,
1:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. (EST) GOLDEN EAR AUDIO/ELECTRONICS ACCEPTS: MC, VISA, CHECKS, TRADE-INS AND
HOME TRIALS.

MISCELLANEOUS

TAPE RECORDINGS
CHRISTMAS CAROLS CASSETTE ... 60 minutes ... $2.95
plus 50c postage ... EKR Classics, GPO Box 1977A0, New
York City, 10001.
10.0
ON OPEN REEL from master tapes. Argo, Telefunken, Van-

guard, Unicorn. MHS. Catalogue $1.00. Barclay -Crocker,
Room 1470.A, 11 Broadway, NYC, 10004.

TF

OPEN REEL TAPES. Nips, Dolbyized releases from RCA,
London, DG, Warner and others. Airline tapes, quad. Catalog
and updates, $1. THE REEL SOCIETY, P.O. Box 55099-A,
Valencia, CA 91355.
9.9

COLLEGE STUDENTS! Improve your grades. Send $1.00 for
356 -page, collegiate research papers catalog. 10,250 avail
able. RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, Box 25918AD, Los Angeles,
California, 90025. (213)477.8226.
9.0

the audio advocate
SME
Polk

Conrad -Johnson

Keith Monks
Nakamichi
Acoustat

Gale
Cizek
Supex

LS3/5A

Ariston

Onkyo

Magnepan
Apt Holman
Fulton Cable
Audio Research

Haller

505 Milburn Avenue
TDK 3M AGFA

COMPUTERIZED STEREO COMPARISONS. Computer
selects the best components for you! Top system for your
money. Guaranteed. Name -brands. Complete evaluation -$5.
Free details. Write: BICOM, Form 10C, 10510 Davison, Cupertino, CA 95014.

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters

Polyline
"re'

Milburn. NJ

312/298-5300

1233 RAND RD. DES PLAINES, IL 60016

20

SUPERIOR AUDIO COMPONENTS: Audio Pulse; Audio Research SP -6 tube preamp and D-110
amp; Badap 1; Celestion; Cizek; Crown Distinction Series DL -2, SA -2, and EQ-2; Dayton Wright;
dbx; Decca; Denon; Dynavector; EMT; Formula 4; Grace; Haller kits; KEF; Kenwood Purist: Lux
LRS: Magneplanar: Mitsubishi; Mobile Fidelity records: Nakamichi: Plasmatronics: Polk: RTR;
Verion: Watson speakers.

and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph
Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9.7134
TF

Rega
ADC

(201) 467-8988

Call/write for Iree cassette catalog

SERVICES

Grado

111111

Bold

.,ro.o.,<,., y

233 East Lancaster Avenue, Wynnewood, Pa. 19096.
(215) 667.3048 or

649.2965.

TYPES

WARRANTY SERVICE ON JBL, ALTEC, EV, AND GAUSS. ONE
DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE. WE SHIP COMPRESSION STOCK.

VISA AND MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED. ANTECH LABS,

INC., 8144 BIG BEND, ST. LOUIS, MO 63119 (314) 9623590.
INDEPENDENT EQUIPMENT EVALUATION AND TESTING,

FCC Certification, HYAK ASSOCIATES, 7011 Calamo St.,
# 107, Springfield, VA 22150 (703) 451.1188.
JBL SPEAKER WARRANTY STATION- RCI, 8550 2nd Avenue, Silver Spring, Md. 20910. Mail orders Welcome.

Mount your Audio System professionally
Send Name/Type of equipment, plus $3.50 to:

J. Miller,

LEGENDS MOVE AND GROW.

Chestnut Hill Audio has moved and grown. We now represent Audionics, Bowers & Wilkins,
Bryston, Cotter, DCM, Denon, Fidelity Research, Grace, Grado, Hafler, Hegeman, Impulse,
Janis, JR149, Linn Sondek, Levinson, Marcof, Precedent, Quad, Rappaport, Revox, Rogers,
Sequerra, Snell Acoustics, Sony/Pro, Spendor, Symdex, Symmetry, TVA, Tandberg, Tangent,
Technics/Pro, Theta, Threshold and Vandersteen. All of these legends at 311 Cherry Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. (215)923-3035.

CHESTNUT HII.I, MJI)I() I:1'I).

4336 Vanderbilt PI., Bham, Ala. 35217.
NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC
MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE

37203

7 ti6

TF

SpeakerGuts.
The absolute latest in
advanced speaker technology. Wave Aperature'
Drivers, the Patented
Nestrovic Woofer System, raw
speaker components selected for
their excellence. Horns. crossovers. subwoofers. woofers,
midranges. horn and dome tweeters. Over 30 in all. Build
your own speaker system and we'll provide top quality
speakers and design information. Send for FREE 48 page
color catalog from the largest, most experienced speaker
kit manufacturer in the world. DON'T DELAY. Write today!

fpecikeiUci
ept. A-106, 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle, Washington 98103

Wom, dyeeat

o

BEVERIDGE HAFLER HEGEMAN GAS.
SUMOLINN SONDEK MITCHELL COTTER
SUPEX -GRACE D.C.M. QYSON IC
MICRO SEIKI KOETSU NIKKO PRO
SANSUI PRO PROMETHEAN SONUS
SANYO PLUS EUMIG
We ship prepaid anywhere in the United States

MAJOR
CREDITCARDS
ACCEPTED
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

RADIO PROGRAMS

ELECTRONIC MUSIC and home recording in Polyphony

YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes. Quality
Sound. Reliable Service. Giant catalog $1.00 refundable with
first order. ADVENTURES. Box 4822-A, Inglewood, California
90302.
TF

magazine. Advanced applications, interviews, projects, computer music. Sample, $1.50. Subscription (6 issues), $8 US/

$10 foreign. POLYPHONY, Box AM20305, Okla. City, OK
73156.

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

5-0

PUBLICATIONS

RADIO PROGRAMS
CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028.
TF

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE
Rcvrs., amps, TTs, Audio, Ham Gear, Etc. 5 issues $2! "Electronic Trader," Box 73-A, Folly Beach, SC 29439.
T.F.

GOLDEN AGE RADIO. Your best source for radio tapes, reels
or cassettes. Box 25215-D, Portland, Oregon 97225.
9.0

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or just listen.

Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog $1

Free Promotional Albums, Concert Tickets, Stereos, Etc.
Information: Barry Publications, 477 82nd Street, Brooklyn.

refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore. Ca. 94550 TF

NY 11209.

Place label here
VINTAGE RADIO and T.V. -Lowest rates. Post Free, Trading,
Video too; Signals, Box 5063 Station E., Edmonton, Alta. Canada T5P 4C1. U.S. Inquiries.

EMPLOYMENT
INFORMATION

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats television!! Tapes.
$1.00 hour! Established esteemed dealer, informative 200
page catalog $1.25. Cassette samples $2.00. AM Treasures.

Write: National Craftsman Union, 210 Fifth Avenue, Suite

Box 192AÚ, Babylon, N.Y. 11702

1102, New York, NY 10010.

TF

JOURNEYMAN CREDENTIALS GRANTED LEGITIMATE!
10.0

MOVING? Please give us 8
weeks advance notice. Attach label
with your old address, and write in
new address below.

Audio's Classified Ads
Are Your Best Marketplace
For Used Equipment!

RENEWING? Check box
below and attach label with corrections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check box
and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send Audio for 1 year at $11.94
New subscription

Renewal
Payment enclosed Bill me

AN EAST COAST ALTERNATIVE

FRIED SPEAKER KITS

audio salon's custom "semi -kit": Our semi -kits are made

from particle board and have a black lacquer finish. The
enclosures are completely finished. You only insert the
speakers and crossover.
YOU WILL NOT FIND LOWER PRICES ON FRIED SPEAKERS.
$450 pair
B II
$550 pair
C
D
$800 pair
$950 pair
O
Super Monitor Woofer
$1050pair
Complete Super Monitor
$1600
audio salons Custom built speakers are made from

Name

audio salon

2227 Greenway Ave.

Charlotte, NC 28204
(704) 377-6590

City

Bank Cards & Certified Checks welcome.
SHIPPING BII, C
$15
T,D,O,SM

$25 East
$35 West

Zip

State

AOCOAO

For faster service call toll -free any

business day, 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
[astern time.

All speaker components mounted ... just connect to your amp.
B II
$550 pair
C
$750 pair
D
$1050pair
O
$1150pair
Super Monitor Woofers
$1400pair
$2000
Complete Super Monitor

800-243-8002
(In Connecticut 800-852-8593)

You will find our finished speakers are significantly nicer
than "kits" offered by other companies. Even though we
use expensive and rare solid hardwood, our prices are
competitive with other "kits".

AUDIO
1

You may also order pre-cut unassembled birch veneer at a
may be ordered without speakers.

Address

Write or call for free catalogue.

beautiful selected hardwoods such as walnut, cherry, oak
and others. Enclosures are hand built and extreme care is
maintained throughout the process. Each unit is carefully
finished in natural stain and waxed for permanent beauty.

slight saving over the above listed prices. All enclosures

Outside the U.S.: add $6.00 per year.

.,

:M.,..
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Fawcett Place

P.O. Box 8167
Greenwich, CT 06836

AUDIO April 1980
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

new improvement
has nothing to do with the sound.
Its the package.
TDK's

SUPER AVILYN CASSETTE

HIGH RESOLUTION

Super Precision Cassette Mechanism

1' 7_

Each TDK package is
now designed to catch your
eye as never before. Clean, modern lines.
Brig it new colors. Bolder designations in
front. Full tape description in back, in c lucñng sound characteristics, formuation, bias and a frequency response
:hart to let you know precisely what
,you're buying without having to hunt for
a salesman.
And don't expect the improvements to
stop there. Inside there are complete
recording and cassette care tips. Invaluable for preserving the life of each cassette, even though each TDK cassette is
pro:ected by a full lifetime warranty.*
There's also a convenient, tear -out index
card to help you build a perfect reference
system.
Once inside, TDK couldn't stop improving. There's now a wider cassette window.
© 1980 TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, New York 11530

Through i
you'll be able
to watch two red
double hub clamps registering tape direction as
they turn. Just when the improvements seem to end, TDK tape technology
begins. TDK SAs cobalt adsorbed gamma
ferric formulation continues to set the high
bias standard around the world. TDK AD,
the tape with the hot high end, is now
Acoustic Dynamic. You'll see it in brand
new blue and silver colors. TDK D,
another member of TDK's dynamic series,
makes many premium normal bias cassettes sound ordinary and overpriced.
That's all we have to report for now. But
there will be more to come. Part
of TDK's philosophy is: when "K-^
every improvement has
fl
been made, improve again.
_0,41
.
Supplier to the U.S. Olympic Team

Enter No. 36 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

TDIc
The machine for your machine

*In the unlikely event that any TDK cassette
ever fails to perform due to a defect in
materials or workmansh ip, simply return it to
your local dealer or to TDK fora free
replacement.

From the grandest opera to the Grand Ole Opry. A lot
of FM stations. playa lot of different music yet still have
one th ng in common: The need for uncommonly accurate
turntables. That's why so many FM stations use Technics
direct drive turntables.
That professionals use Technics direct drive turntables
is really not surprising. What is, is that now you can get

Technics

professiional performance in Technics quartz -synthesizer
MK2 Series: Tie SL -1800 manual, the SL -1700 semiautomatic and :he SL -1600 fully automatic.
Wow & :lutter

Rumtle

0.025% ARMS

-78 D1N B

Speed

accuracy
'1 0.002%

Start-up Time

1/4 rotation

As ya.i can see, they all have impressive performance.
But with Technics MK2 Series, you also get impressive
advances in electronics. Like a quartz -synthesizer pitch
control. As you vary the pitch it's instantaneously displayed
by 13 LED's in e.ac: I% increments. That makes life easy.
So does the SL -1600 MK2's infrared disc -size sensor.
Just place a disc on the platter, press the start button and
immediately an i ifrared ray activates the micro -computer.
Then the Technics precision gimbal -suspension tonearm
automatically sets down in the lead-in groove.
And for double protection against acoustic feedback,
Technics precision a uminum diecast base has a double isolated suspension system. One damps out vibration
from the ease, the other from the tonearm and platter.
The MK2 Series. You don't have to be a radio station
to afford performance good enough for a radio station.

Your next turntable should be as accurate
as the ones many radio stations use.
;
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